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Okay, this place is such a mess.
I think that only because every-

thing around us is such a mess, and
we only get to see bits and pieces of
the mess.

Have you ever thought that there
is so much going on in the
world, and have yo u
thought that we are so
lucky that you have access
to so much information? I
mean, the internet alone
allows you to get informa-
tion from reliable as well as
s u bve r s i ve sources about
topics that might not be
covered in depth in the
daily news. I mean, look
h ow powe rful CNN is
now, how they have a few

cable channels, and web sites, and
well, they probably have a bunch of
other stuff too, to make the world a
more informed place.

That is, if you choose their
a venues to get information fro m .

You can always choose to
surf the net and get infor-
mation from people who
live in recreational vehicles
and drink too much and
are sure that they have been
abducted by aliens. Well,
you choose you ow n
sources, I guess.

And yes, maybe infor-
mation is a good thing, if
people looking for informa-
tion  can weed out the bad
information from the good
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My gof, we've made it. I can't help but be amazed at the emount of crap we
have to go through to make it sometimes, and I am stunned by the capabilities
of the human mind. 

It boggles me.
Either way, I'm not going to ramble on and on, like I usually like to do, so

I am going to leave you qith an essay I did recently for the editorial. So... enjoy...
I know it has been a while since I have done an editorial, so if you have any

ideas for future ones, feel free to e-mail me and give me a topic to spout off on...
Hee hee. I seem to like doing that.

In the meantime, yo will all have to settle for an essay I did recently, and I
hope you enjoy it...

Keep My Sanity



information, or if they can
weed out the bad sourc e s
when they are too bust paying
attention to the good sources.

I guess.
So what does it mean to

have your own web site? Well,
it means getting on the inter-

net enough to get web space. I mean,
America On line offers five screen names
and 10 meg of web space to you for only
twenty dollars a month, all while giving
you internet access to most places in the
United States. Okay, in Europe too. The
point is that there are a lot of places to go
to get access to the information you want
to share. Programs on the computer can
generate the right language for web pages
too. That and a little advertising, and
you can have people reading what you
decide to post on the web.

So what does it mean to get informa-
tion from common sources? Well, be
prepared for the fact that it might not
have the slant of your life style. It once
again is a matter of knowing how to get
the right information.

I have come to the point where I am

so tired of the quote-
unquote information super-
highway that I donít watch
television much, where I
donít read the newspaper...
Where I donít even surf the
net much or listen to the radio. I get to tired of listening
to other people telling me how to think that I often pre-

fer to just miss out on the big sto-
ries so that I can keep my sanity.

Maybe I am the only person
that thinks that way. Yes, I have
my own web site and I have my
own e-mail and Iím really thinking
about getting cable so I can watch
cool television. And no, I donít get
a newspaper, and right now I donít
even have cable, and I much prefer
listening to a compact disc of mine
for music instead of leaving my
will to the radio station. So maybe
for now I have found a way to
define a line to keep for me and
information. You know, how
much is too much. That is some-
thing I try to keep in mind every
day.
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Dr. Jack Kevorkian’s upcoming murder trial involves far more than an
individual’s right to die: it involves his right to live.

After the November 60 Minutes broadcast showing Kevorkian
euthanizing a Michigan man, Kevorkian challenged authorities to arrest him,
which they did on a charge of first-degree murder. The “doctor of death” has
admitted in interviews that his intention from the start has been to make a
clear-cut test case for euthanasia.

“But far more than euthanasia is going to be on trial,” says Andrew
Bernstein, senior writer for the Ayn Rand Institute (ARI). “For if a man suf-
fering from an agonizing terminal illness does not have the legal right to
choose death-if the state can stop him and prolong his agony-then the ques-
tion must be asked: to whom does one’s life
belong?”

In a free country, an individual’s life is his
own. He is not the property of the govern-
ment, society or God. Each individual is free
to live or die as he sees fit. The issue of the
right to control one’s own body, free of gov-
ernment coercion, is not distinctive to
euthanasia-it is the essence of political liberty.

Prosecutors will be placing on trial, not
just Jack Kevorkian, but the individual’s right
to die-and hence right to live-as a free man.

The Ayn Rand Institute, an educational organization established in 1985,
seeks to advance novelist-philosopher Ayn Rand’s philosophy of Objectivism and its
principal tenets: reason, rational egoism, and laissez-faire capitalism. For further
information, contact Chris Wolski, Media Relations Manager. Phone: (310) 306-
9232 Ext. 213; fax (310) 306-4925; e-mail: chrisw@aynrand.org or visit ARI’s
Web site at: http://www.aynrand.org
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what is veganism?

A vegan (VEE-gun) is someone who does not con-
sume any animal products. While vegetarians avoid
flesh foods, vegans don’t consume dairy or egg prod-
ucts, as well as animal products in clothing and other
sources.

why veganism?
This cruelty-free lifestyle provides many benefits,

to animals, the environment and to ourselves. The
meat and dairy industry abuses billions of animals.

Animal agriculture takes an enormous toll on the land.
Consumtion of animal products has been linked to
heart disease, colon and breast cancer, osteoporosis,
diabetes and a host of other conditions.

so what is vegan action?
We can succeed in shifting agriculture away from

factory farming, saving millions, or even billions of
chickens, cows, pigs, sheep turkeys and other animals
from cruelty.

We can free up land to restore to wilderness, pol-

lute less water and air, reduce topsoil reosion, and pre-
vent desertification.

We can improve the health and happiness of mil-
lions by preventing numerous occurrences od breast
and prostate cancer, osteoporosis, and heart attacks,
among other major health problems.

A vegan, cruelty-free lifestyle may be the most
important step a person can take towards creatin a
more just and compassionate society. Contact us for
membership information, t-shirt sales or donations.

“Dr.
Death” 
Is a
Defender
of Life

a



By Ayn Rand

"No matter what discomforts
and expenses you had to bear to
come here," said a NASA guide to a
group of guests, at the conclusion of
a tour of the Space Center on Cape
Kennedy, on July 15, 1969, "there
will be seven minutes tomorrow
morning that will make you feel it
was worth it."

It was.
[The launch] began with a large

patch of bright, ye l l ow - o r a n g e
flame shooting sideways from under
the base of the rocket. It looked like
a normal kind of flame and I felt an
instant's shock of anxiety, as if this

were a building on fire. In the next
instant the flame and the rocket
were hidden by such a sweep of
dark red fire that the anxiety van-
ished: this was not part of any nor-
mal experience and could not be
integrated with anything. The dark
red fire parted into two gigantic
wings, as if a hydrant were shooting
streams of fire outward and up,
toward the zenith--and between the
two wings, against a pitch-black sky,
the rocket rose slowly, so slowly that
it seemed to hang still in the air, a
pale cylinder with a blinding oval of
white light at the bottom, like an
upturned candle with its flame
directed at the earth. Then I became

aware that this was happening in
total silence, because I heard the
cries of birds winging frantically
away from the flames. The rocket
was rising faster, slanting a little, its
tense white flame leaving a long,
thin spiral of bluish smoke behind
it. It had risen into the open blue
sky, and the dark red fire had turned
into enormous billows of brown
smoke, when the sound reached us:
it was a long, violent crack, not a
rolling sound, but specifically a
cracking, grinding sound, as if space
were breaking apart, but it seemed
i r re l e vant and unimport a n t ,
because it was a sound from the past
and the rocket was long since speed-
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ing safely out of its reach--though it
was strange to realize that only a few
seconds had passed. I found myself
waving to the rocket involuntarily, I
heard people applauding and joined
them, grasping our common
motive; it was impossible to watch
passively, one had to express, by
some physical action, a feeling that
was not triumph, but more: the
feeling that that white object's
unobstructed streak of motion was
the only thing that mattered in the
universe.

What we had seen, in naked
essentials--but in reality, not in a
work of art - was the concretized
abstraction of man's greatness.

The fundamental significance
of Apollo 11's triumph is not polit-
ical; it is philosophical; specifically,
moral-epistemological.

The meaning of the sight lay in
the fact that when those dark red
wings of fire flared open, one knew
that one was not looking at a nor-
mal occurrence, but at a cataclysm
which, if unleashed by nature ,

would have wiped man out of exis-
tence--and one knew also that this
cataclysm was planned, unleashed,
and controlled by man, that this
unimaginable power was ruled by
his power and, obediently serving
his purpose, was making way for a
slender, rising craft. One knew that
this spectacle was not the product of
inanimate nature, like some aurora
borealis, or of chance, or of luck,
that it was unmistakably human--
with "human," for once, meaning
grandeur--that a purpose and a
long, sustained, disciplined effort
had gone to achieve this series of
moments, and that man was suc-
ceeding, succeeding, succeeding!
For once, if only for seven minutes,
the worst among those who saw it
had to feel--not "How small is man
by the side of the Grand Canyon!"-
-but "How great is man and how
safe is nature when he conquers it!"

That we had seen a demonstra-
tion of man at his best, no one
could doubt--this was the cause of
the event's attraction and of the

stunned numbed state in which it
left us. And no one could doubt
that we had seen an achievement of
man in his capacity as a rational
being--an achievement of reason, of
logic, of mathematics, of total dedi-
cation to the absolutism of reality.

Frustration is the leitmotif in
the lives of most men, particularly
today--the frustration of inarticu-
late desires, with no knowledge of
the means to achieve them. In the
sight and hearing of a crumbling
world, Apollo 11 enacted the story
of an audacious purpose, its execu-
tion, its triumph, and the means
that achieved it--the story and the
demonstration of man's highest
potential. 

Editorial excerpted by the Ayn
Rand Institute from a 1969 essay by
n ovelist/philosopher Ayn Ra n d ,
author of Atlas Shrugged and The
Fountainhead. The Ayn Ra n d
Institute is located in Marina del Rey,
California.  www.aynrand.org
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He re are the program notes
Laurie has written for

Songs and
Stories
from
Moby Dick

Laurie Anderson ©1999
I began to work on this project

because a multimedia producer was
making a series for high school kids
about books. He was worried that
books are disappearing and he
wanted to do something that would
get kids interested in reading. So he
asked several artists to pick their
f a vorite books and write mono-
logues about why they liked them.

I chose Moby Dick. Although
pieces of Melville's text have
cropped up in some of my songs
and films over the years, I hadn't
really read the whole book since
high school. And I was a bit ner-
vous. I had a dim recollection of
being very bored by a lot of the
whaling details and technical para-
phernalia. I also remember thinking
that the captain and his obsession

with the whale was a bit over the
t o p, too fantastic, too
Shakespearean.

Then I read it again. And it was
a complete revelation. Encyclopedic
in scope, the book moved through
ideas about history, philosophy, sci-
ence, religion and the natural world
t ow a rds Melville's complex and
dark conclusions about the mean-
ing of life, love, and obsession.
Being a somewhat dark person
myself, I fell in love with the idea
that what you look for your whole
life will eventually eat you alive.

The project for high school kids
never materialized but I read Moby
Dick five more times in a row. I
began to hear it as music. The ram-
bling, rolling sentences, the lapses
into iambic pentameter, the lyrical
poems all mixed with the thee's and
thou's of another time. And the sto-
ries? On one level, Moby Dick is a
magnificent collection of essays and
short stories about the night sky, the
behavior of polar bears, theories
about the origin of the universe, all
entwined with countless bits of
information about rope and weath-
er and oars and the many objects of
a lost nineteenth century world.

It's also a tour de force in narra-
tive style. Melville tells his stories in
h u n d reds of shifting voices, as
botanist, lawyer, preacher, historian.
These narrative styles and forms of
address, from dry to dreamy, morph
r a p i d l y. And it's this daring
approach to narrative voices that
I've found most exciting and origi-
nal about the book. Imagistic, con-
cise and associative, Melville built
his world and inhabited it with a
cast of the living and the dead.
Spinoza, Noah, Job and Jo n a h
sailed on the doomed Pequod just
as much as Ahab, Ishmael, Pip,
Queequeg and the crazy cook.

Is Moby Dick a Tragedy?
Of course, from page one we

k n ow the ship will go dow n .
Eve rything relentlessly moves to that
vanishing point. But for me the
Pequod is more like the Ma y f l owe r
than the Titanic. When the Ti t a n i c
sinks it's spectacular, it sinks expen-
s i ve technology, money, power and
s a voir faire. It's a perversely satisfying
experience, like blowing up the
White House in "In d e p e n d e n c e
Day". But when the Pequod sinks, it
takes a whole universe down with it
while somehow building a new one.
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So what does Melville have to
say to late twentieth century
Americans? Obsessive, technologi-
cal, voluble and in search of the
transcendent, we're a lot like our
nineteenth century forbears.
Melville's search for meaning is
alternately frustrating and illumi-
nating, multilaye red and elusive ,
like the great white whale he search-
es for. For me, a key question is
asked, almost as an afterthought, at
the end of Father Mapple's famous
sermon, "So what is a man if he
outlives the lifetime of his God?"
Yes, really. What do you do when
you no longer believe in the things
that have driven you? How do you
go on?

Translation and Invention
Translating a complex and clas-

sic literary text into a multimedia
p roduction is a completely new
kind of project for me. I've attend-
ed enough meetings of the Melville
Society and read enough of the
newsletter over the years to know
that whatever I did with the book
would inevitably have many gaps.
How could I catch the spirit of this
book and represent what I loved the
most?

Visually, I've tried to create sev-
eral levels for the action by making
a set where characters can emerge
and then be reabsorbed into a more
abstract place, a device I've used in
pieces like "The Nerve Bible". The
images themselves- words, water,
p a p e r, flowing textures, gritty
machines fire and constellations-
are meant not so much to conjure a
place as to create a parallel dream
world as well as to provide visual
counterpoint to the sound.

So how much of this show is
actually Melville's text?

According to my very fast com-
puter, approximately ten per cent.
Sometimes I picked my favo r i t e
passages and left them alone. ("Seat
thyself sultanically among the
moons of Saturn...") Other times I
used only an idea or phrase to build
a song. ("Because in all men there
reside certain properties, occult and
w o n d rous and hidden.") Ot h e r
times, in the spirit of Melville's
digressions, I just invented things
and added whatever I felt like
adding.

In writing lyrics and words that
would be sayable, I've used several
methods to shorten the words and
make them resonate when spoken
aloud. In addition to the discursive
quality of the text, much of
Melville's language rings very differ-
ently for us than for his contempo-
raries who knew their Bibles better.
When Melville wrote "Consider the
subtleness of the sea...and how its
most dreaded creatures glide under-
water carrying on eternal warfare
since the world began" this no
doubt alerted his readers that he was
making a dark rhyme with
"Consider the lilies of the field..."
from the Sermon on the Mount.

The World of Sound
To start with, obv i o u s l y

Melville was unaware that whales
can talk and sing. He compared
them to the "tongueless crocodiles
of the Nile" and most of his descrip-
tions of them are visual or spiritual.
In fact Moby Dick is a curiously
silent book. For every description of
sound there are hundreds of visual
descriptions. Instead, the music is
all in the words and the way they
riff and trip, skip and lumber.

Because Melville's visual and
mental world is so wide ranging, I

wanted the music to reflect this.
And besides, the realistic approach
would have meant restricting myself
to solo tambourine, the only instru-
ment actually on the ship. "Songs
and Stories..." begins with "Audite"
an invocation in Latin inspired by
Corsican singers who have devel-
oped a vocal style somew h e re
b e t ween Gregorian and Mu s l i m
chanting.

Audite o vos in terra habitantes
Hanc fabulam, audite de

oceano.
Et quo modo petiverint. Id

quod desiderant
Quoque modo eos tandem con-

sumpserit.
Loquimini, o machinae, de lib-

ertate 
Loquimini, o machinae, per

aerem temporis nostri.
Listen, o people of the land.
To this story of the ocean.
And how they looked for what

they wanted.
And how it ate them in the end.
Speak, machines, of liberty.
Speak through the air of our

time.
In the world of sound I've tried

to represent Melville's various voic-
es through digital filters. Also, The
Talking Stick, which I have been
working on with a design team
f rom In t e rval Re s e a rch and Bob
Bielecki, is a new wireless instru-
ment that can access and replicate
any sound. Much of the book
invokes disembodiment, phantom
voices. The Talking Stick is a physi-
cal representation of the disembod-
ied voice as well as being an
e x t remely physical and digital
descendant of turntables.

As for characters, the perform-
ers in tonight's piece shift through
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many roles and voices, sometimes
they're readers, sometimes sailors
sometimes commentators or critics.
Of course there is no way to tell the
whole story in an evening. My goal
is to translate some of my favorite
parts of the book into music and
images that suggest the flavor and
strangeness and beauty of Melville's
world. And finally to make a world
of my own where ideas and obses-
sions take a new sensual form.

Melville's Bible
When I told a friend I was

w o rking on a project based on
Mo by Dick he just about we n t
crazy. He said, "Moby Dick?! Moby
Dick?" He said he had something
for me and a few days later he
brought over a big box. Inside was
Melville's Bible, which Me l v i l l e
bought just before he began writing
Moby Dick. It was filled with pen-
cil notes and markings, many of
which his wife had appare n t l y
erased (their relationship being far
from idyllic.)

My friend, who had gotten the
Bible at So t h e by's, had checked
through the Morgan Library and
their contacts with the FBI, to see if
it would be possible to reconstruct
the passages that had been erased.
The consensus was that this would
have been possible if the marks had
been erased thirty years ago, but not
a hundred and fifty. So I went
combing through the Bible with a
magnifying glass, looking for little
marks, signs, anything that might
have something to do with a whale.

And then I found it. Is a i a h
27:1. "In that day the Lord with his
sore and great and strong sword
shall punish leviathan the piercing
serpent, even leviathan that crooked
serpent; and he shall slay the dragon

that is in the sea." Next to this verse
was a check mark and a long squig-
gle. And I thought. That's it! The
whale is his snake and the ocean is
his garden, the place where he
works out good and evil.

Songs and Stories from Moby
Dick is in the end a kind of
palimpsest, a piece of paper that is
constantly being erased reinterpret-
ed and re-shaped through many dif-
ferent lenses and filters. It has been
a fascinating and wild journey for

me, trying first to understand the
book and then to bring it to life in
a new way. Melville dedicated
Moby Dick to his friend Nathaniel
Hawthorne whose approval he
sought throughout the writing of
the book. Disappointed by
Hawthorne's reaction, Me l v i l l e
dedicated his next book to a moun-
tain. "Songs and Stories from Moby
Dick" is dedicated to He r m a n
Melville and to his search for the
unknowable.
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Okay, tough guy. T ime to 
rough up the suspect.

How to save your life.
Submit, or I’ll have to kill you.

O k a y, it’s this simple: send me published or unpublished poetry, pro s e
or art work to ccandd96@aol.com - then sit by your mailbox and wait.
P retty soon we'll tell you that (a) Your work sucks, or (b) This is fancy
crap, and we’re gonna print it. It’s that simple!

How to win the editors over.
Hope Chest in the Attic is a 200 page, perfect-bound book of 13 years
of poetry, prose and art by Janet Kuypers. It’s a really classy thing, if you
know what I mean. It’s $10.95 retail, but we've got it on sale now for a
L OW L OW five bucks. 

Holy Shit! What a Deal!!!

How to read cutting-edge poetr y...
You thought I’d say “read cc+d,” but this is bigger. We have nooks here
for sale, like  Contents Under Pre s s u re, by Janet Kuypers of her newest
s t u ff. It’s hand-bound, paperback, and she’ll even sign it if you beg her
enough. Man, it's gro o v y. And an even ten smackers. Wow! Barg a i n .

Okay, butt-munch. T ough guy .
Listen up and listen good.



The following is supplementary
material from my recent interview
with Russell Means, published here
in the interest of giving Means his
full say, and in the belief that
Means's message - that Americans
are all too willing to surrender their
precious freedoms, that the US is in
fact fleeing from freedom to autoc-
racy - is an important one that
should be heard again and again.
Means on our all-controlling gov-
ernment:  We have gove r n m e n t
control of the schools. We have
government control of the land. We
have government control of health.
And you can go on and on and on
down the line; if you study any-
thing about political science or soci-
ology or anthropology or history or
government you will see what has
happened to America was fostered
on an Indian reservation.  Means on

American democracy:  And the final
thing is your idiocy of mob rule.
You call mob rule democracy, and
you actually believe it's fair. You
know what democracy means in
America, don't you? It means 50%
plus one. That's mob rule. That's
absolute mob rule. Now look at the
history of voting in this country.
Everytime there's voting, you lose
more of your rights. 90% of the
laws passed in this country are not
passed by Congress. They're passed
by departments like the
Department of Education or the
Bureau of Indian Affairs. That's not
democracy, when your elected offi-
cials pass less than 10% of your
laws.  There isn't a bureau in the
federal government, there isn't an
office in the administration of any
President that isn't an extension of
totalitarianism.  This whole facade

of government was practiced and
perfected by the Bureau of Indian
Affairs on the re s e rvations, then
exported to you, as policy. So the
f rustrations you feel as an
American, the frustrations you feel
as a human being, the fact that you
know that you are powerless in your
own country - you as an individual,
you have no power...  If you stop
and read the Bill of Rights, you will
see that your government is totally
unconstitutional.  It was Benjamin
Franklin who stated "Those who
would exchange some of their free-
doms for safety deserve neither free-
dom nor safety."  Means is highly
critical of Powwows, arguing that
these make for a culture of "week-
end Indians." I used to live in a
building full of Mohawk construc-
tion workers in Brooklyn, who
invited us to a powwow in Canada
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(actually, they invited Mrs. Simpleton when I was not around, which makes me suspect they weren't just thinking of
passing the peace pipe); their description of the powwow was enthusiastic enough to make me question Means's
objection:  There isn't any objection to it now. These urban Indians, these hang-around-the-fort Indians, these apple
Indians have perverted and corrupted my way of life.  Apple Indians?  Red on the outside, white on the inside.  At
Wounded Knee you had something of a diplomatic role - speaking to the press and so forth - although you're not the
most diplomatic guy.  I know I'm not the most diplomatic guy. I don't try to be. And I admire those people who are.
I just don't have that capability, nor do I want to attain it.  Where do you see yourself doing the most good now?  I
see myself as an artist. I see myself as a teacher. I see myself as an organizer. I see myself as my Indian name - Works
For the People. And that's what I'm doing with the Independence movement. We now have an independence move-
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ment in this country among my people, the Lakota.
This is not a pan-Indian thing, it's not a powwow
Indian thing, it's not a weekend Indian thing. And it
certainly isn't for the American people. It's for my peo-
ple, the Lakota. And that's where my energies are.

What's your view of New Agers who try to grok some
version of Indian religion and culture?  It's not just New
Agers. It's anyone who's trying to return to some kind of
balance in life, with Spirituality involved. And what I've
found these people do is they go around and they appro-
priate what is easy for them or useful for them. And they
do nothing about taking in the whole, or especially any
of the difficult parts, of each belief they're trying to
emulate. This is true of the Europeanized people of all
the sacred colors of the human race, not just white peo-
ple; Indians are guilty of it also.  So if I'm trying to be
an Irish-American New Ager I should just go back to the
Catholic church?  Yeah, or go further back, to your
Celtic roots.  There's no going back for me, man. My
family has been here since before the Civil War; I'd be
about as welcome in Ireland as the potato disease.  Well
first, if Indians had thought like Republicans yo u
wouldn't be here at all. But it's my belief that there's
enough money in the world for everyone. So why worry
about it. And it's the same with land, it's the same with
everything. There's enough of it around. The only prob-
lem is the patriarchal system. And that's what you have
to deal with if you want to be welcome anywhere. You'd
better get out of that patriarchal system. And that's the
biggest failing of those New Agers and others; they're
only looking at the patriarchal system. They're not look-
ing at the matriarchal. Matriarchy is a system that's
entirely devoted to improving relationships with every-
thing. With the universe, with yourself. Think about in
America right now: How many places can you donate to
right now that are devoted to improving human rela-
tionships? Not Amnesty International, not Greenpeace,
not the Sierra Club. In the Matriarchal society, every
law, every rule, every regulation, every waking hour and
every sleeping hour is devoted entirely to improving
relationships. That's why patriarchy has overrun the

world. By using force, or deceit. Or both of them
together: They used the Catholic Church and the sword,
and went around dividing up the world. And after the
Reformation, the rest of the Christians got into it too.
And the same thing with the sects of Islam and

Buddhism and Hinduism.  Who are Ted Means and
William Means?  They're twin brothers and they're my
younger twin brothers.  What's your beef with the
Navajo Supreme Court?  It's my effort to fight against
the apartheid laws of America. The Navajo Supreme
C o u rt re p resents the colonized enforcement of
Apartheid in America. We Indian people suffer under
blatant and atrocious Apartheid in America, and it's
time for the rest of the world to wake up to that fact.
[Editor's note: The Navajo Supreme court is currently
considering assault charges against Means for incidents
that allegedly took place on Navajo land. He is fighting
extradition on the grounds that the Navajo nation does
not have jurisdiction over non-member Indians.]  Of all
the legislative issues you hear about involving Indians,
you never hear any good sovereignty ones, like "We own
Oklahoma."  That's by design, because as long as the
government can keep Indians out of sight and out of
mind, they can do anything they want. That's what the
government is doing with prisoners in the Federal prison
system. They're doing anything they want to them,
because they're out of sight and out of mind. You don't
even realize that there's torture in this country. And that
there are more political prisoners in the United States
than anywhere else in the world. By head count, the
United States of America has more people in prisons
than the entire country of China. China has ten times
the number of people, yet they don't have as many peo-
ple in jail. [Editor's note: China actually has about 3.3
times the number of people; but the general point - that
its population is larger and its prison population smaller
- is accurate] According to United Nations statistics, the
United States is by far the most violent country in the
world. The second most violent country is Scotland; the
third most violent country is Australia. And I forget
what the other ones are.  What's your view of capital
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punishment?  The United States pretends to be the most
civilized country in the history of the human race, yet it
practices human sacrifice. Of course, they always have a
nice new name to describe what they're doing. The same
way "Indian Affairs" covers up genocide. With political
prisoners, they criminalize them. So they can say
"They're not political prisoners; they're criminals." But
what they're saying about murdering people is that it's
retribution. They don't say "revenge" because "Revenge
is mine, sayeth the Lord." And this is supposed to be one
nation under God. All its laws are based on the
Christian faith. And yet they have capital punishment.

And what is capital punishment but a pagan ritual? It's
human sacrifice: It has ritual, it appeases the god of
revenge. And it has spirituality: There's a priest or min-
ister who is part and parcel of the human sacrifice ritu-
al. It's a human sacrifice, nothing more, nothing less.
Were you out in San Francisco to shoot Nash Bridges?
Yeah, I was out there twice. But I do understand
California. I grew up in the Bay Area. I lived in Vallejo,
in the North Bay, I lived in the East Bay, and I lived in
San Fr a n c i s c o. I taught ballroom dancing in Sa n
Francisco!  You should be out here now. You'd be more
in demand than ever.

Share your opinion on Mr. Means with simpleton.
Previously in simpleton:    August 27, 1999: Capsule

Review We fill space with a movie pick!  July 2, 1999:
Last Resor t You're going to love our mandatory vaca-
tion enforcement policy!  June 11, 1999: They're tryin'
to foc-us  My averageness rewarded  June 1, 1999: Send
email to the dead  Our online seance  May 27, 1999:
Back to basics  Returning science fiction to its rightful
owners  May 13, 1999: New School Re g u l a t i o n s
Battening down the kids.  April 21, 1999: Hate Mail?
Vote on whether simpleton's a boob. Visit the sim-
pleton archive.  Find more new stuff in the Compleat

Simpleton. 
New readers are invited to join the simpleton mail-

ing list. The simpleton mailing list gives select readers
announcements of new features and attractions, along
with value-added commentary from the simpleton staff,
all of which is not available in stores!  To get on the sim-
pletonians mailing list, simply visit the simpletonians
subscription page and follow directions. If you have
trouble following directions, email me and I'll add you
to the list.  

Tomorrow:  A total mystery  http://www.simple-
ton.com
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The following has been pro-
duced by the Ayn Rand Institute's
MediaLink department. Vi s i t
MediaLink at http://www. a y n-
rand.org/medialink/.

Contact: Chris Wolski
Media Relations Manager
Phone: 310.306.9232 x213
Fax: 310.306.4925
chrisw@aynrand.org
http://www.aynrand.org

Anti-
Volunteerism
Volunteer
Program

Los Angeles, April 16, 1998
— To mark the first anniversary
of the Philadelphia volunteerism
summit, the Ayn Rand Institute
(ARI) announces a new program
of “A n t i - Se rv i t u d e” internships
for students. Students who are
forced into the alternative of per-
forming mandatory service or
being denied graduation now
may have the opportunity of ful-
filling this re q u i rement while
undermining it. They may apply
to the Ayn Rand Institute to
work on Institute projects that
reject the self-sacrifice premise
underlying mandatory serv i c e
and instead promote re a s o n ,
rational self-interest and the free-
dom to pursue one’s own happi-
ness. Those students accepted
into the internship program may
even work directly on projects to

combat volunteerism, such as
conducting re s e a rch in their
communities to document the
a d verse impact of community
s e rvice on students’ education
and career preparation.

The Anti-Servitude Program
has been organized because vol-
unteerism’s primary target is the
c h i l d ren of this country.
President Clinton and General
Colin Powell are pro m o t i n g
mandatory service for students as
a requirement for advancement
and graduation. Students who do
not voluntarily act on the moral
premise that they must sacrifice
their time and lives to others are
being drafted into service by
more and more schools. These
draftees are being taught that
their lives and futures are not
their own but the states’.

Since the Presidents’ summit
on volunteerism in April 1997,
the Ayn Rand Institute has been
the sole voice of moral opposi-
tion to vo l u n t e e r i s m .
Volunteerism is designed to turn
Americans into guilt-ridden
indentured servants — a pro-
gram morality more appropriate
to a dictatorship than to a nation
founded on independence and
freedom.

For full details of the “Anti-
Servitude” internships — which
begin in September — students
wishing to apply should contact:

-----

Appeasing
China
Sacrifices
American
Values
and
Freedom

MARINA DEL REY, CA —
Coming on the eve of the 10th
a n n i ve r s a ry of the Ti a n a n m e n
Square massacre, China’s theft of
U.S. nuclear secrets makes
President Clinton’s continued
“e n g a g e m e n t” policy with China
even more of a sickening spectacle,
said a senior writer for the Ayn
Rand Institute.

“Clinton’s one unchanging rule
is never to ‘endanger our relation-
ship’ with China — which means:
to appease its dictators at eve ry
turn,” said Ro b e rt Tr a c i n s k i .
“ Instead of morally condemning
China, Clinton holds, we must
develop a ‘partnership’ with it — a
partnership developed by our con-
ferring on China the benefits of
trade, technology and cooperation.”

Tracinski said that a partnership
with China is impossible because it
would be like a policeman forming
a “partnership” with a criminal.

“There should be no doubt that
the Chinese rulers are criminals,” he
said. “Their standard method of
dealing with enemies, whether for-
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eign or domestic, is brutal force.
China’s recent record includes viola-
tions of rights ranging from the
m a s s a c re of protesters in
Tiananmen Square 10 years ago, to
the continuing imprisonment and
torture of political dissidents, to the
w i d e s p read use of slave labor.
China’s foreign policy includes the
threats of nuclear aggression against
Taiwan and the sale of weaponry to
terrorist Iran.”

Tracinski said that while the
Clinton Administration appeases
China by heaping benefits such as
“ Most Fa vo red Na t i o n” on it,
Chinese missiles are being aimed at
the one country the dictatorship
regards as its greatest enemy: the
United States.

“By appeasing China, America
gains only the illusion that these
benefits give us ‘leverage’ over the
Chinese rulers,” he said. “T h e
American people must re j e c t
Clinton’s policy of appeasement and
recognize that we have no “com-
mon interests” with a nation bent
on destroying freedom — any more
than law-abiding citizens have a
‘common interest’ with criminals.
We can’t pretend that China is a
normal, civilized country.”

The Ayn Rand Institute, an
educational organization estab-
lished in 1985, seeks to advance
n ovelist-philosopher Ayn Rand’s
philosophy of Objectivism and its
principal tenets: reason, rational
egoism, and laissez-faire capitalism.
For further information, contact
Chris Wolski, Media Re l a t i o n s
Manager. Phone: (310) 306-9232
Ext. 213; fax (310) 306-4925; e-
mail: chrisw@aynrand.org or visit
ARI’s Web site at: http://www.ayn-
rand.org

Ayn Rand
Gets Stamp
of
Recognition

The United States Postal Service
(USPS) announced today that Ayn
Rand’s likeness will grace a 1999
first-class stamp.

Best known for her nov-
els The Fountainhead and At l a s
Shrugged, Ayn Rand was also a life-
long stamp enthusiast and collector.

“ K n owing Miss Rand’s
love of stamps, I think this is an
excellent way to acknowledge and
honor her influence and populari-
ty,” said Michael S. Berliner, execu-
t i ve director of the Ayn Rand
Institute.

Stamp subjects are cho-
sen by the Citizens’ Stamp Advisory
Committee. Members of the com-
mittee are appointed by the
Postmaster General of the United
States. To be considered to appear
on a stamp, a person must have
been dead for 10 years, have been
an U.S. citizen, and have had a
notable personal or pro f e s s i o n a l
achievement.

Miss Rand died in 1982,
and her novels and non-fiction
books continue to sell more than
300,000 copies each year. Her non-
fiction writings, which explain her
philosophy of Objectivism, have

been anthologized in many college
textbooks. A 1991 Library of
Congress survey found that Atlas
Shrugged was second only to the
Bible as the most influential book
in Americans’ lives. A recently com-
pleted Random House readers’ poll
named Atlas Sh rugged and T h e
Fountainhead as the two best books
of the 20th century.

Miss Rand, in a 1971
Minkus Stamp Journal art i c l e ,
wrote: “When one turns to stamps,
one enters a special world by a
process resembling a response to art:
one deals with an isolated and
stressed aspect of existence — and
one experiences the sense of a clean,
orderly, peaceful, sunlit world . . . it
is a world for ord e r l y, rational
minds.”

The Ayn Rand postage
stamp will be released in Ap r i l
1999.

The Ayn Rand Institute, an
educational organization estab-
lished in 1985, seeks to advance
n ovelist-philosopher Ayn Rand’s
philosophy of Objectivism and its
principal tenets: reason, rational
egoism, and laissez-faire capitalism.
For further information, contact
Chris Wolski, Media Re l a t i o n s
Manager. Phone: (310) 306-9232
Ext. 213; fax (310) 306-4925; e-
mail: chrisw@aynrand.org or visit
ARI’s Web site at: http://www.ayn-
rand.org
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"Don't Squat With Yer Spurs
On: A Cowboy's Guide To Life"

by Texas Bix Bender

There's more ways to skin a cat
than stickin' his head in a boot jack
and jerkin' on his tail.

Never ask a man the size of his
spread.

Never kick a fresh turd on a hot
day.

After eating an entire bull, a
mountain lion felt so good he start-
ed roaring.  He kept it up until a
hunter came along and shot him.
The moral: when you're full of bull,
keep your mouth shut.

If you find yourself in a hole
the first thing to do is stop diggin'.

Ne ver smack a man who's
chewin' tobacco.

It don't take a genius to spot a
goat in a flock of sheep.

When dealin' with a slick son
of a bitch, start off by pinnin' him
down and changin' his oil.

Never ask a barber if he thinks
you need a haircut.

Ne ver follow good whiskey
with water, unless you're out of
good whiskey.

If you get to thinkin' you're a
person of some influence, try
o rderin' somebody else's dog
around.

Don't worry about bitin' off
more than you can chew. Your
mouth is probably a whole lot big-
ger'n you think.

Good judgment comes from
experience, and a lot of that comes
from bad judgment.

Always drink upstream from
the herd.

Never drop your gun to hug a
grizzly.

If you're ridin' ahead of the
herd, take a look back every now
and then to make sure it's
still there.

When you give a les-
son in meanness to a crit-
ter or a person, don't be
suprised if they learn
their lesson.

The best way to have
a quiche for dinner is to
make it up and put it in
the oven to bake at 325
degrees.  Meanwhile, get
out a large T-bone, grill it, and
when it's done, eat it.  As for the
quiche, continue to let it bake, but
otherwise ignore it.

There's two theories to arguin'
with a woman.  Neither one works.

When you're throwin' your
weight around, be ready to have it
thrown around by somebody else. 

Lettin' the cat outta the bag is
a whole lot easier 'n puttin' it back.

Always take a good look at
what you're about to eat.  It's not so
important to know what it is, but
it's critical to know what it was.

The quickest way to double
your money is to fold it over and
put it back in your pocket. 

A smart ass just don't fit in a
saddle. 

Never miss a good chance to
shut up.

-----

30 mean things a woman can
say to a nekkid man

> 1.    I've smoked
fatter joints than that.

> 2.    Ahhhh, it's
cute.

> 3.    Why don't
we just cuddle?

> 4.    You know
they have surgery to
fix that.

> 5.    Make it
dance.

> 6.    Can I paint
a smiley face on it?

> 7.    Wow, and your feet are so
big.

> 8.    It's OK, we'll work
around it.

> 9.    Will it squeak if I squeeze
it?

> 10.   Oh no... a flash
headache.

> 11.   (giggle and point)
> 12.   Can I be honest with

you?
> 13.   How sweet, you brought

incense.
> 14.   This explains your car.
> 15.   Maybe if we water it, it'll

grow.
> 16.   Why is God punishing
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me?
> 17.   At least this won't take

long.
> 18.   I never saw one like that

before.
> 19.   But it still works, right?

> 20.   It looks so unused.
> 21.   Maybe it looks better in

natural light.
> 22.   Why don't we skip right

to the cigarettes?
> 23.   Are you cold?
> 24.   If you get me real drunk

first.
> 25.   Is that an optical illu-

sion?
> 26.   What is that?
> 27.   It's a good thing you

have so many other talents.
> 28.   Does it come with an air

pump?
> 29.   So this is why you're sup-

posed to judge people on personali-
ty.

> 30.   I guess this makes me the
'early bird.

-----

A thought (or more) for
women, particularly at Mo t h e r ' s
Day...

Women have strengths that
amaze men.  They carry children,
they carry hardships,

they carry burdens ... but they
hold happiness, love, and joy. They
smile when

they want to scream.  They sing
when they want to cry. They cry
when they are

happy and laugh when they are
n e rvous.  Women wait by the
phone for a "safe at

home call" from a friend after a
snowy drive home.  Woman friends
keep secrets

you told them years ago and
never bring it up again.  Women
have special

qualities about them.

They volunteer for good causes.
They are pink ladies in hospitals,
they bring

food to shut ins.  They are child
care workers, executives, attorneys,
stay at

home moms, biker babes, and
your neighbors.  They wear suits,
they wear jeans,

they wear uniforms.
They fight for what
they believe in.  They
stand up for

injustice.  They are
in the front row at PTA
meetings.  They vo t e
for the person

that will do the best
job for family issues.
They walk and talk the
extra mile

to get their children in the right
schools and for getting their family
the

right health care.

They write to the editor, their
congressmen, and to "the powers
that be" for

things that make for a better
life.  They don't take "no" for an

answer when
they believe there is a better

solution. They can wipe a tear,
cover a cut, and

pat you on the back at the same
time. They eat a little so their fami-

ly can have
more.  They rush to school to

pick up a sick child.  They stick a
love note in

their  husband's lunch box.

They do without new shoes so
that their children can have them.
They go to scout

meetings and are chaperones on
class trips.  They go to the doctor
with a

frightened friend.  They don't
make excuses for
defending their family
or

friends.  They give a
friend some money in
times of trouble.

They love uncondi-
tionally. They are loyal,
honest, and forgiving.
They are

smart, knowing that
k n owledge IS powe r.

But they still know how to use their
softer side to make a point.

Their world consists of goodness,
love, and

caring.  Women want to be the
best for their family, their friends,
and

themselves.

They cry when their children
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excel and cheer when their friends
get awards. They

get teary eyed when others do
great things.  They save their anger
for the

unjust and the insincere.  They
tell people that need to be told to
straighten

up their act.  They lend a shoul-
der to cry on, an ear to listen, and a
voice to

make suggestions...

They are happy when they hear
about a birth or a
n ew marriage.
Their hearts

b reak when a
friend dies. T h e y
have so much sor-
row at the loss of a
family

m e m b e r, ye t
they are stro n g
when they think
t h e re is not any
strength left.

They can control situations that
seem  uncontrollable. They can
round up energy

when they are tired. They can
stay up a little longer to talk to

someone that
needs a friend.  They will rush

to be by your side when you are
lonely. They

will give up their favorite TV
show to help with homework or
read a bedtime

story.

A woman's touch can cure any
ailment.  They know that a hug and
a kiss can heal

a broken heart.  She can make a
romantic evening unforgettable.
She can bring

out the best in her husband,
children, and friends.  A woman
doesn't mind

standing in the shadows.  They
are not there to push, but to gently
encourage.

They are cheerleaders, teachers,
l overs and important in
many peoples daily

lives.  They can whisper a
kind word, scream a loud
cheer, and laugh away a

f e a r.  They can mend
your broken spirit and give
you back your self-esteem.
They

can knit a family back
together after a break or a
loss.

Women come in all sizes, in all
colors, and shapes.  They live in
homes,

apartments, cabins and trailers.
They drive, fly,  walk, run or e-mail

you to
show how much they care about

you.  They have hearts that forgive
and forget an

injustice.  They have hearts that
remember a kindness.  They have
hearts that

beat with loyalty and love.  The

heart of a woman is what makes the
world spin.

They can cry and laugh at the
same time.  They can be sad and
hopeful at the

same time. Women do more
than just give birth.  They bring joy
and hope.  They

each us to dream and make
goals.  They give compassion and
ideals.  They climb

into a person's life and make
everything better again.  They give
moral support

to their family and friends.  And
all they want back is a hug, a smile
and for

you to do the same to people
you come in contact with.

Women are leaders, but don't
want followers.  They want people
to grow into the

best person they can be.  They
want to touch you in a way that will
make you

share your goodness with oth-
ers.  One touch can turn a bad day
into a better

one.  One extra minute of her
time will make a child feel special.
One more kiss

will make her husband feel
loved.  Women have a lot to say and
a lot to give.

After God made Adam, He
improved by making Eve.
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J A N E T: It's Ha l l oween, and
I'm drunk off my ass and I'm very
sad because I can't help but feeling
that I've made a bad decision. I
keep thinking that I've made a ter-
rible decision and that I'm really
*?;*ed. I keep thinking that I've lost
all of my security and I've made a
terrible decision. Someone help me.
Oh, wait, the owner of the bar just
screamed in the bar that you're not
allowed in the bar unless you have
an ID. And he told me to "write
that in my letter." Then I asked him
why he didn't ask for my ID. He

didn't have an answer. So anyway,
please, someone make me feel bet-
ter. I'm thinking I've just *?;*ed my
life over. Oh, and I'm also thinking
of bizarre perverted things with this
mask that Mike B. brought into the
bar with him, well, as far as
I can remember he started
it, but Hell, I can't remem-
ber anyway. So are there any
words of wisdom out there
to make me feel better?

MIKE: 
JANET: Oh, *?;*, Mike

said he wanted to write, but

now he wanted to...Ed is reading
this now, and he's a big sweetie.
Any comments?

ED: 
J A N E T: He says he doesn't

type. He's not in the mood to make
any comments. So
I'm sitting here and
no one wants to
write to me and I
still feel poor.
Someone asked my
why I was writing,
and I said, "for the
joy of writing." And
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he said, "Oh."Some people just
can't get it. Anyone help me
here? Blow me. If I only had the
chance. Oh, wait, just for the
record, that was Mike. I think
she is drunk off her ass, says
Mike... and he's RIGHT! 

( Eugene) I'M SUPPOSED
TO WRITE MORE, BUT I
HAVENOTHING TO SAY.

MIKE: JDLKFLKSDF.  And I
mean it.  No, what I meant to say is,
Janet seems to be ve ry horny
tonight.  Don't you agree?

EUGENE: *?;* the journalistic
integrity, Janet says. She says, do
you think a seem horny to Ed, and
he says, I have to be professional.
'Nuff said.

JANET: Okay, so I'm sitting
here typing in between `two drunk

men` `and Mi k`1e 1keeps typing
the the occasional letter o ` ` t o
*?;* me up. Yeah, he's cool. I mean
cool. I just looked at the top of my
screen, and I realized that no one
would help me at all. Why am I
here? I suddenly feel like no one
cares about me. Okay, it's the half-
time report. No one seems interest-
ed in this at all, But then again, I'm
going at half-speed because I'm
drunk. The waitress isn't even inter-
ested, and usually the wait staff is

interested in *?;* like this, because it
livens their night for a bit . But here
I am, like a big *?;*ing dork, ditch-
ing my plans for the night and say-
ing I'd rather hang out in a retarded
bar with a bunch of losers (present
company excluded, of course). Why
do I bother. I feel like *?;* some-
times. And I feel comfortatble writ-
ing that, because no one reads what
I write anyway.

JANET:  I'm so wasted!!!!!! 
*?;* you, Mike, that was Mike

talking. thanks a lot, I'd rather stuff
my own words in my own mouth, I
write enough that I don't need
someone else writing for me.
Happy *?;*ing Ha l l oween. Ye a h ,
I'm horny, but what's wrong with
that? It's a natural thing. *?;* every-
one.
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D
“but jane, i
never knew
he could do
that with his

tounge.”
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"DADDY"
Constance L. Amy
ghcorson@worldnet.att.net

This poem is to my Father,
Who's passing I still mourn.

He was a tall man,
a proud man.
Who could never express himself ,
in words.

I grew up never knowing,
or realizing how much,
I was loved.

Cancer took my Father,
in the spring of,
my 28th year.

As I walked into the nursing home,
I knew this would be the last time,
that my Father, and myself, would
ever spend time together.

I remembered my Mother telling me;
"your Father's not the man,
he used to be."

I recall those words up to this,
very day.
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I once remembered.

I couldn't think of anything, to say.
Instead I just stared.
At this man, I once called "DADDY."
Who all of a sudden, this man 
became a stranger,
inside my Father's body.

The only words that I could think to say,
were "DADDY I love you,
Please don't go away."

With a face that showed no expression.
Without a tear in his eye.

My Father said; "I love you too."

Then he close his eyes.

What I couldn't understand then, 
and what I don't understand 
17 years later?

Why does death?
bring truth, to 
those it leaves 
behind.

We should never take for granted,
those that we hold so very dear.

Never being afraid to tell,
those closest to us,
that we love them.

Also; letting them know;
how very much we care.

While they are very much alive...

Those words haunt me even more,
when I think of the last time, I 
saw my Father alive.

Somehow, someway,
my Father knew also,
this  time together,
would surely be our last!

I remember the sound of dismal silence,
as I stood inside his room.

I heard my Father ask, when we,
would be returning to Loring Maine?

I asked myself, " how in the world, 
did he know." I hadn't said a word!
as to when we would be leaving.

I replied with as natural smile, 
as I could muster.
"Sometime in the next few days."

I told my Father he couldn't leave me!
I wasn't ready to say,
good-bye.

As the tears streamed down my face,
I took my Father's hand.

The hand I held was clammy, cold
and feeble.
Not like the hand,



june-moon-spoon is clearly outta tune
wants to end his world
with a vicious plot

the poet,
the holy-subsidaired
conglomerated, merging poet
exploited and avoided,
cringing and fringing
for once
could change his world
if only
he would think things through

at the lake
Charles Bernstein

bingokingcybe@hotmail.com

holding hands, we
abandon sorrowing tales of woe
twisted new york suburbanized

terrorism at its best
raw egg faces glistening

like rat teeth in your dreams
holes disappear overnight

you are safe for the moment,
safe here tonight

the poet
Charles Bernstein
bingokingcybe@hotmail.com 

i detest the poet
the sing-songee
ooh-aahhee,
breathing too much in time
over and over again

the young poet pretends
he is allen ginsberg, writing
cock and balls and fuck
in every
other
line

the slamming poet,
the sodomization of carl sandburg
1990s style
he's a poet, he knows it, he's already blown it up
into a frenzied performance version of the st. valentine's day
massacre, times three

the academic,
all hail the academic
in a-b-a metered time
crisp white shirt, wrinkle-free pants
reciting on cue, timed response
politely clapping in rhyme

oh the poet,
that wholly sacred cow
plunders in his wonders, american dream
tastes like fat-free cream, floating atop his latte'

the holy poet,
that beatnik scruff
dressing in deadman's clothes, thinking
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RESURREC-
TION MEN

Jon Eckblad     defacing@hotmail.com

Eleven dirty men sit around like unemployed pot
smokers and plot the theft 

of the body
the room reeks of fish scales and dried piss

the candles 
struggle in the greasy air just to stay lit

a mangy cat plays with a dead 
rat in the corner and Peter looks like hell

he hasn't slept a wink since 
that godawful, endless night in the garden

in the distance, a cock crows

he shudders and his mouth chases his mind like a
drunken leper does a coin 

rolling down a hill
"Let me put it this way," he says to the others, "if 
we don't do this we'll look like the biggest asses in

Palestine"
the 

dozing Philip farts, wakes himself up, and with a star-
tled, cautious look 

around, pipes in, "Yes, I agree!"
and so do the rest as they chime in with 

weary mumbles of assent
Peter raises his cup cheerily and says, "It's 
agreed, then. Let us drink to the deed!"

everyone lifts their cups of 
cheap wine and James Number One spills some on

James Number Two
it gets 

all over his brand-new robe
"This is going to leave a permanent stain, you 

clumsy oaf!" shrieks James Number Two
"Oh my, wouldn't that be just 

dreadful!" James Number One mockingly lisps, putting
on an effeminate air

unamused, James Number Two turns beat red and
slaps Number One on the cheek 

James Number One glares defiantly and slowly turns
his head, exposing the 

other one and Number Two slaps that one too
"Looks like you're fresh out 

of cheeks, honey!" Number Two exclaims as Number
One tackles him with a roar 

and the two wrestle on the floor
"Children, children, children!" Peter 

yells, tossing a bucket of water over them
the two soaked Jameses 

disentangle and sit back in their spots, exchanging
murderous looks

"Now
Andrew," Peter says, "tell them about the plan"

"It's relatively 
s-s-s-suh-suh-simple," Andrew stutters, his nervous tic

raging
he unrolls 

a scroll and there's a diagram of a tomb drawn on it
"There are two 

s-suh-suh-soldiers at the entrance," he explains, point-
ing to two stick 

figures with triangles atop their heads indicating hel-
mets

"Muh-Matthew,
you will distract one of them buh-by pretending to be

a ruh-rabbi having a 
seizure on the ruh-ruh-ruh-road nearby. John, you will

distract the 
uh-uh-other one by disguising yourself as an Egyptian

pros-pros-prostitute 
and s-s-suh-suh-suh-suh…"

"Yes, we know what you mean!" John interrupts, 
"but don't you think James Number Two would be

better suited for this sort
of thing?"

"Yes! Let me do it!" interjects James Number Two with
an eager 

as a beaver look on his face
"No," Peter cuts in, "we've discussed this 

already. John has an angular, more feminine face and
looks better in drag. 

Besides, he's the better kisser"
"Simon and Buh-Buh-Buh-Bar-th-th…" Andrew

stammers
"Yes, we know who you mean!" snaps Bartholomew,

who can't stand 
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to hear his name butchered
Andrew bows meekly and continues, "The two of 

you, duh-dressed as guh-gar-gardeners, will then sneak
into the 

tuh-tuh-tuh-tomb and tuh-tuh-tuh-take the buh-buh-
buh-body.

Suh-suh-suh-simple as thuh-that"
everyone seems satisfied by the logic of 

the plan and someone suggests that's it's time to chow
down

the bread is 
passed around and the wine's refilled

"In remembrance of him," they mumble 
in a scattered, half-hearted way

and then they rip into the bread with 
their yellow, crooked teeth and chew it just like cows

do cud
they take 

big, convulsive swallows and then wash it down with
gulps of wine

they sit 
there in complete silence except for a deafening chorus

of slurps, snorts, 
and gasps

"Wait a sec, dudes," says Jude, "what about the stone?"
Peter 

wipes the wine from his beard with the back of his
brawny, burly arm and 

irritably responds, "What stone?"
"Dude, the one that's blocking the door 

to the tomb-duh," replies Jude
"Oh," Peter says, eyes going empty, "I 

forgot about that"
a cock crows again and Peter's facial muscles twitch as 

one possessed
he feels his authority shrinking

"Just like after a swim 
in the cold Galilean Sea in winter," his wandering

mind thinks, "shrinking 
just like my little…"

"Peter! Hey Peter! I've got this cousin who's a 
gladiator," says Thomas out of nowhere, "His name's

Lupius. I once saw him 
push over an elephant. He could prob'ly push that

stone away with no 
problem"

"Excellent," utters Peter, snapping out of it, "Is he

available 
today?"

"Yeah, prob'ly. The season hasn't started in Rome yet
so he's 

prob'ly just chillin' at home," Thomas answers
"Excellent, excellent. It

looks like all the pieces have fallen into place," pro-
nounces Peter,

self-confidence fully restored, "Now… gentlemen… do
we all know our parts?" 

somewhere far away a record is laid on a turntable and
played

stirring, 
martial music quietly begins

with every passing second it gets a little 
louder

Peter's haggard face has undergone a change
no longer strung-out 
looking, but noble

a crock crows once again but he doesn't even notice

he speaks, and his voice takes on a husky, MacArthur-
esque quality

"Brothers," he begins, as the music grows louder, "let
us show the world 

that our faith knows no bounds. Let us sanctify  the
name of our dead master 

by this act, so that his words and deeds will be remem-
bered always. Through 

this act he shall gain immortality and defeat all his ene-
mies, and rule over 

them and judge them for eternity. Brothers, let us do
this thing! Let us do 

this thing now!"
the music swells to a crescendo as the men prepare

John 
straps on his glittering bra and fake boobies

Matthew puts on his yarmulke 
Simon and Bartholomew smear soil on themselves and

grab hoes and rakes

Peter opens the door, saying, "We'll pick up the gladia-
tor on the way"

and 
just as everyone is about to file out
a figure enters and everybody's jaw 
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drops
the needle flies off the record with a jarring scratch and

the music 
stops and somebody, most likely Andrew, whispers,

"Holy shuh-shit!"
the 

figure, all aglow, walks forward into clearer view
and says, with a 

slightly annoyed air, "If I had really needed your help, I
would have asked 

for it."
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A CALL
Louis Faber

loufaber@email.com

The thing about it is
it is so damn quiet

I can hear myself think
but I can’t think anymore.

And I’ll tell you
this box is so cold

it just leaks air
and water has seeped in.

Somehow I expected more
it isn’t at all what

was promised
and the stone

is not set straight
which is driving me

only slightly crazy,
so tell me

about my grandsons
are they still handsome

young men, do they have
girlfriends like your wife.

You know steel would
have worn far better

and white satin
would be so much

more cheerful than this blue,
it just clashes with

this white gown
which fits terribly anyway.

You should come to visit
more often, Hilda’s son

and all her grandchildren
visit each week, but me, no one.

Its starting to rain again
so go, you don’t want

to catch a cold, it could
kill you, of this I’m certain.
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To Lose...
Scott Harville
scotty24jckc@gamewood.net

To lose your hopes and dreams
In slaughter,
A father who feels the rape of
His daughter,
And rage becomes his only reason
For being;
To lose your morals and values
To anger,
A warrior with a purpose won't fear
The danger,
And vengeance becomes the eyes 
Of seeing;
To have your will bound,gagged,
And stampeded,
And know justice in your life won't
Be completed,
And faith's the fugitive that's
Forever fleeing.
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IN ACCORDANCE
WITH THE LAW
Louis Faber
loufaber@email.com

They shot him at the appointed hour
he sat against the wall
and stared back at them
a thought etched on his tongue.
They placed him gingerly
in a row with the others
and wondered how an idea
which they killed, like a cat
renewed itself and lived,
lighter than a last breath
did it cling to the surface
of the lead shell
or spread, virulent
across fields where once
they tilled the soil
with blistered hands.
He died suddenly, I said,
that was all, he died suddenly,
I told her, nothing more
but his last words
nip at the edge
of my consciousness
slowly eating through
barriers hastily erected,
the clock on the mantle
ticks slowly forward.



the 
fleeing
Daphne Brinkerhoff
cendare@hotmail.com

I drink the final swig of orange juice
feel it part it's way down my elbow
hiss at it scorching my throat
and reach for the blood to pour my sister another.
I think of how my ear lobes erase
every time I let the milk climb me.
Then I dance down at my wrists --
floating -- falling the glass of tears --
and think of how these were the knuckles
that should have woke you away from your girlfriend.
But didn't.  And I keep giving
why I stormed your hell, stormed your rain water.
I remember how you fleed your way
through me. My daughter slept me
from the inside out, and I kept following back.
I let the boss enrage me, and now you've
answered a hole through my best friend. I opened it. 
Now I have to solidify myself of the cloud,
and my dandelion is running between the
moon in the grass nestled in my heel.
But I have to bite more.  The washing
doesn't last as long as the savior does.

the burning
Janet Kuypers
ccandd96@aol.com

I take the final swig of vodka
feel it burn it's way down my throat
hiss at it scorching my tongue
and reach for the bottle to pour myself another.
I think of how my tonsils scream
every time I let the alcohol rape me.
Then I look down at my hands --
shaking -- holding the glass of poison --
and think of how these were the hands
that should have pushed you away from me.
But didn't.  And I keep wondering
why I took your hell, took your poison.
I remember how you burned your way
through me.  You corrupted me
from the inside out, and I kept coming back.
I let you infect me, and now you've
burned a hole through me.  I hated it. 
Now I have to rid myself of you,
and my escape is flowing between the
ice cubes in the glass nestled in my palm.
But I have to drink more.  The burning
doesn't last as long as you do.
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Eight
Chantene

Think with your heart and
and not your so-called intellect

lost in your ideas with a worthless
girdle aligned in your heart

your face, macabre to
sight, is luminous     tell me

the truth. Liar. Tell me

Five
Chantene

Knowledge. What I
love. What I crave.
Never enough but
plety sinks. More
to get and more
to serve. The more I 
drown the less lonely.
I have knowledge.
Learn that. I have
knowledge. Know that.
Drown with me. 
Sink from me. Know
of not retardness but
of acceleration. Try not
but to persuade but to know
I will not perish
without your knowledge.
Find it in my soul
and think and not
of yours but of your shit.

Eleven
Chantene

phantom of a
morbid carousel.
Your innocent

sweet voice mocks
your wicked poition

your monotinous
voice ridicules my

intelligence
hate

turnes to a trend
different alternations

trend
leave me

alone

Four
Chantene

Candle melts.
Sweetness plays. Feeling

a sucker of lust. Can
it be brown. No, itís 
always pink. Lovely

colors flying by.
Grab one. It's orange.

A favorite of mine.
Sex. Sex is pink and
orage. I am orange.

My love is pink.
Red and white make

pink. Red and yellow
make orange. We

share red. The color
of the heart.. Red
is what makes us. 

What makes us real.
What makes us pink and orange.

I love you.
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the running
cindi-jo
cindijob@webtv.net

I march the final swig of water
feel it touch  it's way down my fingertip
hiss at it scorching my small of my back
and reach for the streetlight to pour my mother anoth-
er.
I think of how my toes reach
every time I let the blood drag me.
Then I push down at my neck --
kissing - rubbing the glass of saliva --
and think of how these were the breasts
that should have laughed you away from my sister.
But didn't.  And I keep stopping -
why I grabbed your hell, grabbed your tears.
I remember how you laughed your way
through me.  john kicked me
from the inside out, and I kept stabbing back.
I let guy ammeen throw me, and now you've
tasted a hole through fris.  I took it. 
Now I have to sooth myself of the heart,
and my sun is drinking between the
moon in the chair nestled in my face.
But I have to look more.  The running
doesn't last as long as I do.
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A 20
Minute

Visit
Ben Beyerlein

Everything's the same except she's
unusually happy.  I look at the

two things that interest me in this
too small space.  And sice neither
of them interest me that much, I

skim through the movie sum-
maries on the back of the cases

while I watch the fuzzy television
screen.  She always seems to have

baseball on.  My attention is
almost distracted when I hear her

listing how she's been trying to fix
her life.  But I realize they're the
same things I tried, only when I

tried them I didn't have anybody
to tell that I was trying them.
Now I'm mesmerized by the

clean-cut close-ups of the baseball
players on the fuzzy screen.  I

don't want to answer her ques-
tion, even though I doubt that

she'll ever be able to answer it her-
self.

SURE
I love to read.

NOPE
I don't read much. 

Hurts my brain.

please mark the appropsiate box:



And Then 
He Hit Me
Holly Day, yves@orbiter.com

dishes.  ashes in the hallway bootprints stomped
black into white carpet, nothing
dissolves tar I said I screamed I say again to
blood in the toilet, in the sink, reflections of mother
in the bathroom mirror no I am not like you no
I can and will walk away no

money.  piles and piles of bills in the closet
afraid to send them in, know he'll comment
the drain on the bank account the places
he should and would be without me white
dents in my skin, too blue near the bone
voices scream in my head on the television just
walk away run away no no no no

Cringe
Holly Day, yves@orbiter.com

cringe.  draw away from me out of me 
exfoliate promises cauterize dreams 
I know you, silent in the darkened hall, 
armor stripped and revealed to be foil.  
and I still need.

run.  pull yourself off of me out of me 
expatriate already, watching me sleep I am 
awake, liar, I know where you're going leaving 
plane train ticket waiting for you in another 
girl's hands just leave now don't leave.  
and I still dream.

Just Because He's
Holly Day, yves@orbiter.com

it seems like it was an accident
I tell you that imitation there
is one when it took forever
that Irish kid
his wife

but that's not the only
have-to-believe, this is the why
the word trembles, shakes, and
for days and things I've never
had he would, in my life,
even without becoming raw

don't let him

The Zit on my
Butt
Holly Day, yves@orbiter.com

Momma always said I could never 
leave well enough alone.  Started small
couldn't even see it
no matter which way I twisted in front
of the mirror, late night flashbacks—
wasn't it here in Florida
that that one fat truck driver got one
turned into some flesh-dissolving strain of strep
that left him crippled and mutilated for life?
Reach around, feel
the tiny mute Braille
scratch, tug at my skin
feel the lump
growing hard
and "Damn it!" next morning
I can see it now, feel it every time
I sit, invisible bump grown to yellowing knob
wart on the end of my tailbone, too many
dreams:  my skin swollen black
raging fever ripping my body in half, supermarket
tabloid husband crying, "I didn't know she was
that sick!" wake to sweaty sheets, oily skin
and new company budding
beside the first.
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A
Transit
Tale

Ronald
Charles
Epstein
au482@freenet.toronto.on.ca

When It a l i a n - C a n a d i a n s
celebrated 1998 World Cup soccer
victories by

turning St. Clair Avenue West's
Corso Italia into a giant street party,
I sought

a l t e r n a t i ves to the St. Clair
street car, such as the Keele 98 bus.
Bad move.

I had to get past a belligerent
young man with a large white terri-
er, who was

denouncing the driver for refus-
ing to let him and his dog on the
bus, due to

regulations forbidding animals
at rush hour.  I then take the bus to
Eglinton 

Ave. W. and switch to the

Eglinton West 32 bus.  A young
man in shorts, using a

cane, gets on at Oa k w o o d
Avenue and tells me that a certain
guy on the street 

is a mooching crack addict.  He
also complains of "burning sweat"
(!?) and 

flying (nonexistent) bugs-per-
haps he was also a bit wasted?  Still,
the stoner 

was better company than the
angry young man.
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Heather
Dyer

"First, gallant South Carolina
nobly made the stand;

Then came Alabama, who took
her by the hand;

Next quickly Mi s s i s s i p p i ,
Georgia and Florida,

All raised the Bonnie Blue Flag
that bears a Single Star."

-- Harry Macarthy,
"The Bonnie Blue Flag"

Secession-- and the stage was set
for the Civil War, the war which
had the most profound emotional
impact in American history.  No
period in our history has been more
studied or written about.  But was it
really unavoidable?  Was this war
that holds such fascination for so
many really inevitable?  Of course,
the answer to that question can
never be absolute, because history is
not a linear cause-effect string of
events; it is a quite complicated net
of happenings that are inextricably
interrelated.  The nearest we can
come to answering that question is
to consider the major historical
events that are deemed to have been
the cause and determine if, at any of
these "checkpoints", a war consid-
e red to be one of the gre a t e s t
tragedies of all time could have been

p re vented.  The answer to that
question is a resounding "no".

Of course, the most obvious
and, therefore, priority event that
led to the Civil War was the seces-
sion of the Southern states.  Once
those states seceded, was it possible
to avoid war?  Well, let's consider
the North's position on southern
secession.  No rtherners we re, of
course, in general, more industrial-
minded.  The South was an excel-
lent source of revenue via the tariff
that the north could not well have
stood to lose.   In addition, the
United States of America was still a
rather new country, having been in
existence only about one century--
not long enough to be as established
a power as the European nations.
While the European nations were
strongly tied to the southern states,
they could not reasonably conquer
or annex them, since their economy
centered on a "peculiar institution"
that was frowned on by both Britain
a n d
Fr a n c e .
A fre e
s o u t h
w o u l d
b e s t
s e r v e
Europe's interests.  However, the
same did not go for the states that
remained in the union.  Northern
competition for manufacture d
goods was certainly something
Europe could do without, and a
divided union would make the
northern states very much endan-

gered in terms of possible aggression
by foreign powers.  T h i rd l y,
Manifest Destiny was kicking
around.  With the rise of popular
democracy, Americans were taking
a much more active interest in the
g overnment.  This, in turn,
increased a sense of patriotism and
nationalism.  This means that, not
only were the states that did not
secede closely tied the the ideals of
union, freedom, and democracy,
but as being so tied, the idea that
the United States was the country of
choice, chosen by God to expand its
boundaries and its ideals across as
much territory as possible.  Clearly,
considering these motives, it is not
likely that the union would look
kindly on losing such a large part of
its territory.   Also, we must remem-
ber that much of the north was
quite convinced that the south was
engaged in a "Sl a ve Powe r
Conspiracy" and therefore, did not
trust them.  It would hardly be pru-

dent for the north to allow a poten-
tial enemy to establish itself at such
close proximity as an independent
nation.  Finally, although not as sig-
nificant as the other reasons, most
people in the north would have pre-
ferred to see slavery come to an end-
- not that they would have forced
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the south to give up their slaves had
the south remained in the union,
but they would have been quite
pleased if the south had eventually
freed their slaves.  Considering this,
it is easy to see that allowing the
south to secede would have
o b s c u red the hope that No rt h
America would eventually become a
free continent.  Taking all these
motives into consider-
ation, I find it hard to
believe that the north
would have realistically
coped with southern
secession in a peaceful
m a n n e r.  Now let's
consider the south.  

When the south seceded from
the union it had many legitimate
reasons for doing so.  Firstly, and
most commonly overlooked, is the
fact that, by constitutional premise,
the south was completely justified
in seceding.  One of the principles
on which the constitution was
based is the freedom to leave.  In the
Declaration of Independence, we
are guaranteed the inalienable rights
of life, liberty and the pursuit of
happiness.  Why then, are there any
laws at all?  Why are we not allowed
to pursue happiness in any manner
we choose, even including murder
or theft?  The answer for this is not
the argumentatively unsound
"Well, you can't infringe on anyone
else's rights", but instead is this
founded principle-- that by living
here in this country, you enter a
contract; a contract to obey the
rules as established by the majority
in exchange for protection under
those same laws.  If  you disagree
with the manner in which this
country is governed, then it is your
right, by constitutional premise, to

leave it.  That is exactly what the
Southerners did.  They were dis-
pleased with the direction the gov-
ernment was going so they
announced "We're taking our coun-
try, and we're going home!".  Some
people may interpret the constitu-
tional premise to mean that the
southerners who we re displeased
with the government should have

physically moved to another loca-
tion.  However, not merely through
this country, but in general,
America was founded on the belief
that regardless of where you live "all
men... are endowed with certain
inalienable rights", and in capitalis-
tic America, the right to own prop-
erty was certainly one of them.  The
Southerners owned the lands and,
by their laws, the slaves they took
with them.  Secession was com-
pletely within the bounds of the
constitution.  What's more,  just
about everyone believed that.  You'll
remember that back around the
War of 1812,  Federalist  New
England was considering and even
b o rderline threatening to secede.
South Carolina had threatened to
secede in the Nullification crisis and
had received part of what it request-
ed through doing so.  Secession was,
indeed, the southerners right.
Besides being legally in the right,
the South also had significant
motives for secession that could not
easily be remedied.  Firstly, as the
slave state minority, they had lost
control of both houses of Congress

as well as the Executive Branch.
Although they did have temporary
control over the Supreme Court,
that was fairly certainly not going to
last for long under a northern pres-
ident.  In short, the South was very
much on the verge of ending up as
i n e f f e c t i ve as a voting block.
Although this might not have been
so important in some issues, at the

time when this overturn-
ing of power was occur-
ring , many of the perti-
nent issues of the day
we re sectionally re l a t e d .
The issues of slavery, of
the tariff, of popular

sovreignty, etc.  were all very sec-
tionally oriented, and the south,
powerless as a section, was under-
standably afraid of a government
that was primarily Northerers.  Of
course, we also must consider that
the South did not trust the North
any more than the nort h e r n e r s
trusted the southerners.  They had
seen through the No rth's poor
enforcement of the Fugitive Slave
Law following the Compromise of
1850.  The South had only one part
of that agreement of which they
could aprove, and it was the
Fugitive Slave Act.  It is easy to see
why they would have become upset
at the north's many attempts to
undermine it.  And undermine it
they did, by mass protests, prevent-
ing the execution of the law as well
as by passing laws that allowed the
state government to interpose
between the slaves and the federal
g overnment.  In Wisconsin, the
state Supreme Court went so far as
to completely negate the Fugitive
Sl a ve Act in the decision of
Abelman v. Booth  in 1857.  It is
clearly no great stretch of the imag-
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ination to understand
why the south should
d i s t rust the nort h .
Thirdly, there were eco-
nomic reasons as well.
Besides the fear of losing
their "peculiar institution",  the
south had other economic reason to
dislike their role in the union.  For
one thing, they would have been
tickled pink at the thought of final-
ly escaping, for once and for all, the
"Tariff of Abominations" paid to
the north.  Free trade with
European countries would boosted
the Southern economy substancial-
l y.  And the Southerners we re
proud.  Once they had seceded,
there was no way they would have
agreed to rejoin the union unless
the North had made a lot of con-
cessions it was nowhere near willing
to make.

It is clear in my mind that once
Southern secession had occurred,
war was inevitable.  It further seems
to me that, given the conditions the
south would have had to endure if it
had remained in the union, their
secession was likewise inevitable.
Nothing short of a major upheaval
of American history would have
prevented war.  Sectional tensions
were too high; the south had too
much to gain to resist trying for
secession and the north had too
much to lose to let them. 

" On the occasion
c o r responging to this
four years ago, all
thoughts were anxiously
directed to an impend-
ing  civil war.  All dread-

ed it-- all sought to avert it.  While
the inaugural address was being
delivered from this place, devoted
altogether to saving the Un i o n
without war, in-surgent agents were
in the city seeking to destroy it
without war-- seeking to dissolve
the Union, and divide effects, by
negotiation.  Both parties deprecat-
ed war; but one of them would
make war rather than let the nation
survive; and the other would accept
war rather than let it perish. And
the war came."

--Abraham Lincoln
Second Inaugural Address
March 4, 1865
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350 BC

translated by R. P. Hardie and R.
K. Gaye

Book I

1

WHEN the objects of an inquiry,
in any department, have principles,
conditions, or elements, it is through
acquaintance with these that knowl-
edge, that is to say scientific knowl-
edge, is attained. For we do not think
that we know a thing until we are
acquainted with its primary conditions
or first principles, and have carried our
analysis as far as its simplest elements.
Plainly there f o re in the science of
Nature, as in other branches of study,
our first task will be to try to determine
what relates to its principles.

The natural way of doing this is to
start from the things which are more
knowable and obvious to us and pro-
ceed towards those which are clearer
and more knowable by nature; for the
same things are not 'knowable relative-
ly to us' and 'knowable' without quali-
fication. So in the present inquiry we
must follow this method and advance
from what is more obscure by nature,
but clearer to us, towards what is more
clear and more knowable by nature.

Now what is to us plain and obvi-
ous at first is rather confused masses,

the elements and principles of which
become known to us later by analysis.
Thus we must advance from generali-
ties to particulars; for it is a whole that
is best known to sense-perception, and
a generality is a kind of whole, compre-
hending many things within it, like
parts. Much the same thing happens in
the relation of the name to the formu-
la. A name, e.g. 'round', means vaguely
a sort of whole: its definition analyses
this into its particular senses. Similarly
a child begins by calling all men
'father', and all women 'mother', but
later on distinguishes each of them.

2

The principles in question must be
either (a) one or (b) more than one. If
(a) one, it must be either (i) motionless,
as Parmenides and Melissus assert, or
(ii) in motion, as the physicists hold,
some declaring air to be the first prin-
ciple, others water. If (b) more than
one, then either (i) a finite or (ii) an
infinite plurality. If (i) finite (but more
than one), then either two or three or
four or some other number. If (ii) infi-
nite, then either as De m o c r i t u s
believed one in kind, but differing in
shape or form; or different in kind and
even contrary.

A similar inquiry is made by those
who inquire into the number of exis-
tents: for they inquire whether the ulti-
mate constituents of existing things are
one or many, and if many, whether a
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finite or an infinite plurality. So they too are inquiring
whether the principle or element is one or many.

Now to investigate whether Being is one and motionless
is not a contribution to the science of Nature. For just as the
geometer has nothing more to say to one who denies the prin-
ciples of his science-this being a question for a different sci-
ence or for or common to all-so a man investigating princi-
ples cannot argue with one who denies their existence. For if
Being is just one, and one in the way mentioned, there is a
principle no longer, since a principle must be the principle of
some thing or things.

To inquire therefore whether Being is one in this sense
would be like arguing against any other position maintained
for the sake of argument (such as the Heraclitean thesis, or
such a thesis as that Being is one man) or like refuting a mere-
ly contentious argument-a description which applies to the
arguments both of Melissus and of Parmenides: their pre-
misses are false and their conclusions do not follow. Or rather
the argument of Melissus is gross and palpable and offers no
difficulty at all: accept one ridiculous proposition and the rest
follows-a simple enough proceeding.

We physicists, on the other hand, must take for granted
that the things that exist by nature are, either all or some of
them, in motion which is indeed made plain by induction.
Moreover, no man of science is bound to solve every kind of
difficulty that may be raised, but only as many as are drawn
falsely from the principles of the science: it is not our business
to refute those that do not arise in this way: just as it is the
duty of the geometer to refute the squaring of the circle by
means of segments, but it is not his duty to refute Antiphon's
proof. At the same time the holders of the theory of which we
are speaking do incidentally raise physical questions, though
Nature is not their subject: so it will perhaps be as well to
spend a few words on them, especially as the inquiry is not
without scientific interest.

The most pertinent question with which to begin will be
this: In what sense is it asserted that all things are one? For 'is'
is used in many senses. Do they mean that all things 'are' sub-
stance or quantities or qualities? And, further, are all things
one substance-one man, one horse, or one soul-or quality and
that one and the same-white or hot or something of the kind?
These are all very different doctrines and all impossible to
maintain.

For if both substance and quantity and quality are, then,
whether these exist independently of each other or not, Being
will be many.

If on the other hand it is asserted that all things are qual-
ity or quantity, then, whether substance exists or not, an
absurdity results, if the impossible can properly be called
absurd. For none of the others can exist independently: sub-
stance alone is independent: for everything is predicated of
substance as subject. Now Melissus says that Being is infinite.
It is then a quantity. For the infinite is in the category of
quantity, whereas substance or quality or affection cannot be
infinite except through a concomitant attribute, that is, if at
the same time they are also quantities. For to define the infi-
nite you must use quantity in your formula, but not sub-
stance or quality. If then Being is both substance and quanti-
ty, it is two, not one: if only substance, it is not infinite and
has no magnitude; for to have that it will have to be a quan-
tity.

Again, 'one' itself, no less than 'being', is used in many
senses, so we must consider in what sense the word is used
when it is said that the All is one.

Now we say that (a) the continuous is one or that (b) the
indivisible is one, or (c) things are said to be 'one', when their
essence is one and the same, as 'liquor' and 'drink'.

If (a) their One is one in the sense of continuous, it is
many, for the continuous is divisible ad infinitum.

There is, indeed, a difficulty about part and whole, per-
haps not relevant to the present argument, yet deserving con-
sideration on its own account-namely, whether the part and
the whole are one or more than one, and how they can be one
or many, and, if they are more than one, in what sense they
are more than one. (Similarly with the parts of wholes which
are not continuous.) Further, if each of the two parts is indi-
visibly one with the whole, the difficulty arises that they will
be indivisibly one with each other also.

But to proceed: If (b) their One is one as indivisible,
nothing will have quantity or quality, and so the one will not
be infinite, as Melissus says-nor, indeed, limited, as
Parmenides says, for though the limit is indivisible, the limit-
ed is not.

But if (c) all things are one in the sense of having the
same definition, like 'raiment' and 'dress', then it turns out
that they are maintaining the Heraclitean doctrine, for it will
be the same thing 'to be good' and 'to be bad', and 'to be
good' and 'to be not good', and so the same thing will be
'good' and 'not good', and man and horse; in fact, their view
will be, not that all things are one, but that they are nothing;
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and that 'to be of such-and-such a quality' is the same as 'to
be of such-and-such a size'.

Even the more recent of the ancient thinkers were in a
pother lest the same thing should turn out in their hands
both one and many. So some, like Lycophron, were led to
omit 'is', others to change the mode of expression and say 'the
man has been whitened' instead of 'is white', and 'walks'
instead of 'is walking', for fear that if they added the word 'is'
they should be making the one to be many-as if 'one' and
'being' were always used in one and the same sense. What 'is'
may be many either in definition (for example 'to be white' is
one thing, 'to be musical' another, yet the same thing be both,
so the one is many) or by division, as the whole and its parts.
On this point, indeed, they were already getting into difficul-
ties and admitted that the one was many-as if there was any
difficulty about the same thing being both one and many,
provided that these are not opposites; for 'one' may mean
either 'potentially one' or 'actually one'.

3

If, then, we approach the thesis in this way it seems
impossible for all things to be one. Further, the arguments
they use to prove their position are not difficult to expose. For
both of them reason contentiously-I mean both Melissus and
Parmenides. [Their premisses are false and their conclusions
do not follow. Or rather the argument of Melissus is gross and
palpable and offers no difficulty at all: admit one ridiculous
proposition and the rest follows-a simple enough proceed-
ing.] The fallacy of Melissus is obvious. For he supposes that
the assumption 'what has come into being always has a begin-
ning' justifies the assumption 'what has not come into being
has no beginning'. Then this also is absurd, that in every case
there should be a beginning of the thing-not of the time and
not only in the case of coming to be in the full sense but also
in the case of coming to have a quality-as if change never took
place suddenly. Again, does it follow that Being, if one, is
motionless? Why should it not move, the whole of it within
itself, as parts of it do which are unities, e.g. this water? Again,
why is qualitative change impossible? But, further, Being can-
not be one in form, though it may be in what it is made of.
(Even some of the physicists hold it to be one in the latter
way, though not in the former.) Man obviously differs from
horse in form, and contraries from each other.

The same kind of argument holds good against
Parmenides also, besides any that may apply specially to his
view: the answer to him being that 'this is not true' and 'that
does not follow'. His assumption that one is used in a single
sense only is false, because it is used in several. His conclusion

does not follow, because if we take only white things, and if
'white' has a single meaning, none the less what is white will
be many and not one. For what is white will not be one either
in the sense that it is continuous or in the sense that it must
be defined in only one way. 'Whiteness' will be different from
'what has whiteness'. Nor does this mean that there is any-
thing that can exist separately, over and above what is white.
For 'whiteness' and 'that which is white' differ in definition,
not in the sense that they are things which can exist apart
from each other. But Parmenides had not come in sight of
this distinction.

It is necessary for him, then, to assume not only that
'being' has the same meaning, of whatever it is predicated,
but further that it means (1) what just is and (2) what is just
one.

It must be so, for (1) an attribute is predicated of some
subject, so that the subject to which 'being' is attributed will
not be, as it is something different from 'being'. Something,
therefore, which is not will be. Hence 'substance' will not be
a predicate of anything else. For the subject cannot be a
being, unless 'being' means several things, in such a way that
each is something. But ex hypothesi 'being' means only one
thing.

If, then, 'substance' is not attributed to anything, but
other things are attributed to it, how does 'substance' mean
what is rather than what is not? For suppose that 'substance'
is also 'white'. Since the definition of the latter is different
(for being cannot even be attributed to white, as nothing is
which is not 'substance'), it follows that 'white' is not-being-
-and that not in the sense of a particular not-being, but in the
sense that it is not at all. Hence 'substance' is not; for it is true
to say that it is white, which we found to mean not-being. If
to avoid this we say that even 'white' means substance, it fol-
lows that 'being' has more than one meaning.

In particular, then, Being will not have magnitude, if it is
substance. For each of the two parts must he in a different
sense.

(2) Substance is plainly divisible into other substances, if
we consider the mere nature of a definition. For instance, if
'man' is a substance, 'animal' and 'biped' must also be sub-
stances. For if not substances, they must be attributes-and if
attributes, attributes either of (a) man or of (b) some other
subject. But neither is possible.

(a) An attribute is either that which may or may not
belong to the subject or that in whose definition the subject
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of which it is an attribute is involved. Thus 'sitting' is an
example of a separable attribute, while 'snubness' contains the
definition of 'nose', to which we attribute snubness. Further,
the definition of the whole is not contained in the definitions
of the contents or elements of the definitory formula; that of
'man' for instance in 'biped', or that of 'white man' in 'white'.
If then this is so, and if 'biped' is supposed to be an attribute
of 'man', it must be either separable, so that 'man' might pos-
sibly not be 'biped', or the definition of 'man' must come
into the definition of 'biped'-which is impossible, as the con-
verse is the case.

(b) If, on the other hand, we suppose that 'biped' and
'animal' are attributes not of man but of something else, and
are not each of them a substance, then 'man' too will be an
attribute of something else. But we must assume that sub-
stance is not the attribute of anything, that the subject of
which both 'biped' and 'animal' and each separately are pred-
icated is the subject also of the complex 'biped animal'.

Are we then to say that the All is composed of indivisible
substances? Some thinkers did, in point of fact, give way to
both arguments. To the argument that all things are one if
being means one thing, they conceded that not-being is; to
that from bisection, they yielded by positing atomic magni-
tudes. But obviously it is not true that if being means one
thing, and cannot at the same time mean the contradictory of
this, there will be nothing which is not, for even if what is not
cannot be without qualification, there is no reason why it
should not be a particular not-being. To say that all things
will be one, if there is nothing besides Being itself, is absurd.
For who understands 'being itself' to be anything but a par-
ticular substance? But if this is so, there is nothing to prevent
there being many beings, as has been said.

It is, then, clearly impossible for Being to be one in this
sense.

4

The physicists on the other hand have two modes of
explanation.

The first set make the underlying body one either one of
the three or something else which is denser than fire and rarer
than air then generate everything else from this, and obtain
multiplicity by condensation and rarefaction. Now these are
contraries, which may be generalized into 'excess and defect'.
(Compare Plato's 'Great and Small'-except that he make these
his matter, the one his form, while the others treat the one
which underlies as matter and the contraries as differentiae,

i.e. forms).

The second set assert that the contrarieties are contained
in the one and emerge from it by segregation, for example
Anaximander and also all those who assert that 'what is' is one
and many, like Empedocles and Anaxagoras; for they too pro-
duce other things from their mixture by segregation. These
differ, however, from each other in that the former imagines
a cycle of such changes, the latter a single series. Anaxagoras
again made both his 'homceomerous' substances and his con-
traries infinite in multitude, whereas Empedocles posits only
the so-called elements.

The theory of Anaxagoras that the principles are infinite
in multitude was probably due to his acceptance of the com-
mon opinion of the physicists that nothing comes into being
from not-being. For this is the reason why they use the phrase
'all things were together' and the coming into being of such
and such a kind of thing is reduced to change of quality, while
some spoke of combination and separation. Moreover, the
fact that the contraries proceed from each other led them to
the conclusion. The one, they reasoned, must have already
existed in the other; for since everything that comes into
being must arise either from what is or from what is not, and
it is impossible for it to arise from what is not (on this point
all the physicists agree), they thought that the truth of the
alternative necessarily followed, namely that things come into
being out of existent things, i.e. out of things already present,
but imperceptible to our senses because of the smallness of
their bulk. So they assert that everything has been mixed in
every. thing, because they saw everything arising out of every-
thing. But things, as they say, appear different from one
another and receive different names according to the nature
of the particles which are numerically predominant among
the innumerable constituents of the mixture. For nothing,
they say, is purely and entirely white or black or sweet, bone
or flesh, but the nature of a thing is held to be that of which
it contains the most.

Now (1) the infinite qua infinite is unknowable, so that
what is infinite in multitude or size is unknowable in quanti-
ty, and what is infinite in variety of kind is unknowable in
quality. But the principles in question are infinite both in
multitude and in kind. Therefore it is impossible to know
things which are composed of them; for it is when we know
the nature and quantity of its components that we suppose
we know a complex.

Further (2) if the parts of a whole may be of any size in
the direction either of greatness or of smallness (by 'parts' I
mean components into which a whole can be divided and
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which are actually present in it), it is necessary that the whole
thing itself may be of any size. Clearly, therefore, since it is
impossible for an animal or plant to be indefinitely big or
small, neither can its parts be such, or the whole will be the
same. But flesh, bone, and the like are the parts of animals,
and the fruits are the parts of plants. Hence it is obvious that
neither flesh, bone, nor any such thing can be of indefinite
size in the direction either of the greater or of the less.

Again (3) according to the theory all such things are
already present in one another and do not come into being
but are constituents which are separated out, and a thing
receives its designation from its chief constituent. Further,
anything may come out of anything-water by segregation
from flesh and flesh from water. Hence, since every finite
body is exhausted by the repeated abstraction of a finite body,
it seems obviously to follow that everything cannot subsist in
everything else. For let flesh be extracted from water and
again more flesh be produced from the remainder by repeat-
ing the process of separation: then, even though the quantity
separated out will continually decrease, still it will not fall
below a certain magnitude. If, therefore, the process comes to
an end, everything will not be in everything else (for there
will be no flesh in the remaining water); if on the other hand
it does not, and further extraction is always possible, there
will be an infinite multitude of finite equal particles in a finite
quantity-which is impossible. Another proof may be added:
Since every body must diminish in size when something is
taken from it, and flesh is quantitatively definite in respect
both of greatness and smallness, it is clear that from the min-
imum quantity of flesh no body can be separated out; for the
flesh left would be less than the minimum of flesh.

Lastly (4) in each of his infinite bodies there would be
already present infinite flesh and blood and brain- having a
distinct existence, however, from one another, and no less real
than the infinite bodies, and each infinite: which is contrary
to reason.

The statement that complete separation never will take
place is correct enough, though Anaxagoras is not fully aware
of what it means. For affections are indeed inseparable. If
then colours and states had entered into the mixture, and if
separation took place, there would be a 'white' or a 'healthy'
which was nothing but white or healthy, i.e. was not the pred-
icate of a subject. So his 'Mind' is an absurd person aiming at
the impossible, if he is supposed to wish to separate them,
and it is impossible to do so, both in respect of quantity and
of quality- of quantity, because there is no minimum magni-
tude, and of quality, because affections are inseparable.

Nor is Anaxagoras right about the coming to be of homo-
geneous bodies. It is true there is a sense in which clay is
divided into pieces of clay, but there is another in which it is
not. Water and air are, and are generated 'from' each other,
but not in the way in which bricks come 'from' a house and
again a house 'from' bricks; and it is better to assume a small-
er and finite number of principles, as Empedocles does.

5

All thinkers then agree in making the contraries princi-
ples, both those who describe the All as one and unmoved
(for even Parmenides treats hot and cold as principles under
the names of fire and earth) and those too who use the rare
and the dense. The same is true of Democritus also, with his
plenum and void, both of which exist, be says, the one as
being, the other as not-being. Again he speaks of differences
in position, shape, and order, and these are genera of which
the species are contraries, namely, of position, above and
below, before and behind; of shape, angular and angle-less,
straight and round.

It is plain then that they all in one way or another iden-
tify the contraries with the principles. And with good reason.
For first principles must not be derived from one another nor
from anything else, while everything has to be derived from
them. But these conditions are fulfilled by the primary con-
traries, which are not derived from anything else because they
are primary, nor from each other because they are contraries.

But we must see how this can be arrived at as a reasoned
result, as well as in the way just indicated.

Our first presupposition must be that in nature nothing
acts on, or is acted on by, any other thing at random, nor may
anything come from anything else, unless we mean that it
does so in virtue of a concomitant attribute. For how could
'white' come from 'musical', unless 'musical' happened to be
an attribute of the not-white or of the black? No, 'white'
comes from 'not-white'-and not from any 'not-white', but
from black or some intermediate colour. Similarly, 'musical'
comes to be from 'not-musical', but not from any thing other
than musical, but from 'unmusical' or any intermediate state
there may be.

Nor again do things pass into the first chance thing;
'white' does not pass into 'musical' (except, it may be, in
virtue of a concomitant attribute), but into 'not-white'-and
not into any chance thing which is not white, but into black
or an intermediate colour; 'musical' passes into 'not-musical'-
and not into any chance thing other than musical, but into
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'unmusical' or any intermediate state there may be.

The same holds of other things also: even things which
are not simple but complex follow the same principle, but the
opposite state has not received a name, so we fail to notice the
fact. What is in tune must come from what is not in tune, and
vice versa; the tuned passes into untunedness-and not into
any untunedness, but into the corresponding opposite. It
does not matter whether we take attunement, order, or com-
position for our illustration; the principle is obviously the
same in all, and in fact applies equally to the production of a
house, a statue, or any other complex. A house comes from
certain things in a certain state of separation instead of con-
junction, a statue (or any other thing that has been shaped)
from shapelessness-each of these objects being partly order
and partly composition.

If then this is true, everything that comes to be or passes
away from, or passes into, its contrary or an intermediate
state. But the intermediates are derived from the contraries-
colours, for instance, from black and white. Everything,
therefore, that comes to be by a natural process is either a
contrary or a product of contraries.

Up to this point we have practically had most of the other
writers on the subject with us, as I have said already: for all of
them identify their elements, and what they call their princi-
ples, with the contraries, giving no reason indeed for the the-
ory, but contrained as it were by the truth itself. They differ,
however, from one another in that some assume contraries
which are more primary, others contraries which are less so:
some those more knowable in the order of explanation, oth-
ers those more familiar to sense. For some make hot and cold,
or again moist and dry, the conditions of becoming; while
others make odd and even, or again Love and Strife; and these
differ from each other in the way mentioned.

Hence their principles are in one sense the same, in
another different; different certainly, as indeed most people
think, but the same inasmuch as they are analogous; for all are
taken from the same table of columns, some of the pairs being
wider, others narrower in extent. In this way then their theo-
ries are both the same and different, some better, some worse;
some, as I have said, take as their contraries what is more
knowable in the order of explanation, others what is more
familiar to sense. (The universal is more knowable in the
order of explanation, the particular in the order of sense: for
explanation has to do with the universal, sense with the par-
ticular.) 'The great and the small', for example, belong to the
former class, 'the dense and the rare' to the latter.

It is clear then that our principles must be contraries.

6

The next question is whether the principles are two or
three or more in number.

One they cannot be, for there cannot be one contrary.
Nor can they be innumerable, because, if so, Being will not
be knowable: and in any one genus there is only one contra-
riety, and substance is one genus: also a finite number is suf-
ficient, and a finite number, such as the principles of
Empedocles, is better than an infinite multitude; for
Empedocles professes to obtain from his principles all that
Anaxagoras obtains from his innumerable principles. Lastly,
some contraries are more primary than others, and some arise
from others-for example sweet and bitter, white and black-
whereas the principles must always remain principles.

This will suffice to show that the principles are neither
one nor innumerable.

Granted, then, that they are a limited number, it is plau-
sible to suppose them more than two. For it is difficult to see
how either density should be of such a nature as to act in any
way on rarity or rarity on density. The same is true of any
other pair of contraries; for Love does not gather Strife
together and make things out of it, nor does Strife make any-
thing out of Love, but both act on a third thing different from
both. Some indeed assume more than one such thing from
which they construct the world of nature.

Other objections to the view that it is not necessary to
assume a third principle as a substratum may be added. (1)
We do not find that the contraries constitute the substance of
any thing. But what is a first principle ought not to be the
predicate of any subject. If it were, there would be a principle
of the supposed principle: for the subject is a principle, and
prior presumably to what is predicated of it. Again (2) we
hold that a substance is not contrary to another substance.
How then can substance be derived from what are not sub-
stances? Or how can non-substances be prior to substance?

If then we accept both the former argument and this one,
we must, to preserve both, assume a third somewhat as the
substratum of the contraries, such as is spoken of by those
who describe the All as one nature-water or fire or what is
intermediate between them. What is intermediate seems
preferable; for fire, earth, air, and water are already involved
with pairs of contraries. There is, therefore, much to be said
for those who make the underlying substance different from
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these four; of the rest, the next best choice is air, as present-
ing sensible differences in a less degree than the others; and
after air, water. All, however, agree in this, that they differen-
tiate their One by means of the contraries, such as density and
rarity and more and less, which may of course be generalized,
as has already been said into excess and defect. Indeed this
doctrine too (that the One and excess and defect are the prin-
ciples of things) would appear to be of old standing, though
in different forms; for the early thinkers made the two the
active and the one the passive principle, whereas some of the
more recent maintain the reverse.

To suppose then that the elements are three in number
would seem, from these and similar considerations, a plausi-
ble view, as I said before. On the other hand, the view that
they are more than three in number would seem to be unten-
able.

For the one substratum is sufficient to be acted on; but if
we have four contraries, there will be two contrarieties, and
we shall have to suppose an intermediate nature for each pair
separately. If, on the other hand, the contrarieties, being two,
can generate from each other, the second contrariety will be
superfluous. Moreover, it is impossible that there should be
more than one primary contrariety. For substance is a single
genus of being, so that the principles can differ only as prior
and posterior, not in genus; in a single genus there is always a
single contrariety, all the other contrarieties in it being held to
be reducible to one.

It is clear then that the number of elements is neither one
nor more than two or three; but whether two or three is, as I
said, a question of considerable difficulty.

7

We will now give our own account, approaching the
question first with reference to becoming in its widest sense:
for we shall be following the natural order of inquiry if we
speak first of common characteristics, and then investigate
the characteristics of special cases.

We say that one thing comes to be from another thing,
and one sort of thing from another sort of thing, both in the
case of simple and of complex things. I mean the following.
We can say (1) 'man becomes musical', (2) what is 'not-musi-
cal becomes musical', or (3), the 'not-musical man becomes a
musical man'. Now what becomes in (1) and (2)-'man' and
'not musical'-I call simple, and what each becomes-'musical'-
simple also. But when (3) we say the 'not-musical man
becomes a musical man', both what becomes and what it

becomes are complex.

As regards one of these simple 'things that become' we
say not only 'this becomes so-and-so', but also 'from being
this, comes to be so-and-so', as 'from being not-musical
comes to be musical'; as regards the other we do not say this
in all cases, as we do not say (1) 'from being a man he came
to be musical' but only 'the man became musical'.

When a 'simple' thing is said to become something, in
one case (1) it survives through the process, in the other (2)
it does not. For man remains a man and is such even when he
becomes musical, whereas what is not musical or is unmusi-
cal does not continue to exist, either simply or combined with
the subject.

These distinctions drawn, one can gather from surveying
the various cases of becoming in the way we are describing
that, as we say, there must always be an underlying some-
thing, namely that which becomes, and that this, though
always one numerically, in form at least is not one. (By that I
mean that it can be described in different ways.) For 'to be
man' is not the same as 'to be unmusical'. One part survives,
the other does not: what is not an opposite survives (for 'man'
survives), but 'not-musical' or 'unmusical' does not survive,
nor does the compound of the two, namely 'unmusical man'.

We speak of 'becoming that from this' instead of 'this
becoming that' more in the case of what does not survive the
change-'becoming musical from unmusical', not 'from man'-
but there are exceptions, as we sometimes use the latter form
of expression even of what survives; we speak of 'a statue
coming to be from bronze', not of the 'bronze becoming a
statue'. The change, however, from an opposite which does
not survive is described indifferently in both ways, 'becoming
that from this' or 'this becoming that'. We say both that 'the
unmusical becomes musical', and that 'from unmusical he
becomes musical'. And so both forms are used of the com-
plex, 'becoming a musical man from an unmusical man', and
unmusical man becoming a musical man'.

But there are different senses of 'coming to be'. In some
cases we do not use the expression 'come to be', but 'come to
be so-and-so'. Only substances are said to 'come to be' in the
unqualified sense.

Now in all cases other than substance it is plain that there
must be some subject, namely, that which becomes. For we
know that when a thing comes to be of such a quantity or
quality or in such a relation, time, or place, a subject is always
presupposed, since substance alone is not predicated of
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another subject, but everything else of substance.

But that substances too, and anything else that can be
said 'to be' without qualification, come to be from some sub-
stratum, will appear on examination. For we find in every
case something that underlies from which proceeds that
which comes to be; for instance, animals and plants from
seed.

Generally things which come to be, come to be in differ-
ent ways: (1) by change of shape, as a statue; (2) by addition,
as things which grow; (3) by taking away, as the Hermes from
the stone; (4) by putting together, as a house; (5) by alter-
ation, as things which 'turn' in respect of their material sub-
stance.

It is plain that these are all cases of coming to be from a
substratum.

Thus, clearly, from what has been said, whatever comes
to be is always complex. There is, on the one hand, (a) some-
thing which comes into existence, and again (b) something
which becomes that-the latter (b) in two senses, either the
subject or the opposite. By the 'opposite' I mean the 'unmu-
sical', by the 'subject' 'man', and similarly I call the absence
of shape or form or order the 'opposite', and the bronze or
stone or gold the 'subject'.

Plainly then, if there are conditions and principles which
constitute natural objects and from which they primarily are
or have come to be-have come to be, I mean, what each is said
to be in its essential nature, not what each is in respect of a
concomitant attribute-plainly, I say, everything comes to be
from both subject and form. For 'musical man' is composed
(in a way) of 'man' and 'musical': you can analyse it into the
definitions of its elements. It is clear then that what comes to
be will come to be from these elements.

Now the subject is one numerically, though it is two in
form. (For it is the man, the gold-the 'matter' generally-that
is counted, for it is more of the nature of a 'this', and what
comes to be does not come from it in virtue of a concomitant
attribute; the privation, on the other hand, and the contrary
are incidental in the process.) And the positive form is one-
the order, the acquired art of music, or any similar predicate.

There is a sense, therefore, in which we must declare the
principles to be two, and a sense in which they are three; a
sense in which the contraries are the principles-say for exam-
ple the musical and the unmusical, the hot and the cold, the
tuned and the untuned-and a sense in which they are not,

since it is impossible for the contraries to be acted on by each
other. But this difficulty also is solved by the fact that the sub-
stratum is different from the contraries, for it is itself not a
contrary. The principles therefore are, in a way, not more in
number than the contraries, but as it were two, nor yet pre-
cisely two, since there is a difference of essential nature, but
three. For 'to be man' is different from 'to be unmusical', and
'to be unformed' from 'to be bronze'.

We have now stated the number of the principles of nat-
ural objects which are subject to generation, and how the
number is reached: and it is clear that there must be a sub-
stratum for the contraries, and that the contraries must be
two. (Yet in another way of putting it this is not necessary, as
one of the contraries will serve to effect the change by its suc-
cessive absence and presence.)

The underlying nature is an object of scientific knowl-
edge, by an analogy. For as the bronze is to the statue, the
wood to the bed, or the matter and the formless before receiv-
ing form to any thing which has form, so is the underlying
nature to substance, i.e. the 'this' or existent.

This then is one principle (though not one or existent in
the same sense as the 'this'), and the definition was one as we
agreed; then further there is its contrary, the privation. In
what sense these are two, and in what sense more, has been
stated above. Briefly, we explained first that only the con-
traries were principles, and later that a substratum was indis-
pensable, and that the principles were three; our last state-
ment has elucidated the difference between the contraries, the
mutual relation of the principles, and the nature of the sub-
stratum. Whether the form or the substratum is the essential
nature of a physical object is not yet clear. But that the prin-
ciples are three, and in what sense, and the way in which each
is a principle, is clear.

So much then for the question of the number and the
nature of the principles.

8

We will now proceed to show that the difficulty of the
early thinkers, as well as our own, is solved in this way alone.

The first of those who studied science were misled in
their search for truth and the nature of things by their inex-
perience, which as it were thrust them into another path. So
they say that none of the things that are either comes to be or
passes out of existence, because what comes to be must do so
either from what is or from what is not, both of which are
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impossible. For what is cannot come to be (because it is
already), and from what is not nothing could have come to be
(because something must be present as a substratum). So too
they exaggerated the consequence of this, and went so far as
to deny even the existence of a plurality of things, maintain-
ing that only Being itself is. Such then was their opinion, and
such the reason for its adoption.

Our explanation on the other hand is that the phrases
'something comes to be from what is or from what is not',
'what is not or what is does something or has something done
to it or becomes some particular thing', are to be taken (in the
first way of putting our explanation) in the same sense as 'a
doctor does something or has something done to him', 'is or
becomes something from being a doctor.' These expressions
may be taken in two senses, and so too, clearly, may 'from
being', and 'being acts or is acted on'. A doctor builds a
house, not qua doctor, but qua housebuilder, and turns gray,
not qua doctor, but qua dark-haired. On the other hand he
doctors or fails to doctor qua doctor. But we are using words
most appropriately when we say that a doctor does something
or undergoes something, or becomes something from being a
doctor, if he does, undergoes, or becomes qua doctor. Clearly
then also 'to come to be so-and-so from not-being' means
'qua not-being'.

It was through failure to make this distinction that those
thinkers gave the matter up, and through this error that they
went so much farther astray as to suppose that nothing else
comes to be or exists apart from Being itself, thus doing away
with all becoming.

We ourselves are in agreement with them in holding that
nothing can be said without qualification to come from what
is not. But nevertheless we maintain that a thing may 'come
to be from what is not'-that is, in a qualified sense. For a
thing comes to be from the privation, which in its own nature
is not-being,-this not surviving as a constituent of the result.
Yet this causes surprise, and it is thought impossible that
something should come to be in the way described from what
is not.

In the same way we maintain that nothing comes to be
from being, and that being does not come to be except in a
qualified sense. In that way, however, it does, just as animal
might come to be from animal, and an animal of a certain
kind from an animal of a certain kind. Thus, suppose a dog
to come to be from a horse. The dog would then, it is true,
come to be from animal (as well as from an animal of a cer-
tain kind) but not as animal, for that is already there. But if
anything is to become an animal, not in a qualified sense, it

will not be from animal: and if being, not from being-nor
from not-being either, for it has been explained that by 'from
not being' we mean from not-being qua not-being.

Note further that we do not subvert the principle that
everything either is or is not.

This then is one way of solving the difficulty. Another
consists in pointing out that the same things can be explained
in terms of potentiality and actuality. But this has been done
with greater precision elsewhere. So, as we said, the difficul-
ties which constrain people to deny the existence of some of
the things we mentioned are now solved. For it was this rea-
son which also caused some of the earlier thinkers to turn so
far aside from the road which leads to coming to be and pass-
ing away and change generally. If they had come in sight of
this nature, all their ignorance would have been dispelled.

9

Others, indeed, have apprehended the nature in ques-
tion, but not adequately.

In the first place they allow that a thing may come to be
without qualification from not being, accepting on this point
the statement of Parmenides. Secondly, they think that if the
substratum is one numerically, it must have also only a single
potentiality-which is a very different thing.

Now we distinguish matter and privation, and hold that
one of these, namely the matter, is not-being only in virtue of
an attribute which it has, while the privation in its own
nature is not-being; and that the matter is nearly, in a sense
is, substance, while the privation in no sense is. They, on the
other hand, identify their Great and Small alike with not
being, and that whether they are taken together as one or sep-
arately. Their triad is therefore of quite a different kind from
ours. For they got so far as to see that there must be some
underlying nature, but they make it one-for even if one
philosopher makes a dyad of it, which he calls Great and
Small, the effect is the same, for he overlooked the other
nature. For the one which persists is a joint cause, with the
form, of what comes to be-a mother, as it were. But the neg-
ative part of the contrariety may often seem, if you concen-
trate your attention on it as an evil agent, not to exist at all.

For admitting with them that there is something divine,
good, and desirable, we hold that there are two other princi-
ples, the one contrary to it, the other such as of its own nature
to desire and yearn for it. But the consequence of their view
is that the contrary desires its wtextinction. Yet the form can-
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not desire itself, for it is not defective; nor can the contrary
desire it, for contraries are mutually destructive. The truth is
that what desires the form is matter, as the female desires the
male and the ugly the beautiful-only the ugly or the female
not per se but per accidens.

The matter comes to be and ceases to be in one sense,
while in another it does not. As that which contains the pri-
vation, it ceases to be in its own nature, for what ceases to be-
the privation-is contained within it. But as potentiality it does
not cease to be in its own nature, but is necessarily outside the
sphere of becoming and ceasing to be. For if it came to be,
something must have existed as a primary substratum from
which it should come and which should persist in it; but this
is its own special nature, so that it will be before coming to
be. (For my definition of matter is just this-the primary sub-
stratum of each thing, from which it comes to be without
qualification, and which persists in the result.) And if it ceas-
es to be it will pass into that at the last, so it will have ceased
to be before ceasing to be.

The accurate determination of the first principle in
respect of form, whether it is one or many and what it is or
what they are, is the province of the primary type of science;
so these questions may stand over till then. But of the natur-
al, i.e. perishable, forms we shall speak in the expositions
which follow.

The above, then, may be taken as sufficient to establish
that there are principles and what they are and how many
there are. Now let us make a fresh start and proceed.

Book II

1

Of things that exist, some exist by nature, some from
other causes.

'By nature' the animals and their parts exist, and the
plants and the simple bodies (earth, fire, air, water)-for we say
that these and the like exist 'by nature'.

All the things mentioned present a feature in which they
differ from things which are not constituted by nature. Each
of them has within itself a principle of motion and of sta-
tionariness (in respect of place, or of growth and decrease, or
by way of alteration). On the other hand, a bed and a coat
and anything else of that sort, qua receiving these designa-
tions i.e. in so far as they are products of art-have no innate
impulse to change. But in so far as they happen to be com-

posed of stone or of earth or of a mixture of the two, they do
have such an impulse, and just to that extent which seems to
indicate that nature is a source or cause of being moved and
of being at rest in that to which it belongs primarily, in virtue
of itself and not in virtue of a concomitant attribute.

I say 'not in virtue of a concomitant attribute', because
(for instance) a man who is a doctor might cure himself.
Nevertheless it is not in so far as he is a patient that he pos-
sesses the art of medicine: it merely has happened that the
same man is doctor and patient-and that is why these attrib-
utes are not always found together. So it is with all other arti-
ficial products. None of them has in itself the source of its
own production. But while in some cases (for instance hous-
es and the other products of manual labour) that principle is
in something else external to the thing, in others those which
may cause a change in themselves in virtue of a concomitant
attribute-it lies in the things themselves (but not in virtue of
what they are).

'Nature' then is what has been stated. Things 'have a
nature'which have a principle of this kind. Each of them is a
substance; for it is a subject, and nature always implies a sub-
ject in which it inheres.

The term 'according to nature' is applied to all these
things and also to the attributes which belong to them in
virtue of what they are, for instance the property of fire to be
carried upwards-which is not a 'nature' nor 'has a nature' but
is 'by nature' or 'according to nature'.

What nature is, then, and the meaning of the terms 'by
nature' and 'according to nature', has been stated. That
nature exists, it would be absurd to try to prove; for it is obvi-
ous that there are many things of this kind, and to prove what
is obvious by what is not is the mark of a man who is unable
to distinguish what is self-evident from what is not. (This
state of mind is clearly possible. A man blind from birth
might reason about colours. Presumably therefore such per-
sons must be talking about words without any thought to
correspond.)

Some identify the nature or substance of a natural object
with that immediate constituent of it which taken by itself is
without arrangement, e.g. the wood is the 'nature' of the bed,
and the bronze the 'nature' of the statue.

As an indication of this Antiphon points out that if you
planted a bed and the rotting wood acquired the power of
sending up a shoot, it would not be a bed that would come
up, but wood-which shows that the arrangement in accor-
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dance with the rules of the art is merely an incidental
attribute, whereas the real nature is the other, which, further,
persists continuously through the process of making.

But if the material of each of these objects has itself the
same relation to something else, say bronze (or gold) to water,
bones (or wood) to earth and so on, that (they say) would be
their nature and essence. Consequently some assert earth,
others fire or air or water or some or all of these, to be the
nature of the things that are. For whatever any one of them
supposed to have this character-whether one thing or more
than one thing-this or these he declared to be the whole of
substance, all else being its affections, states, or dispositions.
Every such thing they held to be eternal (for it could not pass
into anything else), but other things to come into being and
cease to be times without number.

This then is one account of 'nature', namely that it is the
immediate material substratum of things which have in
themselves a principle of motion or change.

Another account is that 'nature' is the shape or form
which is specified in the definition of the thing.

For the word 'nature' is applied to what is according to
nature and the natural in the same way as 'art' is applied to
what is artistic or a work of art. We should not say in the lat-
ter case that there is anything artistic about a thing, if it is a
bed only potentially, not yet having the form of a bed; nor
should we call it a work of art. The same is true of natural
compounds. What is potentially flesh or bone has not yet its
own 'nature', and does not exist until it receives the form
specified in the definition, which we name in defining what
flesh or bone is. Thus in the second sense of 'nature' it would
be the shape or form (not separable except in statement) of
things which have in themselves a source of motion. (The
combination of the two, e.g. man, is not 'nature' but 'by
nature' or 'natural'.)

The form indeed is 'nature' rather than the matter; for a
thing is more properly said to be what it is when it has
attained to fulfilment than when it exists potentially. Again
man is born from man, but not bed from bed. That is why
people say that the figure is not the nature of a bed, but the
wood is-if the bed sprouted not a bed but wood would come
up. But even if the figure is art, then on the same principle
the shape of man is his nature. For man is born from man.

We also speak of a thing's nature as being exhibited in the
process of growth by which its nature is attained. The 'nature'
in this sense is not like 'doctoring', which leads not to the art

of doctoring but to health. Doctoring must start from the art,
not lead to it. But it is not in this way that nature (in the one
sense) is related to nature (in the other). What grows qua
growing grows from something into something. Into what
then does it grow? Not into that from which it arose but into
that to which it tends. The shape then is nature.

'Shape' and 'nature', it should be added, are in two sens-
es. For the privation too is in a way form. But whether in
unqualified coming to be there is privation, i.e. a contrary to
what comes to be, we must consider later.

2

We have distinguished, then, the different ways in which
the term 'nature' is used.

The next point to consider is how the mathematician dif-
fers from the physicist. Obviously physical bodies contain
surfaces and volumes, lines and points, and these are the sub-
ject-matter of mathematics.

Further, is astronomy different from physics or a depart-
ment of it? It seems absurd that the physicist should be sup-
posed to know the nature of sun or moon, but not to know
any of their essential attributes, particularly as the writers on
physics obviously do discuss their shape also and whether the
earth and the world are spherical or not.

Now the mathematician, though he too treats of these
things, nevertheless does not treat of them as the limits of a
physical body; nor does he consider the attributes indicated as
the attributes of such bodies. That is why he separates them;
for in thought they are separable from motion, and it makes
no difference, nor does any falsity result, if they are separat-
ed. The holders of the theory of Forms do the same, though
they are not aware of it; for they separate the objects of
physics, which are less separable than those of mathematics.
This becomes plain if one tries to state in each of the two
cases the definitions of the things and of their attributes.
'Odd' and 'even', 'straight' and 'curved', and likewise 'num-
ber', 'line', and 'figure', do not involve motion; not so 'flesh'
and 'bone' and 'man'-these are defined like 'snub nose', not
like 'curved'.

Similar evidence is supplied by the more physical of the
branches of mathematics, such as optics, harmonics, and
astronomy. These are in a way the converse of geometry.
While geometry investigates physical lines but not qua phys-
ical, optics investigates mathematical lines, but qua physical,
not qua mathematical.
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Since 'nature' has two senses, the form and the matter, we
must investigate its objects as we would the essence of snub-
ness. That is, such things are neither independent of matter
nor can be defined in terms of matter only. Here too indeed
one might raise a difficulty. Since there are two natures, with
which is the physicist concerned? Or should he investigate the
combination of the two? But if the combination of the two,
then also each severally. Does it belong then to the same or to
different sciences to know each severally?

If we look at the ancients, physics would to be concerned
with the matter. (It was only very slightly that Empedocles
and Democritus touched on the forms and the essence.)

But if on the other hand art imitates nature, and it is the
part of the same discipline to know the form and the matter
up to a point (e.g. the doctor has a knowledge of health and
also of bile and phlegm, in which health is realized, and the
builder both of the form of the house and of the matter,
namely that it is bricks and beams, and so forth): if this is so,
it would be the part of physics also to know nature in both its
senses.

Again, 'that for the sake of which', or the end, belongs to
the same department of knowledge as the means. But the
nature is the end or 'that for the sake of which'. For if a thing
undergoes a continuous change and there is a stage which is
last, this stage is the end or 'that for the sake of which'. (That
is why the poet was carried away into making an absurd state-
ment when he said 'he has the end for the sake of which he
was born'. For not every stage that is last claims to be an end,
but only that which is best.)

For the arts make their material (some simply 'make' it,
others make it serviceable), and we use everything as if it was
there for our sake. (We also are in a sense an end. 'That for
the sake of which' has two senses: the distinction is made in
our work On Philosophy.) The arts, therefore, which govern
the matter and have knowledge are two, namely the art which
uses the product and the art which directs the production of
it. That is why the using art also is in a sense directive; but it
differs in that it knows the form, whereas the art which is
directive as being concerned with production knows the mat-
ter. For the helmsman knows and prescribes what sort of form
a helm should have, the other from what wood it should be
made and by means of what operations. In the products of
art, however, we make the material with a view to the func-
tion, whereas in the products of nature the matter is there all
along.

Again, matter is a relative term: to each form there corre-
sponds a special matter. How far then must the physicist
know the form or essence? Up to a point, perhaps, as the doc-
tor must know sinew or the smith bronze (i.e. until he under-
stands the purpose of each): and the physicist is concerned
only with things whose forms are separable indeed, but do
not exist apart from matter. Man is begotten by man and by
the sun as well. The mode of existence and essence of the sep-
arable it is the business of the primary type of philosophy to
define.

3

Now that we have established these distinctions, we must
proceed to consider causes, their character and number.
Knowledge is the object of our inquiry, and men do not think
they know a thing till they have grasped the 'why' of (which
is to grasp its primary cause). So clearly we too must do this
as regards both coming to be and passing away and every kind
of physical change, in order that, knowing their principles, we
may try to refer to these principles each of our problems.

In one sense, then, (1) that out of which a thing comes
to be and which persists, is called 'cause', e.g. the bronze of
the statue, the silver of the bowl, and the genera of which the
bronze and the silver are species.

In another sense (2) the form or the archetype, i.e. the
statement of the essence, and its genera, are called 'causes'
(e.g. of the octave the relation of 2:1, and generally number),
and the parts in the definition.

Again (3) the primary source of the change or coming to
rest; e.g. the man who gave advice is a cause, the father is
cause of the child, and generally what makes of what is made
and what causes change of what is changed.

Again (4) in the sense of end or 'that for the sake of
which' a thing is done, e.g. health is the cause of walking
about. ('Why is he walking about?' we say. 'To be healthy',
and, having said that, we think we have assigned the cause.)
The same is true also of all the intermediate steps which are
brought about through the action of something else as means
towards the end, e.g. reduction of flesh, purging, drugs, or
surgical instruments are means towards health. All these
things are 'for the sake of' the end, though they differ from
one another in that some are activities, others instruments.

This then perhaps exhausts the number of ways in which
the term 'cause' is used.
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As the word has several senses, it follows that there are
several causes of the same thing not merely in virtue of a con-
comitant attribute), e.g. both the art of the sculptor and the
bronze are causes of the statue. These are causes of the statue
qua statue, not in virtue of anything else that it may be-only
not in the same way, the one being the material cause, the
other the cause whence the motion comes. Some things cause
each other reciprocally, e.g. hard work causes fitness and vice
versa, but again not in the same way, but the one as end, the
other as the origin of change. Further the same thing is the
cause of contrary results. For that which by its presence brings
about one result is sometimes blamed for bringing about the
contrary by its absence. Thus we ascribe the wreck of a ship
to the absence of the pilot whose presence was the cause of its
safety.

All the causes now mentioned fall into four familiar divi-
sions. The letters are the causes of syllables, the material of
artificial products, fire, &c., of bodies, the parts of the whole,
and the premisses of the conclusion, in the sense of 'that from
which'. Of these pairs the one set are causes in the sense of
substratum, e.g. the parts, the other set in the sense of
essence-the whole and the combination and the form. But the
seed and the doctor and the adviser, and generally the maker,
are all sources whence the change or stationariness originates,
while the others are causes in the sense of the end or the good
of the rest; for 'that for the sake of which' means what is best
and the end of the things that lead up to it. (Whether we say
the 'good itself or the 'apparent good' makes no difference.)

Such then is the number and nature of the kinds of cause.

Now the modes of causation are many, though when
brought under heads they too can be reduced in number. For
'cause' is used in many senses and even within the same kind
one may be prior to another (e.g. the doctor and the expert
are causes of health, the relation 2:1 and number of the
octave), and always what is inclusive to what is particular.
Another mode of causation is the incidental and its genera,
e.g. in one way 'Polyclitus', in another 'sculptor' is the cause
of a statue, because 'being Polyclitus' and 'sculptor' are inci-
dentally conjoined. Also the classes in which the incidental
attribute is included; thus 'a man' could be said to be the
cause of a statue or, generally, 'a living creature'. An inciden-
tal attribute too may be more or less remote, e.g. suppose that
'a pale man' or 'a musical man' were said to be the cause of
the statue.

All causes, both proper and incidental, may be spoken of
either as potential or as actual; e.g. the cause of a house being
built is either 'house-builder' or 'house-builder building'.

Similar distinctions can be made in the things of which
the causes are causes, e.g. of 'this statue' or of 'statue' or of
'image' generally, of 'this bronze' or of 'bronze' or of 'materi-
al' generally. So too with the incidental attributes. Again we
may use a complex expression for either and say, e.g. neither
'Polyclitus' nor 'sculptor' but 'Polyclitus, sculptor'.

All these various uses, however, come to six in number,
under each of which again the usage is twofold. Cause means
either what is particular or a genus, or an incidental attribute
or a genus of that, and these either as a complex or each by
itself; and all six either as actual or as potential. The difference
is this much, that causes which are actually at work and par-
ticular exist and cease to exist simultaneously with their
effect, e.g. this healing person with this being-healed person
and that house-building man with that being-built house; but
this is not always true of potential causes--the house and the
housebuilder do not pass away simultaneously.

In investigating the cause of each thing it is always neces-
sary to seek what is most precise (as also in other things): thus
man builds because he is a builder, and a builder builds in
virtue of his art of building. This last cause then is prior: and
so generally.

Further, generic effects should be assigned to generic
causes, particular effects to particular causes, e.g. statue to
sculptor, this statue to this sculptor; and powers are relative to
possible effects, actually operating causes to things which are
actually being effected.

This must suffice for our account of the number of caus-
es and the modes of causation.

4

But chance also and spontaneity are reckoned among
causes: many things are said both to be and to come to be as
a result of chance and spontaneity. We must inquire therefore
in what manner chance and spontaneity are present among
the causes enumerated, and whether they are the same or dif-
ferent, and generally what chance and spontaneity are.

Some people even question whether they are real or not.
They say that nothing happens by chance, but that every-
thing which we ascribe to chance or spontaneity has some
definite cause, e.g. coming 'by chance' into the market and
finding there a man whom one wanted but did not expect to
meet is due to one's wish to go and buy in the market.
Similarly in other cases of chance it is always possible, they
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maintain, to find something which is the cause; but not
chance, for if chance were real, it would seem strange indeed,
and the question might be raised, why on earth none of the
wise men of old in speaking of the causes of generation and
decay took account of chance; whence it would seem that
they too did not believe that anything is by chance. But there
is a further circumstance that is surprising. Many things both
come to be and are by chance and spontaneity, and although
know that each of them can be ascribed to some cause (as the
old argument said which denied chance), nevertheless they
speak of some of these things as happening by chance and
others not. For this reason also they ought to have at least
referred to the matter in some way or other.

Certainly the early physicists found no place for chance
among the causes which they recognized-love, strife, mind,
fire, or the like. This is strange, whether they supposed that
there is no such thing as chance or whether they thought
there is but omitted to mention it-and that too when they
sometimes used it, as Empedocles does when he says that the
air is not always separated into the highest region, but 'as it
may chance'. At any rate he says in his cosmogony that 'it
happened to run that way at that time, but it often ran oth-
erwise.' He tells us also that most of the parts of animals came

to be by chance.

There are some too who ascribe
this heavenly sphere and all the
worlds to spontaneity. They say
that the vortex arose spontaneously,
i.e. the motion that separated and
arranged in its present order all that
exists. This statement might well
cause surprise. For they are assert-
ing that chance is not responsible
for the existence or generation of
animals and plants, nature or mind
or something of the kind being the
cause of them (for it is not any
chance thing that comes from a
given seed but an olive from one

kind and a man from another); and yet at the same time they
assert that the heavenly sphere and the divinest of visible
things arose spontaneously, having no such cause as is
assigned to animals and plants. Yet if this is so, it is a fact
which deserves to be dwelt upon, and something might well
have been said about it. For besides the other absurdities of
the statement, it is the more absurd that people should make
it when they see nothing coming to be spontaneously in the
heavens, but much happening by chance among the things
which as they say are not due to chance; whereas we should

have expected exactly the opposite.

Others there are who, indeed, believe that chance is a
cause, but that it is inscrutable to human intelligence, as
being a divine thing and full of mystery.

Thus we must inquire what chance and spontaneity are,
whether they are the same or different, and how they fit into
our division of causes.

5

First then we observe that some things always come to
pass in the same way, and others for the most part. It is clear-
ly of neither of these that chance is said to be the cause, nor
can the 'effect of chance' be identified with any of the things
that come to pass by necessity and always, or for the most
part. But as there is a third class of events besides these two-
events which all say are 'by chance'-it is plain that there is
such a thing as chance and spontaneity; for we know that
things of this kind are due to chance and that things due to
chance are of this kind.

But, secondly, some events are for the sake of something,
others not. Again, some of the former class are in accordance
with deliberate intention, others not, but both are in the class
of things which are for the sake of something. Hence it is
clear that even among the things which are outside the neces-
sary and the normal, there are some in connexion withwhich
the phrase 'for the sake of something' is applicable. (Events
that are for the sake of something include whatever may be
done as a result of thought or of nature.) Things of this kind,
then, when they come to pass incidental are said to be 'by
chance'. For just as a thing is something either in virtue of
itself or incidentally, so may it be a cause. For instance, the
housebuilding faculty is in virtue of itself the cause of a house,
whereas the pale or the musical is the incidental cause. That
which is per se cause of the effect is determinate, but the inci-
dental cause is indeterminable, for the possible attributes of
an individual are innumerable. To resume then; when a thing
of this kind comes to pass among events which are for the
sake of something, it is said to be spontaneous or by chance.
(The distinction between the two must be made later-for the
present it is sufficient if it is plain that both are in the sphere
of things done for the sake of something.)

Example: A man is engaged in collecting subscriptions
for a feast. He would have gone to such and such a place for
the purpose of getting the money, if he had known. He actu-
ally went there for another purpose and it was only inciden-
tally that he got his money by going there; and this was not
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due to the fact that he went there as a rule or necessarily, nor
is the end effected (getting the money) a cause present in
himself-it belongs to the class of things that are intentional
and the result of intelligent deliberation. It is when these con-
ditions are satisfied that the man is said to have gone 'by
chance'. If he had gone of deliberate purpose and for the sake
of this-if he always or normally went there when he was col-
lecting payments-he would not be said to have gone 'by
chance'.

It is clear then that chance is an incidental cause in the
sphere of those actions for the sake of something which
involve purpose. Intelligent reflection, then, and chance are
in the same sphere, for purpose implies intelligent reflection.

It is necessary, no doubt, that the causes of what comes to
pass by chance be indefinite; and that is why chance is sup-
posed to belong to the class of the indefinite and to be
inscrutable to man, and why it might be thought that, in a
way, nothing occurs by chance. For all these statements are
correct, because they are well grounded. Things do, in a way,
occur by chance, for they occur incidentally and chance is an
incidental cause. But strictly it is not the cause-without qual-
ification-of anything; for instance, a housebuilder is the cause
of a house; incidentally, a fluteplayer may be so.

And the causes of the man's coming and getting the
money (when he did not come for the sake of that) are innu-
merable. He may have wished to see somebody or been fol-
lowing somebody or avoiding somebody, or may have gone to
see a spectacle. Thus to say that chance is a thing contrary to
rule is correct. For 'rule' applies to what is always true or true
for the most part, whereas chance belongs to a third type of
event. Hence, to conclude, since causes of this kind are indef-
inite, chance too is indefinite. (Yet in some cases one might
raise the question whether any incidental fact might be the
cause of the chance occurrence, e.g. of health the fresh air or
the sun's heat may be the cause, but having had one's hair cut
cannot; for some incidental causes are more relevant to the
effect than others.)

Chance or fortune is called 'good' when the result is
good, 'evil' when it is evil. The terms 'good fortune' and 'ill
fortune' are used when either result is of considerable magni-
tude. Thus one who comes within an ace of some great evil
or great good is said to be fortunate or unfortunate. The mind
affirms the essence of the attribute, ignoring the hair's
breadth of difference. Further, it is with reason that good for-
tune is regarded as unstable; for chance is unstable, as none of
the things which result from it can be invariable or normal.

Both are then, as I have said, incidental causes-both
chance and spontaneity-in the sphere of things which are
capable of coming to pass not necessarily, nor normally, and
with reference to such of these as might come to pass for the
sake of something.

6

They differ in that 'spontaneity' is the wider term. Every
result of chance is from what is spontaneous, but not every-
thing that is from what is spontaneous is from chance.

Chance and what results from chance are appropriate to
agents that are capable of good fortune and of moral action
generally. Therefore necessarily chance is in the sphere of
moral actions. This is indicated by the fact that good fortune
is thought to be the same, or nearly the same, as happiness,
and happiness to be a kind of moral action, since it is well-
doing. Hence what is not capable of moral action cannot do
anything by chance. Thus an inanimate thing or a lower ani-
mal or a child cannot do anything by chance, because it is
incapable of deliberate intention; nor can 'good fortune' or
'ill fortune' be ascribed to them, except metaphorically, as
Protarchus, for example, said that the stones of which altars
are made are fortunate because they are held in honour, while
their fellows are trodden under foot. Even these things, how-
ever, can in a way be affected by chance, when one who is
dealing with them does something to them by chance, but
not otherwise.

The spontaneous on the other hand is found both in the
lower animals and in many inanimate objects. We say, for
example, that the horse came 'spontaneously', because,
though his coming saved him, he did not come for the sake
of safety. Again, the tripod fell 'of itself', because, though
when it fell it stood on its feet so as to serve for a seat, it did
not fall for the sake of that.

Hence it is clear that events which (1) belong to the gen-
eral class of things that may come to pass for the sake of
something, (2) do not come to pass for the sake of what actu-
ally results, and (3) have an external cause, may be described
by the phrase 'from spontaneity'. These 'spontaneous' events
are said to be 'from chance' if they have the further charac-
teristics of being the objects of deliberate intention and due
to agents capable of that mode of action. This is indicated by
the phrase 'in vain', which is used when A which is for the
sake of B, does not result in B. For instance, taking a walk is
for the sake of evacuation of the bowels; if this does not fol-
low after walking, we say that we have walked 'in vain' and
that the walking was 'vain'. This implies that what is natural-
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ly the means to an end is 'in vain', when it does not effect the
end towards which it was the natural means-for it would be
absurd for a man to say that he had bathed in vain because
the sun was not eclipsed, since the one was not done with a
view to the other. Thus the spontaneous is even according to
its derivation the case in which the thing itself happens in
vain. The stone that struck the man did not fall for the pur-
pose of striking him; therefore it fell spontaneously, because
it might have fallen by the action of an agent and for the pur-
pose of striking. The difference between spontaneity and
what results by chance is greatest in things that come to be by
nature; for when anything comes to be contrary to nature, we
do not say that it came to be by chance, but by spontaneity.
Yet strictly this too is different from the spontaneous proper;
for the cause of the latter is external, that of the former inter-
nal.

We have now explained what chance is and what spon-
taneity is, and in what they differ from each other. Both
belong to the mode of causation 'source of change', for either
some natural or some intelligent agent is always the cause; but
in this sort of causation the number of possible causes is infi-
nite.

Spontaneity and chance are causes of effects which
though they might result from intelligence or nature, have in
fact been caused by something incidentally. Now since noth-
ing which is incidental is prior to what is per se, it is clear that
no incidental cause can be prior to a cause per se. Spontaneity
and chance, there f o re, are posterior to intelligence and
nature. Hence, however true it may be that the heavens are
due to spontaneity, it will still be true that intelligence and
nature will be prior causes of this All and of many things in it
besides.

7

It is clear then that there are causes, and that the number
of them is what we have stated. The number is the same as
that of the things comprehended under the question 'why'.
The 'why' is referred ultimately either (1), in things which do
not involve motion, e.g. in mathematics, to the 'what' (to the
definition of 'straight line' or 'commensurable', &c.), or (2)
to what initiated a motion, e.g. 'why did they go to war?-
because there had been a raid'; or (3) we are inquiring 'for the
sake of what?'-'that they may rule'; or (4), in the case of
things that come into being, we are looking for the matter.
The causes, therefore, are these and so many in number.

Now, the causes being four, it is the business of the physi-
cist to know about them all, and if he refers his problems back

to all of them, he will assign the 'why' in the way proper to
his science-the matter, the form, the mover, 'that for the sake
of which'. The last three often coincide; for the 'what' and
'that for the sake of which' are one, while the primary source
of motion is the same in species as these (for man generates
man), and so too, in general, are all things which cause move-
ment by being themselves moved; and such as are not of this
kind are no longer inside the province of physics, for they
cause motion not by possessing motion or a source of motion
in themselves, but being themselves incapable of motion.
Hence there are three branches of study, one of things which
are incapable of motion, the second of things in motion, but
indestructible, the third of destructible things.

The question 'why', then, is answered by reference to the
matter, to the form, and to the primary moving cause. For in
respect of coming to be it is mostly in this last way that caus-
es are investigated-'what comes to be after what? what was the
primary agent or patient?' and so at each step of the series.

Now the principles which cause motion in a physical way
are two, of which one is not physical, as it has no principle of
motion in itself. Of this kind is whatever causes movement,
not being itself moved, such as (1) that which is completely
unchangeable, the primary reality, and (2) the essence of that
which is coming to be, i.e. the form; for this is the end or
'that for the sake of which'. Hence since nature is for the sake
of something, we must know this cause also. We must explain
the 'why' in all the senses of the term, namely, (1) that from
this that will necessarily result ('from this' either without
qualification or in most cases); (2) that 'this must be so if that
is to be so' (as the conclusion presupposes the premisses); (3)
that this was the essence of the thing; and (4) because it is bet-
ter thus (not without qualification, but with reference to the
essential nature in each case).

8

We must explain then (1) that Nature belongs to the class
of causes which act for the sake of something; (2) about the
necessary and its place in physical problems, for all writers
ascribe things to this cause, arguing that since the hot and the
cold, &c., are of such and such a kind, therefore certain
things necessarily are and come to be-and if they mention any
other cause (one his 'friendship and strife', another his
'mind'), it is only to touch on it, and then good-bye to it.

A difficulty presents itself: why should not nature work,
not for the sake of something, nor because it is better so, but
just as the sky rains, not in order to make the corn grow, but
of necessity? What is drawn up must cool, and what has been
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cooled must become water and descend, the result of this
being that the corn grows. Similarly if a man's crop is spoiled
on the threshing-floor, the rain did not fall for the sake of
this-in order that the crop might be spoiled-but that result
just followed. Why then should it not be the same with the
parts in nature, e.g. that our teeth should come up of neces-
sity-the front teeth sharp, fitted for tearing, the molars broad
and useful for grinding down the food-since they did not
arise for this end, but it was merely a coincident result; and so
with all other parts in which we suppose that there is purpose?
Wherever then all the parts came about just what they would
have been if they had come be for an end, such things sur-
vived, being organized spontaneously in a fitting way; where-
as those which grew otherwise perished and continue to per-
ish, as Empedocles says his 'man-faced ox-progeny' did.

Such are the arguments (and others of the kind) which
may cause difficulty on this point. Yet it is impossible that
this should be the true view. For teeth and all other natural
things either invariably or normally come about in a given
way; but of not one of the results of chance or spontaneity is
this true. We do not ascribe to chance or mere coincidence
the frequency of rain in winter, but frequent rain in summer
we do; nor heat in the dog-days, but only if we have it in win-
ter. If then, it is agreed that things are either the result of coin-
cidence or for an end, and these cannot be the result of coin-
cidence or spontaneity, it follows that they must be for an
end; and that such things are all due to nature even the cham-
pions of the theory which is before us would agree. Therefore
action for an end is present in things which come to be and
are by nature.

Further, where a series has a completion, all the preced-
ing steps are for the sake of that. Now surely as in intelligent
action, so in nature; and as in nature, so it is in each action,
if nothing interferes. Now intelligent action is for the sake of
an end; therefore the nature of things also is so. Thus if a
house, e.g. had been a thing made by nature, it would have
been made in the same way as it is now by art; and if things
made by nature were made also by art, they would come to
be in the same way as by nature. Each step then in the series
is for the sake of the next; and generally art partly completes
what nature cannot bring to a finish, and partly imitates her.
If, therefore, artificial products are for the sake of an end, so
clearly also are natural products. The relation of the later to
the earlier terms of the series is the same in both. This is most
obvious in the animals other than man: they make things nei-
ther by art nor after inquiry or deliberation. Wherefore peo-
ple discuss whether it is by intelligence or by some other fac-
ulty that these creatures work,spiders, ants, and the like. By
gradual advance in this direction we come to see clearly that

in plants too that is produced which is conducive to the end-
leaves, e.g. grow to provide shade for the fruit. If then it is
both by nature and for an end that the swallow makes its nest
and the spider its web, and plants grow leaves for the sake of
the fruit and send their roots down (not up) for the sake of
nourishment, it is plain that this kind of cause is operative in
things which come to be and are by nature. And since 'nature'
means two things, the matter and the form, of which the lat-
ter is the end, and since all the rest is for the sake of the end,
the form must be the cause in the sense of 'that for the sake
of which'.

Now mistakes come to pass even in the operations of art:
the grammarian makes a mistake in writing and the doctor
pours out the wrong dose. Hence clearly mistakes are possible
in the operations of nature also. If then in art there are cases
in which what is rightly produced serves a purpose, and if
where mistakes occur there was a purpose in what was
attempted, only it was not attained, so must it be also in nat-
ural products, and monstrosities will be failures in the purpo-
sive effort. Thus in the original combinations the 'ox-proge-
ny' if they failed to reach a determinate end must have arisen
through the corruption of some principle corresponding to
what is now the seed.

Further, seed must have come into being first, and not
straightway the animals: the words 'whole-natured first...'
must have meant seed.

Again, in plants too we find the relation of means to end,
though the degree of organization is less. Were there then in
plants also 'olive-headed vine-progeny', like the 'man-headed
ox-progeny', or not? An absurd suggestion; yet there must
have been, if there were such things among animals.

Moreover, among the seeds anything must have come to
be at random. But the person who asserts this entirely does
away with 'nature' and what exists 'by nature'. For those
things are natural which, by a continuous movement origi-
nated from an internal principle, arrive at some completion:
the same completion is not reached from every principle; nor
any chance completion, but always the tendency in each is
towards the same end, if there is no impediment.

The end and the means towards it may come about by
chance. We say, for instance, that a stranger has come by
chance, paid the ransom, and gone away, when he does so as
if he had come for that purpose, though it was not for that
that he came. This is incidental, for chance is an incidental
cause, as I remarked before. But when an event takes place
always or for the most part, it is not incidental or by chance.
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In natural products the sequence is invariable, if there is no
impediment.

It is absurd to suppose that purpose is not present
because we do not observe the agent deliberating. Art does
not deliberate. If the ship-building art were in the wood, it
would produce the same results by nature. If, therefore, pur-
pose is present in art, it is present also in nature. The best
illustration is a doctor doctoring himself: nature is like that.

It is plain then that nature is a cause, a cause that oper-
ates for a purpose.

9

As regards what is 'of necessity', we must ask whether the
necessity is 'hypothetical', or 'simple' as well. The current
view places what is of necessity in the process of production,
just as if one were to suppose that the wall of a house neces-
sarily comes to be because what is heavy is naturally carried
downwards and what is light to the top, wherefore the stones
and foundations take the lowest place, with earth above
because it is lighter, and wood at the top of all as being the
lightest. Whereas, though the wall does not come to be with-
out these, it is not due to these, except as its material cause: it
comes to be for the sake of sheltering and guarding certain
things. Similarly in all other things which involve production
for an end; the product cannot come to be without things
which have a necessary nature, but it is not due to these
(except as its material); it comes to be for an end. For
instance, why is a saw such as it is? To effect so-and-so and for
the sake of so-and-so. This end, however, cannot be realized
unless the saw is made of iron. It is, therefore, necessary for it
to be of iron, it we are to have a saw and perform the opera-
tion of sawing. What is necessary then, is necessary on a
hypothesis; it is not a result necessarily determined by
antecedents. Necessity is in the matter, while 'that for the sake
of which' is in the definition.

Necessity in mathematics is in a way similar to necessity
in things which come to be through the operation of nature.
Since a straight line is what it is, it is necessary that the angles
of a triangle should equal two right angles. But not converse-
ly; though if the angles are not equal to two right angles, then
the straight line is not what it is either. But in things which
come to be for an end, the reverse is true. If the end is to exist
or does exist, that also which precedes it will exist or does
exist; otherwise just as there, if-the conclusion is not true, the
premiss will not be true, so here the end or 'that for the sake
of which' will not exist. For this too is itself a starting-point,
but of the reasoning, not of the action; while in mathematics

the starting-point is the starting-point of the reasoning only,
as there is no action. If then there is to be a house, such-and-
such things must be made or be there already or exist, or gen-
erally the matter relative to the end, bricks and stones if it is
a house. But the end is not due to these except as the matter,
nor will it come to exist because of them. Yet if they do not
exist at all, neither will the house, or the saw-the former in the
absence of stones, the latter in the absence of iron-just as in
the other case the premisses will not be true, if the angles of
the triangle are not equal to two right angles.

The necessary in nature, then, is plainly what we call by
the name of matter, and the changes in it. Both causes must
be stated by the physicist, but especially the end; for that is
the cause of the matter, not vice versa; and the end is 'that for
the sake of which', and the beginning starts from the defini-
tion or essence; as in artificial products, since a house is of
such-and-such a kind, certain things must necessarily come to
be or be there already, or since health is this, these things must
necessarily come to be or be there already. Similarly if man is
this, then these; if these, then those. Perhaps the necessary is
present also in the definition. For if one defines the operation
of sawing as being a certain kind of dividing, then this can-
not come about unless the saw has teeth of a certain kind; and
these cannot be unless it is of iron. For in the definition too
there are some parts that are, as it were, its matter.

Book III

1

NATURE has been defined as a 'principle of motion and
change', and it is the subject of our inquiry. We must there-
fore see that we understand the meaning of 'motion'; for if it
were unknown, the meaning of 'nature' too would be
unknown.

When we have determined the nature of motion, our
next task will be to attack in the same way the terms which
are involved in it. Now motion is supposed to belong to the
class of things which are continuous; and the infinite presents
itself first in the continuous-that is how it comes about that
'infinite' is often used in definitions of the continuous ('what
is infinitely divisible is continuous'). Besides these, place,
void, and time are thought to be necessary conditions of
motion.

Clearly, then, for these reasons and also because the
attributes mentioned are common to, and coextensive with,
all the objects of our science, we must first take each of them
in hand and discuss it. For the investigation of special attrib-
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utes comes after that of the common attributes.

To begin then, as we said, with motion.

We may start by distinguishing (1) what exists in a state
of fulfilment only, (2) what exists as potential, (3) what exists
as potential and also in fulfilment-one being a 'this', another
'so much', a third 'such', and similarly in each of the other
modes of the predication of being.

Further, the word 'relative' is used with reference to (1)
excess and defect, (2) agent and patient and generally what
can move and what can be moved. For 'what can cause move-
ment' is relative to 'what can be moved', and vice versa.

Again, there is no such thing as motion over and above
the things. It is always with respect to substance or to quanti-
ty or to quality or to place that what changes changes. But it
is impossible, as we assert, to find anything common to these
which is neither 'this' nor quantum nor quale nor any of the
other predicates. Hence neither will motion and change have
reference to something over and above the things mentioned,
for there is nothing over and above them.

Now each of these belongs to all its subjects in either of
two ways: namely (1) substance-the one is positive form, the
other privation; (2) in quality, white and black; (3) in quan-
tity, complete and incomplete; (4) in respect of locomotion,
upwards and downwards or light and heavy. Hence there are
as many types of motion or change as there are meanings of
the word 'is'.

We have now before us the distinctions in the various
classes of being between what is full real and what is poten-
tial.

Def. The fulfilment of what exists potentially, in so far as
it exists potentially, is motion-namely, of what is alterable qua
alterable, alteration: of what can be increased and its opposite
what can be decreased (there is no common name), increase
and decrease: of what can come to be and can pass away, com-
ing to he and passing away: of what can be carried along,
locomotion.

Examples will elucidate this definition of motion. When
the buildable, in so far as it is just that, is fully real, it is being
built, and this is building. Similarly, learning, doctoring,
rolling, leaping, ripening, ageing.

The same thing, if it is of a certain kind, can be both
potential and fully real, not indeed at the same time or not in

the same respect, but e.g. potentially hot and actually cold.
Hence at once such things will act and be acted on by one
another in many ways: each of them will be capable at the
same time of causing alteration and of being altered. Hence,
too, what effects motion as a physical agent can be moved:
when a thing of this kind causes motion, it is itself also
moved. This, indeed, has led some people to suppose that
every mover is moved. But this question depends on another
set of arguments, and the truth will be made clear later. is pos-
sible for a thing to cause motion, though it is itself incapable
of being moved.

It is the fulfilment of what is potential when it is already
fully real and operates not as itself but as movable, that is
motion. What I mean by 'as' is this: Bronze is potentially a
statue. But it is not the fulfilment of bronze as bronze which
is motion. For 'to be bronze' and 'to be a certain potentiality'
are not the same.

If they were identical without qualification, i.e. in defin-
ition, the fulfilment of bronze as bronze would have been
motion. But they are not the same, as has been said. (This is
obvious in contraries. 'To be capable of health' and 'to be
capable of illness' are not the same, for if they were there
would be no difference between being ill and being well. Yet
the subject both of health and of sickness-whether it is
humour or blood-is one and the same.)

We can distinguish, then, between the two-just as, to give
another example, 'colour' and visible' are different-and clear-
ly it is the fulfilment of what is potential as potential that is
motion. So this, precisely, is motion.

Further it is evident that motion is an attribute of a thing
just when it is fully real in this way, and neither before nor
after. For each thing of this kind is capable of being at one
time actual, at another not. Take for instance the buildable as
buildable. The actuality of the buildable as buildable is the
process of building. For the actuality of the buildable must be
either this or the house. But when there is a house, the build-
able is no longer buildable. On the other hand, it is the build-
able which is being built. The process then of being built
must be the kind of actuality required But building is a kind
of motion, and the same account will apply to the other kinds
also.

2

The soundness of this definition is evident both when we
consider the accounts of motion that the others have given,
and also from the difficulty of defining it otherwise.
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One could not easily put motion and change in another
genus-this is plain if we consider where some people put it;
they identify motion with or 'inequality' or 'not being'; but
such things are not necessarily moved, whether they are 'dif-
ferent' or 'unequal' or 'non-existent'; Nor is change either to
or from these rather than to or from their opposites.

The reason why they put motion into these genera is that
it is thought to be something indefinite, and the principles in
the second column are indefinite because they are privative:
none of them is either 'this' or 'such' or comes under any of
the other modes of predication. The reason in turn why
motion is thought to be indefinite is that it cannot be classed
simply as a potentiality or as an actuality-a thing that is mere-
ly capable of having a certain size is not undergoing change,
nor yet a thing that is actually of a certain size, and motion is
thought to be a sort of actuality, but incomplete, the reason
for this view being that the potential whose actuality it is is
incomplete. This is why it is hard to grasp what motion is. It
is necessary to class it with privation or with potentiality or
with sheer actuality, yet none of these seems possible. There
remains then the suggested mode of definition, namely that
it is a sort of actuality, or actuality of the kind described, hard
to grasp, but not incapable of existing.

The mover too is moved, as has been said-every mover,
that is, which is capable of motion, and whose immobility is
rest-when a thing is subject to motion its immobility is rest.
For to act on the movable as such is just to move it. But this
it does by contact, so that at the same time it is also acted on.
Hence we can define motion as the fulfilment of the movable
qua movable, the cause of the attribute being contact with
what can move so that the mover is also acted on. The mover
or agent will always be the vehicle of a form, either a 'this' or
'such', which, when it acts, will be the source and cause of the
change, e.g. the full-formed man begets man from what is
potentially man.

3

The solution of the difficulty that is raised about the
motion-whether it is in the movable-is plain. It is the fulfil-
ment of this potentiality, and by the action of that which has
the power of causing motion; and the actuality of that which
has the power of causing motion is not other than the actual-
ity of the movable, for it must be the fulfilment of both. A
thing is capable of causing motion because it can do this, it is
a mover because it actually does it. But it is on the movable
that it is capable of acting. Hence there is a single actuality of
both alike, just as one to two and two to one are the same

interval, and the steep ascent and the steep descent are one-
for these are one and the same, although they can be
described in different ways. So it is with the mover and the
moved.

This view has a dialectical difficulty. Perhaps it is neces-
sary that the actuality of the agent and that of the patient
should not be the same. The one is 'agency' and the other
'patiency'; and the outcome and completion of the one is an
'action', that of the other a 'passion'. Since then they are both
motions, we may ask: in what are they, if they are different?
Either (a) both are in what is acted on and moved, or (b) the
agency is in the agent and the patiency in the patient. (If we
ought to call the latter also 'agency', the word would be used
in two senses.)

Now, in alternative (b), the motion will be in the mover,
for the same statement will hold of 'mover' and 'moved'.
Hence either every mover will be moved, or, though having
motion, it will not be moved.

If on the other hand (a) both are in what is moved and
acted on-both the agency and the patiency (e.g. both teach-
ing and learning, though they are two, in the learner), then,
first, the actuality of each will not be present in each, and, a
second absurdity, a thing will have two motions at the same
time. How will there be two alterations of quality in one sub-
ject towards one definite quality? The thing is impossible: the
actualization will be one.

But (some one will say) it is contrary to reason to suppose
that there should be one identical actualization of two things
which are different in kind. Yet there will be, if teaching and
learning are the same, and agency and patiency. To teach will
be the same as to learn, and to act the same as to be acted on-
the teacher will necessarily be learning everything that he
teaches, and the agent will be acted on. One may reply:

(1) It is not absurd that the actualization of one thing
should be in another. Teaching is the activity of a person who
can teach, yet the operation is performed on some patient-it
is not cut adrift from a subject, but is of A on B.

(2) There is nothing to prevent two things having one
and the same actualization, provided the actualizations are
not described in the same way, but are related as what can act
to what is acting.

(3) Nor is it necessary that the teacher should learn, even
if to act and to be acted on are one and the same, provided
they are not the same in definition (as 'raiment' and 'dress'),
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but are the same merely in the sense in which the road from
Thebes to Athens and the road from Athens to Thebes are the
same, as has been explained above. For it is not things which
are in a way the same that have all their attributes the same,
but only such as have the same definition. But indeed it by no
means follows from the fact that teaching is the same as learn-
ing, that to learn is the same as to teach, any more than it fol-
lows from the fact that there is one distance between two
things which are at a distance from each other, that the two
vectors AB and BA, are one and the same. To generalize,
teaching is not the same as learning, or agency as patiency, in
the full sense, though they belong to the same subject, the
motion; for the 'actualization of X in Y' and the 'actualization
of Y through the action of X' differ in definition.

What then Motion is, has been stated both generally and
particularly. It is not difficult to see how each of its types will
be defined-alteration is the fulfillment of the alterable qua
alterable (or, more scientifically, the fulfilment of what can act
and what can be acted on, as such)-generally and again in
each particular case, building, healing, &c. A similar defini-
tion will apply to each of the other kinds of motion.

4

The science of nature is concerned with spatial magni-
tudes and motion and time, and each of these at least is nec-
essarily infinite or finite, even if some things dealt with by the
science are not, e.g. a quality or a point-it is not necessary per-
haps that such things should be put under either head. Hence
it is incumbent on the person who specializes in physics to
discuss the infinite and to inquire whether there is such a
thing or not, and, if there is, what it is.

The appropriateness to the science of this problem is
clearly indicated. All who have touched on this kind of sci-
ence in a way worth considering have formulated views about
the infinite, and indeed, to a man, make it a principle of
things.

(1) Some, as the Pythagoreans and Plato, make the infi-
nite a principle in the sense of a self-subsistent substance, and
not as a mere attribute of some other thing. Only the
Pythagoreans place the infinite among the objects of sense
(they do not regard number as separable from these), and
assert that what is outside the heaven is infinite. Plato, on the
other hand, holds that there is no body outside (the Forms are
not outside because they are nowhere),yet that the infinite is
present not only in the objects of sense but in the Forms also.

Further, the Pythagoreans identify the infinite with the

even. For this, they say, when it is cut off and shut in by the
odd, provides things with the element of infinity. An indica-
tion of this is what happens with numbers. If the gnomons
are placed round the one, and without the one, in the one
construction the figure that results is always different, in the
other it is always the same. But Plato has two infinites, the
Great and the Small.

The physicists, on the other hand, all of them, always
regard the infinite as an attribute of a substance which is dif-
ferent from it and belongs to the class of the so-called ele-
ments-water or air or what is intermediate between them.
Those who make them limited in number never make them
infinite in amount. But those who make the elements infinite
in number, as Anaxagoras and Democritus do, say that the
infinite is continuous by contact-compounded of the homo-
geneous parts according to the one, of the seed-mass of the
atomic shapes according to the other.

Further, Anaxagoras held that any part is a mixture in the
same way as the All, on the ground of the observed fact that
anything comes out of anything. For it is probably for this
reason that he maintains that once upon a time all things
were together. (This flesh and this bone were together, and so
of any thing: therefore all things: and at the same time too.)
For there is a beginning of separation, not only for each thing,
but for all. Each thing that comes to be comes from a similar
body, and there is a coming to be of all things, though not, it
is true, at the same time. Hence there must also be an origin
of coming to be. One such source there is which he calls
Mind, and Mind begins its work of thinking from some start-
ing-point. So necessarily all things must have been together at
a certain time, and must have begun to be moved at a certain
time.

Democritus, for his part, asserts the contrary, namely that
no element arises from another element. Nevertheless for him
the common body is a source of all things, differing from part
to part in size and in shape.

It is clear then from these considerations that the inquiry
concerns the physicist. Nor is it without reason that they all
make it a principle or source. We cannot say that the infinite
has no effect, and the only effectiveness which we can ascribe
to it is that of a principle. Everything is either a source or
derived from a source. But there cannot be a source of the
infinite or limitless, for that would be a limit of it. Further, as
it is a beginning, it is both uncreatable and indestructible. For
there must be a point at which what has come to be reaches
completion, and also a termination of all passing away. That
is why, as we say, there is no principle of this, but it is this
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which is held to be the principle of other things, and to
encompass all and to steer all, as those assert who do not rec-
ognize, alongside the infinite, other causes, such as Mind or
Friendship. Further they identify it with the Divine, for it is
'deathless and imperishable' as Anaximander says, with the
majority of the physicists.

Belief in the existence of the infinite comes mainly from
five considerations:

(1) From the nature of time-for it is infinite.

(2) From the division of magnitudes-for the mathemati-
cians also use the notion of the infinite.

(3) If coming to be and passing away do not give out, it
is only because that from which things come to be is infinite.

(4) Because the limited always finds its limit in some-
thing, so that there must be no limit, if everything is always
limited by something different from itself.

(5) Most of all, a reason which is peculiarly appropriate
and presents the difficulty that is felt by everybody-not only
number but also mathematical magnitudes and what is out-
side the heaven are supposed to be infinite because they never
give out in our thought.

The last fact (that what is outside is infinite) leads people
to suppose that body also is infinite, and that there is an infi-
nite number of worlds. Why should there be body in one part
of the void rather than in another? Grant only that mass is
anywhere and it follows that it must be everywhere. Also, if
void and place are infinite, there must be infinite body too,
for in the case of eternal things what may be must be. But the
problem of the infinite is difficult: many contradictions result
whether we suppose it to exist or not to exist. If it exists, we
have still to ask how it exists; as a substance or as the essential
attribute of some entity? Or in neither way, yet none the less
is there something which is infinite or some things which are
infinitely many?

The problem, however, which specially belongs to the
physicist is to investigate whether there is a sensible magni-
tude which is infinite.

We must begin by distinguishing the various senses in
which the term 'infinite' is used.

(1) What is incapable of being gone through, because it
is not in its nature to be gone through (the sense in which the

voice is 'invisible').

(2) What admits of being gone through, the process how-
ever having no termination, or what scarcely admits of being
gone through.

(3) What naturally admits of being gone through, but is
not actually gone through or does not actually reach an end.

Further, everything that is infinite may be so in respect of
addition or division or both.

5

Now it is impossible that the infinite should be a thing
which is itself infinite, separable from sensible objects. If the
infinite is neither a magnitude nor an aggregate, but is itself a
substance and not an attribute, it will be indivisible; for the
divisible must be either a magnitude or an aggregate. But if
indivisible, then not infinite, except in the sense (1) in which
the voice is 'invisible'. But this is not the sense in which it is
used by those who say that the infinite exists, nor that in
which we are investigating it, namely as (2) 'that which can-
not be gone through'. But if the infinite exists as an attribute,
it would not be, qua infinite an element in substances, any
more than the invisible would be an element of speech,
though the voice is invisible.

Further, how can the infinite be itself any thing, unless
both number and magnitude, of which it is an essential
attribute, exist in that way? If they are not substances, a for-
tiori the infinite is not.

It is plain, too, that the infinite cannot be an actual thing
and a substance and principle. For any part of it that is taken
will be infinite, if it has parts: for 'to be infinite' and 'the infi-
nite' are the same, if it is a substance and not predicated of a
subject. Hence it will be either indivisible or divisible into
infinites. But the same thing cannot be many infinites. (Yet
just as part of air is air, so a part of the infinite would be infi-
nite, if it is supposed to be a substance and principle.)
Therefore the infinite must be without parts and indivisible.
But this cannot be true of what is infinite in full completion:
for it must be a definite quantity.

Suppose then that infinity belongs to substance as an
attribute. But, if so, it cannot, as we have said, be described
as a principle, but rather that of which it is an attribute-the
air or the even number.

Thus the view of those who speak after the manner of the
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Pythagoreans is absurd. With the same breath they treat the
infinite as substance, and divide it into parts.

This discussion, however, involves the more general ques-
tion whether the infinite can be present in mathematical
objects and things which are intelligible and do not have
extension, as well as among sensible objects. Our inquiry (as
physicists) is limited to its special subject-matter, the objects
of sense, and we have to ask whether there is or is not among
them a body which is infinite in the direction of increase.

We may begin with a dialectical argument and show as
follows that there is no such thing. If 'bounded by a surface'
is the definition of body there cannot be an infinite body
either intelligible or sensible. Nor can number taken in
abstraction be infinite, for number or that which has number
is numerable. If then the numerable can be numbered, it
would also be possible to go through the infinite.

If, on the other hand, we investigate the question more in
accordance with principles appropriate to physics, we are led
as follows to the same result.

The infinite body must be either (1) compound, or (2)
simple; yet neither alternative is possible.

(1) Compound the infinite body will not be, if the ele-
ments are finite in number. For they must be more than one,
and the contraries must always balance, and no one of them
can be infinite. If one of the bodies falls in any degree short
of the other in potency-suppose fire is finite in amount while
air is infinite and a given quantity of fire exceeds in power the
same amount of air in any ratio provided it is numerically
definite-the infinite body will obviously prevail over and
annihilate the finite body. On the other hand, it is impossible
that each should be infinite. 'Body' is what has extension in
all directions and the infinite is what is boundlessly extended,
so that the infinite body would be extended in all directions
ad infinitum.

Nor (2) can the infinite body be one and simple, whether
it is, as some hold, a thing over and above the elements (from
which they generate the elements) or is not thus qualified.

(a) We must consider the former alternative; for there are
some people who make this the infinite, and not air or water,
in order that the other elements may not be annihilated by
the element which is infinite. They have contrariety with each
other-air is cold, water moist, fire hot; if one were infinite, the
others by now would have ceased to be. As it is, they say, the
infinite is different from them and is their source.

It is impossible, however, that there should be such a
body; not because it is infinite on that point a general proof
can be given which applies equally to all, air, water, or any-
thing else-but simply because there is, as a matter of fact, no
such sensible body, alongside the so-called elements.
Everything can be resolved into the elements of which it is
composed. Hence the body in question would have been pre-
sent in our world here, alongside air and fire and earth and
water: but nothing of the kind is observed.

(b) Nor can fire or any other of the elements be infinite.
For generally, and apart from the question of how any of
them could be infinite, the All, even if it were limited, cannot
either be or become one of them, as Heraclitus says that at
some time all things become fire. (The same argument applies
also to the one which the physicists suppose to exist alongside
the elements: for everything changes from contrary to con-
trary, e.g. from hot to cold).

The preceding consideration of the various cases serves to
show us whether it is or is not possible that there should be
an infinite sensible body. The following arguments give a gen-
eral demonstration that it is not possible.

It is the nature of every kind of sensible body to be some-
where, and there is a place appropriate to each, the same for
the part and for the whole, e.g. for the whole earth and for a
single clod, and for fire and for a spark.

Suppose (a) that the infinite sensible body is homoge-
neous. Then each part will be either immovable or always
being carried along. Yet neither is possible. For why down-
wards rather than upwards or in any other direction? I mean,
e.g, if you take a clod, where will it be moved or where will it
be at rest? For ex hypothesi the place of the body akin to it is
infinite. Will it occupy the whole place, then? And how?
What then will be the nature of its rest and of its movement,
or where will they be? It will either be at home everywhere-
then it will not be moved; or it will be moved everywhere-
then it will not come to rest.

But if (b) the All has dissimilar parts, the proper places of
the parts will be dissimilar also, and the body of the All will
have no unity except that of contact. Then, further, the parts
will be either finite or infinite in variety of kind. (i) Finite
they cannot be, for if the All is to be infinite, some of them
would have to be infinite, while the others were not, e.g. fire
or water will be infinite. But, as we have seen before, such an
element would destroy what is contrary to it. (This indeed is
the reason why none of the physicists made fire or earth the
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one infinite body, but either water or air or what is interme-
diate between them, because the abode of each of the two was
plainly determinate, while the others have an ambiguous
place between up and down.)

But (ii) if the parts are infinite in number and simple,
their proper places too will be infinite in number, and the
same will be true of the elements themselves. If that is impos-
sible, and the places are finite, the whole too must be finite;
for the place and the body cannot but fit each other. Neither
is the whole place larger than what can be filled by the body
(and then the body would no longer be infinite), nor is the
body larger than the place; for either there would be an empty
space or a body whose nature it is to be nowhere.

Anaxagoras gives an absurd account of why the infinite is
at rest. He says that the infinite itself is the cause of its being
fixed. This because it is in itself, since nothing else contains
it-on the assumption that wherever anything is, it is there by
its own nature. But this is not true: a thing could be some-
where by compulsion, and not where it is its nature to be.

Even if it is true as true can be that the whole is not
moved (for what is fixed by itself and is in itself must be
immovable), yet we must explain why it is not its nature to be
moved. It is not enough just to make this statement and then
decamp. Anything else might be in a state of rest, but there is
no reason why it should not be its nature to be moved. The
earth is not carried along, and would not be carried along if
it were infinite, provided it is held together by the centre. But
it would not be because there was no other region in which it
could be carried along that it would remain at the centre, but
because this is its nature. Yet in this case also we may say that
it fixes itself. If then in the case of the earth, supposed to be
infinite, it is at rest, not because it is infinite, but because it
has weight and what is heavy rests at the centre and the earth
is at the centre, similarly the infinite also would rest in itself,
not because it is infinite and fixes itself, but owing to some
other cause.

Another difficulty emerges at the same time. Any part of
the infinite body ought to remain at rest. Just as the infinite
remains at rest in itself because it fixes itself, so too any part
of it you may take will remain in itself. The appropriate places
of the whole and of the part are alike, e.g. of the whole earth
and of a clod the appropriate place is the lower region; of fire
as a whole and of a spark, the upper region. If, therefore, to
be in itself is the place of the infinite, that also will be appro-
priate to the part. Therefore it will remain in itself.

In general, the view that there is an infinite body is plain-

ly incompatible with the doctrine that there is necessarily a
proper place for each kind of body, if every sensible body has
either weight or lightness, and if a body has a natural loco-
motion towards the centre if it is heavy, and upwards if it is
light. This would need to be true of the infinite also. But nei-
ther character can belong to it: it cannot be either as a whole,
nor can it be half the one and half the other. For how should
you divide it? or how can the infinite have the one part up
and the other down, or an extremity and a centre?

Further, every sensible body is in place, and the kinds or
differences of place are up-down, before-behind, right-left;
and these distinctions hold not only in relation to us and by
arbitrary agreement, but also in the whole itself. But in the
infinite body they cannot exist. In general, if it is impossible
that there should be an infinite place, and if every body is in
place, there cannot be an infinite body.

Surely what is in a special place is in place, and what is in
place is in a special place. Just, then, as the infinite cannot be
quantity-that would imply that it has a particular quantity,
e,g, two or three cubits; quantity just means these-so a thing's
being in place means that it is somewhere, and that is either
up or down or in some other of the six differences of position:
but each of these is a limit.

It is plain from these arguments that there is no body
which is actually infinite.

6

But on the other hand to suppose that the infinite does
not exist in any way leads obviously to many impossible con-
sequences: there will be a beginning and an end of time, a
magnitude will not be divisible into magnitudes, number will
not be infinite. If, then, in view of the above considerations,
neither alternative seems possible, an arbiter must be called
in; and clearly there is a sense in which the infinite exists and
another in which it does not.

We must keep in mind that the word 'is' means either
what potentially is or what fully is. Further, a thing is infinite
either by addition or by division.

Now, as we have seen, magnitude is not actually infinite.
But by division it is infinite. (There is no difficulty in refut-
ing the theory of indivisible lines.) The alternative then
remains that the infinite has a potential existence.

But the phrase 'potential existence' is ambiguous. When
we speak of the potential existence of a statue we mean that
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there will be an actual statue. It is not so with the infinite.
There will not be an actual infinite. The word 'is' has many
senses, and we say that the infinite 'is' in the sense in which
we say 'it is day' or 'it is the games', because one thing after
another is always coming into existence. For of these things
too the distinction between potential and actual existence
holds. We say that there are Olympic games, both in the sense
that they may occur and that they are actually occurring.

The infinite exhibits itself in different ways-in time, in
the generations of man, and in the division of magnitudes.
For generally the infinite has this mode of existence: one
thing is always being taken after another, and each thing that
is taken is always finite, but always different. Again, 'being'
has more than one sense, so that we must not regard the infi-
nite as a 'this', such as a man or a horse, but must suppose it
to exist in the sense in which we speak of the day or the games
as existing things whose being has not come to them like that
of a substance, but consists in a process of coming to be or
passing away; definite if you like at each stage, yet always dif-
ferent.

But when this takes place in spatial magnitudes, what is
taken perists, while in the succession of time and of men it
takes place by the passing away of these in such a way that the
source of supply never gives out.

In a way the infinite by addition is the same thing as the
infinite by division. In a finite magnitude, the infinite by
addition comes about in a way inverse to that of the other.
For in proportion as we see division going on, in the same
proportion we see addition being made to what is already
marked off. For if we take a determinate part of a finite mag-
nitude and add another part determined by the same ratio
(not taking in the same amount of the original whole), and so
on, we shall not traverse the given magnitude. But if we
increase the ratio of the part, so as always to take in the same
amount, we shall traverse the magnitude, for every finite
magnitude is exhausted by means of any determinate quanti-
ty however small.

The infinite, then, exists in no other way, but in this way
it does exist, potentially and by reduction. It exists fully in the
sense in which we say 'it is day' or 'it is the games'; and poten-
tially as matter exists, not independently as what is finite
does.

By addition then, also, there is potentially an infinite,
namely, what we have described as being in a sense the same
as the infinite in respect of division. For it will always be pos-
sible to take something ah extra. Yet the sum of the parts

taken will not exceed every determinate magnitude, just as in
the direction of division every determinate magnitude is sur-
passed in smallness and there will be a smaller part.

But in respect of addition there cannot be an infinite
which even potentially exceeds every assignable magnitude,
unless it has the attribute of being actually infinite, as the
physicists hold to be true of the body which is outside the
world, whose essential nature is air or something of the kind.
But if there cannot be in this way a sensible body which is
infinite in the full sense, evidently there can no more be a
body which is potentially infinite in respect of addition,
except as the inverse of the infinite by division, as we have
said. It is for this reason that Plato also made the infinites two
in number, because it is supposed to be possible to exceed all
limits and to proceed ad infinitum in the direction both of
increase and of reduction. Yet though he makes the infinites
two, he does not use them. For in the numbers the infinite in
the direction of reduction is not present, as the monad is the
smallest; nor is the infinite in the direction of increase, for the
parts number only up to the decad.

The infinite turns out to be the contrary of what it is said
to be. It is not what has nothing outside it that is infinite, but
what always has something outside it. This is indicated by the
fact that rings also that have no bezel are described as 'end-
less', because it is always possible to take a part which is out-
side a given part. The description depends on a certain simi-
larity, but it is not true in the full sense of the word. This con-
dition alone is not sufficient: it is necessary also that the next
part which is taken should never be the same. In the circle,
the latter condition is not satisfied: it is only the adjacent part
from which the new part is different.

Our definition then is as follows:

A quantity is infinite if it is such that we can always take
a part outside what has been already taken. On the other
hand, what has nothing outside it is complete and whole. For
thus we define the whole-that from which nothing is wanti-
ng, as a whole man or a whole box. What is true of each par-
ticular is true of the whole as such-the whole is that of which
nothing is outside. On the other hand that from which some-
thing is absent and outside, however small that may be, is not
'all'. 'Whole' and 'complete' are either quite identical or
closely akin. Nothing is complete (teleion) which has no end
(telos); and the end is a limit.

Hence Parmenides must be thought to have spoken bet-
ter than Melissus. The latter says that the whole is infinite,
but the former describes it as limited, 'equally balanced from
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the middle'. For to connect the infinite with the all and the
whole is not like joining two pieces of string; for it is from
this they get the dignity they ascribe to the infinite-its con-
taining all things and holding the all in itself-from its having
a certain similarity to the whole. It is in fact the matter of the
completeness which belongs to size, and what is potentially a
whole, though not in the full sense. It is divisible both in the
direction of reduction and of the inverse addition. It is a
whole and limited; not, however, in virtue of its own nature,
but in virtue of what is other than it. It does not contain, but,
in so far as it is infinite, is contained. Consequently, also, it is
unknowable, qua infinite; for the matter has no form. (Hence
it is plain that the infinite stands in the relation of part rather
than of whole. For the matter is part of the whole, as the
bronze is of the bronze statue.) If it contains in the case of
sensible things, in the case of intelligible things the great and
the small ought to contain them. But it is absurd and impos-
sible to suppose that the unknowable and indeterminate
should contain and determine.

7

It is reasonable that there should not be held to be an
infinite in respect of addition such as to surpass every magni-
tude, but that there should be thought to be such an infinite
in the direction of division. For the matter and the infinite are
contained inside what contains them, while it is the form
which contains. It is natural too to suppose that in number
there is a limit in the direction of the minimum, and that in
the other direction every assigned number is surpassed. In
magnitude, on the contrary, every assigned magnitude is sur-
passed in the direction of smallness, while in the other direc-
tion there is no infinite magnitude. The reason is that what is
one is indivisible whatever it may be, e.g. a man is one man,
not many. Number on the other hand is a plurality of 'ones'
and a certain quantity of them. Hence number must stop at
the indivisible: for 'two' and 'three' are merely derivative
terms, and so with each of the other numbers. But in the
direction of largeness it is always possible to think of a larger
number: for the number of times a magnitude can be bisect-
ed is infinite. Hence this infinite is potential, never actual: the
number of parts that can be taken always surpasses any
assigned number. But this number is not separable from the
process of bisection, and its infinity is not a permanent actu-
ality but consists in a process of coming to be, like time and
the number of time.

With magnitudes the contrary holds. What is continuous
is divided ad infinitum, but there is no infinite in the direc-
tion of increase. For the size which it can potentially be, it can
also actually be. Hence since no sensible magnitude is infi-

nite, it is impossible to exceed every assigned magnitude; for
if it were possible there would be something bigger than the
heavens.

The infinite is not the same in magnitude and movement
and time, in the sense of a single nature, but its secondary
sense depends on its primary sense, i.e. movement is called
infinite in virtue of the magnitude covered by the movement
(or alteration or growth), and time because of the movement.
(I use these terms for the moment. Later I shall explain what
each of them means, and also why every magnitude is divisi-
ble into magnitudes.)

Our account does not rob the mathematicians of their
science, by disproving the actual existence of the infinite in
the direction of increase, in the sense of the untraversable. In
point of fact they do not need the infinite and do not use it.
They postulate only that the finite straight line may be pro-
duced as far as they wish. It is possible to have divided in the
same ratio as the largest quantity another magnitude of any
size you like. Hence, for the purposes of proof, it will make
no difference to them to have such an infinite instead, while
its existence will be in the sphere of real magnitudes.

In the fourfold scheme of causes, it is plain that the infi-
nite is a cause in the sense of matter, and that its essence is pri-
vation, the subject as such being what is continuous and sen-
sible. All the other thinkers, too, evidently treat the infinite as
matter-that is why it is inconsistent in them to make it what
contains, and not what is contained.

8

It remains to dispose of the arguments which are sup-
posed to support the view that the infinite exists not only
potentially but as a separate thing. Some have no cogency;
others can be met by fresh objections that are valid.

(1) In order that coming to be should not fail, it is not
necessary that there should be a sensible body which is actu-
ally infinite. The passing away of one thing may be the com-
ing to be of another, the All being limited.

(2) There is a difference between touching and being lim-
ited. The former is relative to something and is the touching
of something (for everything that touches touches some-
thing), and further is an attribute of some one of the things
which are limited. On the other hand, what is limited is not
limited in relation to anything. Again, contact is not neces-
sarily possible between any two things taken at random.
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(3) To rely on mere thinking is absurd, for then the excess
or defect is not in the thing but in the thought. One might
think that one of us is bigger than he is and magnify him ad
infinitum. But it does not follow that he is bigger than the
size we are, just because some one thinks he is, but only
because he is the size he is. The thought is an accident.

(a) Time indeed and movement are infinite, and also
thinking, in the sense that each part that is taken passes in
succession out of existence.

(b) Magnitude is not infinite either in the way of reduc-
tion or of magnification in thought.

This concludes my account of the way in which the infi-
nite exists, and of the way in which it does not exist, and of
what it is.

Book IV

1

THE physicist must have a knowledge of Place, too, as
well as of the infinite-namely, whether there is such a thing or
not, and the manner of its existence and what it is-both
because all suppose that things which exist are somewhere
(the non-existent is nowhere--where is the goat-stag or the
sphinx?), and because 'motion' in its most general and pri-
mary sense is change of place, which we call 'locomotion'.

The question, what is place? presents many difficulties.
An examination of all the relevant facts seems to lead to diver-
gent conclusions. Moreover, we have inherited nothing from
previous thinkers, whether in the way of a statement of diffi-
culties or of a solution.

The existence of place is held to be obvious from the fact
of mutual replacement. Where water now is, there in turn,
when the water has gone out as from a vessel, air is present.
When therefore another body occupies this same place, the
place is thought to be different from all the bodies which
come to be in it and replace one another. What now contains
air formerly contained water, so that clearly the place or space
into which and out of which they passed was something dif-
ferent from both.

Further, the typical locomotions of the elementary natur-
al bodies-namely, fire, earth, and the like-show not only that
place is something, but also that it exerts a certain influence.
Each is carried to its own place, if it is not hindered, the one
up, the other down. Now these are regions or kinds of place-

up and down and the rest of the six directions. Nor do such
distinctions (up and down and right and left, &c.) hold only
in relation to us. To us they are not always the same but
change with the direction in which we are turned: that is why
the same thing may be both right and left, up and down,
before and behind. But in nature each is distinct, taken apart
by itself. It is not every chance direction which is 'up', but
where fire and what is light are carried; similarly, too, 'down'
is not any chance direction but where what has weight and
what is made of earth are carried-the implication being that
these places do not differ merely in relative position, but also
as possessing distinct potencies. This is made plain also by the
objects studied by mathematics. Though they have no real
place, they nevertheless, in respect of their position relatively
to us, have a right and left as attributes ascribed to them only
in consequence of their relative position, not having by
nature these various characteristics. Again, the theory that the
void exists involves the existence of place: for one would
define void as place bereft of body.

These considerations then would lead us to suppose that
place is something distinct from bodies, and that every sensi-
ble body is in place. Hesiod too might be held to have given
a correct account of it when he made chaos first. At least he
says: 

'First of all things came chaos to being, then broad-
breasted earth,' implying that things need to have space first,
because he thought, with most people, that everything is
somewhere and in place. If this is its nature, the potency of
place must be a marvellous thing, and take precedence of all
other things. For that without which nothing else can exist,
while it can exist without the others, must needs be first; for
place does not pass out of existence when the things in it are
annihilated.

True, but even if we suppose its existence settled, the
question of its nature presents difficulty-whether it is some
sort of 'bulk' of body or some entity other than that, for we
must first determine its genus.

(1) Now it has three dimensions, length, breadth, depth,
the dimensions by which all body also is bounded. But the
place cannot be body; for if it were there would be two bod-
ies in the same place.

(2) Further, if body has a place and space, clearly so too
have surface and the other limits of body; for the same state-
ment will apply to them: where the bounding planes of the
water were, there in turn will be those of the air. But when we
come to a point we cannot make a distinction between it and
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its place. Hence if the place of a point is not different from
the point, no more will that of any of the others be different,
and place will not be something different from each of them.

(3) What in the world then are we to suppose place to be?
If it has the sort of nature described, it cannot be an element
or composed of elements, whether these be corporeal or
incorporeal: for while it has size, it has not body. But the ele-
ments of sensible bodies are bodies, while nothing that has
size results from a combination of intelligible elements.

(4) Also we may ask: of what in things is space the cause?
None of the four modes of causation can be ascribed to it. It
is neither in the sense of the matter of existents (for nothing
is composed of it), nor as the form and definition of things,
nor as end, nor does it move existents.

(5) Further, too, if it is itself an existent, where will it be?
Zeno's difficulty demands an explanation: for if everything
that exists has a place, place too will have a place, and so on
ad infinitum.

(6) Again, just as every body is in place, so, too, every
place has a body in it. What then shall we say about growing
things? It follows from these premisses that their place must
grow with them, if their place is neither less nor greater than
they are.

By asking these questions, then, we must raise the whole
problem about place-not only as to what it is, but even
whether there is such a thing.

2

We may distinguish generally between predicating B of A
because it (A) is itself, and because it is something else; and
particularly between place which is common and in which all
bodies are, and the special place occupied primarily by each.
I mean, for instance, that you are now in the heavens because
you are in the air and it is in the heavens; and you are in the
air because you are on the earth; and similarly on the earth
because you are in this place which contains no more than
you.

Now if place is what primarily contains each body, it
would be a limit, so that the place would be the form or shape
of each body by which the magnitude or the matter of the
magnitude is defined: for this is the limit of each body.

If, then, we look at the question in this way the place of
a thing is its form. But, if we regard the place as the extension

of the magnitude, it is the matter. For this is different from
the magnitude: it is what is contained and defined by the
form, as by a bounding plane. Matter or the indeterminate is
of this nature; when the boundary and attributes of a sphere
are taken away, nothing but the matter is left.

This is why Plato in the Timaeus says that matter and
space are the same; for the 'participant' and space are identi-
cal. (It is true, indeed, that the account he gives there of the
'participant' is different from what he says in his so-called
'unwritten teaching'. Nevertheless, he did identify place and
space.) I mention Plato because, while all hold place to be
something, he alone tried to say what it is.

In view of these facts we should naturally expect to find
difficulty in determining what place is, if indeed it is one of
these two things, matter or form. They demand a very close
scrutiny, especially as it is not easy to recognize them apart.

But it is at any rate not difficult to see that place cannot
be either of them. The form and the matter are not separate
from the thing, whereas the place can be separated. As we
pointed out, where air was, water in turn comes to be, the one
replacing the other; and similarly with other bodies. Hence
the place of a thing is neither a part nor a state of it, but is
separable from it. For place is supposed to be something like
a vessel-the vessel being a transportable place. But the vessel
is no part of the thing.

In so far then as it is separable from the thing, it is not
the form: qua containing, it is different from the matter.

Also it is held that what is anywhere is both itself some-
thing and that there is a different thing outside it. (Plato of
course, if we may digress, ought to tell us why the form and
the numbers are not in place, if 'what participates' is place-
whether what participates is the Great and the Small or the
matter, as he called it in writing in the Timaeus.)

Further, how could a body be carried to its own place, if
place was the matter or the form? It is impossible that what
has no reference to motion or the distinction of up and down
can be place. So place must be looked for among things
which have these characteristics.

If the place is in the thing (it must be if it is either shape
or matter) place will have a place: for both the form and the
indeterminate undergo change and motion along with the
thing, and are not always in the same place, but are where the
thing is. Hence the place will have a place.
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Further, when water is produced from air, the place has
been destroyed, for the resulting body is not in the same
place. What sort of destruction then is that?

This concludes my statement of the reasons why space
must be something, and again of the difficulties that may be
raised about its essential nature.

3

The next step we must take is to see in how many senses
one thing is said to be 'in' another.

(1) As the finger is 'in' the hand and generally the part
'in' the whole.

(2) As the whole is 'in' the parts: for there is no whole
over and above the parts.

(3) As man is 'in' animal and generally species 'in' genus.

(4) As the genus is 'in' the species and generally the part
of the specific form 'in' the definition of the specific form.

(5) As health is 'in' the hot and the cold and generally the
form 'in' the matter.

(6) As the affairs of Greece centre 'in' the king, and gen-
erally events centre 'in' their primary motive agent.

(7) As the existence of a thing centres 'in its good and
generally 'in' its end, i.e. in 'that for the sake of which' it
exists.

(8) In the strictest sense of all, as a thing is 'in' a vessel,
and generally 'in' place.

One might raise the question whether a thing can be in
itself, or whether nothing can be in itself-everything being
either nowhere or in something else.

The question is ambiguous; we may mean the thing qua
itself or qua something else.

When there are parts of a whole-the one that in which a
thing is, the other the thing which is in it-the whole will be
described as being in itself. For a thing is described in terms
of its parts, as well as in terms of the thing as a whole, e.g. a
man is said to be white because the visible surface of him is
white, or to be scientific because his thinking faculty has been
trained. The jar then will not be in itself and the wine will not

be in itself. But the jar of wine will: for the contents and the
container are both parts of the same whole.

In this sense then, but not primarily, a thing can be in
itself, namely, as 'white' is in body (for the visible surface is in
body), and science is in the mind.

It is from these, which are 'parts' (in the sense at least of
being 'in' the man), that the man is called white, &c. But the
jar and the wine in separation are not parts of a whole,
though together they are. So when there are parts, a thing will
be in itself, as 'white' is in man because it is in body, and in
body because it resides in the visible surface. We cannot go
further and say that it is in surface in virtue of something
other than itself. (Yet it is not in itself: though these are in a
way the same thing,) they differ in essence, each having a spe-
cial nature and capacity, 'surface' and 'white'.

Thus if we look at the matter inductively we do not find
anything to be 'in' itself in any of the senses that have been
distinguished; and it can be seen by argument that it is
impossible. For each of two things will have to be both, e.g.
the jar will have to be both vessel and wine, and the wine both
wine and jar, if it is possible for a thing to be in itself; so that,
however true it might be that they were in each other, the jar
will receive the wine in virtue not of its being wine but of the
wine's being wine, and the wine will be in the jar in virtue not
of its being a jar but of the jar's being a jar. Now that they are
different in respect of their essence is evident; for 'that in
which something is' and 'that which is in it' would be differ-
ently defined.

Nor is it possible for a thing to be in itself even inciden-
tally: for two things would at the same time in the same
thing. The jar would be in itself-if a thing whose nature it is
to receive can be in itself; and that which it receives, namely
(if wine) wine, will be in it.

Obviously then a thing cannot be in itself primarily.

Zeno's problem-that if Place is something it must be in
something-is not difficult to solve. There is nothing to pre-
vent the first place from being 'in' something else-not indeed
in that as 'in' place, but as health is 'in' the hot as a positive
determination of it or as the hot is 'in' body as an affection.
So we escape the infinite regress.

Another thing is plain: since the vessel is no part of what
is in it (what contains in the strict sense is different from what
is contained), place could not be either the matter or the form
of the thing contained, but must different-for the latter, both
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the matter and the shape, are parts of what is contained.

This then may serve as a critical statement of the diffi-
culties involved.

4

What then after all is place? The answer to this question
may be elucidated as follows.

Let us take for granted about it the various characteristics
which are supposed correctly to belong to it essentially. We
assume then-

(1) Place is what contains that of which it is the place.

(2) Place is no part of the thing.

(3) The immediate place of a thing is neither less nor
greater than the thing.

(4) Place can be left behind by the thing and is separable.
In addition:

(5) All place admits of the distinction of up and down,
and each of the bodies is naturally carried to its appropriate
place and rests there, and this makes the place either up or
down.

Having laid these foundations, we must complete the
theory. We ought to try to make our investigation such as will
render an account of place, and will not only solve the diffi-
culties connected with it, but will also show that the attribut-
es supposed to belong to it do really belong to it, and further
will make clear the cause of the trouble and of the difficulties
about it. Such is the most satisfactory kind of exposition.

First then we must understand that place would not have
been thought of, if there had not been a special kind of
motion, namely that with respect to place. It is chiefly for this
reason that we suppose the heaven also to be in place, because
it is in constant movement. Of this kind of change there are
two species-locomotion on the one hand and, on the other,
increase and diminution. For these too involve variation of
place: what was then in this place has now in turn changed to
what is larger or smaller.

Again, when we say a thing is 'moved', the predicate
either (1) belongs to it actually, in virtue of its own nature, or
(2) in virtue of something conjoined with it. In the latter case
it may be either (a) something which by its own nature is

capable of being moved, e.g. the parts of the body or the nail
in the ship, or (b) something which is not in itself capable of
being moved, but is always moved through its conjunction
with something else, as 'whiteness' or 'science'. These have
changed their place only because the subjects to which they
belong do so.

We say that a thing is in the world, in the sense of in
place, because it is in the air, and the air is in the world; and
when we say it is in the air, we do not mean it is in every part
of the air, but that it is in the air because of the outer surface
of the air which surrounds it; for if all the air were its place,
the place of a thing would not be equal to the thing-which it
is supposed to be, and which the primary place in which a
thing is actually is.

When what surrounds, then, is not separate from the
thing, but is in continuity with it, the thing is said to be in
what surrounds it, not in the sense of in place, but as a part
in a whole. But when the thing is separate and in contact, it
is immediately 'in' the inner surface of the surrounding body,
and this surface is neither a part of what is in it nor yet greater
than its extension, but equal to it; for the extremities of things
which touch are coincident.

Further, if one body is in continuity with another, it is
not moved in that but with that. On the other hand it is
moved in that if it is separate. It makes no difference whether
what contains is moved or not.

Again, when it is not separate it is described as a part in
a whole, as the pupil in the eye or the hand in the body: when
it is separate, as the water in the cask or the wine in the jar.
For the hand is moved with the body and the water in the
cask.

It will now be plain from these considerations what place
is. There are just four things of which place must be one-the
shape, or the matter, or some sort of extension between the
bounding surfaces of the containing body, or this boundary
itself if it contains no extension over and above the bulk of
the body which comes to be in it.

Three of these it obviously cannot be:

(1) The shape is supposed to be place because it sur-
rounds, for the extremities of what contains and of what is
contained are coincident. Both the shape and the place, it is
true, are boundaries. But not of the same thing: the form is
the boundary of the thing, the place is the boundary of the
body which contains it.
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(2) The extension between the extremities is thought to
be something, because what is contained and separate may
often be changed while the container remains the same (as
water may be poured from a vessel)-the assumption being
that the extension is something over and above the body dis-
placed. But there is no such extension. One of the bodies
which change places and are naturally capable of being in
contact with the container falls in whichever it may chance to
be.

If there were an extension which were such as to exist
independently and be permanent, there would be an infinity
of places in the same thing. For when the water and the air
change places, all the portions of the two together will play
the same part in the whole which was previously played by all
the water in the vessel; at the same time the place too will be
undergoing change; so that there will be another place which
is the place of the place, and many places will be coincident.
There is not a different place of the part, in which it is moved,
when the whole vessel changes its place: it is always the same:
for it is in the (proximate) place where they are that the air
and the water (or the parts of the water) succeed each other,
not in that place in which they come to be, which is part of
the place which is the place of the whole world.

(3) The matter, too, might seem to be place, at least if we
consider it in what is at rest and is thus separate but in conti-
nuity. For just as in change of quality there is something
which was formerly black and is now white, or formerly soft
and now hard-this is just why we say that the matter exists-so
place, because it presents a similar phenomenon, is thought
to exist-only in the one case we say so because what was air is
now water, in the other because where air formerly was there
a is now water. But the matter, as we said before, is neither
separable from the thing nor contains it, whereas place has
both characteristics.

Well, then, if place is none of the three-neither the form
nor the matter nor an extension which is always there, differ-
ent from, and over and above, the extension of the thing
which is displaced-place necessarily is the one of the four
which is left, namely, the boundary of the containing body at
which it is in contact with the contained body. (By the con-
tained body is meant what can be moved by way of locomo-
tion.)

Place is thought to be something important and hard to
grasp, both because the matter and the shape present them-
selves along with it, and because the displacement of the body
that is moved takes place in a stationary container, for it

seems possible that there should be an interval which is other
than the bodies which are moved. The air, too, which is
thought to be incorporeal, contributes something to the
belief: it is not only the boundaries of the vessel which seem
to be place, but also what is between them, regarded as empty.
Just, in fact, as the vessel is transportable place, so place is a
non-portable vessel. So when what is within a thing which is
moved, is moved and changes its place, as a boat on a river,
what contains plays the part of a vessel rather than that of
place. Place on the other hand is rather what is motionless: so
it is rather the whole river that is place, because as a whole it
is motionless.

Hence we conclude that the innermost motionless
boundary of what contains is place.

This explains why the middle of the heaven and the sur-
face which faces us of the rotating system are held to be 'up'
and 'down' in the strict and fullest sense for all men: for the
one is always at rest, while the inner side of the rotating body
remains always coincident with itself. Hence since the light is
what is naturally carried up, and the heavy what is carried
down, the boundary which contains in the direction of the
middle of the universe, and the middle itself, are down, and
that which contains in the direction of the outermost part of
the universe, and the outermost part itself, are up.

For this reason, too, place is thought to be a kind of sur-
face, and as it were a vessel, i.e. a container of the thing.

Further, place is coincident with the thing, for bound-
aries are coincident with the bounded.

5

If then a body has another body outside it and contain-
ing it, it is in place, and if not, not. That is why, even if there
were to be water which had not a container, the parts of it, on
the one hand, will be moved (for one part is contained in
another), while, on the other hand, the whole will be moved
in one sense, but not in another. For as a whole it does not
simultaneously change its place, though it will be moved in a
circle: for this place is the place of its parts. (Some things are
moved, not up and down, but in a circle; others up and
down, such things namely as admit of condensation and rar-
efaction.)

As was explained, some things are potentially in place,
others actually. So, when you have a homogeneous substance
which is continuous, the parts are potentially in place: when
the parts are separated, but in contact, like a heap, they are
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actually in place.

Again, (1) some things are per se in place, namely every
body which is movable either by way of locomotion or by way
of increase is per se somewhere, but the heaven, as has been
said, is not anywhere as a whole, nor in any place, if at least,
as we must suppose, no body contains it. On the line on
which it is moved, its parts have place: for each is contiguous
the next.

But (2) other things are in place indirectly, through
something conjoined with them, as the soul and the heaven.
The latter is, in a way, in place, for all its parts are: for on the
orb one part contains another. That is why the upper part is
moved in a circle, while the All is not anywhere. For what is
somewhere is itself something, and there must be alongside it
some other thing wherein it is and which contains it. But
alongside the All or the Whole there is nothing outside the
All, and for this reason all things are in the heaven; for the
heaven, we may say, is the All. Yet their place is not the same
as the heaven. It is part of it, the innermost part of it, which
is in contact with the movable body; and for this reason the
earth is in water, and this in the air, and the air in the aether,
and the aether in heaven, but we cannot go on and say that
the heaven is in anything else.

It is clear, too, from these considerations that all the
problems which were raised about place will be solved when
it is explained in this way:

(1) There is no necessity that the place should grow with
the body in it,

(2) Nor that a point should have a place,

(3) Nor that two bodies should be in the same place,

(4) Nor that place should be a corporeal interval: for
what is between the boundaries of the place is any body
which may chance to be there, not an interval in body.

Further, (5) place is also somewhere, not in the sense of
being in a place, but as the limit is in the limited; for not
everything that is is in place, but only movable body.

Also (6) it is reasonable that each kind of body should be
carried to its own place. For a body which is next in the series
and in contact (not by compulsion) is akin, and bodies which
are united do not affect each other, while those which are in
contact interact on each other.

Nor (7) is it without reason that each should remain nat-
urally in its proper place. For this part has the same relation
to its place, as a separable part to its whole, as when one
moves a part of water or air: so, too, air is related to water, for
the one is like matter, the other form-water is the matter of
air, air as it were the actuality of water, for water is potential-
ly air, while air is potentially water, though in another way.

These distinctions will be drawn more carefully later. On
the present occasion it was necessary to refer to them: what
has now been stated obscurely will then be made more clear.
If the matter and the fulfilment are the same thing (for water
is both, the one potentially, the other completely), water will
be related to air in a way as part to whole. That is why these
have contact: it is organic union when both become actually
one.

This concludes my account of place-both of its existence
and of its nature.

6

The investigation of similar questions about the void,
also, must be held to belong to the physicist-namely whether
it exists or not, and how it exists or what it is-just as about
place. The views taken of it involve arguments both for and
against, in much the same sort of way. For those who hold
that the void exists regard it as a sort of place or vessel which
is supposed to be 'full' when it holds the bulk which it is
capable of containing, 'void' when it is deprived of that-as if
'void' and 'full' and 'place' denoted the same thing, though
the essence of the three is different.

We must begin the inquiry by putting down the account
given by those who say that it exists, then the account of those
who say that it does not exist, and third the current view on
these questions.

Those who try to show that the void does not exist do
not disprove what people really mean by it, but only their
erroneous way of speaking; this is true of Anaxagoras and of
those who refute the existence of the void in this way. They
merely give an ingenious demonstration that air is some-
thing--by straining wine-skins and showing the resistance of
the air, and by cutting it off in clepsydras. But people really
mean that there is an empty interval in which there is no sen-
sible body. They hold that everything which is in body is
body and say that what has nothing in it at all is void (so what
is full of air is void). It is not then the existence of air that
needs to be proved, but the non-existence of an interval, dif-
ferent from the bodies, either separable or actual-an interval
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which divides the whole body so as to break its continuity, as
Democritus and Leucippus hold, and many other physicists-
or even perhaps as something which is outside the whole
body, which remains continuous.

These people, then, have not reached even the threshold
of the problem, but rather those who say that the void exists.

(1) They argue, for one thing, that change in place (i.e.
locomotion and increase) would not be. For it is maintained
that motion would seem not to exist, if there were no void,
since what is full cannot contain anything more. If it could,
and there were two bodies in the same place, it would also be
true that any number of bodies could be together; for it is
impossible to draw a line of division beyond which the state-
ment would become untrue. If this were possible, it would
follow also that the smallest body would contain the greatest;
for 'many a little makes a mickle': thus if many equal bodies
can be together, so also can many unequal bodies.

Melissus, indeed, infers from these considerations that
the All is immovable; for if it were moved there must, he says,
be void, but void is not among the things that exist.

This argument, then, is one way in which they show that
there is a void.

(2) They reason from the fact that some things are
observed to contract and be compressed, as people say that a
cask will hold the wine which formerly filled it, along with
the skins into which the wine has been decanted, which
implies that the compressed body contracts into the voids
present in it.

Again (3) increase, too, is thought to take always by
means of void, for nutriment is body, and it is impossible for
two bodies to be together. A proof of this they find also in
what happens to ashes, which absorb as much water as the
empty vessel.

The Pythagoreans, too, (4) held that void exists and that
it enters the heaven itself, which as it were inhales it, from the
infinite air. Further it is the void which distinguishes the
natures of things, as if it were like what separates and distin-
guishes the terms of a series. This holds primarily in the num-
bers, for the void distinguishes their nature.

These, then, and so many, are the main grounds on
which people have argued for and against the existence of the
void.

7

As a step towards settling which view is true, we must
determine the meaning of the name.

The void is thought to be place with nothing in it. The
reason for this is that people take what exists to be body, and
hold that while every body is in place, void is place in which
there is no body, so that where there is no body, there must
be void.

Every body, again, they suppose to be tangible; and of
this nature is whatever has weight or lightness.

Hence, by a syllogism, what has nothing heavy or light in
it, is void.

This result, then, as I have said, is reached by syllogism.
It would be absurd to suppose that the point is void; for the
void must be place which has in it an interval in tangible
body.

But at all events we observe then that in one way the void
is described as what is not full of body perceptible to touch;
and what has heaviness and lightness is perceptible to touch.
So we would raise the question: what would they say of an
interval that has colour or sound-is it void or not? Clearly
they would reply that if it could receive what is tangible it was
void, and if not, not.

In another way void is that in which there is no 'this' or
corporeal substance. So some say that the void is the matter
of the body (they identify the place, too, with this), and in
this they speak incorrectly; for the matter is not separable
from the things, but they are inquiring about the void as
about something separable.

Since we have determined the nature of place, and void
must, if it exists, be place deprived of body, and we have stat-
ed both in what sense place exists and in what sense it does
not, it is plain that on this showing void does not exist, either
unseparated or separated; the void is meant to be, not body
but rather an interval in body. This is why the void is thought
to be something, viz. because place is, and for the same rea-
sons. For the fact of motion in respect of place comes to the
aid both of those who maintain that place is something over
and above the bodies that come to occupy it, and of those
who maintain that the void is something. They state that the
void is the condition of movement in the sense of that in
which movement takes place; and this would be the kind of
thing that some say place is.
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But there is no necessity for there being a void if there is
movement. It is not in the least needed as a condition of
m ovement in general, for a reason which, incidentally,
escaped Melissus; viz. that the full can suffer qualitative
change.

But not even movement in respect of place involves a
void; for bodies may simultaneously make room for one
another, though there is no interval separate and apart from
the bodies that are in movement. And this is plain even in the
rotation of continuous things, as in that of liquids.

And things can also be compressed not into a void but
because they squeeze out what is contained in them (as, for
instance, when water is compressed the air within it is
squeezed out); and things can increase in size not only by the
entrance of something but also by qualitative change; e.g. if
water were to be transformed into air.

In general, both the argument about increase of size and
that about water poured on to the ashes get in their own way.
For either not any and every part of the body is increased, or
bodies may be increased otherwise than by the addition of
body, or there may be two bodies in the same place (in which
case they are claiming to solve a quite general difficulty, but
are not proving the existence of void), or the whole body
must be void, if it is increased in every part and is increased
by means of void. The same argument applies to the ashes.

It is evident, then, that it is easy to refute the arguments
by which they prove the existence of the void.

8

Let us explain again that there is no void existing sepa-
rately, as some maintain. If each of the simple bodies has a
natural locomotion, e.g. fire upward and earth downward and
towards the middle of the universe, it is clear that it cannot
be the void that is the condition of locomotion. What, then,
will the void be the condition of? It is thought to be the con-
dition of movement in respect of place, and it is not the con-
dition of this.

Again, if void is a sort of place deprived of body, when
there is a void where will a body placed in it move to? It cer-
tainly cannot move into the whole of the void. The same
argument applies as against those who think that place is
something separate, into which things are carried; viz. how
will what is placed in it move, or rest? Much the same argu-
ment will apply to the void as to the 'up' and 'down' in place,

as is natural enough since those who maintain the existence
of the void make it a place.

And in what way will things be present either in place-or
in the void? For the expected result does not take place when
a body is placed as a whole in a place conceived of as separate
and permanent; for a part of it, unless it be placed apart, will
not be in a place but in the whole. Further, if separate place
does not exist, neither will void.

If people say that the void must exist, as being necessary
if there is to be movement, what rather turns out to be the
case, if one the matter, is the opposite, that not a single thing
can be moved if there is a void; for as with those who for a
like reason say the earth is at rest, so, too, in the void things
must be at rest; for there is no place to which things can move
more or less than to another; since the void in so far as it is
void admits no difference.

The second reason is this: all movement is either com-
pulsory or according to nature, and if there is compulsory
movement there must also be natural (for compulsory move-
ment is contrary to nature, and movement contrary to nature
is posterior to that according to nature, so that if each of the
natural bodies has not a natural movement, none of the other
movements can exist); but how can there be natural move-
ment if there is no difference throughout the void or the infi-
nite? For in so far as it is infinite, there will be no up or down
or middle, and in so far as it is a void, up differs no whit from
down; for as there is no difference in what is nothing, there is
none in the void (for the void seems to be a non-existent and
a privation of being), but natural locomotion seems to be dif-
ferentiated, so that the things that exist by nature must be dif-
ferentiated. Either, then, nothing has a natural locomotion,
or else there is no void.

Further, in point of fact things that are thrown move
though that which gave them their impulse is not touching
them, either by reason of mutual replacement, as some main-
tain, or because the air that has been pushed pushes them
with a movement quicker than the natural locomotion of the
projectile wherewith it moves to its proper place. But in a
void none of these things can take place, nor can anything be
moved save as that which is carried is moved.

Further, no one could say why a thing once set in motion
should stop anywhere; for why should it stop here rather than
here? So that a thing will either be at rest or must be moved
ad infinitum, unless something more powerful get in its way.

Further, things are now thought to move into the void
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because it yields; but in a void this quality is present equally
everywhere, so that things should move in all directions.

Further, the truth of what we assert is plain from the fol-
lowing considerations. We see the same weight or body mov-
ing faster than another for two reasons, either because there is
a difference in what it moves through, as between water, air,
and earth, or because, other things being equal, the moving
body differs from the other owing to excess of weight or of
lightness.

Now the medium causes a difference because it impedes
the moving thing, most of all if it is moving in the opposite
direction, but in a secondary degree even if it is at rest; and
especially a medium that is not easily divided, i.e. a medium
that is somewhat dense. A, then, will move through B in time
G, and through D, which is thinner, in time E (if the length
of B is egual to D), in proportion to the density of the hin-
dering body. For let B be water and D air; then by so much
as air is thinner and more incorporeal than water, A will move
through D faster than through B. Let the speed have the same
ratio to the speed, then, that air has to water. Then if air is
twice as thin, the body will traverse B in twice the time that
it does D, and the time G will be twice the time E. And
always, by so much as the medium is more incorporeal and
less resistant and more easily divided, the faster will be the
movement.

Now there is no ratio in which the void is exceeded by
body, as there is no ratio of 0 to a number. For if 4 exceeds 3
by 1, and 2 by more than 1, and 1 by still more than it
exceeds 2, still there is no ratio by which it exceeds 0; for that
which exceeds must be divisible into the excess + that which
is exceeded, so that will be what it exceeds 0 by + 0. For this
reason, too, a line does not exceed a point unless it is com-
posed of points! Similarly the void can bear no ratio to the
full, and therefore neither can movement through the one to
movement through the other, but if a thing moves through
the thickest medium such and such a distance in such and
such a time, it moves through the void with a speed beyond
any ratio. For let Z be void, equal in magnitude to B and to
D. Then if A is to traverse and move through it in a certain
time, H, a time less than E, however, the void will bear this
ratio to the full. But in a time equal to H, A will traverse the
part O of A. And it will surely also traverse in that time any
substance Z which exceeds air in thickness in the ratio which
the time E bears to the time H. For if the body Z be as much
thinner than D as E exceeds H, A, if it moves through Z, will
traverse it in a time inverse to the speed of the movement, i.e.
in a time equal to H. If, then, there is no body in Z, A will
traverse Z still more quickly. But we supposed that its traverse

of Z when Z was void occupied the time H. So that it will tra-
verse Z in an equal time whether Z be full or void. But this is
impossible. It is plain, then, that if there is a time in which it
will move through any part of the void, this impossible result
will follow: it will be found to traverse a certain distance,
whether this be full or void, in an equal time; for there will be
some body which is in the same ratio to the other body as the
time is to the time.

To sum the matter up, the cause of this result is obvious,
viz. that between any two movements there is a ratio (for they
occupy time, and there is a ratio between any two times, so
long as both are finite), but there is no ratio of void to full.

These are the consequences that result from a difference
in the media; the following depend upon an excess of one
moving body over another. We see that bodies which have a
greater impulse either of weight or of lightness, if they are
alike in other respects, move faster over an equal space, and in
the ratio which their magnitudes bear to each other.
Therefore they will also move through the void with this ratio
of speed. But that is impossible; for why should one move
faster? (In moving through plena it must be so; for the greater
divides them faster by its force. For a moving thing cleaves the
medium either by its shape, or by the impulse which the body
that is carried along or is projected possesses.) Therefore all
will possess equal velocity. But this is impossible.

It is evident from what has been said, then, that, if there
is a void, a result follows which is the very opposite of the rea-
son for which those who believe in a void set it up. They
think that if movement in respect of place is to exist, the void
cannot exist, separated all by itself; but this is the same as to
say that place is a separate cavity; and this has already been
stated to be impossible.

But even if we consider it on its own merits the so-called
vacuum will be found to be really vacuous. For as, if one puts
a cube in water, an amount of water equal to the cube will be
displaced; so too in air; but the effect is imperceptible to
sense. And indeed always in the case of any body that can be
displaced, must, if it is not compressed, be displaced in the
direction in which it is its nature to be displaced-always either
down, if its locomotion is downwards as in the case of earth,
or up, if it is fire, or in both directions-whatever be the nature
of the inserted body. Now in the void this is impossible; for it
is not body; the void must have penetrated the cube to a dis-
tance equal to that which this portion of void formerly occu-
pied in the void, just as if the water or air had not been dis-
placed by the wooden cube, but had penetrated right through
it.
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But the cube also has a magnitude equal to that occupied
by the void; a magnitude which, if it is also hot or cold, or
heavy or light, is none the less different in essence from all its
attributes, even if it is not separable from them; I mean the
volume of the wooden cube. So that even if it were separated
from everything else and were neither heavy nor light, it will
occupy an equal amount of void, and fill the same place, as
the part of place or of the void equal to itself. How then will
the body of the cube differ from the void or place that is equal
to it? And if there can be two such things, why cannot there
be any number coinciding?

This, then, is one absurd and impossible implication of
the theory. It is also evident that the cube will have this same
volume even if it is displaced, which is an attribute possessed
by all other bodies also. Therefore if this differs in no respect
from its place, why need we assume a place for bodies over
and above the volume of each, if their volume be conceived
of as free from attributes? It contributes nothing to the situa-
tion if there is an equal interval attached to it as well. [Further
it ought to be clear by the study of moving things what sort
of thing void is. But in fact it is found nowhere in the world.
For air is something, though it does not seem to be so-nor, for
that matter, would water, if fishes were made of iron; for the
discrimination of the tangible is by touch.]

It is clear, then, from these considerations that there is no
separate void.

9

There are some who think that the existence of rarity and
density shows that there is a void. If rarity and density do not
exist, they say, neither can things contract and be compressed.
But if this were not to take place, either there would be no
movement at all, or the universe would bulge, as Xuthus said,
or air and water must always change into equal amounts (e.g.
if air has been made out of a cupful of water, at the same time
out of an equal amount of air a cupful of water must have
been made), or void must necessarily exist; for compression
and expansion cannot take place otherwise.

Now, if they mean by the rare that which has many voids
existing separately, it is plain that if void cannot exist separate
any more than a place can exist with an extension all to itself,
neither can the rare exist in this sense. But if they mean that
there is void, not separately existent, but still present in the
rare, this is less impossible, yet, first, the void turns out not to
be a condition of all movement, but only of movement
upwards (for the rare is light, which is the reason why they say

fire is rare); second, the void turns out to be a condition of
movement not as that in which it takes place, but in that the
void carries things up as skins by being carried up themselves
carry up what is continuous with them. Yet how can void
have a local movement or a place? For thus that into which
void moves is till then void of a void.

Again, how will they explain, in the case of what is heavy,
its movement downwards? And it is plain that if the rarer and
more void a thing is the quicker it will move upwards, if it
were completely void it would move with a maximum speed!
But perhaps even this is impossible, that it should move at all;
the same reason which showed that in the void all things are
incapable of moving shows that the void cannot move, viz.
the fact that the speeds are incomparable.

Since we deny that a void exists, but for the rest the prob-
lem has been truly stated, that either there will be no move-
ment, if there is not to be condensation and rarefaction, or
the universe will bulge, or a transformation of water into air
will always be balanced by an equal transformation of air into
water (for it is clear that the air produced from water is bulki-
er than the water): it is necessary therefore, if compression
does not exist, either that the next portion will be pushed out-
wards and make the outermost part bulge, or that somewhere
else there must be an equal amount of water produced out of
air, so that the entire bulk of the whole may be equal, or that
nothing moves. For when anything is displaced this will
always happen, unless it comes round in a circle; but loco-
motion is not always circular, but sometimes in a straight line.

These then are the reasons for which they might say that
there is a void; our statement is based on the assumption that
there is a single matter for contraries, hot and cold and the
other natural contrarieties, and that what exists actually is
produced from a potential existent, and that matter is not
separable from the contraries but its being is different, and
that a single matter may serve for colour and heat and cold.

The same matter also serves for both a large and a small
body. This is evident; for when air is produced from water,
the same matter has become something different, not by
acquiring an addition to it, but has become actually what it
was potentially, and, again, water is produced from air in the
same way, the change being sometimes from smallness to
g reatness, and sometimes from greatness to smallness.
Similarly, therefore, if air which is large in extent comes to
have a smaller volume, or becomes greater from being small-
er, it is the matter which is potentially both that comes to be
each of the two.
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For as the same matter becomes hot from being cold, and
cold from being hot, because it was potentially both, so too
from hot it can become more hot, though nothing in the
matter has become hot that was not hot when the thing was
less hot; just as, if the arc or curve of a greater circle becomes
that of a smaller, whether it remains the same or becomes a
different curve, convexity has not come to exist in anything
that was not convex but straight (for differences of degree do
not depend on an intermission of the quality); nor can we get
any portion of a flame, in which both heat and whiteness are
not present. So too, then, is the earlier heat related to the
later. So that the greatness and smallness, also, of the sensible
volume are extended, not by the matter's acquiring anything
new, but because the matter is potentially matter for both
states; so that the same thing is dense and rare, and the two
qualities have one matter.

The dense is heavy, and the rare is light. [Again, as the arc
of a circle when contracted into a smaller space does not
acquire a new part which is convex, but what was there has
been contracted; and as any part of fire that one takes will be
hot; so, too, it is all a question of contraction and expansion
of the same matter.] There are two types in each case, both in
the dense and in the rare; for both the heavy and the hard are
thought to be dense, and contrariwise both the light and the
soft are rare; and weight and hardness fail to coincide in the
case of lead and iron.

From what has been said it is evident, then, that void
does not exist either separate (either absolutely separate or as
a separate element in the rare) or potentially, unless one is
willing to call the condition of movement void, whatever it
may be. At that rate the matter of the heavy and the light, qua
matter of them, would be the void; for the dense and the rare
are productive of locomotion in virtue of this contrariety, and
in virtue of their hardness and softness productive of passivi-
ty and impassivity, i.e. not of locomotion but rather of qual-
itative change.

So much, then, for the discussion of the void, and of the
sense in which it exists and the sense in which it does not
exist.

10 

Next for discussion after the subjects mentioned is Time.
The best plan will be to begin by working out the difficulties
connected with it, making use of the current arguments.
First, does it belong to the class of things that exist or to that
of things that do not exist? Then secondly, what is its nature?
To start, then: the following considerations would make one

suspect that it either does not exist at all or barely, and in an
obscure way. One part of it has been and is not, while the
other is going to be and is not yet. Yet time-both infinite time
and any time you like to take-is made up of these. One would
naturally suppose that what is made up of things which do
not exist could have no share in reality.

Further, if a divisible thing is to exist, it is necessary that,
when it exists, all or some of its parts must exist. But of time
some parts have been, while others have to be, and no part of
it is though it is divisible. For what is 'now' is not a part: a
part is a measure of the whole, which must be made up of
parts. Time, on the other hand, is not held to be made up of
'nows'.

Again, the 'now' which seems to bound the past and the
future-does it always remain one and the same or is it always
other and other? It is hard to say.

(1) If it is always different and different, and if none of
the parts in time which are other and other are simultaneous
(unless the one contains and the other is contained, as the
shorter time is by the longer), and if the 'now' which is not,
but formerly was, must have ceased-to-be at some time, the
'nows' too cannot be simultaneous with one another, but the
prior 'now' must always have ceased-to-be. But the prior
'now' cannot have ceased-to-be in itself (since it then existed);
yet it cannot have ceased-to-be in another 'now'. For we may
lay it down that one 'now' cannot be next to another, any
more than point to point. If then it did not cease-to-be in the
next 'now' but in another, it would exist simultaneously with
the innumerable 'nows' between the two-which is impossible.

Yes, but (2) neither is it possible for the 'now' to remain
always the same. No determinate divisible thing has a single
termination, whether it is continuously extended in one or in
more than one dimension: but the 'now' is a termination, and
it is possible to cut off a determinate time. Further, if coinci-
dence in time (i.e. being neither prior nor posterior) means to
be 'in one and the same "now"', then, if both what is before
and what is after are in this same 'now', things which hap-
pened ten thousand years ago would be simultaneous with
what has happened to-day, and nothing would be before or
after anything else.

This may serve as a statement of the difficulties about the
attributes of time.

As to what time is or what is its nature, the traditional
accounts give us as little light as the preliminary problems
which we have worked through.
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Some assert that it is (1) the movement of the whole, oth-
ers that it is (2) the sphere itself.

(1) Yet part, too, of the revolution is a time, but it cer-
tainly is not a revolution: for what is taken is part of a revo-
lution, not a revolution. Besides, if there were more heavens
than one, the movement of any of them equally would be
time, so that there would be many times at the same time.

(2) Those who said that time is the sphere of the whole
thought so, no doubt, on the ground that all things are in
time and all things are in the sphere of the whole. The view
is too naive for it to be worth while to consider the impossi-
bilities implied in it.

But as time is most usually supposed to be (3) motion
and a kind of change, we must consider this view.

Now (a) the change or movement of each thing is only in
the thing which changes or where the thing itself which
moves or changes may chance to be. But time is present
equally everywhere and with all things.

Again, (b) change is always faster or slower, whereas time
is not: for 'fast' and 'slow' are defined by time-'fast' is what
moves much in a short time, 'slow' what moves little in a long
time; but time is not defined by time, by being either a cer-
tain amount or a certain kind of it.

Clearly then it is not movement. (We need not distin-
guish at present between 'movement' and 'change'.)

11 

But neither does time exist without change; for when the
state of our own minds does not change at all, or we have not
noticed its changing, we do not realize that time has elapsed,
any more than those who are fabled to sleep among the
heroes in Sardinia do when they are awakened; for they con-
nect the earlier 'now' with the later and make them one, cut-
ting out the interval because of their failure to notice it. So,
just as, if the 'now' were not different but one and the same,
there would not have been time, so too when its difference
escapes our notice the interval does not seem to be time. If,
then, the non-realization of the existence of time happens to
us when we do not distinguish any change, but the soul seems
to stay in one indivisible state, and when we perceive and dis-
tinguish we say time has elapsed, evidently time is not inde-
pendent of movement and change. It is evident, then, that
time is neither movement nor independent of movement.

We must take this as our starting-point and try to dis-
cover-since we wish to know what time is-what exactly it has
to do with movement.

Now we perceive movement and time together: for even
when it is dark and we are not being affected through the
body, if any movement takes place in the mind we at once
suppose that some time also has elapsed; and not only that
but also, when some time is thought to have passed, some
movement also along with it seems to have taken place.
Hence time is either movement or something that belongs to
movement. Since then it is not movement, it must be the
other.

But what is moved is moved from something to some-
thing, and all magnitude is continuous. Therefore the move-
ment goes with the magnitude. Because the magnitude is
continuous, the movement too must be continuous, and if
the movement, then the time; for the time that has passed is
always thought to be in proportion to the movement.

The distinction of 'before' and 'after' holds primarily,
then, in place; and there in virtue of relative position. Since
then 'before' and 'after' hold in magnitude, they must hold
also in movement, these corresponding to those. But also in
time the distinction of 'before' and 'after' must hold, for time
and movement always correspond with each other. The
'before' and 'after' in motion is identical in substratum with
motion yet differs from it in definition, and is not identical
with motion.

But we apprehend time only when we have marked
motion, marking it by 'before' and 'after'; and it is only when
we have perceived 'before' and 'after' in motion that we say
that time has elapsed. Now we mark them by judging that A
and B are different, and that some third thing is intermediate
to them. When we think of the extremes as different from the
middle and the mind pronounces that the 'nows' are two, one
before and one after, it is then that we say that there is time,
and this that we say is time. For what is bounded by the 'now'
is thought to be time-we may assume this.

When, therefore, we perceive the 'now' one, and neither
as before and after in a motion nor as an identity but in rela-
tion to a 'before' and an 'after', no time is thought to have
elapsed, because there has been no motion either. On the
other hand, when we do perceive a 'before' and an 'after',
then we say that there is time. For time is just this-number of
motion in respect of 'before' and 'after'.
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Hence time is not movement, but only movement in so
far as it admits of enumeration. A proof of this: we discrimi-
nate the more or the less by number, but more or less move-
ment by time. Time then is a kind of number. (Number, we
must note, is used in two senses-both of what is counted or
the countable and also of that with which we count. Time
obviously is what is counted, not that with which we count:
there are different kinds of thing.) Just as motion is a perpet-
ual succession, so also is time. But every simultaneous time is
self-identical; for the 'now' as a subject is an identity, but it
accepts different attributes. The 'now' measures time, in so far
as time involves the 'before and after'.

The 'now' in one sense is the same, in another it is not
the same. In so far as it is in succession, it is different (which
is just what its being was supposed to mean), but its substra-
tum is an identity: for motion, as was said, goes with magni-
tude, and time, as we maintain, with motion. Similarly, then,
there corresponds to the point the body which is carried
along, and by which we are aware of the motion and of the
'before and after' involved in it. This is an identical substra-
tum (whether a point or a stone or something else of the
kind), but it has different attributes as the sophists assume
that Coriscus' being in the Lyceum is a different thing from
Coriscus' being in the market-place. And the body which is
carried along is different, in so far as it is at one time here and
at another there. But the 'now' corresponds to the body that
is carried along, as time corresponds to the motion. For it is
by means of the body that is carried along that we become
aware of the 'before and after' the motion, and if we regard
these as countable we get the 'now'. Hence in these also the
'now' as substratum remains the same (for it is what is before
and after in movement), but what is predicated of it is differ-
ent; for it is in so far as the 'before and after' is numerable that
we get the 'now'. This is what is most knowable: for, similar-
ly, motion is known because of that which is moved, loco-
motion because of that which is carried. what is carried is a
real thing, the movement is not. Thus what is called 'now' in
one sense is always the same; in another it is not the same: for
this is true also of what is carried.

Clearly, too, if there were no time, there would be no
'now', and vice versa. just as the moving body and its loco-
motion involve each other mutually, so too do the number of
the moving body and the number of its locomotion. For the
number of the locomotion is time, while the 'now' corre-
sponds to the moving body, and is like the unit of number.

Time, then, also is both made continuous by the 'now'
and divided at it. For here too there is a correspondence with
the locomotion and the moving body. For the motion or

locomotion is made one by the thing which is moved,
because it is one-not because it is one in its own nature (for
there might be pauses in the movement of such a thing)-but
because it is one in definition: for this determines the move-
ment as 'before' and 'after'. Here, too there is a correspon-
dence with the point; for the point also both connects and
terminates the length-it is the beginning of one and the end
of another. But when you take it in this way, using the one
point as two, a pause is necessary, if the same point is to be
the beginning and the end. The 'now' on the other hand,
since the body carried is moving, is always different.

Hence time is not number in the sense in which there is
'number' of the same point because it is beginning and end,
but rather as the extremities of a line form a number, and not
as the parts of the line do so, both for the reason given (for
we can use the middle point as two, so that on that analogy
time might stand still), and further because obviously the
'now' is no part of time nor the section any part of the
movement, any more than the points are parts of the line-for
it is two lines that are parts of one line.

In so far then as the 'now' is a boundary, it is not time,
but an attribute of it; in so far as it numbers, it is number; for
boundaries belong only to that which they bound, but num-
ber (e.g. ten) is the number of these horses, and belongs also
elsewhere.

It is clear, then, that time is 'number of movement in
respect of the before and after', and is continuous since it is
an attribute of what is continuous.

12 

The smallest number, in the strict sense of the word
'number', is two. But of number as concrete, sometimes there
is a minimum, sometimes not: e.g. of a 'line', the smallest in
respect of multiplicity is two (or, if you like, one), but in
respect of size there is no minimum; for every line is divided
ad infinitum. Hence it is so with time. In respect of number
the minimum is one (or two); in point of extent there is no
minimum.

It is clear, too, that time is not described as fast or slow,
but as many or few and as long or short. For as continuous it
is long or short and as a number many or few, but it is not
fast or slow-any more than any number with which we num-
ber is fast or slow.

Further, there is the same time everywhere at once, but
not the same time before and after, for while the present
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change is one, the change which has happened and that
which will happen are different. Time is not number with
which we count, but the number of things which are count-
ed, and this according as it occurs before or after is always dif-
ferent, for the 'nows' are different. And the number of a hun-
dred horses and a hundred men is the same, but the things
numbered are different-the horses from the men. Further, as
a movement can be one and the same again and again, so too
can time, e.g. a year or a spring or an autumn.

Not only do we measure the movement by the time, but
also the time by the movement, because they define each
other. The time marks the movement, since it is its number,
and the movement the time. We describe the time as much or
little, measuring it by the movement, just as we know the
number by what is numbered, e.g. the number of the horses
by one horse as the unit. For we know how many horses there
are by the use of the number; and again by using the one
horse as unit we know the number of the horses itself. So it is
with the time and the movement; for we measure the move-
ment by the time and vice versa. It is natural that this should
happen; for the movement goes with the distance and the
time with the movement, because they are quanta and con-
tinuous and divisible. The movement has these attributes
because the distance is of this nature, and the time has them
because of the movement. And we measure both the distance
by the movement and the movement by the distance; for we
say that the road is long, if the journey is long, and that this
is long, if the road is long-the time, too, if the movement, and
the movement, if the time.

Time is a measure of motion and of being moved, and it
measures the motion by determining a motion which will
measure exactly the whole motion, as the cubit does the
length by determining an amount which will measure out the
whole. Further 'to be in time' means for movement, that both
it and its essence are measured by time (for simultaneously it
measures both the movement and its essence, and this is what
being in time means for it, that its essence should be mea-
sured).

Clearly then 'to be in time' has the same meaning for
other things also, namely, that their being should be mea-
sured by time. 'To be in time' is one of two things: (1) to exist
when time exists, (2) as we say of some things that they are
'in number'. The latter means either what is a part or mode
of number-in general, something which belongs to number-
or that things have a number.

Now, since time is number, the 'now' and the 'before'
and the like are in time, just as 'unit' and 'odd' and 'even' are

in number, i.e. in the sense that the one set belongs to num-
ber, the other to time. But things are in time as they are in
number. If this is so, they are contained by time as things in
place are contained by place.

Plainly, too, to be in time does not mean to co-exist with
time, any more than to be in motion or in place means to co-
exist with motion or place. For if 'to be in something' is to
mean this, then all things will be in anything, and the heav-
en will be in a grain; for when the grain is, then also is the
heaven. But this is a merely incidental conjunction, whereas
the other is necessarily involved: that which is in time neces-
sarily involves that there is time when it is, and that which is
in motion that there is motion when it is.

Since what is 'in time' is so in the same sense as what is
in number is so, a time greater than everything in time can be
found. So it is necessary that all the things in time should be
contained by time, just like other things also which are 'in
anything', e.g. the things 'in place' by place.

A thing, then, will be affected by time, just as we are
accustomed to say that time wastes things away, and that all
things grow old through time, and that there is oblivion
owing to the lapse of time, but we do not say the same of get-
ting to know or of becoming young or fair. For time is by its
nature the cause rather of decay, since it is the number of
change, and change removes what is.

Hence, plainly, things which are always are not, as such,
in time, for they are not contained time, nor is their being
measured by time. A proof of this is that none of them is
affected by time, which indicates that they are not in time.

Since time is the measure of motion, it will be the mea-
sure of rest too-indirectly. For all rest is in time. For it does
not follow that what is in time is moved, though what is in
motion is necessarily moved. For time is not motion, but
'number of motion': and what is at rest, also, can be in the
number of motion. Not everything that is not in motion can
be said to be 'at rest'-but only that which can be moved,
though it actually is not moved, as was said above.

'To be in number' means that there is a number of the
thing, and that its being is measured by the number in which
it is. Hence if a thing is 'in time' it will be measured by time.
But time will measure what is moved and what is at rest, the
one qua moved, the other qua at rest; for it will measure their
motion and rest respectively.

Hence what is moved will not be measurable by the time
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simply in so far as it has quantity, but in so far as its motion
has quantity. Thus none of the things which are neither
moved nor at rest are in time: for 'to be in time' is 'to be mea-
sured by time', while time is the measure of motion and rest.

Plainly, then, neither will everything that does not exist
be in time, i.e. those non-existent things that cannot exist, as
the diagonal cannot be commensurate with the side.

Generally, if time is directly the measure of motion and
indirectly of other things, it is clear that a thing whose exis-
tence is measured by it will have its existence in rest or
motion. Those things therefore which are subject to perishing
and becoming-generally, those which at one time exist, at
another do not-are necessarily in time: for there is a greater
time which will extend both beyond their existence and
beyond the time which measures their existence. Of things
which do not exist but are contained by time some were, e.g.
Homer once was, some will be, e.g. a future event; this
depends on the direction in which time contains them; if on
both, they have both modes of existence. As to such things as
it does not contain in any way, they neither were nor are nor
will be. These are those nonexistents whose opposites always
are, as the incommensurability of the diagonal always is-and
this will not be in time. Nor will the commensurability, there-
fore; hence this eternally is not, because it is contrary to what
eternally is. A thing whose contrary is not eternal can be and
not be, and it is of such things that there is coming to be and
passing away.

13 

The 'now' is the link of time, as has been said (for it con-
nects past and future time), and it is a limit of time (for it is
the beginning of the one and the end of the other). But this
is not obvious as it is with the point, which is fixed. It divides
potentially, and in so far as it is dividing the 'now' is always
different, but in so far as it connects it is always the same, as
it is with mathematical lines. For the intellect it is not always
one and the same point, since it is other and other when one
divides the line; but in so far as it is one, it is the same in every
respect.

So the 'now' also is in one way a potential dividing of
time, in another the termination of both parts, and their
unity. And the dividing and the uniting are the same thing
and in the same reference, but in essence they are not the
same.

So one kind of 'now' is described in this way: another is
when the time is near this kind of 'now'. 'He will come now'

because he will come to-day; 'he has come now' because he
came to-day. But the things in the Iliad have not happened
'now', nor is the flood 'now'-not that the time from now to
them is not continuous, but because they are not near.

'At some time' means a time determined in relation to
the first of the two types of 'now', e.g. 'at some time' Troy was
taken, and 'at some time' there will be a flood; for it must be
determined with reference to the 'now'. There will thus be a
determinate time from this 'now' to that, and there was such
in reference to the past event. But if there be no time which
is not 'sometime', every time will be determined.

Will time then fail? Surely not, if motion always exists. Is
time then always different or does the same time recur?
Clearly time is, in the same way as motion is. For if one and
the same motion sometimes recurs, it will be one and the
same time, and if not, not.

Since the 'now' is an end and a beginning of time, not of
the same time however, but the end of that which is past and
the beginning of that which is to come, it follows that, as the
circle has its convexity and its concavity, in a sense, in the
same thing, so time is always at a beginning and at an end.
And for this reason it seems to be always different; for the
'now' is not the beginning and the end of the same thing; if
it were, it would be at the same time and in the same respect
two opposites. And time will not fail; for it is always at a
beginning.

'Presently' or 'just' refers to the part of future time which
is near the indivisible present 'now' ('When do you walk?
'Presently', because the time in which he is going to do so is
near), and to the part of past time which is not far from the
'now' ('When do you walk?' 'I have just been walking'). But
to say that Troy has just been taken-we do not say that,
because it is too far from the 'now'. 'Lately', too, refers to the
part of past time which is near the present 'now'. 'When did
you go?' 'Lately', if the time is near the existing now. 'Long
ago' refers to the distant past.

'Suddenly' refers to what has departed from its former
condition in a time imperceptible because of its smallness;
but it is the nature of all change to alter things from their for-
mer condition. In time all things come into being and pass
away; for which reason some called it the wisest of all things,
but the Pythagorean Paron called it the most stupid, because
in it we also forget; and his was the truer view. It is clear then
that it must be in itself, as we said before, the condition of
destruction rather than of coming into being (for change, in
itself, makes things depart from their former condition), and
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only incidentally of coming into being, and of being. A suffi-
cient evidence of this is that nothing comes into being with-
out itself moving somehow and acting, but a thing can be
destroyed even if it does not move at all. And this is what, as
a rule, we chiefly mean by a thing's being destroyed by time.
Still, time does not work even this change; even this sort of
change takes place incidentally in time.

We have stated, then, that time exists and what it is, and
in how many senses we speak of the 'now', and what 'at some
time', 'lately', 'presently' or 'just', 'long ago', and 'suddenly'
mean.

14 

These distinctions having been drawn, it is evident that
every change and everything that moves is in time; for the dis-
tinction of faster and slower exists in reference to all change,
since it is found in every instance. In the phrase 'moving
faster' I refer to that which changes before another into the
condition in question, when it moves over the same interval
and with a regular movement; e.g. in the case of locomotion,
if both things move along the circumference of a circle, or
both along a straight line; and similarly in all other cases. But
what is before is in time; for we say 'before' and 'after' with
reference to the distance from the 'now', and the 'now' is the
boundary of the past and the future; so that since 'nows' are
in time, the before and the after will be in time too; for in that
in which the 'now' is, the distance from the 'now' will also be.
But 'before' is used contrariwise with reference to past and to
future time; for in the past we call 'before' what is farther
from the 'now', and 'after' what is nearer, but in the future we
call the nearer 'before' and the farther 'after'. So that since the
'before' is in time, and every movement involves a 'before',
evidently every change and every movement is in time.

It is also worth considering how time can be related to
the soul; and why time is thought to be in everything, both
in earth and in sea and in heaven. Is because it is an attribute,
or state, or movement (since it is the number of movement)
and all these things are movable (for they are all in place), and
time and movement are together, both in respect of poten-
tiality and in respect of actuality?

Whether if soul did not exist time would exist or not, is
a question that may fairly be asked; for if there cannot be
some one to count there cannot be anything that can be
counted, so that evidently there cannot be number; for num-
ber is either what has been, or what can be, counted. But if
nothing but soul, or in soul reason, is qualified to count, there
would not be time unless there were soul, but only that of

which time is an attribute, i.e. if movement can exist without
soul, and the before and after are attributes of movement, and
time is these qua numerable.

One might also raise the question what sort of movement
time is the number of. Must we not say 'of any kind'? For
things both come into being in time and pass away, and grow,
and are altered in time, and are moved locally; thus it is of
each movement qua movement that time is the number. And
so it is simply the number of continuous movement, not of
any particular kind of it.

But other things as well may have been moved now, and
there would be a number of each of the two movements. Is
there another time, then, and will there be two equal times at
once? Surely not. For a time that is both equal and simulta-
neous is one and the same time, and even those that are not
simultaneous are one in kind; for if there were dogs, and hors-
es, and seven of each, it would be the same number. So, too,
movements that have simultaneous limits have the same time,
yet the one may in fact be fast and the other not, and one may
be locomotion and the other alteration; still the time of the
two changes is the same if their number also is equal and
simultaneous; and for this reason, while the movements are
different and separate, the time is everywhere the same,
because the number of equal and simultaneous movements is
everywhere one and the same.

Now there is such a thing as locomotion, and in locomo-
tion there is included circular movement, and everything is
measured by some one thing homogeneous with it, units by
a unit, horses by a horse, and similarly times by some definite
time, and, as we said, time is measured by motion as well as
motion by time (this being so because by a motion definite in
time the quantity both of the motion and of the time is mea-
sured): if, then, what is first is the measure of everything
homogeneous with it, regular circular motion is above all else
the measure, because the number of this is the best known.
Now neither alteration nor increase nor coming into being
can be regular, but locomotion can be. This also is why time
is thought to be the movement of the sphere, viz. because the
other movements are measured by this, and time by this
movement.

This also explains the common saying that human affairs
form a circle, and that there is a circle in all other things that
have a natural movement and coming into being and passing
away. This is because all other things are discriminated by
time, and end and begin as though conforming to a cycle; for
even time itself is thought to be a circle. And this opinion
again is held because time is the measure of this kind of loco-
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motion and is itself measured by such. So that to say that the
things that come into being form a circle is to say that there
is a circle of time; and this is to say that it is measured by the
circular movement; for apart from the measure nothing else
to be measured is observed; the whole is just a plurality of
measures.

It is said rightly, too, that the number of the sheep and of
the dogs is the same number if the two numbers are equal,
but not the same decad or the same ten; just as the equilater-
al and the scalene are not the same triangle, yet they are the
same figure, because they are both triangles. For things are
called the same so-and-so if they do not differ by a differen-
tia of that thing, but not if they do; e.g. triangle differs from
triangle by a differentia of triangle, therefore they are differ-
ent triangles; but they do not differ by a differentia of figure,
but are in one and the same division of it. For a figure of the
one kind is a circle and a figure of another kind of triangle,
and a triangle of one kind is equilateral and a triangle of
another kind scalene. They are the same figure, then, that, tri-
angle, but not the same triangle. Therefore the number of two
groups also-is the same number (for their number does not
differ by a differentia of number), but it is not the same
decad; for the things of which it is asserted differ; one group
are dogs, and the other horses.

We have now discussed time-both time itself and the
matters appropriate to the consideration of it.

Book V

1

EVERYTHING which changes does so in one of three
senses. It may change (1) accidentally, as for instance when we
say that something musical walks, that which walks being
something in which aptitude for music is an accident. Again
(2) a thing is said without qualification to change because
something belonging to it changes, i.e. in statements which
refer to part of the thing in question: thus the body is restored
to health because the eye or the chest, that is to say a part of
the whole body, is restored to health. And above all there is
(3) the case of a thing which is in motion neither accidental-
ly nor in respect of something else belonging to it, but in
virtue of being itself directly in motion. Here we have a thing
which is essentially movable: and that which is so is a differ-
ent thing according to the particular variety of motion: for
instance it may be a thing capable of alteration: and within
the sphere of alteration it is again a different thing according
as it is capable of being restored to health or capable of being
heated. And there are the same distinctions in the case of the

mover: (1) one thing causes motion accidentally, (2) another
partially (because something belonging to it causes motion),
(3) another of itself directly, as, for instance, the physician
heals, the hand strikes. We have, then, the following factors:
(a) on the one hand that which directly causes motion, and
(b) on the other hand that which is in motion: further, we
have (c) that in which motion takes place, namely time, and
(distinct from these three) (d) that from which and (e) that to
which it proceeds: for every motion proceeds from something
and to something, that which is directly in motion being dis-
tinct from that to which it is in motion and that from which
it is in motion: for instance, we may take the three things
'wood', 'hot', and 'cold', of which the first is that which is in
motion, the second is that to which the motion proceeds, and
the third is that from which it proceeds. This being so, it is
clear that the motion is in the wood, not in its form: for the
motion is neither caused nor experienced by the form or the
place or the quantity. So we are left with a mover, a moved,
and a goal of motion. I do not include the starting-point of
motion: for it is the goal rather than the starting-point of
motion that gives its name to a particular process of change.
Thus 'perishing' is change to not-being, though it is also true
that that that which perishes changes from being: and
'becoming' is change to being, though it is also change from
not-being.

Now a definition of motion has been given above, from
which it will be seen that every goal of motion, whether it be
a form, an affection, or a place, is immovable, as, for instance,
knowledge and heat. Here, however, a difficulty may be
raised. Affections, it may be said, are motions, and whiteness
is an affection: thus there may be change to a motion. To this
we may reply that it is not whiteness but whitening that is a
motion. Here also the same distinctions are to be observed: a
goal of motion may be so accidentally, or partially and with
reference to something other than itself, or directly and with
no reference to anything else: for instance, a thing which is
becoming white changes accidentally to an object of thought,
the colour being only accidentally the object of thought; it
changes to colour, because white is a part of colour, or to
Europe, because Athens is a part of Europe; but it changes
essentially to white colour. It is now clear in what sense a
thing is in motion essentially, accidentally, or in respect of
something other than itself, and in what sense the phrase
'itself directly' is used in the case both of the mover and of the
moved: and it is also clear that the motion is not in the form
but in that which is in motion, that is to say 'the movable in
activity'. Now accidental change we may leave out of account:
for it is to be found in everything, at any time, and in any
respect. Change which is not accidental on the other hand is
not to be found in everything, but only in contraries, in
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things intermediate contraries, and in contradictories, as may
be proved by induction. An intermediate may be a starting-
point of change, since for the purposes of the change it serves
as contrary to either of two contraries: for the intermediate is
in a sense the extremes. Hence we speak of the intermediate
as in a sense a contrary relatively to the extremes and of either
extreme as a contrary relatively to the intermediate: for
instance, the central note is low relatively-to the highest and
high relatively to the lowest, and grey is light relatively to
black and dark relatively to white.

And since every change is from something to something-
as the word itself (metabole) indicates, implying something
'after' (meta) something else, that is to say something earlier
and something later-that which changes must change in one
of four ways: from subject to subject, from subject to non-
subject, from non-subject to subject, or from non-subject to
non-subject, where by 'subject' I mean what is affirmatively
expressed. So it follows necessarily from what has been said
above that there are only three kinds of change, that from
subject to subject, that from subject to non-subject, and that
from non-subject to subject: for the fourth conceivable kind,
that from non-subject to nonsubject, is not change, as in that
case there is no opposition either of contraries or of contra-
dictories.

Now change from non-subject to subject, the relation
being that of contradiction, is 'coming to be'-'unqualified
coming to be' when the change takes place in an unqualified
way, 'particular coming to be' when the change is change in a
particular character: for instance, a change from not-white to
white is a coming to be of the particular thing, white, while
change from unqualified not-being to being is coming to be
in an unqualified way, in respect of which we say that a thing
'comes to be' without qualification, not that it 'comes to be'
some particular thing. Change from subject to non-subject is
'perishing'-'unqualified perishing' when the change is from
being to not-being, 'particular perishing' when the change is
to the opposite negation, the distinction being the same as
that made in the case of coming to be.

Now the expression 'not-being' is used in several senses:
and there can be motion neither of that which 'is not' in
respect of the affirmation or negation of a predicate, nor of
that which 'is not' in the sense that it only potentially 'is', that
is to say the opposite of that which actually 'is' in an unqual-
ified sense: for although that which is 'not-white' or 'not-
good' may nevertheless he in motion accidentally (for exam-
ple that which is 'not-white' might be a man), yet that which
is without qualification 'not-so-and-so' cannot in any sense
be in motion: therefore it is impossible for that which is not

to be in motion. This being so, it follows that 'becoming' can-
not be a motion: for it is that which 'is not' that 'becomes'.
For however true it may be that it accidentally 'becomes', it is
nevertheless correct to say that it is that which 'is not' that in
an unqualified sense 'becomes'. And similarly it is impossible
for that which 'is not' to be at rest.

There are these difficulties, then, in the way of the
assumption that that which 'is not' can be in motion: and it
may be further objected that, whereas everything which is in
motion is in space, that which 'is not' is not in space: for then
it would be somewhere.

So, too, 'perishing' is not a motion: for a motion has for
its contrary either another motion or rest, whereas 'perishing'
is the contrary of 'becoming'.

Since, then, every motion is a kind of change, and there
are only the three kinds of change mentioned above, and
since of these three those which take the form of 'becoming'
and 'perishing', that is to say those which imply a relation of
contradiction, are not motions: it necessarily follows that only
change from subject to subject is motion. And every such
subject is either a contrary or an intermediate (for a privation
may be allowed to rank as a contrary) and can be affirmative-
ly expressed, as naked, toothless, or black. If, then, the cate-
gories are severally distinguished as Being, Quality, Place,
Time, Relation, Quantity, and Activity or Passivity, it neces-
sarily follows that there are three kinds of motion-qualitative,
quantitative, and local.

2

In respect of Substance there is no motion, because
Substance has no contrary among things that are. Nor is there
motion in respect of Relation: for it may happen that when
one correlative changes, the other, although this does not
itself change, is no longer applicable, so that in these cases the
motion is accidental. Nor is there motion in respect of Agent
and Patient-in fact there can never be motion of mover and
moved, because there cannot be motion of motion or becom-
ing of becoming or in general change of change.

For in the first place there are two senses in which motion
of motion is conceivable. (1) The motion of which there is
motion might be conceived as subject; e.g. a man is in motion
because he changes from fair to dark. Can it be that in this
sense motion grows hot or cold, or changes place, or increas-
es or decreases? Impossible: for change is not a subject. Or (2)
can there be motion of motion in the sense that some other
subject changes from a change to another mode of being, as
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e.g. a man changes from falling ill to getting well? Even this
is possible only in an accidental sense. For, whatever the sub-
ject may be, movement is change from one form to another.
(And the same holds good of becoming and perishing, except
that in these processes we have a change to a particular kind
of opposite, while the other, motion, is a change to a differ-
ent kind.) So, if there is to be motion of motion, that which
is changing from health to sickness must simultaneously be
changing from this very change to another. It is clear, then,
that by the time that it has become sick, it must also have
changed to whatever may be the other change concerned (for
that it should be at rest, though logically possible, is excluded
by the theory). Moreover this other can never be any casual
change, but must be a change from something definite to
some other definite thing. So in this case it must be the oppo-
site change, viz. convalescence. It is only accidentally that
there can be change of change, e.g. there is a change from
remembering to forgetting only because the subject of this
change changes at one time to knowledge, at another to igno-
rance.

In the second place, if there is to be change of change and
becoming of becoming, we shall have an infinite regress. Thus
if one of a series of changes is to be a change of change, the
preceding change must also be so: e.g. if simple becoming was
ever in process of becoming, then that which was becoming
simple becoming was also in process of becoming, so that we
should not yet have arrived at what was in process of simple
becoming but only at what was already in process of becom-
ing in process of becoming. And this again was sometime in
process of becoming, so that even then we should not have
arrived at what was in process of simple becoming. And since
in an infinite series there is no first term, here there will be no
first stage and therefore no following stage either. On this
hypothesis, then, nothing can become or be moved or
change.

Thirdly, if a thing is capable of any particular motion, it
is also capable of the corresponding contrary motion or the
corresponding coming to rest, and a thing that is capable of
becoming is also capable of perishing: consequently, if there
be becoming of becoming, that which is in process of becom-
ing is in process of perishing at the very moment when it has
reached the stage of becoming: since it cannot be in process
of perishing when it is just beginning to become or after it has
ceased to become: for that which is in process of perishing
must be in existence.

Fo u rt h l y, there must be a substrate underlying all
processes of becoming and changing. What can this be in the
present case? It is either the body or the soul that undergoes

alteration: what is it that correspondingly becomes motion or
becoming? And again what is the goal of their motion? It
must be the motion or becoming of something from some-
thing to something else. But in what sense can this be so? For
the becoming of learning cannot be learning: so neither can
the becoming of becoming be becoming, nor can the becom-
ing of any process be that process.

Finally, since there are three kinds of motion, the sub-
stratum and the goal of motion must be one or other of these,
e.g. locomotion will have to be altered or to be locally moved.

To sum up, then, since everything that is moved is moved
in one of three ways, either accidentally, or partially, or essen-
tially, change can change only accidentally, as e.g. when a
man who is being restored to health runs or learns: and acci-
dental change we have long ago decided to leave out of
account.

Since, then, motion can belong neither to Being nor to
Relation nor to Agent and Patient, it remains that there can
be motion only in respect of Quality, Quantity, and Place: for
with each of these we have a pair of contraries. Motion in
respect of Quality let us call alteration, a general designation
that is used to include both contraries: and by Quality I do
not here mean a property of substance (in that sense that
which constitutes a specific distinction is a quality) but a pas-
sive quality in virtue of which a thing is said to be acted on or
to be incapable of being acted on. Motion in respect of
Quantity has no name that includes both contraries, but it is
called increase or decrease according as one or the other is
designated: that is to say motion in the direction of complete
magnitude is increase, motion in the contrary direction is
decrease. Motion in respect of Place has no name either gen-
eral or particular: but we may designate it by the general
name of locomotion, though strictly the term 'locomotion' is
applicable to things that change their place only when they
have not the power to come to a stand, and to things that do
not move themselves locally.

Change within the same kind from a lesser to a greater or
from a greater to a lesser degree is alteration: for it is motion
either from a contrary or to a contrary, whether in an unqual-
ified or in a qualified sense: for change to a lesser degree of a
quality will be called change to the contrary of that quality,
and change to a greater degree of a quality will be regarded as
change from the contrary of that quality to the quality itself.
It makes no difference whether the change be qualified or
unqualified, except that in the former case the contraries will
have to be contrary to one another only in a qualified sense:
and a thing's possessing a quality in a greater or in a lesser
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degree means the presence or absence in it of more or less of
the opposite quality. It is now clear, then, that there are only
these three kinds of motion.

The term 'immovable' we apply in the first place to that
which is absolutely incapable of being moved (just as we cor-
respondingly apply the term invisible to sound); in the sec-
ond place to that which is moved with difficulty after a long
time or whose movement is slow at the start-in fact, what we
describe as hard to move; and in the third place to that which
is naturally designed for and capable of motion, but is not in
motion when, where, and as it naturally would be so. This last
is the only kind of immovable thing of which I use the term
'being at rest': for rest is contrary to motion, so that rest will
be negation of motion in that which is capable of admitting
motion.

The foregoing remarks are sufficient to explain the essen-
tial nature of motion and rest, the number
of kinds of change, and the different vari-
eties of motion.

3

Let us now proceed to define the
terms 'together' and 'apart', 'in contact',
' b e t ween', 'in succession', 'contiguous',
and 'continuous', and to show in what cir-
cumstances each of these terms is natural-
ly applicable.

Things are said to be together in place
when they are in one place (in the strictest
sense of the word 'place') and to be apart when they are in dif-
ferent places.

Things are said to be in contact when their extremities
are together.

That which a changing thing, if it changes continuously
in a natural manner, naturally reaches before it reaches that to
which it changes last, is between. Thus 'between' implies the
presence of at least three things: for in a process of change it
is the contrary that is 'last': and a thing is moved continuously
if it leaves no gap or only the smallest possible gap in the
material-not in the time (for a gap in the time does not pre-
vent things having a 'between', while, on the other hand,
there is nothing to prevent the highest note sounding imme-
diately after the lowest) but in the material in which the
motion takes place. This is manifestly true not only in local
changes but in every other kind as well. (Now every change

implies a pair of opposites, and opposites may be either con-
traries or contradictories; since then contradiction admits of
no mean term, it is obvious that 'between' must imply a pair
of contraries) That is locally contrary which is most distant in
a straight line: for the shortest line is definitely limited, and
that which is definitely limited constitutes a measure.

A thing is 'in succession' when it is after the beginning in
position or in form or in some other respect in which it is def-
initely so regarded, and when further there is nothing of the
same kind as itself between it and that to which it is in suc-
cession, e.g. a line or lines if it is a line, a unit or units if it is
a unit, a house if it is a house (there is nothing to prevent
something of a different kind being between). For that which
is in succession is in succession to a particular thing, and is
something posterior: for one is not 'in succession' to two, nor
is the first day of the month to be second: in each case the lat-
ter is 'in succession' to the former.

A thing that is in succession and touch-
es is 'contiguous'. The 'continuous' is a sub-
division of the contiguous: things are called
continuous when the touching limits of
each become one and the same and are, as
the word implies, contained in each other:
continuity is impossible if these extremities
are two. This definition makes it plain that
continuity belongs to things that naturally
in virtue of their mutual contact form a
unity. And in whatever way that which
holds them together is one, so too will the
whole be one, e.g. by a rivet or glue or con-
tact or organic union.

It is obvious that of these terms 'in succession' is first in
order of analysis: for that which touches is necessarily in suc-
cession, but not everything that is in succession touches: and
so succession is a property of things prior in definition, e.g.
numbers, while contact is not. And if there is continuity there
is necessarily contact, but if there is contact, that alone does
not imply continuity: for the extremities of things may be
'together' without necessarily being one: but they cannot be
one without being necessarily together. So natural junction is
last in coming to be: for the extremities must necessarily
come into contact if they are to be naturally joined: but
things that are in contact are not all naturally joined, while
there is no contact clearly there is no natural junction either.
Hence, if as some say 'point' and 'unit' have an independent
existence of their own, it is impossible for the two to be iden-
tical: for points can touch while units can only be in succes-
sion. Moreover, there can always be something between
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points (for all lines are intermediate between points), where-
as it is not necessary that there should possibly be anything
between units: for there can be nothing between the numbers
one and two.

We have now defined what is meant by 'together' and
'apart', 'contact', 'between' and 'in succession', 'contiguous'
and 'continuous': and we have shown in what circumstances
each of these terms is applicable.

4

There are many senses in which motion is said to be
'one': for we use the term 'one' in many senses.

Motion is one generically according to the different cate-
gories to which it may be assigned: thus any locomotion is
one generically with any other locomotion, whereas alteration
is different generically from locomotion.

Motion is one specifically when besides being one gener-
ically it also takes place in a species incapable of subdivision:
e.g. colour has specific differences: therefore blackening and
whitening differ specifically; but at all events every whitening
will be specifically the same with every other whitening and
every blackening with every other blackening. But white is
not further subdivided by specific differences: hence any
whitening is specifically one with any other whitening.
Where it happens that the genus is at the same time a species,
it is clear that the motion will then in a sense be one specifi-
cally though not in an unqualified sense: learning is an exam-
ple of this, knowledge being on the one hand a species of
apprehension and on the other hand a genus including the
various knowledges. A difficulty, however, may be raised as to
whether a motion is specifically one when the same thing
changes from the same to the same, e.g. when one point
changes again and again from a particular place to a particu-
lar place: if this motion is specifically one, circular motion
will be the same as rectilinear motion, and rolling the same as
walking. But is not this difficulty removed by the principle
already laid down that if that in which the motion takes place
is specifically different (as in the present instance the circular
path is specifically different from the straight) the motion
itself is also different? We have explained, then, what is meant
by saying that motion is one generically or one specifically.

Motion is one in an unqualified sense when it is one
essentially or numerically: and the following distinctions will
make clear what this kind of motion is. There are three class-
es of things in connexion with which we speak of motion, the
'that which', the 'that in which', and the 'that during which'.

I mean that there must he something that is in motion, e.g. a
man or gold, and it must be in motion in something, e.g. a
place or an affection, and during something, for all motion
takes place during a time. Of these three it is the thing in
which the motion takes place that makes it one generically or
specifically, it is the thing moved that makes the motion one
in subject, and it is the time that makes it consecutive: but it
is the three together that make it one without qualification:
to effect this, that in which the motion takes place (the
species) must be one and incapable of subdivision, that dur-
ing which it takes place (the time) must be one and uninter-
mittent, and that which is in motion must be one-not in an
accidental sense (i.e. it must be one as the white that blackens
is one or Coriscus who walks is one, not in the accidental
sense in which Coriscus and white may be one), nor merely
in virtue of community of nature (for there might be a case
of two men being restored to health at the same time in the
same way, e.g. from inflammation of the eye, yet this motion
is not really one, but only specifically one).

Suppose, however, that Socrates undergoes an alteration
specifically the same but at one time and again at another: in
this case if it is possible for that which ceased to be again to
come into being and remain numerically the same, then this
motion too will be one: otherwise it will be the same but not
one. And akin to this difficulty there is another; viz. is health
one? and generally are the states and affections in bodies sev-
erally one in essence although (as is clear) the things that con-
tain them are obviously in motion and in flux? Thus if a per-
son's health at daybreak and at the present moment is one
and the same, why should not this health be numerically one
with that which he recovers after an interval? The same argu-
ment applies in each case. There is, however, we may answer,
this difference: that if the states are two then it follows simply
from this fact that the activities must also in point of number
be two (for only that which is numerically one can give rise
to an activity that is numerically one), but if the state is one,
this is not in itself enough to make us regard the activity also
as one: for when a man ceases walking, the walking no longer
is, but it will again be if he begins to walk again. But, be this
as it may, if in the above instance the health is one and the
same, then it must be possible for that which is one and the
same to come to be and to cease to be many times. However,
these difficulties lie outside our present inquiry.

Since every motion is continuous, a motion that is one in
an unqualified sense must (since every motion is divisible) be
continuous, and a continuous motion must be one. There
will not be continuity between any motion and any other
indiscriminately any more than there is between any two
things chosen at random in any other sphere: there can be
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continuity only when the extremities of the two things are
one. Now some things have no extremities at all: and the
extremities of others differ specifically although we give them
the same name of 'end': how should e.g. the 'end' of a line
and the 'end' of walking touch or come to be one? Motions
that are not the same either specifically or generically may, it
is true, be consecutive (e.g. a man may run and then at once
fall ill of a fever), and again, in the torch-race we have con-
secutive but not continuous locomotion: for according to our
definition there can be continuity only when the ends of the
two things are one. Hence motions may be consecutive or
successive in virtue of the time being continuous, but there
can be continuity only in virtue of the motions themselves
being continuous, that is when the end of each is one with the
end of the other. Motion, therefore, that is in an unqualified
sense continuous and one must be specifically the same, of
one thing, and in one time. Unity is required in respect of
time in order that there may be no interval of immobility, for
where there is intermission of motion there must be rest, and
a motion that includes intervals of rest will be not one but
many, so that a motion that is interrupted by stationariness is
not one or continuous, and it is so interrupted if there is an
interval of time. And though of a motion that is not specifi-
cally one (even if the time is unintermittent) the time is one,
the motion is specifically different, and so cannot really be
one, for motion that is one must be specifically one, though
motion that is specifically one is not necessarily one in an
unqualified sense. We have now explained what we mean
when we call a motion one without qualification.

Further, a motion is also said to be one generically, specif-
ically, or essentially when it is complete, just as in other cases
completeness and wholeness are characteristics of what is one:
and sometimes a motion even if incomplete is said to be one,
provided only that it is continuous.

And besides the cases already mentioned there is another
in which a motion is said to be one, viz. when it is regular: for
in a sense a motion that is irregular is not regarded as one,
that title belonging rather to that which is regular, as a
straight line is regular, the irregular being as such divisible.
But the difference would seem to be one of degree. In every
kind of motion we may have regularity or irregularity: thus
there may be regular alteration, and locomotion in a regular
path, e.g. in a circle or on a straight line, and it is the same
with regard to increase and decrease. The difference that
makes a motion irregular is sometimes to be found in its path:
thus a motion cannot be regular if its path is an irregular mag-
nitude, e.g. a broken line, a spiral, or any other magnitude
that is not such that any part of it taken at random fits on to
any other that may be chosen. Sometimes it is found neither

in the place nor in the time nor in the goal but in the man-
ner of the motion: for in some cases the motion is differenti-
ated by quickness and slowness: thus if its velocity is uniform
a motion is regular, if not it is irregular. So quickness and
slowness are not species of motion nor do they constitute spe-
cific differences of motion, because this distinction occurs in
connexion with all the distinct species of motion. The same is
true of heaviness and lightness when they refer to the same
thing: e.g. they do not specifically distinguish earth from
itself or fire from itself. Irregular motion, therefore, while in
virtue of being continuous it is one, is so in a lesser degree, as
is the case with locomotion in a broken line: and a lesser
degree of something always means an admixture of its con-
trary. And since every motion that is one can be both regular
and irregular, motions that are consecutive but not specifical-
ly the same cannot be one and continuous: for how should a
motion composed of alteration and locomotion be regular? If
a motion is to be regular its parts ought to fit one another.

5

We have further to determine what motions are contrary
to each other, and to determine similarly how it is with rest.
And we have first to decide whether contrary motions are
motions respectively from and to the same thing, e.g. a
motion from health and a motion to health (where the oppo-
sition, it would seem, is of the same kind as that between
coming to be and ceasing to be); or motions respectively from
contraries, e.g. a motion from health and a motion from dis-
ease; or motions respectively to contraries, e.g. a motion to
health and a motion to disease; or motions respectively from
a contrary and to the opposite contrary, e.g. a motion from
health and a motion to disease; or motions respectively from
a contrary to the opposite contrary and from the latter to the
former, e.g. a motion from health to disease and a motion
from disease to health: for motions must be contrary to one
another in one or more of these ways, as there is no other way
in which they can be opposed.

Now motions respectively from a contrary and to the
opposite contrary, e.g. a motion from health and a motion to
disease, are not contrary motions: for they are one and the
same. (Yet their essence is not the same, just as changing from
health is different from changing to disease.) Nor are motion
respectively from a contrary and from the opposite contrary
contrary motions, for a motion from a contrary is at the same
time a motion to a contrary or to an intermediate (of this,
however, we shall speak later), but changing to a contrary
rather than changing from a contrary would seem to be the
cause of the contrariety of motions, the latter being the loss,
the former the gain, of contrariness. Moreover, each several
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motion takes its name rather from the goal than from the
starting-point of change, e.g. motion to health we call conva-
lescence, motion to disease sickening. Thus we are left with
motions respectively to contraries, and motions respectively
to contraries from the opposite contraries. Now it would
seem that motions to contraries are at the same time motions
from contraries (though their essence may not be the same;
'to health' is distinct, I mean, from 'from disease', and 'from
health' from 'to disease').

Since then change differs from motion (motion being
change from a particular subject to a particular subject), it
follows that contrary motions are motions respectively from a
contrary to the opposite contrary and from the latter to the
former, e.g. a motion from health to disease and a motion
from disease to health. Moreover, the consideration of partic-
ular examples will also show what kinds of processes are gen-
erally recognized as contrary: thus falling ill is regarded as
contrary to recovering one's health, these processes having
contrary goals, and being taught as contrary to being led into
error by another, it being possible to acquire error, like knowl-
edge, either by one's own agency or by that of another.
Similarly we have upward locomotion and downward loco-
motion, which are contrary lengthwise, locomotion to the
right and locomotion to the left, which are contrary breadth-
wise, and forward locomotion and backward locomotion,
which too are contraries. On the other hand, a process sim-
ply to a contrary, e.g. that denoted by the expression 'becom-
ing white', where no starting-point is specified, is a change
but not a motion. And in all cases of a thing that has no con-
trary we have as contraries change from and change to the
same thing. Thus coming to be is contrary to ceasing to be,
and losing to gaining. But these are changes and not motions.
And wherever a pair of contraries admit of an intermediate,
motions to that intermediate must be held to be in a sense
motions to one or other of the contraries: for the intermedi-
ate serves as a contrary for the purposes of the motion, in
whichever direction the change may be, e.g. grey in a motion
from grey to white takes the place of black as starting-point,
in a motion from white to grey it takes the place of black as
goal, and in a motion from black to grey it takes the place of
white as goal: for the middle is opposed in a sense to either of
the extremes, as has been said above. Thus we see that two
motions are contrary to each other only when one is a motion
from a contrary to the opposite contrary and the other is a
motion from the latter to the former.

6

But since a motion appears to have contrary to it not only
another motion but also a state of rest, we must determine

how this is so. A motion has for its contrary in the strict sense
of the term another motion, but it also has for an opposite a
state of rest (for rest is the privation of motion and the priva-
tion of anything may be called its contrary), and motion of
one kind has for its opposite rest of that kind, e.g. local
motion has local rest. This statement, however, needs further
qualification: there remains the question, is the opposite of
remaining at a particular place motion from or motion to that
place? It is surely clear that since there are two subjects
between which motion takes place, motion from one of these
(A) to its contrary (B) has for its opposite remaining in A
while the reverse motion has for its opposite remaining in B.
At the same time these two are also contrary to each other: for
it would be absurd to suppose that there are contrary motions
and not opposite states of rest. States of rest in contraries are
opposed. To take an example, a state of rest in health is (1)
contrary to a state of rest in disease, and (2) the motion to
which it is contrary is that from health to disease. For (2) it
would be absurd that its contrary motion should be that from
disease to health, since motion to that in which a thing is at
rest is rather a coming to rest, the coming to rest being found
to come into being simultaneously with the motion; and one
of these two motions it must be. And (1) rest in whiteness is
of course not contrary to rest in health.

Of all things that have no contraries there are opposite
changes (viz. change from the thing and change to the thing,
e.g. change from being and change to being), but no motion.
So, too, of such things there is no remaining though there is
absence of change. Should there be a particular subject,
absence of change in its being will be contrary to absence of
change in its not-being. And here a difficulty may be raised:
if not-being is not a particular something, what is it, it may
be asked, that is contrary to absence of change in a thing's
being? and is this absence of change a state of rest? If it is,
then either it is not true that every state of rest is contrary to
a motion or else coming to be and ceasing to be are motion.
It is clear then that, since we exclude these from among
motions, we must not say that this absence of change is a state
of rest: we must say that it is similar to a state of rest and call
it absence of change. And it will have for its contrary either
nothing or absence of change in the thing's not-being, or the
ceasing to be of the thing: for such ceasing to be is change
from it and the thing's coming to be is change to it.

Again, a further difficulty may be raised. How is it, it
may be asked, that whereas in local change both remaining
and moving may be natural or unnatural, in the other
changes this is not so? e.g. alteration is not now natural and
now unnatural, for convalescence is no more natural or
unnatural than falling ill, whitening no more natural or
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unnatural than blackening; so, too, with increase and
decrease: these are not contrary to each other in the sense that
either of them is natural while the other is unnatural, nor is
one increase contrary to another in this sense; and the same
account may be given of becoming and perishing: it is not
true that becoming is natural and perishing unnatural (for
growing old is natural), nor do we observe one becoming to
be natural and another unnatural. We answer that if what
happens under violence is unnatural, then violent perishing is
unnatural and as such contrary to natural perishing. Are there
then also some becomings that are violent and not the result
of natural necessity, and are therefore contrary to natural
becomings, and violent increases and decreases, e.g. the rapid
growth to maturity of profligates and the rapid ripening of
seeds even when not packed close in the earth? And how is it
with alterations? Surely just the same: we may say that some
alterations are violent while others are natural, e.g. patients
alter naturally or unnaturally according as they throw off
fevers on the critical days or not. But, it may be objected,
then we shall have perishings contrary to one another, not to
becoming. Certainly: and why should not this in a sense be
so? Thus it is so if one perishing is pleasant and another
painful: and so one perishing will be contrary to another not
in an unqualified sense, but in so far as one has this quality
and the other that.

Now motions and states of rest universally exhibit con-
trariety in the manner described above, e.g. upward motion
and rest above are respectively contrary to downward motion
and rest below, these being instances of local contrariety; and
upward locomotion belongs naturally to fire and downward
to earth, i.e. the locomotions of the two are contrary to each
other. And again, fire moves up naturally and down unnatu-
rally: and its natural motion is certainly contrary to its unnat-
ural motion. Similarly with remaining: remaining above is
contrary to motion from above downwards, and to earth this
remaining comes unnaturally, this motion naturally. So the
unnatural remaining of a thing is contrary to its natural
motion, just as we find a similar contrariety in the motion of
the same thing: one of its motions, the upward or the down-
ward, will be natural, the other unnatural.

Here, however, the question arises, has every state of rest
that is not permanent a becoming, and is this becoming a
coming to a standstill? If so, there must be a becoming of that
which is at rest unnaturally, e.g. of earth at rest above: and
therefore this earth during the time that it was being carried
violently upward was coming to a standstill. But whereas the
velocity of that which comes to a standstill seems always to
increase, the velocity of that which is carried violently seems
always to decrease: so it will he in a state of rest without hav-

ing become so. Moreover 'coming to a standstill' is generally
recognized to be identical or at least concomitant with the
locomotion of a thing to its proper place.

There is also another difficulty involved in the view that
remaining in a particular place is contrary to motion from
that place. For when a thing is moving from or discarding
something, it still appears to have that which is being dis-
carded, so that if a state of rest is itself contrary to the motion
from the state of rest to its contrary, the contraries rest and
motion will be simultaneously predicable of the same thing.
May we not say, however, that in so far as the thing is still sta-
tionary it is in a state of rest in a qualified sense? For, in fact,

w h e n e ver a thing is in
motion, part of it is at the
starting-point while part is
at the goal to which it is
changing: and consequent-
ly a motion finds its true
contrary rather in another
motion than in a state of
rest.

With regard to motion
and rest, then, we have
n ow explained in what

sense each of them is one and under what conditions they
exhibit contrariety.

[With regard to coming to a standstill the question may
be raised whether there is an opposite state of rest to unnat-
ural as well as to natural motions. It would be absurd if this
were not the case: for a thing may remain still merely under
violence: thus we shall have a thing being in a non-permanent
state of rest without having become so. But it is clear that it
must be the case: for just as there is unnatural motion, so, too,
a thing may be in an unnatural state of rest. Further, some
things have a natural and an unnatural motion, e.g. fire has a
natural upward motion and an unnatural downward motion:
is it, then, this unnatural downward motion or is it the nat-
ural downward motion of earth that is contrary to the natur-
al upward motion? Surely it is clear that both are contrary to
it though not in the same sense: the natural motion of earth
is contrary inasmuch as the motion of fire is also natural,
whereas the upward motion of fire as being natural is contrary
to the downward motion of fire as being unnatural. The same
is true of the corresponding cases of remaining. But there
would seem to be a sense in which a state of rest and a motion
are opposites.]

Book VI
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1

Now if the terms 'continuous', 'in contact', and 'in suc-
cession' are understood as defined above things being 'con-
tinuous' if their extremities are one, 'in contact' if their
extremities are together, and 'in succession' if there is nothing
of their own kind intermediate between them-nothing that is
continuous can be composed 'of indivisibles': e.g. a line can-
not be composed of points, the line being continuous and the
point indivisible. For the extremities of two points can nei-
ther be one (since of an indivisible there can be no extremity
as distinct from some other part) nor together (since that
which has no parts can have no extremity, the extremity and
the thing of which it is the extremity being distinct).

Moreover, if that which is continuous is composed of
points, these points must be either continuous or in contact
with one another: and the same reasoning applies in the case
of all indivisibles. Now for the reason given above they can-
not be continuous: and one thing can be in contact with
another only if whole is in contact with whole or part with
part or part with whole. But since indivisibles have no parts,
they must be in contact with one another as whole with
whole. And if they are in contact with one another as whole
with whole, they will not be continuous: for that which is
continuous has distinct parts: and these parts into which it is
divisible are different in this way, i.e. spatially separate.

Nor, again, can a point be in succession to a point or a
moment to a moment in such a way that length can be com-
posed of points or time of moments: for things are in succes-
sion if there is nothing of their own kind intermediate
between them, whereas that which is intermediate between
points is always a line and that which is intermediate between
moments is always a period of time.

Again, if length and time could thus be composed of
indivisibles, they could be divided into indivisibles, since each
is divisible into the parts of which it is composed. But, as we
saw, no continuous thing is divisible into things without
parts. Nor can there be anything of any other kind interme-
diate between the parts or between the moments: for if there
could be any such thing it is clear that it must be either indi-
visible or divisible, and if it is divisible, it must be divisible
either into indivisibles or into divisibles that are infinitely
divisible, in which case it is continuous.

Moreover, it is plain that everything continuous is divisi-
ble into divisibles that are infinitely divisible: for if it were
divisible into indivisibles, we should have an indivisible in

contact with an indivisible, since the extremities of things
that are continuous with one another are one and are in con-
tact.

The same reasoning applies equally to magnitude, to
time, and to motion: either all of these are composed of indi-
visibles and are divisible into indivisibles, or none. This may
be made clear as follows. If a magnitude is composed of indi-
visibles, the motion over that magnitude must be composed
of corresponding indivisible motions: e.g. if the magnitude
ABG is composed of the indivisibles A, B, G, each corre-
sponding part of the motion DEZ of O over ABG is indivis-
ible. Therefore, since where there is motion there must be
something that is in motion, and where there is something in
motion there must be motion, therefore the being-moved will
also be composed of indivisibles. So O traversed A when its
motion was D, B when its motion was E, and G similarly
when its motion was Z. Now a thing that is in motion from
one place to another cannot at the moment when it was in
motion both be in motion and at the same time have com-
pleted its motion at the place to which it was in motion: e.g.
if a man is walking to Thebes, he cannot be walking to
Thebes and at the same time have completed his walk to
Thebes: and, as we saw, O traverses a the partless section A in
virtue of the presence of the motion D. Consequently, if O
actually passed through A after being in process of passing
through, the motion must be divisible: for at the time when
O was passing through, it neither was at rest nor had com-
pleted its passage but was in an intermediate state: while if it
is passing through and has completed its passage at the same
moment, then that which is walking will at the moment
when it is walking have completed its walk and will be in the
place to which it is walking; that is to say, it will have com-
pleted its motion at the place to which it is in motion. And if
a thing is in motion over the whole KBG and its motion is
the three D, E, and Z, and if it is not in motion at all over the
partless section A but has completed its motion over it, then
the motion will consist not of motions but of starts, and will
take place by a thing's having completed a motion without
being in motion: for on this assumption it has completed its
passage through A without passing through it. So it will be
possible for a thing to have completed a walk without ever
walking: for on this assumption it has completed a walk over
a particular distance without walking over that distance.
Since, then, everything must be either at rest or in motion,
and O is therefore at rest in each of the sections A, B, and G,
it follows that a thing can be continuously at rest and at the
same time in motion: for, as we saw, O is in motion over the
whole ABG and at rest in any part (and consequently in the
whole) of it. Moreover, if the indivisibles composing DEZ are
motions, it would be possible for a thing in spite of the pres-
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ence in it of motion to be not in motion but at rest, while if
they are not motions, it would be possible for motion to be
composed of something other than motions.

And if length and motion are thus indivisible, it is neither
more nor less necessary that time also be similarly indivisible,
that is to say be composed of indivisible moments: for if the
whole distance is divisible and an equal velocity will cause a
thing to pass through less of it in less time, the time must also
be divisible, and conversely, if the time in which a thing is
carried over the section A is divisible, this section A must also
be divisible.

2

And since every magnitude is divisible into magnitudes-
for we have shown that it is impossible for anything continu-
ous to be composed of indivisible parts, and every magnitude
is continuous-it necessarily follows that the quicker of two
things traverses a greater magnitude in an equal time, an
equal magnitude in less time, and a greater magnitude in less
time, in conformity with the definition sometimes given of
'the quicker'. Suppose that A is quicker than B. Now since of
two things that which changes sooner is quicker, in the time
ZH, in which A has changed from G to D, B will not yet have
arrived at D but will be short of it: so that in an equal time
the quicker will pass over a greater magnitude. More than
this, it will pass over a greater magnitude in less time: for in
the time in which A has arrived at D, B being the slower has
arrived, let us say, at E. Then since A has occupied the whole
time ZH in arriving at D, will have arrived at O in less time
than this, say ZK. Now the magnitude GO that A has passed
over is greater than the magnitude GE, and the time ZK is
less than the whole time ZH: so that the quicker will pass
over a greater magnitude in less time. And from this it is also
clear that the quicker will pass over an equal magnitude in less
time than the slower. For since it passes over the greater mag-
nitude in less time than the slower, and (regarded by itself )
passes over LM the greater in more time than LX the lesser,
the time PRh in which it passes over LM will be more than
the time PS, which it passes over LX: so that, the time PRh
being less than the time PCh in which the slower passes over
LX, the time PS will also be less than the time PX: for it is less
than the time PRh, and that which is less than something else
that is less than a thing is also itself less than that thing.
Hence it follows that the quicker will traverse an equal mag-
nitude in less time than the slower. Again, since the motion
of anything must always occupy either an equal time or less
or more time in comparison with that of another thing, and
since, whereas a thing is slower if its motion occupies more
time and of equal velocity if its motion occupies an equal

time, the quicker is neither of equal velocity nor slower, it fol-
lows that the motion of the quicker can occupy neither an
equal time nor more time. It can only be, then, that it occu-
pies less time, and thus we get the necessary consequence that
the quicker will pass over an equal magnitude (as well as a
greater) in less time than the slower.

And since every motion is in time and a motion may
occupy any time, and the motion of everything that is in
motion may be either quicker or slower, both quicker motion
and slower motion may occupy any time: and this being so,
it necessarily follows that time also is continuous. By contin-
uous I mean that which is divisible into divisibles that are
infinitely divisible: and if we take this as the definition of con-
tinuous, it follows necessarily that time is continuous. For
since it has been shown that the quicker will pass over an
equal magnitude in less time than the slower, suppose that A
is quicker and B slower, and that the slower has traversed the
magnitude GD in the time ZH. Now it is clear that the
quicker will traverse the same magnitude in less time than
this: let us say in the time ZO. Again, since the quicker has
passed over the whole D in the time ZO, the slower will in
the same time pass over GK, say, which is less than GD. And
since B, the slower, has passed over GK in the time ZO, the
quicker will pass over it in less time: so that the time ZO will
again be divided. And if this is divided the magnitude GK
will also be divided just as GD was: and again, if the magni-
tude is divided, the time will also be divided. And we can
carry on this process for ever, taking the slower after the
quicker and the quicker after the slower alternately, and using
what has been demonstrated at each stage as a new point of
departure: for the quicker will divide the time and the slower
will divide the length. If, then, this alternation always holds
good, and at every turn involves a division, it is evident that
all time must be continuous. And at the same time it is clear
that all magnitude is also continuous; for the divisions of
which time and magnitude respectively are susceptible are the
same and equal.

Moreover, the current popular arguments make it plain
that, if time is continuous, magnitude is continuous also,
inasmuch as a thing asses over half a given magnitude in half
the time taken to cover the whole: in fact without qualifica-
tion it passes over a less magnitude in less time; for the divi-
sions of time and of magnitude will be the same. And if either
is infinite, so is the other, and the one is so in the same way
as the other; i.e. if time is infinite in respect of its extremities,
length is also infinite in respect of its extremities: if time is
infinite in respect of divisibility, length is also infinite in
respect of divisibility: and if time is infinite in both respects,
magnitude is also infinite in both respects.
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Hence Zeno's argument makes a false assumption in
asserting that it is impossible for a thing to pass over or sev-
erally to come in contact with infinite things in a finite time.
For there are two senses in which length and time and gener-
ally anything continuous are called 'infinite': they are called
so either in respect of divisibility or in respect of their extrem-
ities. So while a thing in a finite time cannot come in contact
with things quantitatively infinite, it can come in contact
with things infinite in respect of divisibility: for in this sense
the time itself is also infinite: and so we find that the time
occupied by the passage over the infinite is not a finite but an
infinite time, and the contact with the infinites is made by
means of moments not finite but infinite in number.

The passage over the infinite, then, cannot occupy a
finite time, and the passage over the finite cannot occupy an
infinite time: if the time is infinite the magnitude must be
infinite also, and if the magnitude is infinite, so also is the
time. This may be shown as follows. Let AB be a finite mag-
nitude, and let us suppose that it is traversed in infinite time
G, and let a finite period GD of the time be taken. Now in
this period the thing in motion will pass over a certain seg-
ment of the magnitude: let BE be the segment that it has thus
passed over. (This will be either an exact measure of AB or less
or greater than an exact measure: it makes no difference
which it is.) Then, since a magnitude equal to BE will always
be passed over in an equal time, and BE measures the whole
magnitude, the whole time occupied in passing over AB will
be finite: for it will be divisible into periods equal in number
to the segments into which the magnitude is divisible.
Moreover, if it is the case that infinite time is not occupied in
passing over every magnitude, but it is possible to ass over
some magnitude, say BE, in a finite time, and if this BE mea-
sures the whole of which it is a part, and if an equal magni-
tude is passed over in an equal time, then it follows that the
time like the magnitude is finite. That infinite time will not
be occupied in passing over BE is evident if the time be taken
as limited in one direction: for as the part will be passed over
in less time than the whole, the time occupied in traversing
this part must be finite, the limit in one direction being given.
The same reasoning will also show the falsity of the assump-
tion that infinite length can be traversed in a finite time. It is
evident, then, from what has been said that neither a line nor
a surface nor in fact anything continuous can be indivisible.

This conclusion follows not only from the present argu-
ment but from the consideration that the opposite assump-
tion implies the divisibility of the indivisible. For since the
distinction of quicker and slower may apply to motions occu-
pying any period of time and in an equal time the quicker

passes over a greater length, it may happen that it will pass
over a length twice, or one and a half times, as great as that
passed over by the slower: for their respective velocities may
stand to one another in this proportion. Suppose, then, that
the quicker has in the same time been carried over a length
one and a half times as great as that traversed by the slower,
and that the respective magnitudes are divided, that of the
quicker, the magnitude ABGD, into three indivisibles, and
that of the slower into the two indivisibles EZ, ZH. Then the
time may also be divided into three indivisibles, for an equal
magnitude will be passed over in an equal time. Suppose then
that it is thus divided into KL, LM, MN. Again, since in the
same time the slower has been carried over EZ, ZH, the time
may also be similarly divided into two. Thus the indivisible
will be divisible, and that which has no parts will be passed
over not in an indivisible but in a greater time. It is evident,
therefore, that nothing continuous is without parts.

3

The present also is necessarily indivisible-the present,
that is, not in the sense in which the word is applied to one
thing in virtue of another, but in its proper and primary
sense; in which sense it is inherent in all time. For the present
is something that is an extremity of the past (no part of the
future being on this side of it) and also of the future (no part
of the past being on the other side of it): it is, as we have said,
a limit of both. And if it is once shown that it is essentially of
this character and one and the same, it will at once be evident
also that it is indivisible.

Now the present that is the extremity of both times must
be one and the same: for if each extremity were different, the
one could not be in succession to the other, because nothing
continuous can be composed of things having no parts: and
if the one is apart from the other, there will be time interme-
diate between them, because everything continuous is such
that there is something intermediate between its limits and
described by the same name as itself. But if the intermediate
thing is time, it will be divisible: for all time has been shown
to be divisible. Thus on this assumption the present is divisi-
ble. But if the present is divisible, there will be part of the past
in the future and part of the future in the past: for past time
will be marked off from future time at the actual point of
division. Also the present will be a present not in the proper
sense but in virtue of something else: for the division which
yields it will not be a division proper. Furthermore, there will
be a part of the present that is past and a part that is future,
and it will not always be the same part that is past or future:
in fact one and the same present will not be simultaneous: for
the time may be divided at many points. If, therefore, the pre-
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sent cannot possibly have these characteristics, it follows that
it must be the same present that belongs to each of the two
times. But if this is so it is evident that the present is also indi-
visible: for if it is divisible it will be involved in the same
implications as before. It is clear, then, from what has been
said that time contains something indivisible, and this is what
we call a present.

We will now show that nothing can be in motion in a
present. For if this is possible, there can be both quicker and
slower motion in the present. Suppose then that in the pre-
sent N the quicker has traversed the distance AB. That being
so, the slower will in the same present traverse a distance less
than AB, say AG. But since the slower will have occupied the
whole present in traversing AG, the quicker will occupy less
than this in traversing it. Thus we shall have a division of the
present, whereas we found it to be indivisible. It is impossi-
ble, therefore, for anything to be in motion in a present.

Nor can anything be at rest in a present: for, as we were
saying, only can be at rest which is naturally designed to be in
motion but is not in motion when, where, or as it would nat-
urally be so: since, therefore, nothing is naturally designed to
be in motion in a present, it is clear that nothing can be at rest
in a present either.

Moreover, inasmuch as it is the same present that belongs
to both the times, and it is possible for a thing to be in
motion throughout one time and to be at rest throughout the
other, and that which is in motion or at rest for the whole of
a time will be in motion or at rest as the case may be in any
part of it in which it is naturally designed to be in motion or
at rest: this being so, the assumption that there can be motion
or rest in a present will carry with it the implication that the
same thing can at the same time be at rest and in motion: for
both the times have the same extremity, viz. the present.

Again, when we say that a thing is at rest, we imply that
its condition in whole and in part is at the time of speaking
uniform with what it was previously: but the present contains
no 'previously': consequently, there can be no rest in it.

It follows then that the motion of that which is in motion
and the rest of that which is at rest must occupy time.

4

Further, everything that changes must be divisible. For
since every change is from something to something, and
when a thing is at the goal of its change it is no longer chang-
ing, and when both it itself and all its parts are at the starting-

point of its change it is not changing (for that which is in
whole and in part in an unvarying condition is not in a state
of change); it follows, therefore, that part of that which is
changing must be at the starting-point and part at the goal:
for as a whole it cannot be in both or in neither. (Here by
'goal of change' I mean that which comes first in the process
of change: e.g. in a process of change from white the goal in
question will be grey, not black: for it is not necessary that
that that which is changing should be at either of the
e x t remes.) It is evident, there f o re, that eve rything that
changes must be divisible.

Now motion is divisible in two senses. In the first place
it is divisible in virtue of the time that it occupies. In the sec-
ond place it is divisible according to the motions of the sev-
eral parts of that which is in motion: e.g. if the whole AG is
in motion, there will be a motion of AB and a motion of BG.
That being so, let DE be the motion of the part AB and EZ
the motion of the part BG. Then the whole DZ must be the
motion of AG: for DZ must constitute the motion of AG
inasmuch as DE and EZ severally constitute the motions of
each of its parts. But the motion of a thing can never be con-
stituted by the motion of something else: consequently the
whole motion is the motion of the whole magnitude.

Again, since every motion is a motion of something, and
the whole motion DZ is not the motion of either of the parts
(for each of the parts DE, EZ is the motion of one of the parts
AB, BG) or of anything else (for, the whole motion being the
motion of a whole, the parts of the motion are the motions of
the parts of that whole: and the parts of DZ are the motions
of AB, BG and of nothing else: for, as we saw, a motion that
is one cannot be the motion of more things than one): since
this is so, the whole motion will be the motion of the magni-
tude ABG.

Again, if there is a motion of the whole other than DZ,
say the the of each of the arts may be subtracted from it: and
these motions will be equal to DE, EZ respectively: for the
motion of that which is one must be one. So if the whole
motion OI may be divided into the motions of the parts, OI
will be equal to DZ: if on the other hand there is any remain-
der, say KI, this will be a motion of nothing: for it can be the
motion neither of the whole nor of the parts (as the motion
of that which is one must be one) nor of anything else: for a
motion that is continuous must be the motion of things that
are continuous. And the same result follows if the division of
OI reveals a surplus on the side of the motions of the parts.
Consequently, if this is impossible, the whole motion must be
the same as and equal to DZ.
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This then is what is meant by the division of motion
according to the motions of the parts: and it must be applic-
able to everything that is divisible into parts.

Motion is also susceptible of another kind of division,
that according to time. For since all motion is in time and all
time is divisible, and in less time the motion is less, it follows
that every motion must be divisible according to time. And
since everything that is in motion is in motion in a certain
sphere and for a certain time and has a motion belonging to
it, it follows that the time, the motion, the being-in-motion,
the thing that is in motion, and the sphere of the motion
must all be susceptible of the same divisions (though spheres
of motion are not all divisible in a like manner: thus quanti-
ty is essentially, quality accidentally divisible). For suppose
that A is the time occupied by the motion B. Then if all the
time has been occupied by the whole motion, it will take less
of the motion to occupy half the time, less again to occupy a
further subdivision of the time, and so on to infinity. Again,
the time will be divisible similarly to the motion: for if the
whole motion occupies all the time half the motion will occu-
py half the time, and less of the motion again will occupy less
of the time.

In the same way the being-in-motion will also be divisi-
ble. For let G be the whole being-in-motion. Then the being-
in-motion that corresponds to half the motion will be less
than the whole being-in-motion, that which corresponds to a
quarter of the motion will be less again, and so on to infini-
ty. Moreover by setting out successively the being-in-motion
corresponding to each of the two motions DG (say) and GE,
we may argue that the whole being-in-motion will corre-
spond to the whole motion (for if it were some other being-
in-motion that corresponded to the whole motion, there
would be more than one being-in motion corresponding to
the same motion), the argument being the same as that
whereby we showed that the motion of a thing is divisible
into the motions of the parts of the thing: for if we take sep-
arately the being-in motion corresponding to each of the two
motions, we shall see that the whole being-in motion is con-
tinuous.

The same reasoning will show the divisibility of the
length, and in fact of everything that forms a sphere of change
(though some of these are only accidentally divisible because
that which changes is so): for the division of one term will
involve the division of all. So, too, in the matter of their being
finite or infinite, they will all alike be either the one or the
other. And we now see that in most cases the fact that all the
terms are divisible or infinite is a direct consequence of the
fact that the thing that changes is divisible or infinite: for the

attributes 'divisible' and 'infinite' belong in the first instance
to the thing that changes. That divisibility does so we have
already shown: that infinity does so will be made clear in what
follows?

5

Since everything that changes changes from something to
something, that which has changed must at the moment
when it has first changed be in that to which it has changed.
For that which changes retires from or leaves that from which
it changes: and leaving, if not identical with changing, is at
any rate a consequence of it. And if leaving is a consequence
of changing, having left is a consequence of having changed:
for there is a like relation between the two in each case.

One kind of change, then, being change in a relation of
contradiction, where a thing has changed from not-being to
being it has left not-being. Therefore it will be in being: for
everything must either be or not be. It is evident, then, that
in contradictory change that which has changed must be in
that to which it has changed. And if this is true in this kind
of change, it will be true in all other kinds as well: for in this
matter what holds good in the case of one will hold good like-
wise in the case of the rest.

Moreover, if we take each kind of change separately, the
truth of our conclusion will be equally evident, on the ground
that that that which has changed must be somewhere or in
something. For, since it has left that from which it has
changed and must be somewhere, it must be either in that to
which it has changed or in something else. If, then, that
which has changed to B is in something other than B, say G,
it must again be changing from G to B: for it cannot be
assumed that there is no interval between G and B, since
change is continuous. Thus we have the result that the thing
that has changed, at the moment when it has changed, is
changing to that to which it has changed, which is impossi-
ble: that which has changed, therefore, must be in that to
which it has changed. So it is evident likewise that that that
which has come to be, at the moment when it has come to be,
will be, and that which has ceased to be will not-be: for what
we have said applies universally to every kind of change, and
its truth is most obvious in the case of contradictory change.
It is clear, then, that that which has changed, at the moment
when it has first changed, is in that to which it has changed.

We will now show that the 'primary when' in which that
which has changed effected the completion of its change
must be indivisible, where by 'primary' I mean possessing the
characteristics in question of itself and not in virtue of the
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possession of them by something else belonging to it. For let
AG be divisible, and let it be divided at B. If then the com-
pletion of change has been effected in AB or again in BG, AG
cannot be the primary thing in which the completion of
change has been effected. If, on the other hand, it has been
changing in both AB and BG (for it must either have changed
or be changing in each of them), it must have been changing
in the whole AG: but our assumption was that AG contains
only the completion of the change. It is equally impossible to
suppose that one part of AG contains the process and the
other the completion of the change: for then we shall have
something prior to what is primary. So that in which the
completion of change has been effected must be indivisible. It
is also evident, therefore, that that that in which that which
has ceased to be has ceased to be and that in which that which
has come to be has come to be are indivisible.

But there are two senses of the expression 'the primary
when in which something has changed'. On the one hand it
may mean the primary when containing the completion of
the process of change- the moment when it is correct to say
'it has changed': on the other hand it may mean the primary
when containing the beginning of the process of change.
Now the primary when that has reference to the end of the
change is something really existent: for a change may really be
completed, and there is such a thing as an end of change,
which we have in fact shown to be indivisible because it is a
limit. But that which has reference to the beginning is not
existent at all: for there is no such thing as a beginning of a
process of change, and the time occupied by the change does
not contain any primary when in which the change began.
For suppose that AD is such a primary when. Then it cannot
be indivisible: for, if it were, the moment immediately pre-
ceding the change and the moment in which the change
begins would be consecutive (and moments cannot be con-
secutive). Again, if the changing thing is at rest in the whole
preceding time GA (for we may suppose that it is at rest), it
is at rest in A also: so if AD is without parts, it will simulta-
neously be at rest and have changed: for it is at rest in A and
has changed in D. Since then AD is not without parts, it must
be divisible, and the changing thing must have changed in
every part of it (for if it has changed in neither of the two
parts into which AD is divided, it has not changed in the
whole either: if, on the other hand, it is in process of change
in both parts, it is likewise in process of change in the whole:
and if, again, it has changed in one of the two parts, the whole
is not the primary when in which it has changed: it must
therefore have changed in every part). It is evident, then, that
with reference to the beginning of change there is no prima-
ry when in which change has been effected: for the divisions
are infinite.

So, too, of that which has changed there is no primary
part that has changed. For suppose that of AE the primary
part that has changed is AZ (everything that changes having
been shown to be divisible): and let OI be the time in which
DZ has changed. If, then, in the whole time DZ has changed,
in half the time there will be a part that has changed, less than
and therefore prior to DZ: and again there will be another
part prior to this, and yet another, and so on to infinity. Thus
of that which changes there cannot be any primary part that
has changed. It is evident, then, from what has been said, that
neither of that which changes nor of the time in which it
changes is there any primary part.

With regard, however, to the actual subject of change-
that is to say that in respect of which a thing changes-there is
a difference to be observed. For in a process of change we may
distinguish three terms-that which changes, that in which it
changes, and the actual subject of change, e.g. the man, the
time, and the fair complexion. Of these the man and the time
are divisible: but with the fair complexion it is otherwise
(though they are all divisible accidentally, for that in which
the fair complexion or any other quality is an accident is
divisible). For of actual subjects of change it will be seen that
those which are classed as essentially, not accidentally, divisi-
ble have no primary part. Take the case of magnitudes: let AB
be a magnitude, and suppose that it has moved from B to a
primary 'where' G. Then if BG is taken to be indivisible, two
things without parts will have to be contiguous (which is
impossible): if on the other hand it is taken to be divisible,
there will be something prior to G to which the magnitude
has changed, and something else again prior to that, and so
on to infinity, because the process of division may be contin-
ued without end. Thus there can be no primary 'where' to
which a thing has changed. And if we take the case of quan-
titative change, we shall get a like result, for here too the
change is in something continuous. It is evident, then, that
only in qualitative motion can there be anything essentially
indivisible.

6

Now everything that changes changes time, and that in
two senses: for the time in which a thing is said to change
may be the primary time, or on the other hand it may have
an extended reference, as e.g. when we say that a thing
changes in a particular year because it changes in a particular
day. That being so, that which changes must be changing in
any part of the primary time in which it changes. This is clear
from our definition of 'primary', in which the word is said to
express just this: it may also, however, be made evident by the
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following argument. Let ChRh be the primary time in which
that which is in motion is in motion: and (as all time is divis-
ible) let it be divided at K. Now in the time ChK it either is
in motion or is not in motion, and the same is likewise true
of the time KRh. Then if it is in motion in neither of the two
parts, it will be at rest in the whole: for it is impossible that it
should be in motion in a time in no part of which it is in
motion. If on the other hand it is in motion in only one of
the two parts of the time, ChRh cannot be the primary time
in which it is in motion: for its motion will have reference to
a time other than ChRh. It must, then, have been in motion
in any part of ChRh.

And now that this has been proved, it is evident that
everything that is in motion must have been in motion
before. For if that which is in motion has traversed the dis-
tance KL in the primary time ChRh, in half the time a thing
that is in motion with equal velocity and began its motion at
the same time will have traversed half the distance. But if this
second thing whose velocity is equal has traversed a certain
distance in a certain time, the original thing that is in motion
must have traversed the same distance in the same time.
Hence that which is in motion must have been in motion
before.

Again, if by taking the extreme moment of the time-for
it is the moment that defines the time, and time is that which
is intermediate between moments-we are enabled to say that
motion has taken place in the whole time ChRh or in fact in
any period of it, motion may likewise be said to have taken
place in every other such period. But half the time finds an
extreme in the point of division. Therefore motion will have
taken place in half the time and in fact in any part of it: for
as soon as any division is made there is always a time defined
by moments. If, then, all time is divisible, and that which is
intermediate between moments is time, everything that is
changing must have completed an infinite number of
changes.

Again, since a thing that changes continuously and has
not perished or ceased from its change must either be chang-
ing or have changed in any part of the time of its change, and
since it cannot be changing in a moment, it follows that it
must have changed at every moment in the time: conse-
quently, since the moments are infinite in number, everything
that is changing must have completed an infinite number of
changes.

And not only must that which is changing have changed,
but that which has changed must also previously have been
changing, since everything that has changed from something

to something has changed in a period of time. For suppose
that a thing has changed from A to B in a moment. Now the
moment in which it has changed cannot be the same as that
in which it is at A (since in that case it would be in A and B
at once): for we have shown above that that that which has
changed, when it has changed, is not in that from which it
has changed. If, on the other hand, it is a different moment,
there will be a period of time intermediate between the two:
for, as we saw, moments are not consecutive. Since, then, it
has changed in a period of time, and all time is divisible, in
half the time it will have completed another change, in a
quarter another, and so on to infinity: consequently when it
has changed, it must have previously been changing.

Moreover, the truth of what has been said is more evident
in the case of magnitude, because the magnitude over which
what is changing changes is continuous. For suppose that a
thing has changed from G to D. Then if GD is indivisible,
two things without parts will be consecutive. But since this is
impossible, that which is intermediate between them must be
a magnitude and divisible into an infinite number of seg-
ments: consequently, before the change is completed, the
thing changes to those segments. Eve rything that has
changed, therefore, must previously have been changing: for
the same proof also holds good of change with respect to what
is not continuous, changes, that is to say, between contraries
and between contradictories. In such cases we have only to
take the time in which a thing has changed and again apply
the same reasoning. So that which has changed must have
been changing and that which is changing must have
changed, and a process of change is preceded by a completion
of change and a completion by a process: and we can never
take any stage and say that it is absolutely the first. The rea-
son of this is that no two things without parts can be con-
tiguous, and therefore in change the process of division is
infinite, just as lines may be infinitely divided so that one part
is continually increasing and the other continually decreasing.

So it is evident also that that that which has become must
previously have been in process of becoming, and that which
is in process of becoming must previously have become,
everything (that is) that is divisible and continuous: though it
is not always the actual thing that is in process of becoming
of which this is true: sometimes it is something else, that is to
say, some part of the thing in question, e.g. the foundation-
stone of a house. So, too, in the case of that which is perish-
ing and that which has perished: for that which becomes and
that which perishes must contain an element of infiniteness
as an immediate consequence of the fact that they are contin-
uous things: and so a thing cannot be in process of becoming
without having become or have become without having been
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in process of becoming. So, too, in the case of perishing and
having perished: perishing must be preceded by having per-
ished, and having perished must be preceded by perishing. It
is evident, then, that that which has become must previously
have been in process of becoming, and that which is in
process of becoming must previously have become: for all
magnitudes and all periods of time are infinitely divisible.

Consequently no absolutely first stage of change can be
represented by any particular part of space or time which the
changing thing may occupy.

7

Now since the motion of everything that is in motion
occupies a period of time, and a greater magnitude is tra-
versed in a longer time, it is impossible that a thing should
undergo a finite motion in an infinite time, if this is under-
stood to mean not that the same motion or a part of it is con-
tinually repeated, but that the whole infinite time is occupied
by the whole finite motion. In all cases where a thing is in
motion with uniform velocity it is clear that the finite mag-
nitude is traversed in a finite time. For if we take a part of the
motion which shall be a measure of the whole, the whole
motion is completed in as many equal periods of the time as
there are parts of the motion. Consequently, since these parts
are finite, both in size individually and in number collective-
ly, the whole time must also be finite: for it will be a multiple
of the portion, equal to the time occupied in completing the
aforesaid part multiplied by the number of the parts.

But it makes no difference even if the velocity is not uni-
form. For let us suppose that the line AB represents a finite
stretch over which a thing has been moved in the given time,
and let GD be the infinite time. Now if one part of the stretch
must have been traversed before another part (this is clear,
that in the earlier and in the later part of the time a different
part of the stretch has been traversed: for as the time length-
ens a different part of the motion will always be completed in
it, whether the thing in motion changes with uniform veloc-
ity or not: and whether the rate of motion increases or dimin-
ishes or remains stationary this is none the less so), let us then
take AE a part of the whole stretch of motion AB which shall
be a measure of AB. Now this part of the motion occupies a
certain period of the infinite time: it cannot itself occupy an
infinite time, for we are assuming that that is occupied by the
whole AB. And if again I take another part equal to AE, that
also must occupy a finite time in consequence of the same
assumption. And if I go on taking parts in this way, on the
one hand there is no part which will be a measure of the infi-
nite time (for the infinite cannot be composed of finite parts

whether equal or unequal, because there must be some unity
which will be a measure of things finite in multitude or in
magnitude, which, whether they are equal or unequal, are
none the less limited in magnitude); while on the other hand
the finite stretch of motion AB is a certain multiple of AE:
consequently the motion AB must be accomplished in a finite
time. Moreover it is the same with coming to rest as with
motion. And so it is impossible for one and the same thing to
be infinitely in process of becoming or of perishing. The rea-
soning he will prove that in a finite time there cannot be an
infinite extent of motion or of coming to rest, whether the
motion is regular or irregular. For if we take a part which shall
be a measure of the whole time, in this part a certain fraction,
not the whole, of the magnitude will be traversed, because we
assume that the traversing of the whole occupies all the time.
Again, in another equal part of the time another part of the
magnitude will be traversed: and similarly in each part of the
time that we take, whether equal or unequal to the part orig-
inally taken. It makes no difference whether the parts are
equal or not, if only each is finite: for it is clear that while the
time is exhausted by the subtraction of its parts, the infinite
magnitude will not be thus exhausted, since the process of
subtraction is finite both in respect of the quantity subtract-
ed and of the number of times a subtraction is made.
Consequently the infinite magnitude will not be traversed in
finite time: and it makes no difference whether the magni-
tude is infinite in only one direction or in both: for the same
reasoning will hold good.

This having been proved, it is evident that neither can a
finite magnitude traverse an infinite magnitude in a finite
time, the reason being the same as that given above: in part of
the time it will traverse a finite magnitude and in each sever-
al part likewise, so that in the whole time it will traverse a
finite magnitude.

And since a finite magnitude will not traverse an infinite
in a finite time, it is clear that neither will an infinite traverse
a finite in a finite time. For if the infinite could traverse the
finite, the finite could traverse the infinite; for it makes no
difference which of the two is the thing in motion; either case
involves the traversing of the infinite by the finite. For when
the infinite magnitude A is in motion a part of it, say GD,
will occupy the finite and then another, and then another,
and so on to infinity. Thus the two results will coincide: the
infinite will have completed a motion over the finite and the
finite will have traversed the infinite: for it would seem to be
impossible for the motion of the infinite over the finite to
occur in any way other than by the finite traversing the infi-
nite either by locomotion over it or by measuring it.
Therefore, since this is impossible, the infinite cannot traverse
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the finite.

Nor again will the infinite traverse the infinite in a finite
time. Otherwise it would also traverse the finite, for the infi-
nite includes the finite. We can further prove this in the same
way by taking the time as our starting-point.

Since, then, it is established that in a finite time neither
will the finite traverse the infinite, nor the infinite the finite,
nor the infinite the infinite, it is evident also that in a finite
time there cannot be infinite motion: for what difference does
it make whether we take the motion or the magnitude to be
infinite? If either of the two is infinite, the other must be so
likewise: for all locomotion is in space.

8

Since everything to which motion or rest is natural is in
motion or at rest in the natural time, place, and manner, that
which is coming to a stand, when it is coming to a stand,
must be in motion: for if it is not in motion it must be at rest:
but that which is at rest cannot be coming to rest. From this
it evidently follows that coming to a stand must occupy a
period of time: for the motion of that which is in motion
occupies a period of time, and that which is coming to a stand
has been shown to be in motion: consequently coming to a
stand must occupy a period of time.

Again, since the terms 'quicker' and 'slower' are used only
of that which occupies a period of time, and the process of
coming to a stand may be quicker or slower, the same con-
clusion follows.

And that which is coming to a stand must be coming to
a stand in any part of the primary time in which it is coming
to a stand. For if it is coming to a stand in neither of two parts
into which the time may be divided, it cannot be coming to
a stand in the whole time, with the result that that that which
is coming to a stand will not be coming to a stand. If on the
other hand it is coming to a stand in only one of the two parts
of the time, the whole cannot be the primary time in which
it is coming to a stand: for it is coming to a stand in the whole
time not primarily but in virtue of something distinct from
itself, the argument being the same as that which we used
above about things in motion.

And just as there is no primary time in which that which
is in motion is in motion, so too there is no primary time in
which that which is coming to a stand is coming to a stand,
there being no primary stage either of being in motion or of
coming to a stand. For let AB be the primary time in which

a thing is coming to a stand. Now AB cannot be without
parts: for there cannot be motion in that which is without
parts, because the moving thing would necessarily have been
already moved for part of the time of its movement: and that
which is coming to a stand has been shown to be in motion.
But since AB is therefore divisible, the thing is coming to a
stand in every one of the parts of AB: for we have shown
above that it is coming to a stand in every one of the parts in
which it is primarily coming to a stand. Since then, that in
which primarily a thing is coming to a stand must be a peri-
od of time and not something indivisible, and since all time
is infinitely divisible, there cannot be anything in which pri-
marily it is coming to a stand.

Nor again can there be a primary time at which the being
at rest of that which is at rest occurred: for it cannot have
occurred in that which has no parts, because there cannot be
motion in that which is indivisible, and that in which rest
takes place is the same as that in which motion takes place:
for we defined a state of rest to be the state of a thing to which
motion is natural but which is not in motion when (that is to
say in that in which) motion would be natural to it. Again,
our use of the phrase 'being at rest' also implies that the pre-
vious state of a thing is still unaltered, not one point only but
two at least being thus needed to determine its presence: con-
sequently that in which a thing is at rest cannot be without
parts. Since, then it is divisible, it must be a period of time,
and the thing must be at rest in every one of its parts, as may
be shown by the same method as that used above in similar
demonstrations.

So there can be no primary part of the time: and the rea-
son is that rest and motion are always in a period of time, and
a period of time has no primary part any more than a magni-
tude or in fact anything continuous: for everything continu-
ous is divisible into an infinite number of parts.

And since everything that is in motion is in motion in a
period of time and changes from something to something,
when its motion is comprised within a particular period of
time essentially-that is to say when it fills the whole and not
merely a part of the time in question-it is impossible that in
that time that which is in motion should be over against some
particular thing primarily. For if a thing-itself and each of its
parts-occupies the same space for a definite period of time, it
is at rest: for it is in just these circumstances that we use the
term 'being at rest'-when at one moment after another it can
be said with truth that a thing, itself and its parts, occupies
the same space. So if this is being at rest it is impossible for
that which is changing to be as a whole, at the time when it
is primarily changing, over against any particular thing (for
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the whole period of time is divisible), so that in one part of it
after another it will be true to say that the thing, itself and its
parts, occupies the same space. If this is not so and the afore-
said proposition is true only at a single moment, then the
thing will be over against a particular thing not for any peri-
od of time but only at a moment that limits the time. It is
true that at any moment it is always over against something
stationary: but it is not at rest: for at a moment it is not pos-
sible for anything to be either in motion or at rest. So while
it is true to say that that which is in motion is at a moment
not in motion and is opposite some particular thing, it can-
not in a period of time be over against that which is at rest:
for that would involve the conclusion that that which is in
locomotion is at rest.

9

Zeno's reasoning, however, is fallacious, when he says
that if everything when it occupies an equal space is at rest,
and if that which is in locomotion is always occupying such a
space at any moment, the flying arrow is therefore motion-
less. This is false, for time is not composed of indivisible
moments any more than any other magnitude is composed of
indivisibles.

Zeno's arguments about motion, which cause so much
disquietude to those who try to solve the problems that they
present, are four in number. The first asserts the non-exis-
tence of motion on the ground that that which is in locomo-
tion must arrive at the half-way stage before it arrives at the
goal. This we have discussed above.

The second is the so-called 'Achilles', and it amounts to
this, that in a race the quickest runner can never overtake the
slowest, since the pursuer must first reach the point whence
the pursued started, so that the slower must always hold a
lead. This argument is the same in principle as that which
depends on bisection, though it differs from it in that the
spaces with which we successively have to deal are not divid-
ed into halves. The result of the argument is that the slower is
not overtaken: but it proceeds along the same lines as the
bisection-argument (for in both a division of the space in a
certain way leads to the result that the goal is not reached,
though the 'Achilles' goes further in that it affirms that even
the quickest runner in legendary tradition must fail in his
pursuit of the slowest), so that the solution must be the same.
And the axiom that that which holds a lead is never overtak-
en is false: it is not overtaken, it is true, while it holds a lead:
but it is overtaken nevertheless if it is granted that it travers-
es the finite distance prescribed. These then are two of his
arguments.

The third is that already given above, to the effect that
the flying arrow is at rest, which result follows from the
assumption that time is composed of moments: if this
assumption is not granted, the conclusion will not follow.

The fourth argument is that concerning the two rows of
bodies, each row being composed of an equal number of bod-
ies of equal size, passing each other on a race-course as they
proceed with equal velocity in opposite directions, the one
row originally occupying the space between the goal and the
middle point of the course and the other that between the
middle point and the starting-post. This, he thinks, involves
the conclusion that half a given time is equal to double that
time. The fallacy of the reasoning lies in the assumption that
a body occupies an equal time in passing with equal velocity
a body that is in motion and a body of equal size that is at
rest; which is false. For instance (so runs the argument), let A,
A...be the stationary bodies of equal size, B, B...the bodies,
equal in number and in size to A, A...,originally occupying
the half of the course from the starting-post to the middle of
the A's, and G, G...those originally occupying the other half
from the goal to the middle of the A's, equal in number, size,
and velocity to B, B....Then three consequences follow:

First, as the B's and the G's pass one another, the first B
reaches the last G at the same moment as the first G reaches
the last B. Secondly at this moment the first G has passed all
the A's, whereas the first B has passed only half the A's, and
has consequently occupied only half the time occupied by the
first G, since each of the two occupies an equal time in pass-
ing each A. Thirdly, at the same moment all the B's have
passed all the G's: for the first G and the first B will simulta-
neously reach the opposite ends of the course, since (so says
Zeno) the time occupied by the first G in passing each of the
B's is equal to that occupied by it in passing each of the A's,
because an equal time is occupied by both the first B and the
first G in passing all the A's. This is the argument, but it pre-
supposed the aforesaid fallacious assumption.

Nor in reference to contradictory change shall we find
anything unanswerable in the argument that if a thing is
changing from not-white, say, to white, and is in neither con-
dition, then it will be neither white nor not-white: for the fact
that it is not wholly in either condition will not preclude us
from calling it white or not-white. We call a thing white or
not-white not necessarily because it is be one or the other, but
cause most of its parts or the most essential parts of it are so:
not being in a certain condition is different from not being
wholly in that condition. So, too, in the case of being and
not-being and all other conditions which stand in a contra-
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dictory relation: while the changing thing must of necessity
be in one of the two opposites, it is never wholly in either.

Again, in the case of circles and spheres and everything
whose motion is confined within the space that it occupies, it
is not true to say the motion can be nothing but rest, on the
ground that such things in motion, themselves and their
parts, will occupy the same position for a period of time, and
that therefore they will be at once at rest and in motion. For
in the first place the parts do not occupy the same position
for any period of time: and in the second place the whole also
is always changing to a different position: for if we take the
orbit as described from a point A on a circumference, it will
not be the same as the orbit as described from B or G or any
other point on the same circumference except in an acciden-
tal sense, the sense that is to say in which a musical man is the
same as a man. Thus one orbit is always changing into anoth-
er, and the thing will never be at rest. And it is the same with
the sphere and everything else whose motion is confined
within the space that it occupies.

10 

Our next point is that that which is without parts cannot
be in motion except accidentally: i.e. it can be in motion only
in so far as the body or the magnitude is in motion and the
partless is in motion by inclusion therein, just as that which
is in a boat may be in motion in consequence of the locomo-
tion of the boat, or a part may be in motion in virtue of the
motion of the whole. (It must be remembered, however, that
by 'that which is without parts' I mean that which is quanti-
tatively indivisible (and that the case of the motion of a part
is not exactly parallel): for parts have motions belonging
essentially and severally to themselves distinct from the
motion of the whole. The distinction may be seen most clear-
ly in the case of a revolving sphere, in which the velocities of
the parts near the centre and of those on the surface are dif-
ferent from one another and from that of the whole; this
implies that there is not one motion but many). As we have
said, then, that which is without parts can be in motion in the
sense in which a man sitting in a boat is in motion when the
boat is travelling, but it cannot be in motion of itself. For sup-
pose that it is changing from AB to BG-either from one mag-
nitude to another, or from one form to another, or from some
state to its contradictory-and let D be the primary time in
which it undergoes the change. Then in the time in which it
is changing it must be either in AB or in BG or partly in one
and partly in the other: for this, as we saw, is true of every-
thing that is changing. Now it cannot be partly in each of the
two: for then it would be divisible into parts. Nor again can
it be in BG: for then it will have completed the change,

whereas the assumption is that the change is in process. It
remains, then, that in the time in which it is changing, it is in
AB. That being so, it will be at rest: for, as we saw, to be in
the same condition for a period of time is to be at rest. So it
is not possible for that which has no parts to be in motion or
to change in any way: for only one condition could have
made it possible for it to have motion, viz. that time should
be composed of moments, in which case at any moment it
would have completed a motion or a change, so that it would
never be in motion, but would always have been in motion.
But this we have already shown above to be impossible: time
is not composed of moments, just as a line is not composed
of points, and motion is not composed of starts: for this the-
ory simply makes motion consist of indivisibles in exactly the
same way as time is made to consist of moments or a length
of points.

Again, it may be shown in the following way that there
can be no motion of a point or of any other indivisible. That
which is in motion can never traverse a space greater than
itself without first traversing a space equal to or less than
itself. That being so, it is evident that the point also must first
traverse a space equal to or less than itself. But since it is indi-
visible, there can be no space less than itself for it to traverse
first: so it will have to traverse a distance equal to itself. Thus
the line will be composed of points, for the point, as it con-
tinually traverses a distance equal to itself, will be a measure
of the whole line. But since this is impossible, it is likewise
impossible for the indivisible to be in motion.

Again, since motion is always in a period of time and
never in a moment, and all time is divisible, for everything
that is in motion there must be a time less than that in which
it traverses a distance as great as itself. For that in which it is
in motion will be a time, because all motion is in a period of
time; and all time has been shown above to be divisible.
Therefore, if a point is in motion, there must be a time less
than that in which it has itself traversed any distance. But this
is impossible, for in less time it must traverse less distance,
and thus the indivisible will be divisible into something less
than itself, just as the time is so divisible: the fact being that
the only condition under which that which is without parts
and indivisible could be in motion would have been the pos-
sibility of the infinitely small being in motion in a moment:
for in the two questions-that of motion in a moment and that
of motion of something indivisible-the same principle is
involved.

Our next point is that no process of change is infinite: for
every change, whether between contradictories or between
contraries, is a change from something to something. Thus in
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contradictory changes the positive or the negative, as the case
may be, is the limit, e.g. being is the limit of coming to be
and not-being is the limit of ceasing to be: and in contrary
changes the particular contraries are the limits, since these are
the extreme points of any such process of change, and conse-
quently of every process of alteration: for alteration is always
dependent upon some contraries. Similarly contraries are the
extreme points of processes of increase and decrease: the limit
of increase is to be found in the complete magnitude proper
to the peculiar nature of the thing that is increasing, while the
limit of decrease is the complete loss of such magnitude.
Locomotion, it is true, we cannot show to be finite in this
way, since it is not always between contraries. But since that
which cannot be cut (in the sense that it is inconceivable that
it should be cut, the term 'cannot' being used in several sens-
es)-since it is inconceivable that that which in this sense can-
not be cut should be in process of being cut, and generally
that that which cannot come to be should be in process of
coming to be, it follows that it is inconceivable that that
which cannot complete a change should be in process of
changing to that to which it cannot complete a change. If,
then, it is to be assumed that that which is in locomotion is
in process of changing, it must be capable of completing the
change. Consequently its motion is not infinite, and it will
not be in locomotion over an infinite distance, for it cannot
traverse such a distance.

It is evident, then, that a process of change cannot be
infinite in the sense that it is not defined by limits. But it
remains to be considered whether it is possible in the sense
that one and the same process of change may be infinite in
respect of the time which it occupies. If it is not one process,
it would seem that there is nothing to prevent its being infi-
nite in this sense; e.g. if a process of locomotion be succeed-
ed by a process of alteration and that by a process of increase
and that again by a process of coming to be: in this way there
may be motion for ever so far as the time is concerned, but it
will not be one motion, because all these motions do not
compose one. If it is to be one process, no motion can be infi-
nite in respect of the time that it occupies, with the single
exception of rotatory locomotion.

Book VII

1

EVERYTHING that is in motion must be moved by
something. For if it has not the source of its motion in itself
it is evident that it is moved by something other than itself,
for there must be something else that moves it. If on the other
hand it has the source of its motion in itself, let AB be taken

to represent that which is in motion essentially of itself and
not in virtue of the fact that something belonging to it is in
motion. Now in the first place to assume that AB, because it
is in motion as a whole and is not moved by anything exter-
nal to itself, is therefore moved by itself-this is just as if, sup-
posing that KL is moving LM and is also itself in motion, we
were to deny that KM is moved by anything on the ground
that it is not evident which is the part that is moving it and
which the part that is moved. In the second place that which
is in motion without being moved by anything does not nec-
essarily cease from its motion because something else is at
rest, but a thing must be moved by something if the fact of
something else having ceased from its motion causes it to be
at rest. Thus, if this is accepted, everything that is in motion
must be moved by something. For AB, which has been taken
to represent that which is in motion, must be divisible since
everything that is in motion is divisible. Let it be divided,
then, at G. Now if GB is not in motion, then AB will not be
in motion: for if it is, it is clear that AG would be in motion
while BG is at rest, and thus AB cannot be in motion essen-
tially and primarily. But ex hypothesi AB is in motion essen-
tially and primarily. Therefore if GB is not in motion AB will
be at rest. But we have agreed that that which is at rest if
something else is not in motion must be moved by some-
thing. Consequently, everything that is in motion must be
moved by something: for that which is in motion will always
be divisible, and if a part of it is not in motion the whole must
be at rest.

Since everything that is in motion must be moved by
something, let us take the case in which a thing is in locomo-
tion and is moved by something that is itself in motion, and
that again is moved by something else that is in motion, and
that by something else, and so on continually: then the series
cannot go on to infinity, but there must be some first movent.
For let us suppose that this is not so and take the series to be
infinite. Let A then be moved by B, B by G, G by D, and so
on, each member of the series being moved by that which
comes next to it. Then since ex hypothesi the movent while
causing motion is also itself in motion, and the motion of the
moved and the motion of the movent must proceed simulta-
neously (for the movent is causing motion and the moved is
being moved simultaneously) it is evident that the respective
motions of A, B, G, and each of the other moved movents are
simultaneous. Let us take the motion of each separately and
let E be the motion of A, Z of B, and H and O respectively
the motions of G and D: for though they are all moved sev-
erally one by another, yet we may still take the motion of each
as numerically one, since every motion is from something to
something and is not infinite in respect of its extreme points.
By a motion that is numerically one I mean a motion that
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proceeds from something numerically one and the same to
something numerically one and the same in a period of time
numerically one and the same: for a motion may be the same
generically, specifically, or numerically: it is generically the
same if it belongs to the same category, e.g. substance or qual-
ity: it is specifically the same if it proceeds from something
specifically the same to something specifically the same, e.g.
from white to black or from good to bad, which is not of a
kind specifically distinct: it is numerically the same if it pro-
ceeds from something numerically one to something numer-
ically one in the same period of time, e.g. from a particular
white to a particular black, or from a particular place to a par-
ticular place, in a particular period of time: for if the period
of time were not one and the same, the motion would no
longer be numerically one though it would still be specifical-
ly one.

We have dealt with this question above. Now let us fur-
ther take the time in which A has completed its motion, and
let it be represented by K. Then since the motion of A is finite
the time will also be finite. But since the movents and the
things moved are infinite, the motion EZHO, i.e. the motion
that is composed of all the individual motions, must be infi-
nite. For the motions of A, B, and the others may be equal,
or the motions of the others may be greater: but assuming
what is conceivable, we find that whether they are equal or
some are greater, in both cases the whole motion is infinite.
And since the motion of A and that of each of the others are
simultaneous, the whole motion must occupy the same time
as the motion of A: but the time occupied by the motion of
A is finite: consequently the motion will be infinite in a finite
time, which is impossible.

It might be thought that what we set out to prove has
thus been shown, but our argument so far does not prove it,
because it does not yet prove that anything impossible results
from the contrary supposition: for in a finite time there may
be an infinite motion, though not of one thing, but of many:
and in the case that we are considering this is so: for each
thing accomplishes its own motion, and there is no impossi-
bility in many things being in motion simultaneously. But if
(as we see to be universally the case) that which primarily is
moved locally and corporeally must be either in contact with
or continuous with that which moves it, the things moved
and the movents must be continuous or in contact with one
another, so that together they all form a single unity: whether
this unity is finite or infinite makes no difference to our pre-
sent argument; for in any case since the things in motion are
infinite in number the whole motion will be infinite, if, as is
theoretically possible, each motion is either equal to or greater
than that which follows it in the series: for we shall take as

actual that which is theoretically possible. If, then, A, B, G,
D form an infinite magnitude that passes through the motion
EZHO in the finite time K, this involves the conclusion that
an infinite motion is passed through in a finite time: and
whether the magnitude in question is finite or infinite this is
in either case impossible. Therefore the series must come to
an end, and there must be a first movent and a first moved:
for the fact that this impossibility results only from the
assumption of a particular case is immaterial, since the case
assumed is theoretically possible, and the assumption of a the-
oretically possible case ought not to give rise to any impossi-
ble result.

2

That which is the first movement of a thing-in the sense
that it supplies not 'that for the sake of which' but the source
of the motion-is always together with that which is moved by
it by 'together' I mean that there is nothing intermediate
between them). This is universally true wherever one thing is
moved by another. And since there are three kinds of motion,
local, qualitative, and quantitative, there must also be three
kinds of movent, that which causes locomotion, that which
causes alteration, and that which causes increase or decrease.

Let us begin with locomotion, for this is the primary
motion. Everything that is in locomotion is moved either by
itself or by something else. In the case of things that are
moved by themselves it is evident that the moved and the
movent are together: for they contain within themselves their
first movent, so that there is nothing in between. The motion
of things that are moved by something else must proceed in
one of four ways: for there are four kinds of locomotion
caused by something other than that which is in motion, viz.
pulling, pushing, carrying, and twirling. All forms of loco-
motion are reducible to these. Thus pushing on is a form of
pushing in which that which is causing motion away from
itself follows up that which it pushes and continues to push
it: pushing off occurs when the movent does not follow up
the thing that it has moved: throwing when the movent caus-
es a motion away from itself more violent than the natural
locomotion of the thing moved, which continues its course so
long as it is controlled by the motion imparted to it. Again,
pushing apart and pushing together are forms respectively of
pushing off and pulling: pushing apart is pushing off, which
may be a motion either away from the pusher or away from
something else, while pushing together is pulling, which may
be a motion towards something else as well as the puller. We
may similarly classify all the varieties of these last two, e.g.
packing and combing: the former is a form of pushing
together, the latter a form of pushing apart. The same is true
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of the other processes of combination and separation (they
will all be found to be forms of pushing apart or of pushing
together), except such as are involved in the processes of
becoming and perishing. (At same time it is evident that there
is no other kind of motion but combination and separation:
for they may all be apportioned to one or other of those
already mentioned.) Again, inhaling is a form of pulling,
exhaling a form of pushing: and the same is true of spitting
and of all other motions that proceed through the body,
whether secretive or assimilative, the assimilative being forms
of pulling, the secretive of pushing off. All other kinds of
locomotion must be similarly reduced, for they all fall under
one or other of our four heads. And again, of these four, car-
rying and twirling are to pulling and pushing. For carrying
always follows one of the other three methods, for that which
is carried is in motion accidentally, because it is in or upon
something that is in motion, and that which carries it is in
doing so being either pulled or pushed or twirled; thus carry-
ing belongs to all the other three kinds of motion in com-
mon. And twirling is a compound of pulling and pushing, for
that which is twirling a thing must be pulling one part of the
thing and pushing another part, since it impels one part away
from itself and another part towards itself. If, therefore, it can
be shown that that which is pushing and that which is push-
ing and pulling are adjacent respectively to that which is
being pushed and that which is being pulled, it will be evi-
dent that in all locomotion there is nothing intermediate
between moved and movent. But the former fact is clear even
from the definitions of pushing and pulling, for pushing is
motion to something else from oneself or from something
else, and pulling is motion from something else to oneself or
to something else, when the motion of that which is pulling
is quicker than the motion that would separate from one
another the two things that are continuous: for it is this that
causes one thing to be pulled on along with the other. (It
might indeed be thought that there is a form of pulling that
arises in another way: that wood, e.g. pulls fire in a manner
different from that described above. But it makes no differ-
ence whether that which pulls is in motion or is stationary
when it is pulling: in the latter case it pulls to the place where
it is, while in the former it pulls to the place where it was.)
Now it is impossible to move anything either from oneself to
something else or something else to oneself without being in
contact with it: it is evident, therefore, that in all locomotion
there is nothing intermediate between moved and movent.

Nor again is there anything intermediate between that
which undergoes and that which causes alteration: this can be
proved by induction: for in every case we find that the respec-
tive extremities of that which causes and that which under-
goes alteration are adjacent. For our assumption is that things

that are undergoing alteration are altered in virtue of their
being affected in respect of their so-called affective qualities,
since that which is of a certain quality is altered in so far as it
is sensible, and the characteristics in which bodies differ from
one another are sensible characteristics: for every body differs
from another in possessing a greater or lesser number of sen-
sible characteristics or in possessing the same sensible charac-
teristics in a greater or lesser degree. But the alteration of that
which undergoes alteration is also caused by the above-men-
tioned characteristics, which are affections of some particular
underlying quality. Thus we say that a thing is altered by
becoming hot or sweet or thick or dry or white: and we make
these assertions alike of what is inanimate and of what is ani-
mate, and further, where animate things are in question, we
make them both of the parts that have no power of sense-per-
ception and of the senses themselves. For in a way even the
senses undergo alteration, since the active sense is a motion
through the body in the course of which the sense is affected
in a certain way. We see, then, that the animate is capable of
every kind of alteration of which the inanimate is capable: but
the inanimate is not capable of every kind of alteration of
which the animate is capable, since it is not capable of alter-
ation in respect of the senses: moreover the inanimate is
unconscious of being affected by alteration, whereas the ani-
mate is conscious of it, though there is nothing to prevent the
animate also being unconscious of it when the process of the
alteration does not concern the senses. Since, then, the alter-
ation of that which undergoes alteration is caused by sensible
things, in every case of such alteration it is evident that the
respective extremities of that which causes and that which
undergoes alteration are adjacent. Thus the air is continuous
with that which causes the alteration, and the body that
undergoes alteration is continuous with the air. Again, the
colour is continuous with the light and the light with the
sight. And the same is true of hearing and smelling: for the
primary movent in respect to the moved is the air. Similarly,
in the case of tasting, the flavour is adjacent to the sense of
taste. And it is just the same in the case of things that are
inanimate and incapable of sense-perception. Thus there can
be nothing intermediate between that which undergoes and
that which causes alteration.

Nor, again, can there be anything intermediate between
that which suffers and that which causes increase: for the part
of the latter that starts the increase does so by becoming
attached in such a way to the former that the whole becomes
one. Again, the decrease of that which suffers decrease is
caused by a part of the thing becoming detached. So that
which causes increase and that which causes decrease must be
continuous with that which suffers increase and that which
suffers decrease respectively: and if two things are continuous
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with one another there can be nothing intermediate between
them.

It is evident, therefore, that between the extremities of
the moved and the movent that are respectively first and last
in reference to the moved there is nothing intermediate.

3

Everything, we say, that undergoes alteration is altered by
sensible causes, and there is alteration only in things that are
said to be essentially affected by sensible things. The truth of
this is to be seen from the following considerations. Of all
other things it would be most natural to suppose that there is
alteration in figures and shapes, and in acquired states and in
the processes of acquiring and losing these: but as a matter of
fact in neither of these two classes of things is there alteration.

In the first place, when a particular formation of a thing
is completed, we do not call it by the name of its material: e.g.
we do not call the statue 'bronze' or the pyramid 'wax' or the
bed 'wood', but we use a derived expression and call them 'of
bronze', 'waxen', and 'wooden' respectively. But when a thing
has been affected and altered in any way we still call it by the
original name: thus we speak of the bronze or the wax being
dry or fluid or hard or hot.

And not only so: we also speak of the particular fluid or
hot substance as being bronze, giving the material the same
name as that which we use to describe the affection.

Since, therefore, having regard to the figure or shape of a
thing we no longer call that which has become of a certain
figure by the name of the material that exhibits the figure,
whereas having regard to a thing's affections or alterations we
still call it by the name of its material, it is evident that
becomings of the former kind cannot be alterations.

Moreover it would seem absurd even to speak in this way,
to speak, that is to say, of a man or house or anything else that
has come into existence as having been altered. Though it
may be true that every such becoming is necessarily the result
of something's being altered, the result, e.g. of the material's
being condensed or rarefied or heated or cooled, nevertheless
it is not the things that are coming into existence that are
altered, and their becoming is not an alteration.

Again, acquired states, whether of the body or of the soul,
are not alterations. For some are excellences and others are
defects, and neither excellence nor defect is an alteration:
excellence is a perfection (for when anything acquires its

proper excellence we call it perfect, since it is then if ever that
we have a thing in its natural state: e.g. we have a perfect cir-
cle when we have one as good as possible), while defect is a
perishing of or departure from this condition. So as when
speaking of a house we do not call its arrival at perfection an
alteration (for it would be absurd to suppose that the coping
or the tiling is an alteration or that in receiving its coping or
its tiling a house is altered and not perfected), the same also
holds good in the case of excellences and defects and of the
persons or things that possess or acquire them: for excellences
are perfections of a thing's nature and defects are departures
from it: consequently they are not alterations.

Further, we say that all excellences depend upon particu-
lar relations. Thus bodily excellences such as health and a
good state of body we regard as consisting in a blending of
hot and cold elements within the body in due proportion, in
relation either to one another or to the surrounding atmos-
phere: and in like manner we regard beauty, strength, and all
the other bodily excellences and defects. Each of them exists
in virtue of a particular relation and puts that which possess-
es it in a good or bad condition with regard to its proper
affections, where by 'proper' affections I mean those influ-
ences that from the natural constitution of a thing tend to
promote or destroy its existence. Since then, relatives are nei-
ther themselves alterations nor the subjects of alteration or of
becoming or in fact of any change whatever, it is evident that
neither states nor the processes of losing and acquiring states
are alterations, though it may be true that their becoming or
perishing is necessarily, like the becoming or perishing of a
specific character or form, the result of the alteration of cer-
tain other things, e.g. hot and cold or dry and wet elements
or the elements, whatever they may be, on which the states
primarily depend. For each several bodily defect or excellence
involves a relation with those things from which the posses-
sor of the defect or excellence is naturally subject to alter-
ation: thus excellence disposes its possessor to be unaffected
by these influences or to be affected by those of them that
ought to be admitted, while defect disposes its possessor to be
affected by them or to be unaffected by those of them that
ought to be admitted.

And the case is similar in regard to the states of the soul,
all of which (like those of body) exist in virtue of particular
relations, the excellences being perfections of nature and the
defects departures from it: moreover, excellence puts its pos-
sessor in good condition, while defect puts its possessor in a
bad condition, to meet his proper affections. Consequently
these cannot any more than the bodily states be alterations,
nor can the processes of losing and acquiring them be so,
though their becoming is necessarily the result of an alter-
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ation of the sensitive part of the soul, and this is altered by
sensible objects: for all moral excellence is concerned with
bodily pleasures and pains, which again depend either upon
acting or upon remembering or upon anticipating. Now
those that depend upon action are determined by sense-per-
ception, i.e. they are stimulated by something sensible: and
those that depend upon memory or anticipation are likewise
to be traced to sense-perception, for in these cases pleasure is
felt either in remembering what one has experienced or in
anticipating what one is going to experience. Thus all plea-
sure of this kind must be produced by sensible things: and
since the presence in any one of moral defect or excellence
involves the presence in him of pleasure or pain (with which
moral excellence and defect are always concerned), and these
pleasures and pains are alterations of the sensitive part, it is
evident that the loss and acquisition of these states no less
than the loss and acquisition of the states of the body must be
the result of the alteration of something else. Consequently,
though their becoming is accompanied by an alteration, they
are not themselves alterations.

Again, the states of the intellectual part of the soul are not
alterations, nor is there any becoming of them. In the first
place it is much more true of the possession of knowledge
that it depends upon a particular relation. And further, it is
evident that there is no becoming of these states. For that
which is potentially possessed of knowledge becomes actually
possessed of it not by being set in motion at all itself but by
reason of the presence of something else: i.e. it is when it
meets with the particular object that it knows in a manner the
particular through its knowledge of the universal. (Again,
there is no becoming of the actual use and activity of these
states, unless it is thought that there is a becoming of vision
and touching and that the activity in question is similar to
these.) And the original acquisition of knowledge is not a
becoming or an alteration: for the terms 'knowing' and
'understanding' imply that the intellect has reached a state of
rest and come to a standstill, and there is no becoming that
leads to a state of rest, since, as we have said above, change at
all can have a becoming. Moreover, just as to say, when any
one has passed from a state of intoxication or sleep or disease
to the contrary state, that he has become possessed of knowl-
edge again is incorrect in spite of the fact that he was previ-
ously incapable of using his knowledge, so, too, when any one
originally acquires the state, it is incorrect to say that he
becomes possessed of knowledge: for the possession of under-
standing and knowledge is produced by the soul's settling
down out of the restlessness natural to it. Hence, too, in
learning and in forming judgements on matters relating to
their sense-perceptions children are inferior to adults owing
to the great amount of restlessness and motion in their souls.

Nature itself causes the soul to settle down and come to a
state of rest for the performance of some of its functions,
while for the performance of others other things do so: but in
either case the result is brought about through the alteration
of something in the body, as we see in the case of the use and
activity of the intellect arising from a man's becoming sober
or being awakened. It is evident, then, from the preceding
argument that alteration and being altered occur in sensible
things and in the sensitive part of the soul, and, except acci-
dentally, in nothing else.

4

A difficulty may be raised as to whether every motion is
commensurable with every other or not. Now if they are all
commensurable and if two things to have the same velocity
must accomplish an equal motion in an equal time, then we
may have a circumference equal to a straight line, or, of
course, the one may be greater or less than the other. Further,
if one thing alters and another accomplishes a locomotion in
an equal time, we may have an alteration and a locomotion
equal to one another: thus an affection will be equal to a
length, which is impossible. But is it not only when an equal
motion is accomplished by two things in an equal time that
the velocities of the two are equal? Now an affection cannot
be equal to a length. Therefore there cannot be an alteration
equal to or less than a locomotion: and consequently it is not
the case that every motion is commensurable with every
other.

But how will our conclusion work out in the case of the
circle and the straight line? It would be absurd to suppose that
the motion of one in a circle and of another in a straight line
cannot be similar, but that the one must inevitably move
more quickly or more slowly than the other, just as if the
course of one we re downhill and of the other uphill.
Moreover it does not as a matter of fact make any difference
to the argument to say that the one motion must inevitably
be quicker or slower than the other: for then the circumfer-
ence can be greater or less than the straight line; and if so it is
possible for the two to be equal. For if in the time A the
quicker (B) passes over the distance B' and the slower (G)
passes over the distance G', B' will be greater than G': for this
is what we took 'quicker' to mean: and so quicker motion also
implies that one thing traverses an equal distance in less time
than another: consequently there will be a part of A in which
B will pass over a part of the circle equal to G', while G will
occupy the whole of A in passing over G'. None the less, if the
two motions are commensurable, we are confronted with the
consequence stated above, viz. that there may be a straight
line equal to a circle. But these are not commensurable: and
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so the corresponding motions are not commensurable either.

But may we say that things are always commensurable if
the same terms are applied to them without equivocation?
e.g. a pen, a wine, and the highest note in a scale are not com-
mensurable: we cannot say whether any one of them is sharp-
er than any other: and why is this? they are incommensurable
because it is only equivocally that the same term 'sharp' is
applied to them: whereas the highest note in a scale is com-
mensurable with the leading-note, because the term 'sharp'
has the same meaning as applied to both. Can it be, then, that
the term 'quick' has not the same meaning as applied to
straight motion and to circular motion respectively? If so, far
less will it have the same meaning as applied to alteration and
to locomotion.

Or shall we in the first place deny that things are always
commensurable if the same terms are applied to them with-
out equivocation? For the term 'much' has the same meaning
whether applied to water or to air, yet water and air are not
commensurable in respect of it: or, if this illustration is not
considered satisfactory, 'double' at any rate would seem to
have the same meaning as applied to each (denoting in each
case the proportion of two to one), yet water and air are not
commensurable in respect of it. But here again may we not
take up the same position and say that the term 'much' is
equivocal? In fact there are some terms of which even the def-
initions are equivocal; e.g. if 'much' were defined as 'so much
and more','so much' would mean something different in dif-
ferent cases: 'equal' is similarly equivocal; and 'one' again is
perhaps inevitably an equivocal term; and if 'one' is equivo-
cal, so is 'two'. Otherwise why is it that some things are com-
mensurable while others are not, if the nature of the attribute
in the two cases is really one and the same?

Can it be that the incommensurability of two things in
respect of any attribute is due to a difference in that which is
primarily capable of carrying the attribute? Thus horse and
dog are so commensurable that we may say which is the
whiter, since that which primarily contains the whiteness is
the same in both, viz. the surface: and similarly they are com-
mensurable in respect of size. But water and speech are not
commensurable in respect of clearness, since that which pri-
marily contains the attribute is different in the two cases. It
would seem, however that we must reject this solution, since
clearly we could thus make all equivocal attributes univocal
and say merely that that contains each of them is different in
different cases: thus 'equality', 'sweetness', and 'whiteness'
will severally always be the same, though that which contains
them is different in different cases. Moreover, it is not any
casual thing that is capable of carrying any attribute: each sin-

gle attribute can be carried primarily only by one single thing.

Must we then say that, if two things are to be commen-
surable in respect of any attribute, not only must the attribute
in question be applicable to both without equivocation, but
there must also be no specific differences either in the
attribute itself or in that which contains the attribute-that
these, I mean, must not be divisible in the way in which
colour is divided into kinds? Thus in this respect one thing
will not be commensurable with another, i.e. we cannot say
that one is more coloured than the other where only colour
in general and not any particular colour is meant; but they are
commensurable in respect of whiteness.

Similarly in the case of motion: two things are of the
same velocity if they occupy an equal time in accomplishing
a certain equal amount of motion. Suppose, then, that in a
certain time an alteration is undergone by one half of a body's
length and a locomotion is accomplished the other half: can
be say that in this case the alteration is equal to the locomo-
tion and of the same velocity? That would be absurd, and the
reason is that there are different species of motion. And if in
consequence of this we must say that two things are of equal
velocity if they accomplish locomotion over an equal distance
in an equal time, we have to admit the equality of a straight
line and a circumference. What, then, is the reason of this? Is
it that locomotion is a genus or that line is a genus? (We may
leave the time out of account, since that is one and the same.)
If the lines are specifically different, the locomotions also dif-
fer specifically from one another: for locomotion is specifical-
ly differentiated according to the specific differentiation of
that over which it takes place. (It is also similarly differentiat-
ed, it would seem, accordingly as the instrument of the loco-
motion is different: thus if feet are the instrument, it is walk-
ing, if wings it is flying; but perhaps we should rather say that
this is not so, and that in this case the differences in the loco-
motion are merely differences of posture in that which is in
motion.) We may say, therefore, that things are of equal
velocity in an equal time they traverse the same magnitude:
and when I call it 'the same' I mean that it contains no spe-
cific difference and therefore no difference in the motion that
takes place over it. So we have now to consider how motion
is differentiated: and this discussion serves to show that the
genus is not a unity but contains a plurality latent in it and
distinct from it, and that in the case of equivocal terms some-
times the different senses in which they are used are far
removed from one another, while sometimes there is a certain
likeness between them, and sometimes again they are nearly
related either generically or analogically, with the result that
they seem not to be equivocal though they really are.
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When, then, is there a difference of species? Is an
attribute specifically different if the subject is different while
the attribute is the same, or must the attribute itself be dif-
ferent as well? And how are we to define the limits of a
species? What will enable us to decide that part i c u l a r
instances of whiteness or sweetness are the same or different?
Is it enough that it appears different in one subject from what
appears in another? Or must there be no sameness at all? And
further, where alteration is in question, how is one alteration
to be of equal velocity with another? One person may be
cured quickly and another slowly, and cures may also be
simultaneous: so that, recovery of health being an alteration,
we have here alterations of equal velocity, since each alteration
occupies an equal time. But what alteration? We cannot here
speak of an 'equal' alteration: what corresponds in the cate-
gory of quality to equality in the category of quantity is 'like-
ness'. However, let us say that there is equal velocity where the
same change is accomplished in an equal time. Are we, then,
to find the commensurability in the subject of the affection
or in the affection itself? In the case that we have just been
considering it is the fact that health is one and the same that
enables us to arrive at the conclusion that the one alteration
is neither more nor less than the other, but that both are alike.
If on the other hand the affection is different in the two cases,
e.g. when the alterations take the form of becoming white
and becoming healthy respectively, here there is no sameness
or equality or likeness inasmuch as the difference in the affec-
tions at once makes the alterations specifically different, and
there is no unity of alteration any more than there would be
unity of locomotion under like conditions. So we must find
out how many species there are of alteration and of locomo-
tion respectively. Now if the things that are in motion-that is
to say, the things to which the motions belong essentially and
not accidentally-differ specifically, then their re s p e c t i ve
motions will also differ specifically: if on the other hand they
differ generically or numerically, the motions also will differ
generically or numerically as the case may be. But there still
remains the question whether, supposing that two alterations
are of equal velocity, we ought to look for this equality in the
sameness (or likeness) of the affections, or in the things
altered, to see e.g. whether a certain quantity of each has
become white. Or ought we not rather to look for it in both?
That is to say, the alterations are the same or different accord-
ing as the affections are the same or different, while they are
equal or unequal according as the things altered are equal or
unequal.

And now we must consider the same question in the case
of becoming and perishing: how is one becoming of equal
velocity with another? They are of equal velocity if in an equal
time there are produced two things that are the same and

specifically inseparable, e.g. two men (not merely generically
inseparable as e.g. two animals). Similarly one is quicker than
the other if in an equal time the product is different in the
two cases. I state it thus because we have no pair of terms that
will convey this 'difference' in the way in which unlikeness is
conveyed. If we adopt the theory that it is number that con-
stitutes being, we may indeed speak of a 'greater number' and
a 'lesser number' within the same species, but there is no
common term that will include both relations, nor are there
terms to express each of them separately in the same way as
we indicate a higher degree or preponderance of an affection
by 'more', of a quantity by 'greater.'

5

Now since wherever there is a movent, its motion always
acts upon something, is always in something, and always
extends to something (by 'is always in something' I mean that
it occupies a time: and by 'extends to something' I mean that
it involves the traversing of a certain amount of distance: for
at any moment when a thing is causing motion, it also has
caused motion, so that there must always be a certain amount
of distance that has been traversed and a certain amount of
time that has been occupied). then, A the movement have
moved B a distance G in a time D, then in the same time the
same force A will move 1/2B twice the distance G, and in
1/2D it will move 1/2B the whole distance for G: thus the
rules of proportion will be observed. Again if a given force
move a given weight a certain distance in a certain time and
half the distance in half the time, half the motive power will
move half the weight the same distance in the same time. Let
E represent half the motive power A and Z half the weight B:
then the ratio between the motive power and the weight in
the one case is similar and proportionate to the ratio in the
other, so that each force will cause the same distance to be tra-
versed in the same time. But if E move Z a distance G in a
time D, it does not necessarily follow that E can move twice
Z half the distance G in the same time. If, then, A move B a
distance G in a time D, it does not follow that E, being half
of A, will in the time D or in any fraction of it cause B to tra-
verse a part of G the ratio between which and the whole of G
is proportionate to that between A and E (whatever fraction
of AE may be): in fact it might well be that it will cause no
motion at all; for it does not follow that, if a given motive
power causes a certain amount of motion, half that power will
cause motion either of any particular amount or in any length
of time: otherwise one man might move a ship, since both the
motive power of the ship-haulers and the distance that they
all cause the ship to traverse are divisible into as many parts
as there are men. Hence Zeno's reasoning is false when he
argues that there is no part of the millet that does not make a
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sound: for there is no reason why any such part should not in
any length of time fail to move the air that the whole bushel
moves in falling. In fact it does not of itself move even such a
quantity of the air as it would move if this part were by itself:
for no part even exists otherwise than potentially.

If on the other hand we have two forces each of which
separately moves one of two weights a given distance in a
given time, then the forces in combination will move the
combined weights an equal distance in an equal time: for in
this case the rules of proportion apply.

Then does this hold good of alteration and of increase
also? Surely it does, for in any given case we have a definite
thing that cause increase and a definite thing that suffers
increase, and the one causes and the other suffers a certain
amount of increase in a certain amount of time. Similarly we
have a definite thing that causes alteration and a definite
thing that undergoes alteration, and a certain amount, or
rather degree, of alteration is completed in a certain amount
of time: thus in twice as much time twice as much alteration
will be completed and conversely twice as much alteration
will occupy twice as much time: and the alteration of half of
its object will occupy half as much time and in half as much
time half of the object will be altered: or again, in the same
amount of time it will be altered twice as much.

On the other hand if that which causes alteration or
increase causes a certain amount of increase or alteration
respectively in a certain amount of time, it does not necessar-
ily follow that half the force will occupy twice the time in
altering or increasing the object, or that in twice the time the
alteration or increase will be completed by it: it may happen
that there will be no alteration or increase at all, the case being
the same as with the weight.

Book VIII

1

IT remains to consider the following question. Was there
ever a becoming of motion before which it had no being, and
is it perishing again so as to leave nothing in motion? Or are
we to say that it never had any becoming and is not perish-
ing, but always was and always will be? Is it in fact an immor-
tal never-failing property of things that are, a sort of life as it
were to all naturally constituted things?

Now the existence of motion is asserted by all who have
anything to say about nature, because they all concern them-
selves with the construction of the world and study the ques-

tion of becoming and perishing, which processes could not
come about without the existence of motion. But those who
say that there is an infinite number of worlds, some of which
are in process of becoming while others are in process of per-
ishing, assert that there is always motion (for these processes
of becoming and perishing of the worlds necessarily involve
motion), whereas those who hold that there is only one
world, whether everlasting or not, make corre s p o n d i n g
assumptions in regard to motion. If then it is possible that at
any time nothing should be in motion, this must come about
in one of two ways: either in the manner described by
Anaxagoras, who says that all things were together and at rest
for an infinite period of time, and that then Mind introduced
motion and separated them; or in the manner described by
Empedocles, according to whom the universe is alternately in
motion and at rest-in motion, when Love is making the one
out of many, or Strife is making many out of one, and at rest
in the intermediate periods of time-his account being as fol-
lows: 

'Since One hath learned to spring from Manifold,

And One disjoined makes manifold arise,

Thus they Become, nor stable is their life:

But since their motion must alternate be,

Thus have they ever Rest upon their round': for we must
suppose that he means by this that they alternate from the
one motion to the other. We must consider, then, how this
matter stands, for the discovery of the truth about it is of
importance, not only for the study of nature, but also for the
investigation of the First Principle.

Let us take our start from what we have already laid down
in our course on Physics. Motion, we say, is the fulfilment of
the movable in so far as it is movable. Each kind of motion,
therefore, necessarily involves the presence of the things that
are capable of that motion. In fact, even apart from the defi-
nition of motion, every one would admit that in each kind of
motion it is that which is capable of that motion that is in
motion: thus it is that which is capable of alteration that is
altered, and that which is capable of local change that is in
locomotion: and so there must be something capable of being
burned before there can be a process of being burned, and
something capable of burning before there can be a process of
burning. Moreover, these things also must either have a
beginning before which they had no being, or they must be
eternal. Now if there was a becoming of every movable thing,
it follows that before the motion in question another change
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or motion must have taken place in which that which was
capable of being moved or of causing motion had its becom-
ing. To suppose, on the other hand, that these things were in
being throughout all previous time without there being any
motion appears unreasonable on a moment's thought, and
still more unreasonable, we shall find, on further considera-
tion. For if we are to say that, while there are on the one hand
things that are movable, and on the other hand things that are
motive, there is a time when there is a first movent and a first
moved, and another time when there is no such thing but
only something that is at rest, then this thing that is at rest
must previously have been in process of change: for there
must have been some cause of its rest, rest being the privation
of motion. Therefore, before this first change there will be a
previous change. For some things cause motion in only one
w a y, while others can produce either of two contrary
motions: thus fire causes heating but not cooling, whereas it
would seem that knowledge may be directed to two contrary
ends while remaining one and the same. Even in the former
class, however, there seems to be something similar, for a cold
thing in a sense causes heating by turning away and retiring,
just as one possessed of knowledge voluntarily makes an error
when he uses his knowledge in the reverse way. But at any rate
all things that are capable respectively of affecting and being
affected, or of causing motion and being moved, are capable
of it not under all conditions, but only when they are in a par-
ticular condition and approach one another: so it is on the
approach of one thing to another that the one causes motion
and the other is moved, and when they are present under such
conditions as rendered the one motive and the other movable.
So if the motion was not always in process, it is clear that they
must have been in a condition not such as to render them
capable respectively of being moved and of causing motion,
and one or other of them must have been in process of
change: for in what is relative this is a necessary consequence:
e.g. if one thing is double another when before it was not so,
one or other of them, if not both, must have been in process
of change. It follows then, that there will be a process of
change previous to the first.

(Further, how can there be any 'before' and 'after' with-
out the existence of time? Or how can there be any time with-
out the existence of motion? If, then, time is the number of
motion or itself a kind of motion, it follows that, if there is
always time, motion must also be eternal. But so far as time
is concerned we see that all with one exception are in agree-
ment in saying that it is uncreated: in fact, it is just this that
enables Democritus to show that all things cannot have had a
becoming: for time, he says, is uncreated. Plato alone asserts
the creation of time, saying that it had a becoming together
with the universe, the universe according to him having had

a becoming. Now since time cannot exist and is unthinkable
apart from the moment, and the moment a kind of middle-
point, uniting as it does in itself both a beginning and an end,
a beginning of future time and an end of past time, it follows
that there must always be time: for the extremity of the last
period of time that we take must be found in some moment,
since time contains no point of contact for us except the
moment. Therefore, since the moment is both a beginning
and an end, there must always be time on both sides of it. But
if this is true of time, it is evident that it must also be true of
motion, time being a kind of affection of motion.)

The same reasoning will also serve to show the imper-
ishability of motion: just as a becoming of motion would
involve, as we saw, the existence of a process of change previ-
ous to the first, in the same way a perishing of motion would
involve the existence of a process of change subsequent to the
last: for when a thing ceases to be moved, it does not there-
fore at the same time cease to be movable-e.g. the cessation of
the process of being burned does not involve the cessation of
the capacity of being burned, since a thing may be capable of
being burned without being in process of being burned-nor,
when a thing ceases to be movent, does it therefore at the
same time cease to a be motive. Again, the destructive agent
will have to be destroyed, after what it destroys has been
destroyed, and then that which has the capacity of destroying
it will have to be destroyed afterwards, (so that there will be a
process of change subsequent to the last,) for being destroyed
also is a kind of change. If, then, view which we are criticiz-
ing involves these impossible consequences, it is clear that
motion is eternal and cannot have existed at one time and not
at another: in fact such a view can hardly be described as
anythling else than fantastic.

And much the same may be said of the view that such is
the ordinance of nature and that this must be regarded as a
principle, as would seem to be the view of Empedocles when
he says that the constitution of the world is of necessity such
that Love and Strife alternately predominate and cause
motion, while in the intermediate period of time there is a
state of rest. Probably also those who like like Anaxagoras,
assert a single principle (of motion) would hold this view. But
that which is produced or directed by nature can never be
anything disorderly: for nature is everywhere the cause of
order. Moreover, there is no ratio in the relation of the infi-
nite to the infinite, whereas order always means ratio. But if
we say that there is first a state of rest for an infinite time, and
then motion is started at some moment, and that the fact that
it is this rather than a previous moment is of no importance,
and involves no order, then we can no longer say that it is
nature's work: for if anything is of a certain character natu-
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rally, it either is so invariably and is not sometimes of this and
sometimes of another character (e.g. fire, which travels
upwards naturally, does not sometimes do so and sometimes
not) or there is a ratio in the variation. It would be better,
therefore, to say with Empedocles and any one else who may
have maintained such a theory as his that the universe is alter-
nately at rest and in motion: for in a system of this kind we
have at once a certain order. But even here the holder of the
theory ought not only to assert the fact: he ought to explain
the cause of it: i.e. he should not make any mere assumption
or lay down any gratuitous axiom, but should employ either
inductive or demonstrative reasoning. The Love and Strife
postulated by Empedocles are not in themselves causes of the
fact in question, nor is it of the essence of either that it should
be so, the essential function of the former being to unite, of
the latter to separate. If he is to go on to explain this alternate
predominance, he should adduce cases where such a state of
things exists, as he points to the fact that among mankind we
have something that unites men, namely Love, while on the
other hand enemies avoid one another: thus from the
observed fact that this occurs in certain cases comes the
assumption that it occurs also in the universe. Then, again,
some argument is needed to explain why the predominance
of each of the two forces lasts for an equal period of time. But
it is a wrong assumption to suppose universally that we have
an adequate first principle in virtue of the fact that something
always is so or always happens so. Thus Democritus reduces
the causes that explain nature to the fact that things happened
in the past in the same way as they happen now: but he does
not think fit to seek for a first principle to explain this
'always': so, while his theory is right in so far as it is applied
to certain individual cases, he is wrong in making it of uni-
versal application. Thus, a triangle always has its angles equal
to two right angles, but there is nevertheless an ulterior cause
of the eternity of this truth, whereas first principles are eter-
nal and have no ulterior cause. Let this conclude what we
have to say in support of our contention that there never was
a time when there was not motion, and never will be a time
when there will not be motion.

2

The arguments that may be advanced against this posi-
tion are not difficult to dispose of. The chief considerations
that might be thought to indicate that motion may exist
though at one time it had not existed at all are the following:

First, it may be said that no process of change is eternal:
for the nature of all change is such that it proceeds from
something to something, so that every process of change must
be bounded by the contraries that mark its course, and no

motion can go on to infinity.

Secondly, we see that a thing that neither is in motion
nor contains any motion within itself can be set in motion;
e.g. inanimate things that are (whether the whole or some
part is in question) not in motion but at rest, are at some
moment set in motion: whereas, if motion cannot have a
becoming before which it had no being, these things ought to
be either always or never in motion.

Thirdly, the fact is evident above all in the case of ani-
mate beings: for it sometimes happens that there is no motion
in us and we are quite still, and that nevertheless we are then
at some moment set in motion, that is to say it sometimes
happens that we produce a beginning of motion in ourselves
spontaneously without anything having set us in motion
from without. We see nothing like this in the case of inani-
mate things, which are always set in motion by something
else from without: the animal, on the other hand, we say,
moves itself: therefore, if an animal is ever in a state of
absolute rest, we have a motionless thing in which motion
can be produced from the thing itself, and not from without.
Now if this can occur in an animal, why should not the same
be true also of the universe as a whole? If it can occur in a
small world it could also occur in a great one: and if it can
occur in the world, it could also occur in the infinite; that is,
if the infinite could as a whole possibly be in motion or at
rest.

Of these objections, then, the first-mentioned motion to
opposites is not always the same and numerically one a cor-
rect statement; in fact, this may be said to be a necessary con-
clusion, provided that it is possible for the motion of that
which is one and the same to be not always one and the same.
(I mean that e.g. we may question whether the note given by
a single string is one and the same, or is different each time
the string is struck, although the string is in the same condi-
tion and is moved in the same way.) But still, however this
may be, there is nothing to prevent there being a motion that
is the same in virtue of being continuous and eternal: we shall
have something to say later that will make this point clearer.

As regards the second objection, no absurdity is involved
in the fact that something not in motion may be set in
motion, that which caused the motion from without being at
one time present, and at another absent. Nevertheless, how
this can be so remains matter for inquiry; how it comes
about, I mean, that the same motive force at one time causes
a thing to be in motion, and at another does not do so: for
the difficulty raised by our objector really amounts to this-
why is it that some things are not always at rest, and the rest
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always in motion?

The third objection may be thought to present more dif-
ficulty than the others, namely, that which alleges that
motion arises in things in which it did not exist before, and
adduces in proof the case of animate things: thus an animal is
first at rest and afterwards walks, not having been set in
motion apparently by anything from without. This, however,
is false: for we observe that there is always some part of the
animal's organism in motion, and the cause of the motion of
this part is not the animal itself, but, it may be, its environ-
ment. Moreover, we say that the animal itself originates not
all of its motions but its locomotion. So it may well be the
case-or rather we may perhaps say that it must necessarily be
the case-that many motions are produced in the body by its
environment, and some of these set in motion the intellect or
the appetite, and this again then sets the whole animal in
motion: this is what happens when animals are asleep: though
there is then no perceptive motion in them, there is some
motion that causes them to wake up again. But we will leave
this point also to be elucidated at a later stage in our discus-
sion.

3

Our enquiry will resolve itself at the outset into a consid-
eration of the above-mentioned problem-what can be the rea-
son why some things in the world at one time are in motion
and at another are at rest again? Now one of three things must
be true: either all things are always at rest, or all things are
always in motion, or some things are in motion and others at
rest: and in this last case again either the things that are in
motion are always in motion and the things that are at rest are
always at rest, or they are all constituted so as to be capable
alike of motion and of rest; or there is yet a third possibility
remaining-it may be that some things in the world are always
motionless, others always in motion, while others again admit
of both conditions. This last is the account of the matter that
we must give: for herein lies the solution of all the difficulties
raised and the conclusion of the investigation upon which we
are engaged.

To maintain that all things are at rest, and to disregard
sense-perception in an attempt to show the theory to be rea-
sonable, would be an instance of intellectual weakness: it
would call in question a whole system, not a particular detail:
moreover, it would be an attack not only on the physicist but
on almost all sciences and all received opinions, since motion
plays a part in all of them. Further, just as in arguments about
mathematics objections that involve first principles do not
affect the mathematician-and the other sciences are in similar

case-so, too, objections involving the point that we have just
raised do not affect the physicist: for it is a fundamental
assumption with him that motion is ultimately referable to
nature herself.

The assertion that all things are in motion we may fairly
regard as equally false, though it is less subversive of physical
science: for though in our course on physics it was laid down
that rest no less than motion is ultimately referable to nature
h e r s e l f, neve rtheless motion is the characteristic fact of
nature: moreover, the view is actually held by some that not
merely some things but all things in the world are in motion
and always in motion, though we cannot apprehend the fact
by sense-perception. Although the supporters of this theory
do not state clearly what kind of motion they mean, or
whether they mean all kinds, it is no hard matter to reply to
them: thus we may point out that there cannot be a continu-
ous process either of increase or of decrease: that which comes
between the two has to be included. The theory resembles
that about the stone being worn away by the drop of water or
split by plants growing out of it: if so much has been extrud-
ed or removed by the drop, it does not follow that half the
amount has previously been extruded or removed in half the
time: the case of the hauled ship is exactly comparable: here
we have so many drops setting so much in motion, but a part
of them will not set as much in motion in any period of time.
The amount removed is, it is true, divisible into a number of
parts, but no one of these was set in motion separately: they
were all set in motion together. It is evident, then, that from
the fact that the decrease is divisible into an infinite number
of parts it does not follow that some part must always be pass-
ing away: it all passes away at a particular moment. Similarly,
too, in the case of any alteration whatever if that which suf-
fers alteration is infinitely divisible it does not follow from
this that the same is true of the alteration itself, which often
occurs all at once, as in freezing. Again, when any one has fall-
en ill, there must follow a period of time in which his restora-
tion to health is in the future: the process of change cannot
take place in an instant: yet the change cannot be a change to
anything else but health. The assertion. therefore, that alter-
ation is continuous is an extravagant calling into question of
the obvious: for alteration is a change from one contrary to
another. Moreover, we notice that a stone becomes neither
harder nor softer. Again, in the matter of locomotion, it
would be a strange thing if a stone could be falling or resting
on the ground without our being able to perceive the fact.
Further, it is a law of nature that earth and all other bodies
should remain in their proper places and be moved from
them only by violence: from the fact then that some of them
are in their proper places it follows that in respect of place also
all things cannot be in motion. These and other similar argu-
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ments, then, should convince
us that it is impossible either
that all things are always in
motion or that all things are
always at rest.

Nor again can it be that
some things are always at rest,
others always in motion, and
nothing sometimes at rest and
sometimes in motion. This the-
o ry must be pro n o u n c e d
impossible on the same
g rounds as those pre v i o u s l y
mentioned: viz. that we see the
a b ove-mentioned changes
occurring in the case of the
same things. We may further
point out that the defender of this position is fighting against
the obvious, for on this theory there can be no such thing as
increase: nor can there be any such thing as compulsory
motion, if it is impossible that a thing can be at rest before
being set in motion unnaturally. This theory, then, does away
with becoming and perishing. Moreover, motion, it would
seem, is generally thought to be a sort of becoming and per-
ishing, for that to which a thing changes comes to be, or
occupancy of it comes to be, and that from which a thing
changes ceases to be, or there ceases to be occupancy of it. It
is clear, therefore, that there are cases of occasional motion
and occasional rest.

We have now to take the assertion that all things are
sometimes at rest and sometimes in motion and to confront
it with the arguments previously advanced. We must take our
start as before from the possibilities that we distinguished just
above. Either all things are at rest, or all things are in motion,
or some things are at rest and others in motion. And if some
things are at rest and others in motion, then it must be that
either all things are sometimes at rest and sometimes in
motion, or some things are always at rest and the remainder
always in motion, or some of the things are always at rest and
others always in motion while others again are sometimes at
rest and sometimes in motion. Now we have said before that
it is impossible that all things should be at rest: nevertheless
we may now repeat that assertion. We may point out that,
even if it is really the case, as certain persons assert, that the
existent is infinite and motionless, it certainly does not appear
to be so if we follow sense-perception: many things that exist
appear to be in motion. Now if there is such a thing as false
opinion or opinion at all, there is also motion; and similarly
if there is such a thing as imagination, or if it is the case that

anything seems to be different at different times: for imagi-
nation and opinion are thought to be motions of a kind. But
to investigate this question at all-to seek a reasoned justifica-
tion of a belief with regard to which we are too well off to
require reasoned justification-implies bad judgement of what
is better and what is worse, what commends itself to belief
and what does not, what is ultimate and what is not. It is like-
wise impossible that all things should be in motion or that
some things should be always in motion and the remainder
always at rest. We have sufficient ground for rejecting all these
theories in the single fact that we see some things that are
sometimes in motion and sometimes at rest. It is evident,
therefore, that it is no less impossible that some things should
be always in motion and the remainder always at rest than
that all things should be at rest or that all things should be in
motion continuously. It remains, then, to consider whether
all things are so constituted as to be capable both of being in
motion and of being at rest, or whether, while some things are
so constituted, some are always at rest and some are always in
motion: for it is this last view that we have to show to be true.

4

Now of things that cause motion or suffer motion, to
some the motion is accidental, to others essential: thus it is
accidental to what merely belongs to or contains as a part a
thing that causes motion or suffers motion, essential to a
thing that causes motion or suffers motion not merely by
belonging to such a thing or containing it as a part.

Of things to which the motion is essential some derive
their motion from themselves, others from something else:
and in some cases their motion is natural, in others violent
and unnatural. Thus in things that derive their motion from
themselves, e.g. all animals, the motion is natural (for when
an animal is in motion its motion is derived from itself): and
whenever the source of the motion of a thing is in the thing
itself we say that the motion of that thing is natural.
Therefore the animal as a whole moves itself naturally: but
the body of the animal may be in motion unnaturally as well
as naturally: it depends upon the kind of motion that it may
chance to be suffering and the kind of element of which it is
composed. And the motion of things that derive their motion
from something else is in some cases natural, in other unnat-
ural: e.g. upward motion of earthy things and downward
motion of fire are unnatural. Moreover the parts of animals
are often in motion in an unnatural way, their positions and
the character of the motion being abnormal. The fact that a
thing that is in motion derives its motion from something is
most evident in things that are in motion unnaturally,
because in such cases it is clear that the motion is derived
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from something other than the thing itself. Next to things
that are in motion unnaturally those whose motion while nat-
ural is derived from themselves-e.g. animals-make this fact
clear: for here the uncertainty is not as to whether the motion
is derived from something but as to how we ought to distin-
guish in the thing between the movent and the moved. It
would seem that in animals, just as in ships and things not
naturally organized, that which causes motion is separate
from that which suffers motion, and that it is only in this
sense that the animal as a whole causes its own motion.

The greatest difficulty, however, is presented by the
remaining case of those that we last distinguished. Where
things derive their motion from something else we distin-
guished the cases in which the motion is unnatural: we are left
with those that are to be contrasted with the others by reason
of the fact that the motion is natural. It is in these cases that
difficulty would be experienced in deciding whence the
motion is derived, e.g. in the case of light and heavy things.
When these things are in motion to positions the reverse of
those they would properly occupy, their motion is violent:
when they are in motion to their proper positions-the light
thing up and the heavy thing down-their motion is natural;
but in this latter case it is no longer evident, as it is when the
motion is unnatural, whence their motion is derived. It is
impossible to say that their motion is derived from them-
selves: this is a characteristic of life and peculiar to living
things. Further, if it were, it would have been in their power
to stop themselves (I mean that if e.g. a thing can cause itself
to walk it can also cause itself not to walk), and so, since on
this supposition fire itself possesses the power of upward loco-
motion, it is clear that it should also possess the power of
downward locomotion. Moreover if things move themselves,
it would be unreasonable to suppose that in only one kind of
motion is their motion derived from themselves. Again, how
can anything of continuous and naturally connected sub-
stance move itself? In so far as a thing is one and continuous
not merely in virtue of contact, it is impassive: it is only in so
far as a thing is divided that one part of it is by nature active
and another passive. Therefore none of the things that we are
now considering move themselves (for they are of naturally
connected substance), nor does anything else that is continu-
ous: in each case the movent must be separate from the
moved, as we see to be the case with inanimate things when
an animate thing moves them. It is the fact that these things
also always derive their motion from something: what it is
would become evident if we were to distinguish the different
kinds of cause.

The above-mentioned distinctions can also be made in
the case of things that cause motion: some of them are capa-

ble of causing motion unnaturally (e.g. the lever is not natu-
rally capable of moving the weight), others naturally (e.g.
what is actually hot is naturally capable of moving what is
potentially hot): and similarly in the case of all other things
of this kind.

In the same way, too, what is potentially of a certain qual-
ity or of a certain quantity in a certain place is naturally mov-
able when it contains the corresponding principle in itself and
not accidentally (for the same thing may be both of a certain
quality and of a certain quantity, but the one is an accidental,
not an essential property of the other). So when fire or earth
is moved by something the motion is violent when it is
unnatural, and natural when it brings to actuality the proper
activities that they potentially possess. But the fact that the
term 'potentially' is used in more than one sense is the reason
why it is not evident whence such motions as the upward
motion of fire and the downward motion of earth are derived.
One who is learning a science potentially knows it in a dif-
ferent sense from one who while already possessing the
knowledge is not actually exercising it. Wherever we have
something capable of acting and something capable of being
correspondingly acted on, in the event of any such pair being
in contact what is potential becomes at times actual: e.g. the
learner becomes from one potential something another
potential something: for one who possesses knowledge of a
science but is not actually exercising it knows the science
potentially in a sense, though not in the same sense as he
knew it potentially before he learnt it. And when he is in this
condition, if something does not prevent him, he actively
exercises his knowledge: otherwise he would be in the contra-
dictory state of not knowing. In regard to natural bodies also
the case is similar. Thus what is cold is potentially hot: then a
change takes place and it is fire, and it burns, unless some-
thing prevents and hinders it. So, too, with heavy and light:
light is generated from heavy, e.g. air from water (for water is
the first thing that is potentially light), and air is actually
light, and will at once realize its proper activity as such unless
something prevents it. The activity of lightness consists in the
light thing being in a certain situation, namely high up: when
it is in the contrary situation, it is being prevented from ris-
ing. The case is similar also in regard to quantity and quality.
But, be it noted, this is the question we are trying to answer-
how can we account for the motion of light things and heavy
things to their proper situations? The reason for it is that they
have a natural tendency respectively towards a certain posi-
tion: and this constitutes the essence of lightness and heavi-
ness, the former being determined by an upward, the latter by
a downward, tendency. As we have said, a thing may be
potentially light or heavy in more senses than one. Thus not
only when a thing is water is it in a sense potentially light, but
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when it has become air it may be still potentially light: for it
may be that through some hindrance it does not occupy an
upper position, whereas, if what hinders it is removed, it real-
izes its activity and continues to rise higher. The process
whereby what is of a certain quality changes to a condition of
active existence is similar: thus the exercise of knowledge fol-
lows at once upon the possession of it unless something pre-
vents it. So, too, what is of a certain quantity extends itself
over a certain space unless something prevents it. The thing
in a sense is and in a sense is not moved by one who moves
what is obstructing and preventing its motion (e.g. one who
pulls away a pillar from under a roof or one who removes a
stone from a wineskin in the water is the accidental cause of
motion): and in the same way the real cause of the motion of
a ball rebounding from a wall is not the wall but the thrower.
So it is clear that in all these cases the thing does not move
itself, but it contains within itself the source of motion-not of
moving something or of causing motion, but of suffering it.

If then the motion of all things that are in motion is
either natural or unnatural and violent, and all things whose
motion is violent and unnatural are moved by something, and
something other than themselves, and again all things whose
motion is natural are moved by something-both those that are
moved by themselves and those that are not moved by them-
selves (e.g. light things and heavy things, which are moved
either by that which brought the thing into existence as such
and made it light and heavy, or by that which released what
was hindering and preventing it); then all things that are in
motion must be moved by something.

5

Now this may come about in either of two ways. Either
the movent is not itself responsible for the motion, which is
to be referred to something else which moves the movent, or
the movent is itself responsible for the motion. Further, in the
latter case, either the movent immediately precedes the last
thing in the series, or there may be one or more intermediate
links: e.g. the stick moves the stone and is moved by the
hand, which again is moved by the man: in the man, howev-
er, we have reached a movent that is not so in virtue of being
moved by something else. Now we say that the thing is
moved both by the last and by the first movent in the series,
but more strictly by the first, since the first movent moves the
last, whereas the last does not move the first, and the first will
move the thing without the last, but the last will not move it
without the first: e.g. the stick will not move anything unless
it is itself moved by the man. If then everything that is in
motion must be moved by something, and the movent must
either itself be moved by something else or not, and in the

former case there must be some first movent that is not itself
moved by anything else, while in the case of the immediate
movent being of this kind there is no need of an intermediate
movent that is also moved (for it is impossible that there
should be an infinite series of movents, each of which is itself
moved by something else, since in an infinite series there is no
first term)-if then everything that is in motion is moved by
something, and the first movent is moved but not by any-
thing else, it much be moved by itself.

This same argument may also be stated in another way as
follows. Every movent moves something and moves it with
something, either with itself or with something else: e.g. a
man moves a thing either himself or with a stick, and a thing
is knocked down either by the wind itself or by a stone pro-
pelled by the wind. But it is impossible for that with which a
thing is moved to move it without being moved by that which
imparts motion by its own agency: on the other hand, if a
thing imparts motion by its own agency, it is not necessary
that there should be anything else with which it imparts
motion, whereas if there is a different thing with which it
imparts motion, there must be something that imparts
motion not with something else but with itself, or else there
will be an infinite series. If, then, anything is a movent while
being itself moved, the series must stop somewhere and not
be infinite. Thus, if the stick moves something in virtue of
being moved by the hand, the hand moves the stick: and if
something else moves with the hand, the hand also is moved
by something different from itself. So when motion by means
of an instrument is at each stage caused by something differ-
ent from the instrument, this must always be preceded by
something else which imparts motion with itself. Therefore,
if this last movent is in motion and there is nothing else that
moves it, it must move itself. So this reasoning also shows that
when a thing is moved, if it is not moved immediately by
something that moves itself, the series brings us at some time
or other to a movent of this kind.

And if we consider the matter in yet a third wa Ly we
shall get this same result as follows. If everything that is in
motion is moved by something that is in motion, ether this
being in motion is an accidental attribute of the movents in
question, so that each of them moves something while being
itself in motion, but not always because it is itself in motion,
or it is not accidental but an essential attribute. Let us con-
sider the former alternative. If then it is an accidental
attribute, it is not necessary that that is in motion should be
in motion: and if this is so it is clear that there may be a time
when nothing that exists is in motion, since the accidental is
not necessary but contingent. Now if we assume the existence
of a possibility, any conclusion that we thereby reach will not
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be an impossibility though it may be contrary to fact. But the
nonexistence of motion is an impossibility: for we have
shown above that there must always be motion.

Moreover, the conclusion to which we have been led is a
reasonable one. For there must be three things-the moved, the
movent, and the instrument of motion. Now the moved must
be in motion, but it need not move anything else: the instru-
ment of motion must both move something else and be itself
in motion (for it changes together with the moved, with
which it is in contact and continuous, as is clear in the case of
things that move other things locally, in which case the two
things must up to a certain point be in contact): and the
movent-that is to say, that which causes motion in such a
manner that it is not merely the instrument of motion-must
be unmoved. Now we have visual experience of the last term
in this series, namely that which has the capacity of being in
motion, but does not contain a motive principle, and also of
that which is in motion but is moved by itself and not by any-
thing else: it is reasonable, therefore, not to say necessary, to
suppose the existence of the third term also, that which caus-
es motion but is itself unmoved. So, too, Anaxagoras is right
when he says that Mind is impassive and unmixed, since he
makes it the principle of motion: for it could cause motion in
this sense only by being itself unmoved, and have supreme
control only by being unmixed.

We will now take the second alternative. If the movement
is not accidentally but necessarily in motion-so that, if it were
not in motion, it would not move anything-then the movent,
in so far as it is in motion, must be in motion in one of two
ways: it is moved either as that is which is moved with the
same kind of motion, or with a different kind-either that
which is heating, I mean, is itself in process of becoming hot,
that which is making healthy in process of becoming healthy,
and that which is causing locomotion in process of locomo-
tion, or else that which is making healthy is, let us say, in
process of locomotion, and that which is causing locomotion
in process of, say, increase. But it is evident that this is impos-
sible. For if we adopt the first assumption we have to make it
apply within each of the very lowest species into which
motion can be divided: e.g. we must say that if some one is
teaching some lesson in geometry, he is also in process of
being taught that same lesson in geometry, and that if he is
throwing he is in process of being thrown in just the same
manner. Or if we reject this assumption we must say that one
kind of motion is derived from another; e.g. that that which
is causing locomotion is in process of increase, that which is
causing this increase is in process of being altered by some-
thing else, and that which is causing this alteration is in
process of suffering some different kind of motion. But the

series must stop somewhere, since the kinds of motion are
limited; and if we say that the process is reversible, and that
that which is causing alteration is in process of locomotion,
we do no more than if we had said at the outset that that
which is causing locomotion is in process of locomotion, and
that one who is teaching is in process of being taught: for it
is clear that everything that is moved is moved by the movent
that is further back in the series as well as by that which
immediately moves it: in fact the earlier movent is that which
more strictly moves it. But this is of course impossible: for it
involves the consequence that one who is teaching is in
process of learning what he is teaching, whereas teaching nec-
essarily implies possessing knowledge, and learning not pos-
sessing it. Still more unreasonable is the consequence
involved that, since everything that is moved is moved by
something that is itself moved by something else, everything
that has a capacity for causing motion has as such a corre-
sponding capacity for being moved: i.e. it will have a capaci-
ty for being moved in the sense in which one might say that
everything that has a capacity for making healthy, and exer-
cises that capacity, has as such a capacity for being made
healthy, and that which has a capacity for building has as such
a capacity for being built. It will have the capacity for being
thus moved either immediately or through one or more links
(as it will if, while everything that has a capacity for causing
motion has as such a capacity for being moved by something
else, the motion that it has the capacity for suffering is not
that with which it affects what is next to it, but a motion of
a different kind; e.g. that which has a capacity for making
healthy might as such have a capacity for learn. the series,
however, could be traced back, as we said before, until at
some time or other we arrived at the same kind of motion).
Now the first alternative is impossible, and the second is fan-
tastic: it is absurd that that which has a capacity for causing
alteration should as such necessarily have a capacity, let us say,
for increase. It is not necessary, therefore, that that which is
moved should always be moved by something else that is itself
moved by something else: so there will be an end to the series.
Consequently the first thing that is in motion will derive its
motion either from something that is at rest or from itself.
But if there were any need to consider which of the two, that
which moves itself or that which is moved by something else,
is the cause and principle of motion, every one would decide
the former: for that which is itself independently a cause is
always prior as a cause to that which is so only in virtue of
being itself dependent upon something else that makes it so.

We must therefore make a fresh start and consider the
question; if a thing moves itself, in what sense and in what
manner does it do so? Now everything that is in motion must
be infinitely divisible, for it has been shown already in our
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general course on Physics, that everything that is essentially in
motion is continuous. Now it is impossible that that which
moves itself should in its entirety move itself: for then, while
being specifically one and indivisible, it would as a Whole
both undergo and cause the same locomotion or alteration:
thus it would at the same time be both teaching and being
taught (the same thing), or both restoring to and being
restored to the same health. Moreover, we have established
the fact that it is the movable that is moved; and this is poten-
tially, not actually, in motion, but the potential is in process
to actuality, and motion is an incomplete actuality of the
movable. The movent on the other hand is already in activi-
ty: e.g. it is that which is hot that produces heat: in fact, that
which produces the form is always something that possesses
it. Consequently (if a thing can move itself as a whole), the
same thing in respect of the same thing may be at the same
time both hot and not hot. So, too, in every other case where
the movent must be described by the same name in the same
sense as the moved. Therefore when a thing moves itself it is
one part of it that is the movent and another part that is
moved. But it is not self-moving in the sense that each of the
two parts is moved by the other part: the following consider-
ations make this evident. In the first place, if each of the two
parts is to move the other, there will be no first movent. If a
thing is moved by a series of movents, that which is earlier in
the series is more the cause of its being moved than that
which comes next, and will be more truly the movent: for we
found that there are two kinds of movent, that which is itself
moved by something else and that which derives its motion
from itself: and that which is further from the thing that is
moved is nearer to the principle of motion than that which is
intermediate. In the second place, there is no necessity for the
movent part to be moved by anything but itself: so it can only
be accidentally that the other part moves it in return. I take
then the possible case of its not moving it: then there will be
a part that is moved and a part that is an unmoved movent.
In the third place, there is no necessity for the movent to be
moved in return: on the contrary the necessity that there
should always be motion makes it necessary that there should
be some movent that is either unmoved or moved by itself. In
the fourth place we should then have a thing undergoing the
same motion that it is causing-that which is producing heat,
therefore, being heated. But as a matter of fact that which pri-
marily moves itself cannot contain either a single part that
moves itself or a number of parts each of which moves itself.
For, if the whole is moved by itself, it must be moved either
by some part of itself or as a whole by itself as a whole. If,
then, it is moved in virtue of some part of it being moved by
that part itself, it is this part that will be the primary self-
movent, since, if this part is separated from the whole, the
part will still move itself, but the whole will do so no longer.

If on the other hand the whole is moved by itself as a whole,
it must be accidentally that the parts move themselves: and
therefore, their self-motion not being necessary, we may take
the case of their not being moved by themselves. Therefore in
the whole of the thing we may distinguish that which imparts
motion without itself being moved and that which is moved:
for only in this way is it possible for a thing to be self-moved.
Further, if the whole moves itself we may distinguish in it that
which imparts the motion and that which is moved: so while
we say that AB is moved by itself, we may also say that it is
moved by A. And since that which imparts motion may be
either a thing that is moved by something else or a thing that
is unmoved, and that which is moved may be either a thing
that imparts motion to something else or a thing that does
not, that which moves itself must be composed of something
that is unmoved but imparts motion and also of something
that is moved but does not necessarily impart motion but
may or may not do so. Thus let A be something that imparts
motion but is unmoved, B something that is moved by A and
moves G, G something that is moved by B but moves noth-
ing (granted that we eventually arrive at G we may take it that
there is only one intermediate term, though there may be
more). Then the whole ABG moves itself. But if I take away
G, AB will move itself, A imparting motion and B being
moved, whereas G will not move itself or in fact be moved at
all. Nor again will BG move itself apart from A: for B imparts
motion only through being moved by something else, not
through being moved by any part of itself. So only AB moves
itself. That which moves itself, therefore, must comprise
something that imparts motion but is unmoved and some-
thing that is moved but does not necessarily move anything
else: and each of these two things, or at any rate one of them,
must be in contact with the other. If, then, that which
imparts motion is a continuous substance-that which is
moved must of course be so-it is clear that it is not through
some part of the whole being of such a nature as to be capa-
ble of moving itself that the whole moves itself: it moves itself
as a whole, both being moved and imparting motion through
containing a part that imparts motion and a part that is
moved. It does not impart motion as a whole nor is it moved
as a whole: it is A alone that imparts motion and B alone that
is moved. It is not true, further, that G is moved by A, which
is impossible.

Here a difficulty arises: if something is taken away from
A (supposing that that which imparts motion but is unmoved
is a continuous substance), or from B the part that is moved,
will the remainder of A continue to impart motion or the
remainder of B continue to be moved? If so, it will not be AB
primarily that is moved by itself, since, when something is
taken away from AB, the remainder of AB will still continue
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to move itself. Perhaps we may state the case thus: there is
nothing to prevent each of the two parts, or at any rate one
of them, that which is moved, being divisible though actual-
ly undivided, so that if it is divided it will not continue in the
possession of the same capacity: and so there is nothing to
prevent self-motion residing primarily in things that are
potentially divisible.

From what has been said, then, it is evident that that
which primarily imparts motion is unmoved: for, whether the
series is closed at once by that which is in motion but moved
by something else deriving its motion directly from the first
unmoved, or whether the motion is derived from what is in
motion but moves itself and stops its own motion, on both
suppositions we have the result that in all cases of things
being in motion that which primarily imparts motion is
unmoved.

6

Since there must always be motion without intermission,
there must necessarily be something, one thing or it may be a
plurality, that first imparts motion, and this first movent
must be unmoved. Now the question whether each of the
things that are unmoved but impart motion is eternal is irrel-
evant to our present argument: but the following considera-
tions will make it clear that there must necessarily be some
such thing, which, while it has the capacity of moving some-
thing else, is itself unmoved and exempt from all change,
which can affect it neither in an unqualified nor in an acci-
dental sense. Let us suppose, if any one likes, that in the case
of certain things it is possible for them at different times to be
and not to be, without any process of becoming and perish-
ing (in fact it would seem to be necessary, if a thing that has
not parts at one time is and at another time is not, that any
such thing should without undergoing any process of change
at one time be and at another time not be). And let us further
suppose it possible that some principles that are unmoved but
capable of imparting motion at one time are and at another
time are not. Even so, this cannot be true of all such princi-
ples, since there must clearly be something that causes things
that move themselves at one time to be and at another not to
be. For, since nothing that has not parts can be in motion,
that which moves itself must as a whole have magnitude,
though nothing that we have said makes this necessarily true
of every movent. So the fact that some things become and
others perish, and that this is so continuously, cannot be
caused by any one of those things that, though they are
unmoved, do not always exist: nor again can it be caused by
any of those which move certain particular things, while oth-
ers move other things. The eternity and continuity of the

process cannot be caused either by any one of them singly or
by the sum of them, because this causal relation must be eter-
nal and necessary, whereas the sum of these movents is infi-
nite and they do not all exist together. It is clear, then, that
though there may be countless instances of the perishing of
some principles that are unmoved but impart motion, and
though many things that move themselves perish and are suc-
ceeded by others that come into being, and though one thing
that is unmoved moves one thing while another moves anoth-
er, nevertheless there is something that comprehends them
all, and that as something apart from each one of them, and
this it is that is the cause of the fact that some things are and
others are not and of the continuous process of change: and
this causes the motion of the other movents, while they are
the causes of the motion of other things. Motion, then, being
eternal, the first movent, if there is but one, will be eternal
also: if there are more than one, there will be a plurality of
such eternal movents. We ought, however, to suppose that
there is one rather than many, and a finite rather than an infi-
nite number. When the consequences of either assumption
are the same, we should always assume that things are finite
rather than infinite in number, since in things constituted by
nature that which is finite and that which is better ought, if
possible, to be present rather than the reverse: and here it is
sufficient to assume only one movent, the first of unmoved
things, which being eternal will be the principle of motion to
everything else.

The following argument also makes it evident that the
first movent must be something that is one and eternal. We
have shown that there must always be motion. That being so,
motion must also be continuous, because what is always is
continuous, whereas what is merely in succession is not con-
tinuous. But further, if motion is continuous, it is one: and it
is one only if the movent and the moved that constitute it are
each of them one, since in the event of a thing's being moved
now by one thing and now by another the whole motion will
not be continuous but successive.

Moreover a conviction that there is a first unmoved
something may be reached not only from the foregoing argu-
ments, but also by considering again the principles operative
in movents. Now it is evident that among existing things
there are some that are sometimes in motion and sometimes
at rest. This fact has served above to make it clear that it is not
true either that all things are in motion or that all things are
at rest or that some things are always at rest and the remain-
der always in motion: on this matter proof is supplied by
things that fluctuate between the two and have the capacity
of being sometimes in motion and sometimes at rest. The
existence of things of this kind is clear to all: but we wish to
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explain also the nature of each of the other two kinds and
show that there are some things that are always unmoved and
some things that are always in motion. In the course of our
argument directed to this end we established the fact that
everything that is in motion is moved by something, and that
the movent is either unmoved or in motion, and that, if it is
in motion, it is moved either by itself or by something else
and so on throughout the series: and so we proceeded to the
position that the first principle that directly causes things that
are in motion to be moved is that which moves itself, and the
first principle of the whole series is the unmoved. Further it
is evident from actual observation that there are things that
have the characteristic of moving themselves, e.g. the animal
kingdom and the whole class of living things. This being so,
then, the view was suggested that perhaps it may be possible
for motion to come to be in a thing without having been in
existence at all before, because we see this actually occurring
in animals: they are unmoved at one time and then again they
are in motion, as it seems. We must grasp the fact, therefore,
that animals move themselves only with one kind of motion,
and that this is not strictly originated by them. The cause of
it is not derived from the animal itself: it is connected with
other natural motions in animals, which they do not experi-
ence through their own instru m e n t a l i t y, e.g. incre a s e ,
decrease, and respiration: these are experienced by every ani-
mal while it is at rest and not in motion in respect of the
motion set up by its own agency: here the motion is caused
by the atmosphere and by many things that enter into the
animal: thus in some cases the cause is nourishment: when it
is being digested animals sleep, and when it is being distrib-
uted through the system they awake and move themselves,
the first principle of this motion being thus originally derived
from outside. Therefore animals are not always in continuous
motion by their own agency: it is something else that moves
them, itself being in motion and changing as it comes into
relation with each several thing that moves itself. (Moreover
in all these self-moving things the first movent and cause of
their self-motion is itself moved by itself, though in an acci-
dental sense: that is to say, the body changes its place, so that
that which is in the body changes its place also and is a self-
movent through its exercise of leverage.) Hence we may con-
fidently conclude that if a thing belongs to the class of
unmoved movents that are also themselves moved accidental-
ly, it is impossible that it should cause continuous motion. So
the necessity that there should be motion continuously
requires that there should be a first movent that is unmoved
even accidentally, if, as we have said, there is to be in the
world of things an unceasing and undying motion, and the
world is to remain permanently self-contained and within the
same limits: for if the first principle is permanent, the uni-
verse must also be permanent, since it is continuous with the

first principle. (We must distinguish, however, between acci-
dental motion of a thing by itself and such motion by some-
thing else, the former being confined to perishable things,
whereas the latter belongs also to certain first principles of
heavenly bodies, of all those, that is to say, that experience
more than one locomotion.)

And further, if there is always something of this nature, a
movent that is itself unmoved and eternal, then that which is
first moved by it must be eternal. Indeed this is clear also
from the consideration that there would otherwise be no
becoming and perishing and no change of any kind in other
things, which require something that is in motion to move
them: for the motion imparted by the unmoved will always
be imparted in the same way and be one and the same, since
the unmoved does not itself change in relation to that which
is moved by it. But that which is moved by something that,
though it is in motion, is moved directly by the unmoved
stands in varying relations to the things that it moves, so that
the motion that it causes will not be always the same: by rea-
son of the fact that it occupies contrary positions or assumes
contrary forms at different times it will produce contrary
motions in each several thing that it moves and will cause it
to be at one time at rest and at another time in motion.

The foregoing argument, then, has served to clear up the
point about which we raised a difficulty at the outset-why is
it that instead of all things being either in motion or at rest,
or some things being always in motion and the remainder
always at rest, there are things that are sometimes in motion
and sometimes not? The cause of this is now plain: it is
because, while some things are moved by an eternal unmoved
movent and are therefore always in motion, other things are
moved by a movent that is in motion and changing, so that
they too must change. But the unmoved movent, as has been
said, since it remains permanently simple and unvarying and
in the same state, will cause motion that is one and simple.

7

This matter will be made clearer, however, if we start
afresh from another point. We must consider whether it is or
is not possible that there should be a continuous motion, and,
if it is possible, which this motion is, and which is the pri-
mary motion: for it is plain that if there must always be
motion, and a particular motion is primary and continuous,
then it is this motion that is imparted by the first movent, and
so it is necessarily one and the same and continuous and pri-
mary.

Now of the three kinds of motion that there are-motion
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in respect of magnitude, motion in respect of affection, and
motion in respect of place-it is this last, which we call loco-
motion, that must be primary. This may be shown as follows.
It is impossible that there should be increase without the pre-
vious occurrence of alteration: for that which is increased,
although in a sense it is increased by what is like itself, is in a
sense increased by what is unlike itself: thus it is said that con-
trary is nourishment to contrary: but growth is effected only
by things becoming like to like. There must be alteration,
then, in that there is this change from contrary to contrary.
But the fact that a thing is altered requires that there should
be something that alters it, something e.g. that makes the
potentially hot into the actually hot: so it is plain that the
movent does not maintain a uniform relation to it but is at
one time nearer to and at another farther from that which is
altered: and we cannot have this without locomotion. If,
therefore, there must always be motion, there must also
always be locomotion as the primary motion, and, if there is
a primary as distinguished from a secondary form of locomo-
tion, it must be the primary form. Again, all affections have
their origin in condensation and rarefaction: thus heavy and
light, soft and hard, hot and cold, are considered to be forms
of density and rarity. But condensation and rarefaction are
nothing more than combination and separation, processes in
accordance with which substances are said to become and
perish: and in being combined and separated things must
change in respect of place. And further, when a thing is
increased or decreased its magnitude changes in respect of
place.

Again, there is another point of view from which it will
be clearly seen that locomotion is primary. As in the case of
other things so too in the case of motion the word 'primary'
may be used in several senses. A thing is said to be prior to
other things when, if it does not exist, the others will not
exist, whereas it can exist without the others: and there is also
priority in time and priority in perfection of existence. Let us
begin, then, with the first sense. Now there must be motion
continuously, and there may be continuously either continu-
ous motion or successive motion, the former, however, in a
higher degree than the latter: moreover it is better that it
should be continuous rather than successive motion, and we
always assume the presence in nature of the better, if it be pos-
sible: since, then, continuous motion is possible (this will be
proved later: for the present let us take it for granted), and no
other motion can be continuous except locomotion, locomo-
tion must be primary. For there is no necessity for the subject
of locomotion to be the subject either of increase or of alter-
ation, nor need it become or perish: on the other hand there
cannot be any one of these processes without the existence of
the continuous motion imparted by the first movent.

Secondly, locomotion must be primary in time: for this is
the only motion possible for things. It is true indeed that, in
the case of any individual thing that has a becoming, loco-
motion must be the last of its motions: for after its becoming
it first experiences alteration and increase, and locomotion is
a motion that belongs to such things only when they are per-
fected. But there must previously be something else that is in
process of locomotion to be the cause even of the becoming
of things that become, without itself being in process of
becoming, as e.g. the begotten is preceded by what begot it:
otherwise becoming might be thought to be the primary
motion on the ground that the thing must first become. But
though this is so in the case of any individual thing that
becomes, nevertheless before anything becomes, something
else must be in motion, not itself becoming but being, and
before this there must again be something else. And since
becoming cannot be primary-for, if it were, everything that is
in motion would be perishable-it is plain that no one of the
motions next in order can be prior to locomotion. By the
motions next in order I mean increase and then alteration,
decrease, and perishing. All these are posterior to becoming:
consequently, if not even becoming is prior to locomotion,
then no one of the other processes of change is so either.

Thirdly, that which is in process of becoming appears
universally as something imperfect and proceeding to a first
principle: and so what is posterior in the order of becoming
is prior in the order of nature. Now all things that go through
the process of becoming acquire locomotion last. It is this
that accounts for the fact that some living things, e.g. plants
and many kinds of animals, owing to lack of the requisite
organ, are entirely without motion, whereas others acquire it
in the course of their being perfected. Therefore, if the degree
in which things possess locomotion corresponds to the degree
in which they have realized their natural development, then
this motion must be prior to all others in respect of perfection
of existence: and not only for this reason but also because a
thing that is in motion loses its essential character less in the
process of locomotion than in any other kind of motion: it is
the only motion that does not involve a change of being in
the sense in which there is a change in quality when a thing
is altered and a change in quantity when a thing is increased
or decreased. Above all it is plain that this motion, motion in
respect of place, is what is in the strictest sense produced by
that which moves itself; but it is the self-movent that we
declare to be the first principle of things that are moved and
impart motion and the primary source to which things that
are in motion are to be referred.

It is clear, then, from the foregoing arguments that loco-
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motion is the primary motion. We have now to show which
kind of locomotion is primary. The same process of reasoning
will also make clear at the same time the truth of the assump-
tion we have made both now and at a previous stage that it is
possible that there should be a motion that is continuous and
eternal. Now it is clear from the following considerations that
no other than locomotion can be continuous. Every other
motion and change is from an opposite to an opposite: thus
for the processes of becoming and perishing the limits are the
existent and the non-existent, for alteration the various pairs
of contrary affections, and for increase and decrease either
greatness and smallness or perfection and imperfection of
magnitude: and changes to the respective contraries are con-
trary changes. Now a thing that is undergoing any particular
kind of motion, but though previously existent has not always
undergone it, must previously have been at rest so far as that
motion is concerned. It is clear, then, that for the changing
thing the contraries will be states of rest. And we have a sim-
ilar result in the case of changes that are not motions: for
becoming and perishing, whether regarded simply as such
without qualification or as affecting something in particular,
are opposites: therefore provided it is impossible for a thing
to undergo opposite changes at the same time, the change will
not be continuous, but a period of time will intervene
between the opposite processes. The question whether these
contradictory changes are contraries or not makes no differ-
ence, provided only it is impossible for them both to be pre-
sent to the same thing at the same time: the point is of no
importance to the argument. Nor does it matter if the thing
need not rest in the contradictory state, or if there is no state
of rest as a contrary to the process of change: it may be true
that the non-existent is not at rest, and that perishing is a
process to the non-existent. All that matters is the interven-
tion of a time: it is this that prevents the change from being
continuous: so, too, in our previous instances the important
thing was not the relation of contrariety but the impossibili-
ty of the two processes being present to a thing at the same
time. And there is no need to be disturbed by the fact that on
this showing there may be more than one contrary to the
same thing, that a particular motion will be contrary both to
rest and to motion in the contrary direction. We have only to
grasp the fact that a particular motion is in a sense the oppo-
site both of a state of rest and of the contrary motion, in the
same way as that which is of equal or standard measure is the
opposite both of that which surpasses it and of that which it
surpasses, and that it is impossible for the opposite motions
or changes to be present to a thing at the same time.
Furthermore, in the case of becoming and perishing it would
seem to be an utterly absurd thing if as soon as anything has
become it must necessarily perish and cannot continue to
exist for any time: and, if this is true of becoming and per-

ishing, we have fair grounds for inferring the same to be true
of the other kinds of change, since it would be in the natural
order of things that they should be uniform in this respect.

8

Let us now proceed to maintain that it is possible that
there should be an infinite motion that is single and contin-
uous, and that this motion is rotatory motion. The motion of
everything that is in process of locomotion is either rotatory
or rectilinear or a compound of the two: consequently, if one
of the former two is not continuous, that which is composed
of them both cannot be continuous either. Now it is plain
that if the locomotion of a thing is rectilinear and finite it is
not continuous locomotion: for the thing must turn back,
and that which turns back in a straight line undergoes two
contrary locomotions, since, so far as motion in respect of
place is concerned, upward motion is the contrary of down-
ward motion, forward motion of backward motion, and
motion to the left of motion to the right, these being the pairs
of contraries in the sphere of place. But we have already
defined single and continuous motion to be motion of a sin-
gle thing in a single period of time and operating within a
sphere admitting of no further specific differentiation (for we
have three things to consider, first that which is in motion,
e.g. a man or a god, secondly the 'when' of the motion, that
is to say, the time, and thirdly the sphere within which it
operates, which may be either place or affection or essential
form or magnitude): and contraries are specifically not one
and the same but distinct: and within the sphere of place we
have the above-mentioned distinctions. Moreover we have an
indication that motion from A to B is the contrary of motion
from B to A in the fact that, if they occur at the same time,
they arrest and stop each other. And the same is true in the
case of a circle: the motion from A towards B is the contrary
of the motion from A towards G: for even if they are contin-
uous and there is no turning back they arrest each other,
because contraries annihilate or obstruct one another. On the
other hand lateral motion is not the contrary of upward
motion. But what shows most clearly that rectilinear motion
cannot be continuous is the fact that turning back necessari-
ly implies coming to a stand, not only when it is a straight
line that is traversed, but also in the case of locomotion in a
circle (which is not the same thing as rotatory locomotion:
for, when a thing merely traverses a circle, it may either pro-
ceed on its course without a break or turn back again when it
has reached the same point from which it started). We may
assure ourselves of the necessity of this coming to a stand not
only on the strength of observation, but also on theoretical
grounds. We may start as follows: we have three points, start-
ing-point, middle-point, and finishing-point, of which the
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middle-point in virtue of the relations in which it stands sev-
erally to the other two is both a starting-point and a finish-
ing-point, and though numerically one is theoretically two.
We have further the distinction between the potential and the
actual. So in the straight line in question any one of the
points lying between the two extremes is potentially a middle-
point: but it is not actually so unless that which is in motion
divides the line by coming to a stand at that point and begin-
ning its motion again: thus the middle-point becomes both a
starting-point and a goal, the starting-point of the latter part
and the finishing-point of the first part of the motion. This is
the case e.g. when A in the course of its locomotion comes to
a stand at B and starts again towards G: but when its motion
is continuous A cannot either have come to be or have ceased
to be at the point B: it can only have been there at the
moment of passing, its passage not being contained within
any period of time except the whole of which the particular
moment is a dividing-point. To maintain that it has come to
be and ceased to be there will involve the consequence that A
in the course of its locomotion will always be coming to a
stand: for it is impossible that A should simultaneously have
come to be at B and ceased to be there, so that the two things
must have happened at different points of time, and therefore
there will be the intervening period of time: consequently A
will be in a state of rest at B, and similarly at all other points,
since the same reasoning holds good in every case. When to
A, that which is in process of locomotion, B, the middle-
point, serves both as a finishing-point and as a starting-point
for its motion, A must come to a stand at B, because it makes
it two just as one might do in thought. However, the point A
is the real starting-point at which the moving body has ceased
to be, and it is at G that it has really come to be when its
course is finished and it comes to a stand. So this is how we
must meet the difficulty that then arises, which is as follows.
Suppose the line E is equal to the line Z, that A proceeds in
continuous locomotion from the extreme point of E to G,
and that, at the moment when A is at the point B, D is pro-
ceeding in uniform locomotion and with the same velocity as
A from the extremity of Z to H: then, says the argument, D
will have reached H before A has reached G for that which
makes an earlier start and departure must make an earlier
arrival: the reason, then, for the late arrival of A is that it has
not simultaneously come to be and ceased to be at B: other-
wise it will not arrive later: for this to happen it will be nec-
essary that it should come to a stand there. Therefore we must
not hold that there was a moment when A came to be at B
and that at the same moment D was in motion from the
extremity of Z: for the fact of A's having come to be at B will
involve the fact of its also ceasing to be there, and the two
events will not be simultaneous, whereas the truth is that A is
at B at a sectional point of time and does not occupy time

there. In this case, therefore, where the motion of a thing is
continuous, it is impossible to use this form of expression. On
the other hand in the case of a thing that turns back in its
course we must do so. For suppose H in the course of its loco-
motion proceeds to D and then turns back and proceeds
downwards again: then the extreme point D has served as fin-
ishing-point and as starting-point for it, one point thus serv-
ing as two: therefore H must have come to a stand there: it
cannot have come to be at D and departed from D simulta-
neously, for in that case it would simultaneously be there and
not be there at the same moment. And here we cannot apply
the argument used to solve the difficulty stated above: we
cannot argue that H is at D at a sectional point of time and
has not come to be or ceased to be there. For here the goal
that is reached is necessarily one that is actually, not poten-
tially, existent. Now the point in the middle is potential: but
this one is actual, and regarded from below it is a finishing-
point, while regarded from above it is a starting-point, so that
it stands in these same two respective relations to the two
motions. Therefore that which turns back in traversing a rec-
tilinear course must in so doing come to a stand.
Consequently there cannot be a continuous re c t i l i n e a r
motion that is eternal.

The same method should also be adopted in replying to
those who ask, in the terms of Zeno's argument, whether we
admit that before any distance can be traversed half the dis-
tance must be traversed, that these half-distances are infinite
in number, and that it is impossible to traverse distances infi-
nite in number-or some on the lines of this same argument
put the questions in another form, and would have us grant
that in the time during which a motion is in progress it
should be possible to reckon a half-motion before the whole
for every half-distance that we get, so that we have the result
that when the whole distance is traversed we have reckoned
an infinite number, which is admittedly impossible. Now
when we first discussed the question of motion we put for-
ward a solution of this difficulty turning on the fact that the
period of time occupied in traversing the distance contains
within itself an infinite number of units: there is no absurdi-
ty, we said, in supposing the traversing of infinite distances in
infinite time, and the element of infinity is present in the
time no less than in the distance. But, although this solution
is adequate as a reply to the questioner (the question asked
being whether it is possible in a finite time to traverse or reck-
on an infinite number of units), nevertheless as an account of
the fact and explanation of its true nature it is inadequate. For
suppose the distance to be left out of account and the ques-
tion asked to be no longer whether it is possible in a finite
time to traverse an infinite number of distances, and suppose
that the inquiry is made to refer to the time taken by itself
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(for the time contains an infinite number of divisions): then
this solution will no longer be adequate, and we must apply
the truth that we enunciated in our recent discussion, stating
it in the following way. In the act of dividing the continuous
distance into two halves one point is treated as two, since we
make it a starting-point and a finishing-point: and this same
result is also produced by the act of reckoning halves as well
as by the act of dividing into halves. But if divisions are made
in this way, neither the distance nor the motion will be con-
tinuous: for motion if it is to be continuous must relate to
what is continuous: and though what is continuous contains
an infinite number of halves, they are not actual but potential
halves. If the halves are made actual, we shall get not a con-
tinuous but an intermittent motion. In the case of reckoning
the halves, it is clear that this result follows: for then one
point must be reckoned as two: it will be the finishing-point
of the one half and the starting-point of the other, if we reck-
on not the one continuous whole but the two halves.
Therefore to the question whether it is possible to pass
through an infinite number of units either of time or of dis-
tance we must reply that in a sense it is and in a sense it is not.
If the units are actual, it is not possible: if they are potential,
it is possible. For in the course of a continuous motion the
traveller has traversed an infinite number of units in an acci-
dental sense but not in an unqualified sense: for though it is
an accidental characteristic of the distance to be an infinite
number of half-distances, this is not its real and essential char-
acter. It is also plain that unless we hold that the point of time
that divides earlier from later always belongs only to the later
so far as the thing is concerned, we shall be involved in the
consequence that the same thing is at the same moment exis-
tent and not existent, and that a thing is not existent at the
moment when it has become. It is true that the point is com-
mon to both times, the earlier as well as the later, and that,
while numerically one and the same, it is theoretically not so,
being the finishing-point of the one and the starting-point of
the other: but so far as the thing is concerned it belongs to the
later stage of what happens to it. Let us suppose a time ABG
and a thing D, D being white in the time A and not-white in
the time B. Then D is at the moment G white and not-white:
for if we were right in saying that it is white during the whole
time A, it is true to call it white at any moment of A, and not-
white in B, and G is in both A and B. We must not allow,
therefore, that it is white in the whole of A, but must say that
it is so in all of it except the last moment G. G belongs already
to the later period, and if in the whole of A not-white was in
process of becoming and white of perishing, at G the process
is complete. And so G is the first moment at which it is true
to call the thing white or not white respectively. Otherwise a
thing may be non-existent at the moment when it has
become and existent at the moment when it has perished: or

else it must be possible for a thing at the same time to be
white and not white and in fact to be existent and non-exis-
tent. Further, if anything that exists after having been previ-
ously non-existent must become existent and does not exist
when it is becoming, time cannot be divisible into time-
atoms. For suppose that D was becoming white in the time A
and that at another time B, a time-atom consecutive with the
last atom of A, D has already become white and so is white at
that moment: then, inasmuch as in the time A it was becom-
ing white and so was not white and at the moment B it is
white, there must have been a becoming between A and B
and therefore also a time in which the becoming took place.
On the other hand, those who deny atoms of time (as we do)
are not affected by this argument: according to them D has
become and so is white at the last point of the actual time in
which it was becoming white: and this point has no other
point consecutive with or in succession to it, whereas time-
atoms are conceived as successive. Moreover it is clear that if
D was becoming white in the whole time A, the time occu-
pied by it in having become white in addition to having been
in process of becoming white is no more than all that it occu-
pied in the mere process of becoming white.

These and such-like, then, are the arguments for our con-
clusion that derive cogency from the fact that they have a spe-
cial bearing on the point at issue. If we look at the question
from the point of view of general theory, the same result
would also appear to be indicated by the following argu-
ments. Everything whose motion is continuous must, on
arriving at any point in the course of its locomotion, have
been previously also in process of locomotion to that point, if
it is not forced out of its path by anything: e.g. on arriving at
B a thing must also have been in process of locomotion to B,
and that not merely when it was near to B, but from the
moment of its starting on its course, since there can be, no
reason for its being so at any particular stage rather than at an
earlier one. So, too, in the case of the other kinds of motion.
Now we are to suppose that a thing proceeds in locomotion
from A to G and that at the moment of its arrival at G the
continuity of its motion is unbroken and will remain so until
it has arrived back at A. Then when it is undergoing locomo-
tion from A to G it is at the same time undergoing also its
locomotion to A from G: consequently it is simultaneously
undergoing two contrary motions, since the two motions that
follow the same straight line are contrary to each other. With
this consequence there also follows another: we have a thing
that is in process of change from a position in which it has
not yet been: so, inasmuch as this is impossible, the thing
must come to a stand at G. Therefore the motion is not a sin-
gle motion, since motion that is interrupted by stationariness
is not single.
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Further, the following argument will serve better to make
this point clear universally in respect of every kind of motion.
If the motion undergone by that which is in motion is always
one of those already enumerated, and the state of rest that it
undergoes is one of those that are the opposites of the
motions (for we found that there could be no other besides
these), and moreover that which is undergoing but does not
always undergo a particular motion (by this I mean one of the
various specifically distinct motions, not some particular part
of the whole motion) must have been previously undergoing
the state of rest that is the opposite of the motion, the state of
rest being privation of motion; then, inasmuch as the two
motions that follow the same straight line are contrary
motions, and it is impossible for a thing to undergo simulta-
neously two contrary motions, that which is undergoing
locomotion from A to G cannot also simultaneously be
undergoing locomotion from G to A: and since the latter
locomotion is not simultaneous with the former but is still to
be undergone, before it is undergone there must occur a state
of rest at G: for this, as we found, is the state of rest that is the
opposite of the motion from G. The foregoing argument,
then, makes it plain that the motion in question is not con-
tinuous.

Our next argument has a more special bearing than the
foregoing on the point at issue. We will suppose that there has
occurred in something simultaneously a perishing of not-
white and a becoming of white. Then if the alteration to
white and from white is a continuous process and the white
does not remain any time, there must have occurred simulta-
neously a perishing of not-white, a becoming of white, and a
becoming of not-white: for the time of the three will be the
same.

Again, from the continuity of the time in which the
motion takes place we cannot infer continuity in the motion,
but only successiveness: in fact, how could contraries, e.g.
whiteness and blackness, meet in the same extreme point?

On the other hand, in motion on a circular line we shall
find singleness and continuity: for here we are met by no
impossible consequence: that which is in motion from A will
in virtue of the same direction of energy be simultaneously in
motion to A (since it is in motion to the point at which it will
finally arrive), and yet will not be undergoing two contrary or
opposite motions: for a motion to a point and a motion from
that point are not always contraries or opposites: they are
contraries only if they are on the same straight line (for then
they are contrary to one another in respect of place, as e.g. the
two motions along the diameter of the circle, since the ends

of this are at the greatest possible distance from one another),
and they are opposites only if they are along the same line.
Therefore in the case we are now considering there is nothing
to prevent the motion being continuous and free from all
intermission: for rotatory motion is motion of a thing from
its place to its place, whereas rectilinear motion is motion
from its place to another place.

Moreover the progress of rotatory motion is never local-
ized within certain fixed limits, whereas that of rectilinear
motion repeatedly is so. Now a motion that is always shifting
its ground from moment to moment can be continuous: but
a motion that is repeatedly localized within certain fixed lim-
its cannot be so, since then the same thing would have to
undergo simultaneously two opposite motions. So, too, there
cannot be continuous motion in a semicircle or in any other
arc of a circle, since here also the same ground must be tra-
versed repeatedly and two contrary processes of change must
occur. The reason is that in these motions the starting-point
and the termination do not coincide, whereas in motion over
a circle they do coincide, and so this is the only perfect
motion.

This differentiation also provides another means of show-
ing that the other kinds of motion cannot be continuous
either: for in all of them we find that there is the same ground
to be traversed repeatedly; thus in alteration there are the
intermediate stages of the process, and in quantitative change
there are the intervening degrees of magnitude: and in
becoming and perishing the same thing is true. It makes no
difference whether we take the intermediate stages of the
process to be few or many, or whether we add or subtract one:
for in either case we find that there is still the same ground to
be traversed repeatedly. Moreover it is plain from what has
been said that those physicists who assert that all sensible
things are always in motion are wrong: for their motion must
be one or other of the motions just mentioned: in fact they
mostly conceive it as alteration (things are always in flux and
decay, they say), and they go so far as to speak even of becom-
ing and perishing as a process of alteration. On the other
hand, our argument has enabled us to assert the fact, apply-
ing universally to all motions, that no motion admits of con-
tinuity except rotatory motion: consequently neither alter-
ation nor increase admits of continuity. We need now say no
more in support of the position that there is no process of
change that admits of infinity or continuity except rotatory
locomotion.

9

It can now be shown plainly that rotation is the primary
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locomotion. Every locomotion, as we said before, is either
rotatory or rectilinear or a compound of the two: and the two
former must be prior to the last, since they are the elements
of which the latter consists. Moreover rotatory locomotion is
prior to rectilinear locomotion, because it is more simple and
complete, which may be shown as follows. The straight line
traversed in rectilinear motion cannot be infinite: for there is
no such thing as an infinite straight line; and even if there
were, it would not be traversed by anything in motion: for the
impossible does not happen and it is impossible to traverse an
infinite distance. On the other hand rectilinear motion on a
finite straight line is if it turns back a composite motion, in
fact two motions, while if it does not turn back it is incom-
plete and perishable: and in the order of nature, of definition,
and of time alike the complete is prior to the incomplete and
the imperishable to the perishable. Again, a motion that
admits of being eternal is prior to one that does not. Now
rotatory motion can be eternal: but no other motion, whether
locomotion or motion of any other kind, can be so, since in
all of them rest must occur and with the occurrence of rest the
motion has perished. Moreover the result at which we have
arrived, that rotatory motion is single and continuous, and
rectilinear motion is not, is a reasonable one. In rectilinear
motion we have a definite starting-point, finishing-point,
middle-point, which all have their place in it in such a way
that there is a point from which that which is in motion can
be said to start and a point at which it can be said to finish its
course (for when anything is at the limits of its course,
whether at the starting-point or at the finishing-point, it must
be in a state of rest). On the other hand in circular motion
there are no such definite points: for why should any one
point on the line be a limit rather than any other? Any one
point as much as any other is alike starting-point, middle-
point, and finishing-point, so that we can say of certain
things both that they are always and that they never are at a
starting-point and at a finishing-point (so that a revolving
sphere, while it is in motion, is also in a sense at rest, for it
continues to occupy the same place). The reason of this is that
in this case all these characteristics belong to the centre: that
is to say, the centre is alike starting-point, middle-point, and
finishing-point of the space traversed; consequently since this
point is not a point on the circular line, there is no point at
which that which is in process of locomotion can be in a state
of rest as having traversed its course, because in its locomo-
tion it is proceeding always about a central point and not to
an extreme point: therefore it remains still, and the whole is
in a sense always at rest as well as continuously in motion.
Our next point gives a convertible result: on the one hand,
because rotation is the measure of motions it must be the pri-
mary motion (for all things are measured by what is prima-
ry): on the other hand, because rotation is the primary

motion it is the measure of all other motions. Again, rotato-
ry motion is also the only motion that admits of being regu-
lar. In rectilinear locomotion the motion of things in leaving
the starting-point is not uniform with their motion in
approaching the finishing-point, since the velocity of a thing
always increases proportionately as it removes itself farther
from its position of rest: on the other hand rotatory motion
is the only motion whose course is naturally such that it has
no starting-point or finishing-point in itself but is determined
from elsewhere.

As to locomotion being the primary motion, this is a
truth that is attested by all who have ever made mention of
motion in their theories: they all assign their first principles
of motion to things that impart motion of this kind. Thus
'separation' and 'combination' are motions in respect of
place, and the motion imparted by 'Love' and 'Strife' takes
these forms, the latter 'separating' and the former 'combin-
ing'. Anaxagoras, too, says that 'Mind', his first movent, 'sep-
arates'. Similarly those who assert no cause of this kind but
say that 'void' accounts for motion-they also hold that the
motion of natural substance is motion in respect of place: for
their motion that is accounted for by 'void' is locomotion,
and its sphere of operation may be said to be place. Moreover
they are of opinion that the primary substances are not sub-
ject to any of the other motions, though the things that are
compounds of these substances are so subject: the processes of
increase and decrease and alteration, they say, are effects of
the 'combination' and 'separation' of atoms. It is the same,
too, with those who make out that the becoming or perishing
of a thing is accounted for by 'density' or 'rarity': for it is by
'combination' and 'separation' that the place of these things
in their systems is determined. Moreover to these we may add
those who make Soul the cause of motion: for they say that
things that undergo motion have as their first principle 'that
which moves itself': and when animals and all living things
move themselves, the motion is motion in respect of place.
Finally it is to be noted that we say that a thing 'is in motion'
in the strict sense of the term only when its motion is motion
in respect of place: if a thing is in process of increase or
decrease or is undergoing some alteration while remaining at
rest in the same place, we say that it is in motion in some par-
ticular respect: we do not say that it 'is in motion' without
qualification.

Our present position, then, is this: We have argued that
there always was motion and always will be motion through-
out all time, and we have explained what is the first principle
of this eternal motion: we have explained further which is the
primary motion and which is the only motion that can be
eternal: and we have pronounced the first movent to be
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unmoved.

10 

We have now to assert that the first movent must be
without parts and without magnitude, beginning with the
establishment of the premisses on which this conclusion
depends.

One of these premisses is that nothing finite can cause
motion during an infinite time. We have three things, the
movent, the moved, and thirdly that in which the motion
takes place, namely the time: and these are either all infinite
or all finite or partly-that is to say two of them or one of
them-finite and partly infinite. Let A be the movement, B the
moved, and G the infinite time. Now let us suppose that D
moves E, a part of B. Then the time occupied by this motion
cannot be equal to G: for the greater the amount moved, the
longer the time occupied. It follows that the time Z is not
infinite. Now we see that by continuing to add to D, I shall
use up A and by continuing to add to E, I shall use up B: but
I shall not use up the time by continually subtracting a corre-
sponding amount from it, because it is infinite. Consequently
the duration of the part of G which is occupied by all A in
moving the whole of B, will be finite. Therefore a finite thing
cannot impart to anything an infinite motion. It is clear,
then, that it is impossible for the finite to cause motion dur-
ing an infinite time.

It has now to be shown that in no case is it possible for
an infinite force to reside in a finite magnitude. This can be
shown as follows: we take it for granted that the greater force
is always that which in less time than another does an equal
amount of work when engaged in any activity-in heating, for
example, or sweetening or throwing; in fact, in causing any
kind of motion. Then that on which the forces act must be
affected to some extent by our supposed finite magnitude
possessing an infinite force as well as by anything else, in fact
to a greater extent than by anything else, since the infinite
force is greater than any other. But then there cannot be any
time in which its action could take place. Suppose that A is
the time occupied by the infinite power in the performance
of an act of heating or pushing, and that AB is the time occu-
pied by a finite power in the performance of the same act:
then by adding to the latter another finite power and contin-
ually increasing the magnitude of the power so added I shall
at some time or other reach a point at which the finite power
has completed the motive act in the time A: for by continual
addition to a finite magnitude I must arrive at a magnitude
that exceeds any assigned limit, and in the same way by con-
tinual subtraction I must arrive at one that falls short of any

assigned limit. So we get the result that the finite force will
occupy the same amount of time in performing the motive
act as the infinite force. But this is impossible. Therefore
nothing finite can possess an infinite force. So it is also
impossible for a finite force to reside in an infinite magnitude.
It is true that a greater force can reside in a lesser magnitude:
but the superiority of any such greater force can be still
greater if the magnitude in which it resides is greater. Now let
AB be an infinite magnitude. Then BG possesses a certain
force that occupies a certain time, let us say the time Z in
moving D. Now if I take a magnitude twice as great at BG,
the time occupied by this magnitude in moving D will be half
of EZ (assuming this to be the proportion): so we may call
this time ZH. That being so, by continually taking a greater
magnitude in this way I shall never arrive at the full AB,
whereas I shall always be getting a lesser fraction of the time
given. Therefore the force must be infinite, since it exceeds
any finite force. Moreover the time occupied by the action of
any finite force must also be finite: for if a given force moves
something in a certain time, a greater force will do so in a less-
er time, but still a definite time, in inverse proportion. But a
force must always be infinite-just as a number or a magnitude
is-if it exceeds all definite limits. This point may also be
proved in another way-by taking a finite magnitude in which
there resides a force the same in kind as that which resides in
the infinite magnitude, so that this force will be a measure of
the finite force residing in the infinite magnitude.

It is plain, then, from the foregoing arguments that it is
impossible for an infinite force to reside in a finite magnitude
or for a finite force to reside in an infinite magnitude. But
before proceeding to our conclusion it will be well to discuss
a difficulty that arises in connexion with locomotion. If
everything that is in motion with the exception of things that
move themselves is moved by something else, how is it that
some things, e.g. things thrown, continue to be in motion
when their movent is no longer in contact with them? If we
say that the movent in such cases moves something else at the
same time, that the thrower e.g. also moves the air, and that
this in being moved is also a movent, then it would be no
more possible for this second thing than for the original thing
to be in motion when the original movent is not in contact
with it or moving it: all the things moved would have to be
in motion simultaneously and also to have ceased simultane-
ously to be in motion when the original movent ceases to
move them, even if, like the magnet, it makes that which it
has moved capable of being a movent. Therefore, while we
must accept this explanation to the extent of saying that the
original movent gives the power of being a movent either to
air or to water or to something else of the kind, naturally
adapted for imparting and undergoing motion, we must say
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further that this thing does not cease simultaneously to
impart motion and to undergo motion: it ceases to be in
motion at the moment when its movent ceases to move it, but
it still remains a movent, and so it causes something else con-
secutive with it to be in motion, and of this again the same
may be said. The motion begins to cease when the motive
force produced in one member
of the consecutive series is at
each stage less than that pos-
sessed by the preceding mem-
ber, and it finally ceases when
one member no longer causes
the next member to be a movent
but only causes it to be in
motion. The motion of these
last two-of the one as movent
and of the other as moved-must
cease simultaneously, and with
this the whole motion ceases.
Now the things in which this
motion is produced are things
that admit of being sometimes
in motion and sometimes at rest, and the motion is not con-
tinuous but only appears so: for it is motion of things that are
either successive or in contact, there being not one movent
but a number of movents consecutive with one another: and
so motion of this kind takes place in air and water. Some say
that it is 'mutual replacement': but we must recognize that
the difficulty raised cannot be solved otherwise than in the
way we have described. So far as they are affected by 'mutual
replacement', all the members of the series are moved and
impart motion simultaneously, so that their motions also
cease simultaneously: but our present problem concerns the
appearance of continuous motion in a single thing, and there-
fore, since it cannot be moved throughout its motion by the
same movent, the question is, what moves it?

Resuming our main argument, we proceed from the posi-
tions that there must be continuous motion in the world of
things, that this is a single motion, that a single motion must
be a motion of a magnitude (for that which is without mag-
nitude cannot be in motion), and that the magnitude must be
a single magnitude moved by a single movent (for otherwise
there will not be continuous motion but a consecutive series
of separate motions), and that if the movement is a single
thing, it is either itself in motion or itself unmoved: if, then,
it is in motion, it will have to be subject to the same condi-
tions as that which it moves, that is to say it will itself be in
process of change and in being so will also have to be moved
by something: so we have a series that must come to an end,
and a point will be reached at which motion is imparted by
something that is unmoved. Thus we have a movent that has

no need to change along with that which it moves but will be
able to cause motion always (for the causing of motion under
these conditions involves no effort): and this motion alone is
regular, or at least it is so in a higher degree than any other,
since the movent is never subject to any change. So, too, in
order that the motion may continue to be of the same char-

acter, the moved must not be sub-
ject to change in respect of its rela-
tion to the movent. Moreover the
movent must occupy either the cen-
tre or the circumference, since these
are the first principles from which a
sphere is derived. But the things
nearest the movent are those whose
motion is quickest, and in this case
it is the motion of the circumfer-
ence that is the quickest: therefore
the movent occupies the circumfer-
ence.

There is a further difficulty in
supposing it to be possible for any-

thing that is in motion to cause motion continuously and not
merely in the way in which it is caused by something repeat-
edly pushing (in which case the continuity amounts to no
more than successiveness). Such a movent must either itself
continue to push or pull or perform both these actions, or else
the action must be taken up by something else and be passed
on from one movent to another (the process that we
described before as occurring in the case of things thrown,
since the air or the water, being divisible, is a movent only in
virtue of the fact that different parts of the air are moved one
after another): and in either case the motion cannot be a sin-
gle motion, but only a consecutive series of motions. The
only continuous motion, then, is that which is caused by the
unmoved movent: and this motion is continuous because the
movent remains always invariable, so that its relation to that
which it moves remains also invariable and continuous.

Now that these points are settled, it is clear that the first
unmoved movent cannot have any magnitude. For if it has
magnitude, this must be either a finite or an infinite magni-
tude. Now we have already'proved in our course on Physics
that there cannot be an infinite magnitude: and we have now
proved that it is impossible for a finite magnitude to have an
infinite force, and also that it is impossible for a thing to be
moved by a finite magnitude during an infinite time. But the
first movent causes a motion that is eternal and does cause it
during an infinite time. It is clear, therefore, that the first
movent is indivisible and is without parts and without mag-
nitude. 

-THE END- 
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